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Th e Fourth Crusade (1202–4). Map by Slaviša Mijatović.
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On April 12, 1204, around midday, a Venetian sailor leaped from the assault 
bridge of a massive ship called the Paradiso. He grasped the top of a tower on 
the seawall of Constantinople, where the blades of the Varangians and Byzan-
tines made short work of him. His name is unknown. But as the waves drove 
the Paradiso against the walls a second time, a French knight, André d’Ureboise, 
clambered atop the tower. Managing to unsheathe his sword, he cleared a small 
space for his comrades as they climbed onto the battlements and claimed sev-
eral towers. Inspired by this success, men from other ships emulated their 
heroic actions and surged atop the great walls. “Holy Sepulcher!” they cried.

Even with this foothold, the army of Latin-speaking soldiers had not yet 
won the day; hordes of Greeks still remained in battle dress at the foot of the 
great walls. But when an armed priest and crusader, Aleaumes of Clari, 
emerged from a small gate and brandished his sword, the Greek defenders at 
the scene fl ed. Soon, other units of the poorly trained Greek army abandoned 
the defense, followed by their emperor, Alexius V Doukas Mourtzouphlos. 
Th e next day, the Latins prepared to subdue the civilian population but instead 
found Greek citizens lining the streets, ready to welcome a new Latin emperor. 
Th e crusaders, however, had not yet chosen one, and without an emperor no 
single leader could keep the army in check. Th e troops overran the gathered 
citizens and the sack of Constantinople began.

Th e battle of April 12 and the coronation of Count Baldwin of Flanders as 
the fi rst Latin emperor of Constantinople on May 16, 1204, closed the long, 
complex saga of the Fourth Crusade. Th is book concerns itself with the con-
test over memory and meaning that followed.

Introduction
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2         Sacred Plunder

Here, I trace the ways in which that contest shaped the emergence, develop-
ment, and cultural infl uence of a distinct body of hagiographical texts known 
as translatio narratives. Th ese texts all describe the movement of relics from 
the East to the West in the aft ermath of the Fourth Crusade. I argue that as the 
new Latin Empire failed to cohere, critics of the crusade, especially Pope 
Innocent III, blamed the failures on the loss of God’s favor and fi xated on the 
looting of churches as the cause of this loss. Meanwhile, sacred plunder began 
arriving in the West, and the medieval traditions of translatio required ben-
efi ciaries of relics to craft  valorizing counternarratives that placed these 
objects within local sacred geographies. In most cases, these benefi ciaries, or 
the mostly anonymous hagiographers they commissioned, labored to memo-
rialize their newly acquired relics so as to exempt them from broader scru-
tiny or criticism. In other cases, particularly within Venice and its expanding 
empire, the translatio narratives served broader cultural purposes. Th ese 
relic-focused counternarratives and the interpretative modes they revealed 
played a key role in reshaping Venetian cultural development over the thir-
teenth century and beyond.

Going to Constantinople, let alone conquering it, was never part of the origi-
nal plan for the crusade. In fact, the leaders of the crusade had commissioned 
a massive fl eet from Venice in order to launch an amphibious assault upon 
Egypt. Th e crusaders and their sponsors hoped that the wealth of Egypt would 
sustain a campaign in the Holy Land and provide the means for regular resup-
ply and reinforcement. But controversy and unanticipated challenges had 
dogged the enterprise since nearly the beginning. Despite innovative attempts 
to organize leadership, transportation, and fi nancing so as to avoid problems 
of past crusades, the crusaders found themselves in debt, stuck in Venice, and 
commanded by a sometimes disorderly committee. Constantinople’s wealth 
eventually lured the crusaders into a Byzantine dynastic struggle that left  
them in little better fi nancial condition, far from their original destination, 
and excommunicated by the pope. As emperor aft er emperor fell to internal 
pressures and Greek and Latin antipathy intensifi ed, the crusaders decided 
to launch a last-ditch assault on the city. Much to everyone’s surprise, it 
 succeeded.

Initially, the Latins who conquered Constantinople, supporters back home, 
and even some critics of the crusaders were extremely optimistic in the wake 
of the conquest. Th is feeling did not last. Although Rome tried, Constantino-
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introduction         3

ple’s Greek citizens did not convert to the Latin rite in large numbers. Th e 
empire was immediately beset by various Greek pretenders to the throne as 
well as outside invaders. Th e fi rst Latin emperor soon died in battle. Moreover, 
despite carefully laid plans concerning the division of plunder that were meant 
to forestall confl ict, the victors argued among themselves over the spoils and 
then argued collectively with papal legates who came to assert authority over 
the churches of Constantinople and their vast possessions.

Meanwhile, narratives about the conquest proliferated in diverse genres, 
with varying degrees of relationship to the events themselves and largely in 
isolation from one another. And yet, in an act of surprising unanimity, both 
those most critical of the crusade and those who directly benefi tted from it 
fi xated on the looting of the city and its churches. For critics, faced with the 
inarguable signs of divine favor in the successful assault, blasphemous looting 
provided a new set of sinful acts to explain why God had subsequently turned 
his face from the new empire. Pope Innocent III numbered chief among these 
critics of postconquest sacrilege, but even the crusader-chroniclers Robert of 
Clari and Geoff rey of Villehardouin identifi ed looting-related impropriety as 
having caused the loss of divine favor.

Writers within religious institutions newly enriched by sacred objects and 
saintly patrons from Constantinople faced a distinct set of issues. As sacred 
relics of all degrees and stature arrived in the West in a great holy diaspora, 
their presence created the potential for both fi scal enrichment and rise in stat-
ure for the Western churches and monasteries. Mere possession of a new relic, 
however, was not suffi  cient to transform potentiality into actuality. For that, a 
relic needed a story.

Th is book explores the widespread hagiographical memorialization of the 
Fourth Crusade that took place roughly in the decade following the conquest 
of Constantinople. Translatio narratives, a subgenre of hagiography that 
focuses on the movement, or “translation,” of relics, are a peculiar group of 
texts. Th eir erratic relationship to actual events in the East renders them 
un reliable as military or political sources. In number and content, they are 
unusual in the history of crusade memorialization as well. Relic discovery 
and translation occur throughout the history of the crusades to the Holy 
Land, but translatio narratives are rare at best. And yet, aft er 1204, diverse 
religious houses with no known points of contact with one another responded 
to their sacred plunder by generating new hagiographical narratives. Th e cir-
cumstances of the composition, content, and cultural impact of this unique 
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4         Sacred Plunder

intersection of hagiography and memory in the wake of 1204 make up the 
core of this book.

Th ese texts exist as a body to be studied en masse thanks to the work of a 
nineteenth-century French historian named Count Paul Èdouard Didier 
Riant (Comte de Riant). On October 14, 1874, Riant fi rst presented his work on 
the spoliation of relics from Constantinople in the thirteenth century to the 
Société Nationale des Antiquaires de France at the Louvre. His report, which 
took another six meetings to complete, was eventually published in the mem-
oirs of the society as “Dépouilles religieuses à Constantinople au XIIIe siècle.” 
Th e next year, Riant founded the Société de l’Orient Latin in Paris. In 1877, he 
published the fi rst volume of his extraordinary Exuviae sacrae Constantinop-
olitanae and began the process of establishing the scale and extant source base 
for the translation of relics from the East to the West aft er 1204. Scholars have 
since located a few additional sources, and Alfred Andrea, in particular, pro-
duced superior editions of select texts, essays on the authors and important 
fi gures, and a number of extremely useful translations and commentaries. It 
was the Exuviae, however, that defi ned the hagiographical accounts of the 
aft ermath of 1204 as a corpus. Th at said, my book benefi ts from over a century 
of new scholarship on the crusade itself and new approaches to the study of 
medieval texts and culture. Riant sought to understand the truth behind the 
narratives and locate both the origin of specifi c objects and their destinations 
in the West. Andrea’s scholarship focuses on single texts and fi gures, explicat-
ing each one as fully as possible. Yet, while no work on the relics of 1204 can 
occur without reference to Riant or reliance on the critical editions and detailed 
commentaries of Andrea, this book asks new questions about the intertwining 
of memory and narrative.

Part I, “Contexts,” establishes two diff erent types of context for the hagiog-
raphies of 1204. Chapter 1 places each act of relic acquisition in a chronological 
moment and conceptual framework. Rather than confl ating all types of acqui-
sition as theft  or looting, the framework distinguishes between authorized 
and unauthorized acts, as well as between early and late moments of acquisi-
tion. Chapter 2 explores the creation of normative Latin discourse on the 
crusade. Pope Innocent III fi xated on the looting and disseminated his under-
standing of events throughout the Latin world; other voices followed his lead. 
Th e hagiographers, all benefi ciaries of the stripping of Constantinople’s sacred 
resources, sought a way to situate their new possessions in their own locales 
without directly contradicting papal interpretation.
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introduction         5

Part II, “Texts,” turns to the hagiographies themselves. Chapter 3 lays out 
the whole of the corpus (from complete texts to fragments), stories from later 
centuries, and evidence of perdita (lost texts). Chapter 4 turns from content to 
method. It compares the techniques that hagiographers used to create didactic 
spaces in the midst of their tales. For some, these didactic moments drew 
attention away from the relic theft  and the troubles with the crusade, while 
others operated more fully in the medieval mode of pious thievery, a tradition 
dubbed furta sacra by Patrick Geary. For the latter, the logic of pious theft  
enabled a full-throated defense of the Fourth Crusade as providential, includ-
ing the looting of churches.

Part III, “Outcomes,” turns to Venice. In ways distinct from other sites that 
received relics from Constantinople, the hagiographies of 1204 took root in 
Venice’s culture and fl ourished. Chapter 5 links these texts to themes and 
mythographic practices extant in Venice both before and aft er 1204. Th e 
Venetian translatio texts, perhaps written without knowledge of competing 
interpretations from Rome or France, embrace the principles of sacred thiev-
ery in order to make broader claims about Venetian destiny. Chapter 6 traces 
the cultural aft ermath of the Venetian hagiographies of the Fourth Crusade 
from the 1230s to the last centuries of the Middle Ages. In the later stages, 
Venetian mythographers shift ed from pinpointing recent temporal origins for 
Venetian greatness, such as the Fourth Crusade, to claiming an ancient gran-
deur for the city.

Four topics require a brief overview to contextualize the work that follows: 
the Fourth Crusade itself, the medieval practice of translatio and hagiograph-
ical memorialization, the concept of commemoration and memory as used 
within this book, and the relationship between translatio and the Crusades 
before 1204. Th e last is simple; there is almost none. Th e relative explosion of 
translatio narratives aft er 1204 stands out as a singular event of narrative 
innovation in part because of the absence of such textual creations during the 
twelft h century. True, the looting of Constantinople’s churches produced rel-
ics and the potential for forged relics on a scale unprecedented in Christian 
history. Relics had played a pivotal role, however, in the First Crusade, par-
ticularly during the saga of the Holy Lance and the use of the True Cross. Th e 
inventio of relics of various sorts shaped the Catholicization of the newly con-
quered territory during that period. Th roughout the twelft h century, crusad-
ers acquired Holy Land relics and installed them in their home churches in the 
West, but only one contemporary translatio narrative of the style employed in 
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6         Sacred Plunder

the thirteenth century is known to exist. Th is lone text relates the translation 
of the arm of St. George to Flanders, along with other relics, by Count Robert 
“of Jerusalem.” To this source, we might add Venetian translatio narratives 
that at least tangentially touch on the crusades, discussed in chapter 5. Other-
wise, the post-1204 hagiographical writing stands on its own with little medi-
eval precedent.

Nevertheless, narrative had long been central to the practice of relic ven-
eration in Western Christendom. Mere possession off ered little benefi t with-
out a story to promote the fact of possession. When the relic was already 
wrapped in stories from other sites or eras, narrative generation became para-
mount. Narrative controlled meaning. Cynthia Hahn, in her recent study of 
reliquaries, writes that “the real content of a treasury” is “the power and com-
bination of narratives and ‘conversations’” among the sacred objects. For 
Hahn, the reliquaries themselves oft en speak. But when meaning becomes 
contested, more explicit forms of memorialization must support visual pro-
grams and speaking objects. Two hagiographical subgenres—inventio for 
“found” relics and translatio for transported relics—provided explicit narra-
tives for placing a new relic in its locality. Relocated reliquaries did not, and 
perhaps could not, simply carry old meanings along with the objects them-
selves. Rather, movement created the possibility for innovation and the 
establishment of new patterns of imaginative memory, sometimes in direct 
opposition to previous meanings. Th e hagiographies of the Fourth Crusade 
reveal how a set of thirteenth-century voices responded to such a moment of 
narrative possibility through distinct commemorative acts.

Memory, as a concept, stretches along a continuum from event into perpe-
tuity, guided by conscious and unconscious choices of communities and those 
who shape communal memory. Mary Carruthers was among the fi rst to intro-
duce memory as a fi eld of study for medieval scholars. In her work on mne-
monic systems and the ways in which medieval people engaged with and 
interpreted the past, Carruthers emphasized diverse interpretive modes of 
recollection. James Fentress and Chris Wickham focused on the relationship 
of “the social function of the past to its narrative structures” in their chapter 
on historians who wrote during the Middle Ages. Th ese pioneering works 
and the many that followed have generally examined the shaping of historical 
memories over time as we expand our understanding of medieval people and 
their perceptions of the past. Some engage retrospectively, starting with 
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introduction         7

memorializing acts produced at some chronological remove from the time 
that they consider. Others, such as the essay “Th e Venetian Version of the 
Fourth Crusade” by Th omas Madden, work forward, starting at the event in 
question and tracing the development of ideas about it over time. My book, on 
the other hand, focuses on commemorative translatio narratives produced 
while the objects concerned were still trapped within a kind of cultural gravi-
tational well formed by the conquest of Constantinople. Th ese texts represent 
early reactions in a contentious environment, yet the mostly anonymous hagi-
ographers had to think about posterity in order to craft  a usable narrative that 
could accompany the relic into the treasury or below the altar, as well as into 
liturgical traditions and depictions in sacred art.

As for the crusade itself, the publication of Th e Fourth Crusade by Donald 
Queller, later revised with the help of Th omas Madden, has shift ed scholarly 
debate away from an endless argument about blame and diversion. Th ere is 
wide scholarly agreement about the basic facts of the crusade. Neither papal, 
military, nor Venetian leaders intended the crusaders to become badly 
indebted or to be diverted to Constantinople, but rather designed what seemed 
to be a reasonable plan to fund an amphibious assault on Egypt. Plans went 
awry and various actors took advantage of the situation. When the crusaders 
turned toward Constantinople, they still expected to set sail for Egypt in the 
near future. No one expected Constantinople to fall to the Latin forces—not 
even the Latins.

But outside the narrow constraints of crusade and Mediterranean scholar-
ship, the memory and meaning of the Fourth Crusade remain contested 
ground to this day, a contest that can still fi xate on relics and narrative. On 
November 27, 2004—950 years since mutual excommunications offi  cially 
began the great schism between Catholicism and Orthodoxy and 800 years 
aft er the Fourth Crusade—Pope John Paul II presented two relics to the 
Orthodox patriarch Bartholomew I of Istanbul in Rome. Th e relics were the 
bones of St. John Chrysostom and St. Gregory Nazianzus, both fourth- century 
prelates who played pivotal roles in the formation of normative Christianity. 
Th e plan was that these relics would be placed in new reliquaries of crystal, 
given to the patriarch on the twenty-seventh, and reinstalled in Istanbul on 
November 30, the feast of St. Andrew, patron saint of Istanbul.

A week before the handover, disputes between the  patriarchal staff  in 
Istanbul and the curia had soured the mood of reconciliation. On Sunday, 
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8         Sacred Plunder

November 20, the patriarch gave a sermon in which he praised the pope for 
his apologetic gesture. Bartholomew said, “For 800 years these relics have 
been in exile, although in a Christian country, not of their own will, but as a 
result of the infamous Fourth Crusade, which sacked this city in the year of 
our Lord 1204. . . . Th is gesture diff erentiates them [John Paul and his curia] 
from the deeds of their predecessors eight centuries ago, who accepted the 
spiritual and material treasures that had been taken from our city and our 
Church.” Th e patriarch concluded that the return of the relics was a “warn-
ing to all those who arbitrarily possess and retain treasures of the faith, piety, 
civilisation of others.” Note how Bartholomew invoked the concepts of the 
living saints, held imprisoned against their will in a wicked Rome. Such lan-
guage would not have been out of place in an anti-Latin tract from medieval 
Byzantium.

A Vatican spokesman, Joaquín Navarro-Valls, retorted that although “ ‘cer-
tain media’ had portrayed the pontiff ’s gesture as a reparation and a means for 
the Pope to ‘beg pardon’. . . this interpretation . . . was ‘historically inexact.’ 
Th e handover was a ‘return, not a restitution.’” Furthermore, although the 
patriarchate maintained that both relics had come to Rome through looting 
aft er 1204, the Vatican was not so sure. Navarro-Valls claimed that Greek nuns 
had translated St. Gregory’s bones to Rome in the eighth century in order to 
protect them from Greek iconoclasts. Th us, instead of being a piece of war 
booty, these relics went to Rome in search of protection, brought by those least 
warlike of beings—nuns. Th e Vatican gave little ground on the relics of St. 
John as well, admitting only that the translation had probably occurred “at the 
time of the Latin empire of Constantinople.” Rome’s rhetoric tried to shape 
the exchange as a translatio, not a reparation aft er an act of relic theft . Although 
John Paul apologized for the Fourth Crusade (and other wars between Latins 
and Greeks) in 2001, he was not apologizing for having received the relics. 
How could the Church apologize for the translation of relics, an act only pos-
sible if the saint wanted to be moved? Th e relics were translated, and now they 
were being translated back—God wills it.

Th e exchange still took place, as planned, on November 27, but the episode 
shows that in 2004, as in 1204, mere possession of a relic was not enough. In 
order to control the meaning of possession, one also had to write a compelling 
narrative explaining why, and how, the saint wanted a new home. It takes a 
story to situate the translation of any relic in both its immediate and historical 
context.
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A study of the hagiographers and their texts will not soothe modern con-
fl icts between Orthodoxy and Catholicism, nor reveal mysteries about what 
really happened to all the relics. Instead, this study examines the shaping 
choices of the creators and manipulators of institutional and civic memory, 
the challenges of contested meaning, and the transformative potentiality of 
relics and their stories.
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In March 1204, the secular leaders of the crusading army optimistically drew 
up an agreement about what to do with Constantinople if they were lucky 
enough to seize it. All parties swore sacred oaths to adhere to the terms of the 
treaty, which became known as the “March Pact.” Th e pact governed nearly 
every aspect of the division of Constantinople’s wealth. It mandated that all 
plunder be brought to one of three central locations so that it could be doled 
out appropriately. It stated that the Franks would pay off  their debt to the 
Venetians before all parties split the rest of the plunder. It contained a mecha-
nism for electing a new emperor and another for dividing up the property of 
the Greek church. Still other passages governed the division of the lands of the 
empire outside the city and protected Venetian trading hegemony. Both con-
temporary sources and modern scholarship have used the pact as a template 
for talking about the division of spoils and have argued about the extent to 
which the crusaders followed their own plan.

Th e March Pact does not mention relics or other moveable types of sacred 
items (altarpieces, works of religious art, icons, and so forth). In fact, no docu-
ment written either before or aft er the pact reliably describes the process by 
which such objects were intended to be distributed or were in fact removed 
and dispersed. Th e only clear statement about plans for relics comes from the 
chronicler Robert of Clari, who writes that all the soldiers were required to 
swear an oath that they would not despoil churches or sacred objects. Despite 
such oaths, of course, churches were looted or systematically stripped of value. 
Over the next few decades, unprecedented numbers of signifi cant holy objects 

1
Constantinople’s Relics, 1204–1261
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and uncountable numbers of fragments and forgeries from Constantinople 
appeared in the Latin West.

Due to the memorializing eff orts of people such as Pope Innocent III and 
the Greek chronicler Niketas Choniates, the looting of Constantinople, espe-
cially the looting of its churches, has been fraught with controversy. In an 
angry letter that he widely distributed, Innocent wrote,

How will the Greek Church . . . return to ecclesiastical unity and devo-
tion to the Apostolic See, a church which has seen in the Latins nothing 
except an example of affl  iction and the works of Hell, so that now it 
rightly detests them more than dogs? . . . It was not enough for them 
[the Latins] to empty the imperial treasuries and to plunder the spoils 
of princes and lesser folk, but rather they extended their hands to 
church treasuries and, what was more serious, to their possessions, 
even ripping away silver tablets from altars and breaking them into 
pieces among themselves, violating sacristies and crosses, and carrying 
away relics.

More verbosely, the Greek chronicler wrote,

Th eir [the Latins’] disposition was not at all aff ected by what they saw. . . . 
Not only did they rob them [the Greeks] of their substance but also the 
articles consecrated to God. . . . What then should I recount fi rst and 
what last of those things dared at that time by these murderous men? O, 
the shameful dashing to earth of the venerable icons and the fl inging of 
the relics of the saints, who had suff ered for Christ’s sake, into defi led 
places! How horrible it was to see the Divine Body and Blood of Christ 
poured out and thrown to the ground! Th ese forerunners of Antichrist, 
chief agents and harbingers of his anticipated ungodly deeds, seized as 
plunder the precious chalices and patens; some they smashed, taking 
possession of the ornaments embellishing them, and they set the 
remaining vessels on their tables to serve as bread dishes and wine gob-
lets. Just as happened long ago, Christ was now disrobed and mocked, 
his garments were parted, and lots were cast for them by this race; and 
although his side was not pierced by the lance, yet once more streams of 
Divine Blood poured to the earth.
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Th e pope, the historian, and other medieval writers who agreed with their 
characterizations established the overarching narrative of sacrilegious pillag-
ing that has remained the consensus ever since. Innocent and Niketas won the 
battle of memory.

Th ere can be no doubt that horrifi c violence, rapine, and out-of-control 
looting fi lled the fi rst three days aft er the conquest. Michael Angold has 
argued that the violence fell within medieval norms for a postconquest city, 
paling in comparison to the 1099 conquest of Jerusalem or the worst episodes 
of the Albigensian Crusade. Traditionally, commanders allowed their soldiers 
three days to pillage and then reasserted control, a process followed in 1204. 
Angold thus writes against a long tradition of scholarship that adopts the posi-
tions of Niketas and Innocent. For example, Steven Runciman described the 
sack of Constantinople as “unparalleled in history,” then declaimed, “Th ere 
was never a greater crime against humanity than the Fourth Crusade.” In his 
text, the dispersal of sacred objects, linked to rapacious descriptions of looting 
and violence, serves as evidence for the atrocities of 1204. But even the myth-
eroding work of Donald Queller and Th omas Madden implies a link between 
the taking of relics and the fi rst three days of looting. Aft er describing a pros-
titute dancing on the throne of the patriarch, they write, “Equally sought aft er 
in the churches and monasteries were Constantinople’s numerous relics. For 
most, this ‘pious thievery’ was embarrassing enough that they later tried to 
conceal it.” Some must indeed have concealed their actions, especially aft er 
the looting of churches became the focus of Innocent’s condemnation (the 
subject of chapter 2). Others, however, commissioned narrative accounts of 
their exploits, wrote letters and charters, or sponsored new liturgies. Th is evi-
dence supports a more nuanced narrative than a tale of smash and grab, 
though plenty of smashing and grabbing occurred.

In this chapter, I argue against a loose confl ation of the tumultuous initial 
looting of the city with the long-term extraction and dispersal of its sacred 
objects by the Latins in the aft ermath of the Fourth Crusade. I off er an account 
of the various means, timing, and rationales employed by the victors of the 
Fourth Crusade to obtain and export relics. Th is account provides a context in 
which to examine the contested ways that crusaders and critics alike memori-
alized the treatment of Constantinople’s relics.

Certain distinctions among the various cases of relic acquisition serve as 
organizing principles for the chapter. One can distinguish between haphazard 
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and targeted looting of relics and between authorized and unauthorized acts. 
Sometimes, crusaders just grabbed whatever they could (haphazard). Other 
looters consciously sought out relics from saints who were already venerated 
in their home churches, that were especially valuable, or whose loss would not 
garner unwanted attention (targeted). At other times, commanding nobles 
and elite clerics took whatever they wanted from churches under their control 
and sent or carried the relics west without fear (authorized). However, some 
had to creep secretly through the treasuries or fi nd a way to trick the guard-
ians of the relic (unauthorized).

I also divide the movement of relics from east to west into three distinct 
phases in order to highlight chronological separation among various acts of 
relic acquisition. Th e fi rst phase took place in the weeks immediately aft er the 
sack. Th is period is the most obscured by the chaotic nature of conquest and 
the concomitant lack of solid documentation, but the available source material 
does reveal enough fragments of data to draw some rough conclusions about 
those initial days. Th e second phase occurred over the next few years, as Con-
stantinople’s new occupants—people directly involved with the events of 
1204—took possession of their city, took stock of their churches’ possessions, 
and, sometimes, chose to send relics west. Th e great and powerful men of the 
crusade and new empire fi gure largely in this period. Doge Enrico Dandolo of 
Venice, cardinal and papal legate Peter Capuano, and Emperor Baldwin of 
Flanders stand out as the exemplars in this second phase. During the remain-
ing years of the Latin Empire’s short existence, which I mark as the third 
phase, relics continued to trickle west via theft , sale, and gift , particularly the 
latter. Th e great translation of the relics of the Passion to King Louis IX and 
many lesser-known translations fall into this category.

Th e Plan and the Looting: Context for the Relics

Th e looting of churches took place in a broader environment of postconquest 
plundering. Despite the reputation of the sack of Constantinople for indiscrim-
inate slaughter, rape, and pillage, the internal sources on the crusade reveal 
many preemptive eff orts to control the looting. Th e extent to which such plans 
failed is a separate issue. Th e leadership, motivated by self-interest, sought to 
both monopolize distribution of the great city’s riches and gather the needed 
coin to pay off  their debts. Th e March Pact represents the culmination of their 
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planning. It proposed a system for apportioning the throne, churches, land, 
fi efs, and coin of the Byzantine Empire. Sacred items, notably, do not appear 
in the document.

Why this absence? Th e Latins were well aware of the sacred richness of the 
city; indeed, crusaders and Western pilgrims had been marveling at Constan-
tinople’s relic collection throughout the history of the crusades. As early as 
1106–7, a forged letter purporting to be from Alexius I invited Latin soldiers to 
come take possession of Constantinople in order to keep the relics safe from 
the Turks. Robert of Clari, a knight of Picardy and author of one of the two 
main Western eyewitness accounts of the Fourth Crusade, revels in the maj-
esty of the city’s relics and grand churches. Th us, the armies of the Fourth 
Crusade knew that the relics were present but made no plans regarding how to 
handle them. Ultimately, their decisions about secular wealth and offi  ces 
shaped the fate of the relics and the later contest about the meaning of the fall 
of Constantinople in the Latin world.

Th e combination of the prohibitive costs of campaigning coupled with the 
potential bounty of a conquered Constantinople drove much of the crusade’s 
action. By March 1204, the crusaders still owed another year’s worth of fees to 
the Venetians. As the Latins drew up their pact, they hoped that the city of 
Constantinople would pay the now-deceased emperor’s (Alexius IV Angelos’s) 
debts to the crusaders and the crusaders’ debts to the Venetians. Th e realists 
among the army must have known that full conquest was highly unlikely, but 
they still needed a system for handling plunder, lest greed undermine a vic-
tory. Previous assaults on Constantinople indicated that they might be able to 
take, hold, loot, and retreat from a section of the city, even if a full conquest 
failed. Th e plan was to mandate, on pain of death, the collection of all valuable 
goods and coin in centrally guarded sites. Anxious to avoid any confl ict over 
the imperial throne, the crusade’s leadership developed an electoral system 
that would go into eff ect as needed. Th e system would eventually work, but out 
of necessity the pact ensured that the leadership had not preselected an 
emperor at the moment that the crusaders entered Constantinople. Hence, as 
the crusaders began pillaging, no one could claim to be fully in charge.

Toward the end of the March Pact, having dispensed with the apportioning 
of coin, food, and the throne, its authors turned to other forms of wealth. One 
paragraph of the pact ultimately not only shaped the division of the property 
and the offi  ces of the Greek church but also set the stage for the next (postcon-
quest) confl ict between the Venetians and the papacy. Both subjects—church 
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property and Venetian-papal dispute—pertain to the fate of the relics. Th e 
pact reads,

Let it also be understood that the clergy who are from that party from 
which the emperor was not chosen will have authority to organize the 
church of Sancta Sophia and to elect the patriarch for the honor of 
God. . . . Certainly, the clerics of each party ought to organize those 
churches that have come into the possession of their party. To be sure, 
suffi  cient quantities of the possessions of the churches ought to be pro-
vided to the clerics and the churches so that they might live and be sus-
tained in an honorable fashion. Th e remaining possessions of the 
churches, indeed, should be divided and distributed in accordance with 
the aforesaid agreement.

Th e fi rst part of this passage eventually gave control over Hagia Sophia to the 
Venetians. Th e subsequent text suggests that all sides would be claiming terri-
tory in the city as their own and that whoever took an area might also lay 
claim to the churches there. Any group of crusaders could seize an area and its 
churches, but it would not also receive all of the property and rents tradition-
ally owned by a given church. Instead, such property (beyond “suffi  cient 
quantities”) went into the general pool of plunder, was split according to the 
aforementioned guidelines, and was then apportioned by a given faction’s 
leaders. Th e framers of the pact might have had relics in mind when they 
wrote about the “remaining possessions of the churches,” but if so, their plans 
did not come to fruition. In the end, a central committee handled the issue of 
control over the churches and their properties, though arguments on this 
matter continued for decades. Relics never received the same degree of city-
wide oversight as the churches themselves.

Evidence suggests that the leaders of the crusade made a strong attempt to 
keep to the terms of their pact, a fi nding that contrasts with the general tenor 
of external accounts of the days aft er the fall of the city. Some common sol-
diers, of course, had other ideas. Villehardouin, for example, laments that 
many soldiers did not deposit all of their plunder at one of the three central 
churches that the crusaders had set up as repositories, despite threats of execu-
tion for holding back loot. Clari angrily accuses the treasure’s guards of let-
ting elite knights take whatever they wanted, leaving only the silver for the 
common soldiers. Th e anonymous author of the Devastatio Constantinopoli-
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tana scornfully characterizes the common shares of the spoil as “almost like 
certain down-payments.” Scholars argue about how to tally the total wealth 
collected. Th ey also argue over why the shares were so low, whether the shares 
were actually as low as stated, how many people and what class of people were 
hanged for keeping back loot, the fate of jewels and other precious objects not 
easily divided, and other related issues. If Clari and the author of the Devas-
tatio Constantinopolitana were correct, then the collection system more or 
less worked (as evidenced by how unhappy they were with the offi  cial distribu-
tion). If Villehardouin is correct, then common soldiers concealed much of 
the loot for their personal benefi t. Niketas and Innocent ranted about the wild 
looting, but neither was in as good a position to know the truth as the soldiers 
present in Constantinople. On the other hand, soldiers were unlikely to con-
fess to sacrilegious outbursts of violence and destruction in internally pro-
duced sources. Th e totality of the evidence suggests that the initial days of the 
looting were indeed quite chaotic, as described to various degrees by eyewit-
ness sources. Eventually, however, Villehardouin and his fellow elites took 
control of the city and its wealth and then made an honest eff ort to collect the 
treasure centrally. Aft er all, the debt still loomed unpaid.

Th us, we understand the Latin army’s approach to the secular wealth of 
Constantinople. Th e leadership tried to assert authority, the better to distrib-
ute loot and property in an organized and self-benefi tting manner. Th e rank 
and fi le, risking serious punishment but aware of the great wealth available in 
the city and the diffi  culty that their leaders would have in enforcing their 
edict, helped themselves as they could. When able, the leaders punished those 
they caught, making an example out of the miscreants. Despite the many vio-
lent incidents that no doubt took place, no matter how much plunder the rank 
and fi le seized in bloody pillaging, the bulk of Constantinople’s vast wealth 
passed into the hands of the great men of the crusade by the simpler process of 
occupation, appropriation, and negotiation with one another. Th e same holds 
true for the relics.

Phase One: Relics and Looting Immediately 
Following the Conquest

Th e crusaders took the walls, frightened off  the Greek army, opened the gates, 
and stormed the city. Many citizens, expecting a more-or-less orderly triumph, 
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lined the streets to welcome the new emperor; alas, for them, no emperor had 
yet been named and no single leader of the crusade could claim control over the 
whole city. Instead, the various military commanders staked out their own 
territories. As was typical of the initial days following a conquest, chaos 
reigned, magnifi ed more by scale than by ferocity. We will never know exactly 
what happened in the churches of Constantinople in these fi rst hours and days, 
but out of the confusion and the scant textual evidence, a few faces and deeds 
emerge. We can begin to tease out a narrative based on scarce data points. An 
abbot sees soldiers looting the great monastic complex of the Pantocrator and 
uses that sacrilege to justify a more pious sacrilege of his own. He creeps into a 
remote part of the complex and bullies a Greek monk into revealing the loca-
tion of relics, which he then takes into protective custody. A French bishop 
follows his friend, Boniface of Montferrat, into the Bucoleon Palace and takes 
command of one of the greatest collections of relics in the world. When the 
bishop leaves a month later, the collection is missing some pieces. Some Vene-
tian crusaders take advantage of the confusion to scout out the crypt that holds 
the relics of their patron saint; a week later, while their comrades-in-arms are 
celebrating Palm Sunday, they steal them. A bishop from Troyes confi scates 
relics looted by soldiers and carefully apportions them to European and local 
churches. When he dies, the papal legate takes the bishop’s collection and does 
the same.

None of the standard reports of the conquest reveal much reliable informa-
tion about its chaotic fi rst few hours. Th e incendiary rhetoric of Niketas quoted 
above represents just the barest fragment of his detailed and horrifi c descrip-
tion of the sack of Constantinople, for which he mourns. In lurid, tragic tones, 
the chronicler describes the breaking of the altar, the destruction of priceless 
works of art, and the stabling of mules in the sanctuary. In an ultimate act of 
impiety, a prostitute was placed on the throne of the patriarch. Aft er describ-
ing the outrages committed against women and the old, Niketas concludes by 
attacking the crusaders for violating their crusading oath. Th ey had promised 
not to deviate from their planned course until they found the Saracens, but 
deviate they had. Th ey had promised not to have sexual intercourse, but now 
they were raping Greek women. “In truth,” he wrote, “they were exposed as 
frauds. Seeking to avenge the Holy Sepulchre, they raged openly against Christ 
and sinned by overturning the Cross with the cross they bore on their backs, 
not even shuddering to trample on it for the sake of a little gold and silver. By 
grasping pearls, they rejected Christ.” Niketas attempts to present the incur-
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sion as an unholy war that played out in diametric opposition to the crusaders’ 
holy mission. With such an agenda, he found the violation of relics rhetori-
cally useful. Of all the crimes committed against the city by the conquering 
Latins, the chronicler chose to recount the sacrilegious looting fi rst and the 
breaking of the sacred oath last, thus bookending his account with the worst 
off enses. Niketas sought to convey his horror at the atrocities committed in 
the name of Christ by these “Franks,” who should have been trying to liberate 
the Holy Sepulcher in Jerusalem. He evoked the Antichrist and Judgment Day. 
He compared the Latins to the most despised people in the New Testament—
those who participated in the shaming and execution of Christ. He did not 
eschew describing the other iniquities of the conquerors but began with the 
violation of the sacred. Th at decision may refl ect a quick sense on his part 
that the memory of the sack would be ruled by the postconquest behavior of 
the Latins. Th at said, his account must largely be rejected.

Niketas was working within the genre of lament, not history, and thus 
employed hyperbole as a rhetorical strategy. His goal was to blame and weep 
in prose, not to make a historical argument about causation. Even other ele-
ments of his own chronicle call his descriptions into question. Wisely, Niketas 
was in hiding during the initial chaos, so at best he knew only secondhand of 
the depredations. As Michael Angold has noted, when Niketas actually encoun-
tered crusaders, one Frank did try to rape a girl in his party, but several Italians 
intervened and threatened to hang the Frank if he did not give her back. She 
was returned unscathed. Th e Chronicle of Novgorod, naturally sympathetic to 
Orthodox clergy, complains about the robbing of clergy and nuns but not of 
their murder or rape. Another Greek eyewitness, Nicholas Mesarites, tells 
the story of his brother John, who took refuge in a monastery and faced cru-
saders who broke into the sacred house without fear. Impressed by his faith, 
the crusaders treated him with respect and did him no harm. If, as Angold 
has supposed, the leader of the Latins who met John Mesarites in the Monas-
tery of St. George of the Mangana was Count Hugh of Saint-Pol, who took 
over St. George’s aft er the conquest, this episode provides more evidence for 
the quick reassertion of control by the crusade leadership, especially over 
ecclesiastical properties. Th e Latin leadership did what it could to roll back 
the fog of war.

Th e Latin accounts support the notion that the churches of Constantinople 
were spared signifi cant damage from the looting soldiers, although the fi res 
certainly scorched them. Robert of Clari, representing the viewpoint of the 
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rank-and-fi le soldier in the army, reserves harsh criticism for the conduct of 
many of his fellows. He fi nds the vast riches of Constantinople amazing but 
also witnesses the tensions that they caused within the army. He writes that, 
according to the Greeks, Constantinople had been fi lled with “two-thirds of 
the wealth of the world.” Now that wealth belonged to the Latins. Yet, Clari 
laments, little of the profi t made its way into the hands of the common sol-
diers. Instead, the victors fought over how much each one should take from 
the spoils, and many “who ought to have guarded this wealth took the jewels 
of gold and whatsoever else they desired, and robbed the spoil.” Th ese 
moments of anger and disappointment with his lack of loot stand in stark 
contrast to his commentary on the relics of the city.

Relics, in Clari’s narrative, receive nothing but words of wonder and praise. 
He exults in their capture, lists the major acquisitions, and recounts histories 
and provenance insofar as he knows them. He writes of the Holy Lance, the 
pieces of the Cross, the robe of Mary, the head of St. John the Baptist, and the 
shroud of Christ, and then adds that he saw even more relics than he could 
possibly describe. And these were just the relics that the crusaders found at the 
Bucoleon Palace. Th e chance for the Latins to view such holy objects as their 
“owners”—not as the somewhat unwelcome guests of the Greeks—delighted 
Clari.

Th e diff erence in tone between the descriptions of normal plundering and 
the capture of relics is striking. When a particular hoard of gold and gems or 
a piece of property fell into a crusader’s hands, Clari names the crusader (or 
group) or at least labels the acquisition’s point of origin. Th ese statements are 
usually accompanied by words of condemnation for not properly sharing the 
plunder. When a crusader found a relic, however, Clari rarely mentions the 
individual who uncovered it. He reserves his narration for descriptions of the 
relic and its resting place, expresses wonderment at the miracles associated 
with the object, and then moves on to the next one. Th e chronicler was not 
afraid to document internal divisions in the force or to criticize when his fel-
lows erred or sinned. He presents the acquisition of the relics, however, as a 
victory for all of the crusaders.

Curiously, the most complete account of the Fourth Crusade, that of Geof-
frey of Villehardouin, never refers to the acquisition or looting of relics. As is 
typical of accounts of crusades, God and providence play active roles in the 
narrative. Sermons and other religious aff airs appear regularly, and relics are 
mentioned when oaths are sworn over them. Villehardouin even refers to the 
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relics of Constantinople, specifi cally, in one key passage. Aft er Alexius III had 
fl ed and Alexius IV had taken the throne with his father, the chronicler writes, 
“Now you may know that many people from the army went to look at Con-
stantinople, its sumptuous palaces, its many impressive churches and its great 
riches, of which no other city ever had as many. It is impossible even to begin 
to describe all the saints’ relics since there were as many in the city at that time 
as there were in the rest of the world put together.” Villehardouin notes the 
existence of the relics but omits any reference to the specifi c objects captured 
aft er the fi nal conquest. He discusses plundering in general. He, like Clari, 
excoriates those who stole valuables for themselves and is quick to point 
out how the army’s leaders—of which he was one—punished the off enders. 
Regarding the looting, he writes, “Individuals began to come forward with 
their booty and it was gathered together. Some were honest in presenting their 
spoils, others deceitful. Greed, which is the root of all evil, knew no restraint; 
from that time forward greedy people started to hoard things for themselves, 
and Our Lord started to love them less. Oh God—they had behaved so loyally 
up to that point!” Villehardouin laments that even the threat of excommuni-
cation did not deter these men from keeping some portion of the booty for 
themselves instead of turning it over to their leaders to be divided “fairly.” 
Th at they could ignore the sacred sanctions they were risking seems to have 
infuriated the chronicler more than their lack of fear of being hanged—the 
bodily punishment for theft . Had crusaders been breaking into vaults and 
claiming relics or stripping away golden reliquaries from their sacred bones 
with wild abandon throughout the city, Villehardouin could have described it 
as yet another outrage. His silence on the subject might speak to ignorance of 
such sacrilege or embarrassment about the conduct of his fellow crusaders. On 
the other hand, perhaps Villehardouin, the best-informed of the Fourth Cru-
sade chroniclers, was silent precisely because whatever pillaging of Greek 
churches took place did not seem egregious. Rather, it fell within normal 
medieval conduct of war.

Villehardouin was not alone in omitting any discussion of relics from his 
account. Th e Devastatio Constantinopolitana, a harsh critique of the crusade, 
never mentions the sacred objects removed from Constantinople. Th is text is 
a curious and brief account—only fi ve pages in the single extant manuscript—
that expends most of its fury on the perfi dy of the crusade’s leaders. Th e 
author, who felt that the poor men of the crusade had been cheated, empha-
sized the misdeeds of the Frankish and Venetian leadership, especially when 
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it came to the acquisition of wealth. Had the leadership immediately claimed 
the relics for themselves personally, rather than opening Constantinople’s 
shrines and their sacred objects to crusader veneration, one might expect the 
Devastatio Constantinopolitana to discuss it.

Taken as a whole, these arguments suggest the lack of direct evidence for 
the kind of widespread sacrilegious looting of churches cited by both Innocent 
and Niketas. Indeed, in their omission of descriptions of persistent sacrilege, 
the major Greek and Latin eyewitness accounts of the crusade do more to 
dispel mischaracterizations of the looting than to support any particular 
chronology of such events. Of course, absence proves nothing, but it ought to 
introduce some doubt into the conversation about the plundering of the city. 
For more concrete information about the treatment of relics following the 
conquest, we must look to hagiographical sources. It is from these that one can 
reconstruct the deeds of specifi c crusaders, track the fate of relics, and more 
clearly demarcate the knowable from the unknowable.

Four hagiographical texts in particular open small windows into the his-
tory of relics in the postconquest city—the “Gesta episcoporum Halberst-
adensium,” “Th e Land of Jerusalem” (De terra Iherosolimitana), the Historia 
Constantinopolitana, and the “Translatio Symonensis.” A fi ft h text, the “Trans-
latio Mamantis,” also contains a description of the initial relic looting, although 
secondhand at best, and it will be treated more carefully during the discussion 
of phase two. Th e four texts describe four acts of relic acquisition. Two depict 
the risk-free (authorized) acquisition of relics by Bishops Conrad von Krosigk 
of Halberstadt and Nivelon de Chérisy of Soissons; the other two record care-
ful and surreptitious (unauthorized) raids by Abbot Martin of Pairis and a 
group of lower-status Venetian crusaders.

Bishop Conrad von Krosigk of Halberstadt

To piece together this relic-centered narrative, we must begin before the fi nal 
capture of Constantinople. Th e crusaders spent months camping just outside 
the city walls while ostensibly working for the rightful emperor, Alexius IV, 
and they were free to enter in small groups. Among the crusaders was Bishop 
Conrad von Krosigk of Halberstadt, a supporter and client of Philip of Swabia, 
Alexius’s brother-in-law and backer in the Latin West. During this time, Con-
rad ostensibly benefi tted from a long-established practice of relic gift ing. He 
later professed to have received several objects from Alexius, who in fact pil-
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laged his own churches for gold and silver items to melt down in an attempt to 
pay off  his debts. In the “Gesta episcoporum Halberstadensium,” the anony-
mous author makes grandiose claims that Conrad returned to Halberstadt 
with “the blood of our Lord, Jesus Christ, [portions of] the Lord’s wood, the 
Lord’s Sepulchre, the Lord’s crown of thorns, His shroud and sudarium, the 
purple garment, the sponge and reed,” and other objects. Th ese were among 
the most venerated relics in all of Christendom, but Conrad did not acquire 
the main Byzantine relics of the Passion. Th ose ultimately ended up in the 
hands of the French king Louis IX. Instead, the author of the “Gesta” is follow-
ing typical medieval practice by equating tiny fragments of a relic with the 
whole. For example, Conrad’s “crown of thorns” was merely one thorn. In 
truth, the fragmentary pieces that arrived in Halberstadt could easily have 
been products of looting. A contemporary Greek writer, Nicholas Hydrunti-
nus, accused Conrad of being a relic thief, but Conrad’s own 1208 proclama-
tion of celebration for the sacred items (making August 16 a feast day) describes 
them as gift s from Alexius. Th e claim is supportable. Th e extant reliquaries, 
small and ornate, are comparable to other types of reliquaries long used by 
Byzantine rulers in sacral diplomacy.

If Alexius favored Conrad, the short-lived emperor perhaps favored other 
elite Latins similarly. While Conrad might have acquired additional pieces 
aft er the conquest, as there were plenty of relics to be gained and his hoard is 
impressive, the physical evidence supports the bishop’s statement that at least 
some were gift s. Th e Halberstadt trove, overall, suggests that at least a frac-
tion of the relics taken west aft er the conquest were not stolen, looted, bought, 
or otherwise acquired as a result of war; they were diplomatic mementos of 
contact with the last of the Angeloi emperors. Such gift ing served as one, 
largely unconsidered, vector by which relics of Christ proliferated in the West 
aft er 1204.

One of the more precise descriptions of a relic muddies the water. Conrad 
acquired “a [portion of] the skull of St. Stephen the protomartyr, along with 
his elbow,” in order to bring Halberstadt a relic belonging to its patron saint. 
Venice had laid claim to the relics of St. Stephen, stealing them from Constan-
tinople in 1107 or 1108. Nearly a century later, Conrad and others found more. 
We cannot say whether these relics were simply pieces the Venetians had 
missed, forgeries created by the Greeks aft er Venice’s theft , or a postconquest 
invention by Greeks or Latins. Regardless, Conrad did not acquire a relic of 
his cathedral’s patron by chance. Other crusaders made similar acquisitions. 
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Conrad’s conduct, in conjunction with several examples discussed below, sug-
gests that instead of just grabbing whatever sacred item was at hand, some 
crusaders sought out objects of special personal signifi cance.

Bishop Nivelon de Chérisy of Soissons

Th e “Gesta episcoporum Halberstadensium” is suggestive about the postcru-
sade environment but not defi nitive. No sources attest to Conrad’s where-
abouts in the days aft er the sack, so one is left  with some questions, especially 
given the mystery of St. Stephen’s head and elbow. Th anks to Robert of Clari’s 
description of the relics of the churches in the Bucoleon Palace complex, we 
know somewhat more about the activities of Nivelon de Chérisy, who served 
as the bishop of Soissons from 1176 to 1207 and was another notable translator 
of relics. Th e sacred items that Nivelon brought back to Soissons are recorded 
in “Th e Land of Jerusalem,” an anonymously authored text that he presum-
ably commissioned. Th e author framed the translatio within a discussion of 
the larger struggle to redeem the Holy Land, placing the recent conquest of 
Constantinople in the context of that struggle. Th e text begins with the loss of 
Jerusalem and the famed relic of the True Cross to Saladin in 1187 and ends 
with Nivelon’s return to Soissons with four Constantinopolitan fragments of 
the True Cross, along with other relics. Nivelon was one of the most impor-
tant clerics on the crusade; he led the army’s clergy, just as Boniface of Mont-
ferrat led the secular force. At the end, he served as one of the twelve electors 
of Baldwin of Flanders and crowned him emperor in Hagia Sophia. While 
Peter Capuano, the papal legate, came and went (depending on the army’s cur-
rent relationship with Rome), Nivelon was the constant leading ecclesiastical 
presence on the crusade.

Nivelon’s relics, according to “Th e Land of Jerusalem,” included another 
head of St. Stephen the Protomartyr, a fi nger and the head of the Apostle 
Th omas, the crown of the head of Mark the Evangelist, a thorn from the 
Crown of Th orns, a belt of Mary and a piece of her robe, a piece of the towel 
with which Christ girded himself at the Last Supper, a forearm and the head 
of St. John the Baptist, a rib and the head of the blessed Blaise, the pieces of the 
True Cross, the staff  of Moses, and many other objects. Th e text tells us that 
Nivelon divided them among churches in his diocese, where the newly trans-
lated saints began to work miracles.

“Th e Land of Jerusalem” does not record how Nivelon actually acquired his 
relics, but, as a source on the relic looting, it does permit some modest deduc-
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tions. First, one can correlate its list with relics described by Clari. He lists the 
Crown of Th orns, the Virgin’s robe, the head of St. John the Baptist, and two 
large pieces of the True Cross as residing in the church of the Blessed Virgin 
of the Pharos, which was located in the Bucoleon Palace. Boniface of Mont-
ferrat, a friend of Nivelon’s, took control of the Bucoleon in the initial weeks 
aft er the conquest. A month later, Doge Enrico Dandolo of Venice suggested 
that everyone vacate their (fortifi ed) palaces before the election of the emperor, 
presumably to stave off  any thought of armed resistance from the loser. Th at 
month gave Nivelon ample time to organize the churches, go through the 
inventories, and take whatever he wanted. Indeed, the March Pact specifi cally 
stated that “the clerics of each party ought to organize those churches that 
have come into the possession of their party.” Nivelon followed the agreed-
upon arrangement.

Th us, we can place Nivelon and the relics that he eventually took home in the 
same place at the same time and speculate about what might have happened. 
Regardless of what Nivelon did in the privacy of the Bucoleon’s treasury—even 
if he personally went in with a tool or snapped fi nger bones off  a dead saint’s 
hands—his actions cannot be characterized as looting or relic theft . Th e bishop 
encountered no danger, which, as we will see, is a prerequisite for the narrative 
traditions relating to relic theft . Nivelon was organizing the churches that his 
faction controlled. As the leading clerical overseer of these churches, he was 
within his canonical rights to translate relics—hence, no sacrilege. Too oft en 
scholars have confl ated the activities of marauding soldiers with those of con-
fi scatory bishops or princes. In a brief summary, Donald Queller and Th omas 
Madden use the words “stole” and “seized” to describe the deeds of Bishops 
Nivelon and Conrad, linking them to the “hundreds of relics pilfered by the 
crusaders.” I suggest here that the looting of soldiers and the secretive thieves 
discussed below varies signifi cantly from confi scations by commanding bish-
ops, especially in terms of how such deeds are memorialized. Th e elites could 
authorize their own activity; the common crusaders could not. Surely Nivelon 
was not the only Latin cleric to extract a few sacred fragments from a newly 
possessed church’s inventory.

Abbot Martin of Pairis

In the initial chaos, many crusaders no doubt plundered Constantinople’s 
churches, but the record of their misdeeds emerges only in sources distancing 
themselves from such behavior. Bishop Garnier of Troyes seems to have tried 
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to put a stop to the sacrilege; one source from a site that received a relic from 
Garnier labeled him procurator sanctorum reliquarum (manager of holy rel-
ics), but this is an uncertain attribution at best and is probably untrue, as will 
be argued below. He certainly failed to contain the actions of Abbot Martin 
of Pairis, his ecclesiastical peer.

Abbot Martin’s actions lie somewhere between the authorized, careful 
deeds of the bishops and the indiscriminate and largely untraceable looting 
that was not memorialized. Martin had left  the main force of the crusade to 
protest the diversion to Constantinople, but he returned before the fi nal con-
quest and entered the city aft er it was taken. According to the Historia Con-
stantinopolitana, a text Martin commissioned from Gunther of Pairis once he 
returned home, he witnessed bands of soldiers ripping through the abbey 
church of the Pantocrator and decided to seek relics in a remote section of the 
monastic complex. Th ese scenes may well accurately recount events that Mar-
tin actually witnessed, but as with all translatio narratives, one must be cau-
tious. Th e neat positioning of Martin’s pious looting against the impious 
looting of secular crusaders, for all its plausibility, may well function as a rhe-
torical device rather than correlate to fact.

By implication, Martin worried that he might lose his sacred plunder to the 
secular throng. Within the complex, he found a Greek priest hiding and threat-
ened him with death if he did not yield the most powerful relics up to him. Th e 
priest, “thinking it more tolerable that a man of religion violate the holy relics 
in awe and reverence, rather than that worldly men should pollute them, pos-
sibly, with bloodstained hands,” eventually submitted to Martin’s demands. 
Martin took the best relics and hid them, then off ered his protection to the 
priest and found him safe lodgings in the city.

St. Simon and the Seven Th ieves

Th e Historia Constantinopolitana suggests that Martin was concealing the rel-
ics from common pillagers, but he was likely also hiding his haul from other 
elites. As an abbot, perhaps he could have protected his plunder; other relic 
thieves were less fortunate. Th is conclusion may be drawn from the account of 
a successful theft  carried out by seven crusading sailors from the parish of St. 
Simon the Prophet in Venice. Within days of the conquest, the sailors decided 
to steal the body of their parish’s patron saint from the church of St. Mary 
Chalkoprateia. According to the “Translatio Symonensis,” which survives 
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only in a fourteenth-century manuscript, they laid their plans, reconnoitered 
the site, and then stole the relic on Palm Sunday (April 18, 1204). Th ey selected 
the holy day in order to avoid notice, as the citizens and other crusaders would 
be busy celebrating.

Th e heist went off  relatively smoothly, although some of the Venetians got 
lost on their way to the church. Having stolen the body, the remaining thieves 
found that they could not leave the city because Doge Enrico Dandolo would 
not let any ships depart. Th is had nothing to do with the theft  of St. Simon; 
rather, it was an attempt by the leaders of the new empire to keep the army 
intact. According to the translatio, the doge then heard of the relic’s theft  and 
announced a reward for its recovery. Aft er hiding St. Simon in an abandoned 
palace on the banks of the Bosphorus, the sailors waited for six months. Even-
tually, one of them received permission to leave Constantinople (by lottery) 
and took the body to his home parish.

One can deduce many things about the looting of relics based on this rare 
narrative. First, these men clearly stole a relic as part of a heist. Th ey did not 
simply authorize themselves to take possession of relics in their new church 
treasuries. Whereas Abbot Martin demanded to be taken to the most power-
ful relics and the looters he was avoiding grabbed whatever they came across, 
the Venetians were more discriminating. Th eirs was a carefully planned and 
executed heist with a target chosen solely because of its particular value to the 
parishioners of St. Simon. Indeed, they even ignored the relics of St. Zachary, 
the patron of an important Venetian church, taking only the body of their 
own patron saint. If Dandolo’s attempt to obtain the stolen relic by off ering 
a bounty is credible, as it may well be, another fact comes into focus. Had 
someone betrayed the fellowship of thieves and given the relic to the doge, the 
“Translatio Symonensis” would never have been written. We would not know 
about the band from the parish of St. Simon, although Dandolo might still 
have sent the relics to Venice in the end. Th us, we can conclude that there may 
have been other cases in which a member of the leadership, secular or clerical, 
confi scated a relic from a lower-status thief, condemning his story to oblivion, 
yet providing clues as to how bishops and counts acquired their relics.

Th e great majority of actions taken inside the churches of Constantinople 
remain invisible, and our few reliable examples cannot support a fully devel-
oped narrative. Yet our sources do suggest a range of possibilities. Bishop 
Nivelon and likely other leading clerics acquired relics by taking them out of 
churches under their control, confi scating them from errant pillagers, and 
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receiving them as gift s. Th e deeds of the parishioners of St. Simon provide a 
counterexample, in which crusaders executed both a targeted and unauthor-
ized theft . For Abbot Martin, the pursuit of saintly power, carried out surrep-
titiously, trumped other concerns about which specifi c relics he might acquire. 
Th e complaints from outsiders suggest that the stories of Martin and the 
Venetian parishioners may refl ect a much larger, and now forgotten, pattern of 
theft  and pillaging. If Dandolo and his cadre were ready to seize relics from 
lesser crusaders, no wonder most chose to remain silent.

Th e Second Phase: Th e Crusaders Go Home

Enrico Dandolo

Enrico Dandolo tried to recover the body of St. Simon at some point during 
the fi rst six months aft er its initial theft . Th is attempted confi scation actually 
belongs to the second phase in the movement of the relics of the Fourth Cru-
sade. In the weeks and months aft er the sack, the crusaders organized and 
disbursed their loot. Th ey elected Baldwin of Flanders as emperor. Th e Vene-
tians, as prescribed by the March Pact, took control of Hagia Sophia and the 
patriarchate. Th e crusade leadership divided up other properties and Greek 
territories, many still unconquered, in a process that led to great riches for 
some, confl icts among the Latin forces and other powers in the region, sales 
and exchanges, the settlement of Franks in Greece and Venetians in Crete, 
and many other changes. Boniface of Montferrat began his military opera-
tions in Th essalonica. Th e disastrous campaign against the Vlachs led to the 
death of the fi rst Latin emperor of Constantinople and other leading nobles. 
Seeking to undermine the Venetian advantage, Genoa sent out privateers to 
plunder ships returning to the West. Th e pope attempted to reassert control. 
Peter Capuano lift ed the crusade vows, and eventually the army dispersed. 
As the crusaders returned home, relics returned with them; some were sent 
ahead as gift s to reward friends or to grease the wheels of diplomacy, as detailed 
below. In this phase, Dandolo, Baldwin, and Capuano all emerged as particu-
larly important players in the authorized acquisition and translation of relics. 
Unauthorized actions continued as well, though as always they are harder to 
locate in the record.
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In the most important Venetian chronicle from the fourteenth century, the 
Chronica per extensum descripta of Andrea Dandolo, who was the doge of 
Venice from 1343 to 1354 and a member of the same family as Enrico, one fi nds 
a description of Venice’s share of the sacred plunder from Constantinople. 
Andrea lists an ampoule of Christ’s blood, the arm of St. George, a piece of the 
head of St. John the Baptist, the body of St. Lucy, and the body of St. Agatha, 
which Enrico gave to an unspecifi ed Sicilian pilgrim. Th e chronicle depicts 
Enrico Dandolo as a grand distributor of relics. He probably brought back 
many more items, but any records of plunder housed in the treasury of the 
church of San Marco would have been largely destroyed in a great fi re in 1231. 
However, relics from the conquest had also been distributed to other sites in 
Venice. And, in the 1260s, Doge Ranieri Zeno claimed that a small set of relics 
had miraculously survived the fi re. Th ese came to constitute the “offi  cial list” 
of crusade plunder that could be traced to Enrico Dandolo, and Andrea Dan-
dolo’s chronicle refl ects that list.

How Enrico Dandolo acquired most of his relics is unclear. According to a 
late fourteenth-century translatio, Baldwin of Flanders gave the relic of St. 
Lucy to Dandolo for Venice, raising the possibility that the doge received 
other relics as gift s. Dandolo made some eff ort to acquire precious objects for 
the commune of Venice and San Marco, including, for example, the relics 
listed above, the relics of St. Simon the Prophet (although he failed), the quad-
riga that eventually adorned the church, and large quantities of marble and 
other precious materials. One cannot imagine the old, blind doge personally 
rummaging through a church treasury in Constantinople. Unlike the bishops 
of Soissons and Halberstadt, Dandolo was not a cleric who could inspect and 
seize relics in the course of taking charge of a formerly Greek church. Perhaps 
Dandolo sometimes succeeded in using bribery and threats against lesser 
crusaders, as detailed in the story of St. Simon and the Venetian thieves, even 
though he failed to seize those relics. His experience with negotiation and 
exchange could only have helped him in such an environment. Shortly aft er 
Dandolo’s death, the Venetians demanded an icon of the Virgin in exchange 
for supporting Henry of Flanders’s ascension to the imperial throne aft er his 
brother Baldwin died. One suspects that the Latins traded with, off ered 
gift s to, coerced, and bribed one another in order to acquire specifi c relics as 
the chaos of the capture subsided and they assessed their newfound lands 
and riches.
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Baldwin of Flanders

Emperor Baldwin I fi gures in a number of letters and charters concerning 
 relics. He used them in imperial diplomacy, thus continuing the practice of 
the emperors before him. Like Dandolo, Baldwin of Flanders sent relics to his 
homeland, but not exclusively. He also included relics and other sacred items 
among the gift s that he sent to Pope Innocent III and the Templars in Lom-
bardy. Genoese privateers captured the ship bearing Baldwin’s emissary and 
pillaged it. According to the Genoese chronicles, the city’s leaders sanctioned 
this expedition in order to profi t from the fall of Constantinople in their own 
way; moreover, they hoped to limit the gains of the Venetians. In November 
1204, Innocent sent a letter to the archbishop of Genoa demanding restitution. 
By this time, the privateers had either released or received a ransom for the 
emissary, a Venetian named Brother Barozzi, who was the master of the Tem-
ple of Lombardy and about whom nothing else is known. Barozzi made his 
way to Rome, gave Innocent a letter from Baldwin (which survives), and told 
the pope about the piracy. As the relics and precious objects remained in Gen-
oese hands, Innocent threatened to interdict Genoa if it did not immediately 
return them. Items intended as gift s for the pope, Innocent argued, became 
papal property immediately. He listed the objects owed to him and added 
those due to the Temple as well, insisting upon their return. Th ese items 
included many gems and silver marks, in addition to two icons, a gilt reli-
quary, two golden crosses, a silver ampoule, and a relic of the True Cross that 
was bound for the Temple. We do not know what, if any, response Innocent’s 
letter inspired, but he did not place Genoa under interdict. One must assume 
an arrangement was worked out.

Innocent listed only the one relic, a fragment of the True Cross. However, 
the Genoese chronicle of Orgerio Pane claims that many relics (multas rel-
iquias sanctorum) were seized and eventually distributed among Genoese 
churches. John Fotheringham argues that the medieval cross reliquary still 
in the Cathedral of San Lorenzo in Genoa is the True Cross relic mentioned in 
the letter. It was given to Genoa by the men of Porto Venere, who owned one 
of the privateer vessels, in exchange for certain economic privileges. Fother-
ingham notes that the Cronaca of Jacopo da Voragine (who was Genoese) 
claims not only that the privateers captured many relics but that Jacopo him-
self obtained relics for the Dominican order in Genoa many decades later. Th e 
chronicler does not provide a specifi c list of these relics. Th ere are some likely 
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explanations for the discrepancy. First, the Genoese texts could be confusing 
relics with altar cloths, icons, reliquaries (not the relics themselves), and other 
valuable items associated with the church. Multas reliquias sanctorum, how-
ever, seems to clearly describe relics. Why, then, did Innocent not demand 
their return as well? Perhaps Brother Barozzi did not tell Innocent about the 
other relics, although why he would omit such a detail is unknown. Or per-
haps the other relics were intended as gift s for other dignitaries and thus were 
considered to be outside papal purview. Regardless, the important detail is 
that Baldwin’s envoy bore both a letter to the pope and sacred gift s for the 
Holy Father.

Baldwin had sent these gift s in hopes of easing the recommencement of 
papal-crusader negotiations aft er more than a year of discord. Th e letter to 
Rome, enregistered in October 1204, survives, as do three additional copies. 
Th ese copies are addressed by Baldwin to the archbishop of Cologne, the abbot 
of Cîteaux and his Cistercian colleagues, and to “all the Christian people.” 
We do not know who received the last letter (and there may have been many 
other copies), but one can speculate that if Baldwin sent relics to Rome, he 
likely would have sent them to Cologne and particularly to Cîteaux. Th e Cis-
tercians had been major players in the Fourth Crusade and would continue to 
be important to the Latin Empire. Baldwin had plenty of relics to go around. 
Riant published a number of instrumenta, various types of documents men-
tioning relics, that describe cases in which an individual or institution received 
relics from the emperor. Th ese are especially prevalent in Flanders and Hain-
ault. For example, Count Hugh of Beaumetz received a reliquary of the True 
Cross from Baldwin for his service as a crusader. Th e Picard count installed 
the relic in the Abbey of Mont Saint-Quentin. Baldwin also sent relics to his 
titular liege lord, King Philip II Augustus of France. In a letter to the king 
from September 5, 1205, Baldwin records these gift s as a piece of the True 
Cross, Christ’s suckling clothes and some of his hair, a thorn from the Crown 
of Th orns, some of the purple garment Christ wore before Pontius Pilate, and 
a rib of the Apostle Philip, which Baldwin perhaps included because the apos-
tle was the king’s namesake. Notably, these relics overlap with those sent to 
France by Bishop Nivelon of Soissons, a detail supporting the argument that 
Nivelon acquired his relics from the same imperial treasury as Baldwin. Th e 
bishops of Beauvais, Noyon, and Senlis witnessed the arrival of the relics at 
Saint-Denis. Th e ritual reception of these gift s may have provided a template 
for the more famous translation of the relics of the Passion to Paris in 1239, 
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aft er King Louis IX purchased them from Emperor Baldwin II through the 
agency of the emperor’s Venetian creditors.

Th e Papal Legates and Other Clerics

Baldwin sent relics to his homeland of Flanders, to the neighbors of Flanders, 
to the great ecclesiastical and political powers with whom he was already on 
good terms, and to those with whom he hoped to cultivate good relations 
as a result of the gift s, such as the papacy. Meanwhile, Rome’s papal legates, 
Peter Capuano and cardinal-priest Benedict of Santa Susanna, played multiple 
roles in the history of the postcrusade translation of relics. Unlike Nivelon of 
Soissons, Conrad of Halberstadt, or Martin of Pairis, Capuano was not pres-
ent when Constantinople fell in April 1204. Having left  the crusade earlier 
because the crusaders were ignoring papal edicts, he did not want his presence 
to imply that the diversion to the city had papal sanction. He joined the “for-
gotten second front” of the crusade in Acre. Once Constantinople fell, how-
ever, Capuano went there to take advantage of this sudden windfall on behalf 
of the pope. He lift ed edicts of excommunication and absolved the crusaders 
of their sins. Reconciliation followed and the papacy’s voice returned to the 
crusade. Capuano’s activity over the next few years exemplifi es all of the 
roles played in the relic trade by the highest-status individuals connected to 
the crusade; he was an authority fi gure who granted permission, a relic trans-
lator himself, and an (accidental) enabler of crimes.

Having missed out on the fi rst harvest of relics, Capuano seems to have 
become a voice of authority on the dispersal of relics in the second phase of 
their translation. For example, he took control of a trove of relics belonging to 
a deceased crusading bishop, Garnier of Troyes. Like Nivelon and Conrad, 
Garnier had provided an episcopal presence on the crusade. He, like his fel-
lows, acquired relics immediately aft er the conquest, though not, I argue 
below, in any offi  cial capacity. He sent his chaplain to Troyes with the arm of 
St. James the Greater, the head of St. Philip, a cup that was allegedly the Holy 
Grail, and the body of St. Helen of Athyra. Th anks to a letter from 1222, we 
know that Garnier sent additional relics with the chaplain, along with orders 
on how to distribute them. John of Poitiers (Iohannes Pictaviensis), canon of 
St. Victor of Paris, wrote to Peter, canon of St. Martin of Troyes and chaplain 
to Bishop Garnier, asking him to write an account of how Garnier had sent 
them the head of St. Victor. Both John’s request and Peter’s reply survive. 
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Peter recounts that the bishop found the head of St. Victor in a church dedi-
cated to the saint inside the walls near Constantinople’s Golden Gate. Gar-
nier ordered Peter to take the head and “other relics of the saints” back to 
France. Th ere, Peter gave the head to Archbishop Peter de Corbolio of Sens, 
who later gave a portion of it to John the German (Iohannes Teutonis), the 
abbot of St. Victor’s. On the ides of April, Peter concludes, the relic was met 
with a procession and much rejoicing. Th is short letter is particularly com-
pelling because it describes not only the translation of the head from a church 
in Constantinople to Garnier’s hands to the Abbey of St. Victor but also all of 
the intermediate chains of transmission. Th e process of exchange and division 
that took place in this case allows us to conjecture that this process of second-
ary gift ing and sundering of larger relics may have happened oft en aft er they 
arrived in the West.

Garnier sent some of the relics that he had collected to France but died 
within a year of the conquest. As recorded in the “Historia translationum rel-
iquiarum Sancti Mamantis” (history of the translation of the relics of Saint 
Mamas), or “Translatio Mamantis,” Capuano took control of the rest upon his 
arrival in Constantinople. In this text, an anonymous canon of Langres 
describes the actions of Walon of Dampierre, also a canon of Langres, who 
returned home from the crusade with the head of St. Mamas in 1209. Th is text 
is the third part of a larger translatio that describes the process by which vari-
ous relics of the martyr came to Langres over the centuries, in order to authen-
ticate each item. Th e translatio contains a compelling description of the 
looting of relics, as well as the steps that Walon took to authenticate his relic. 
Th e relevant portion of the text reads,

When Constantinople had been captured, the victorious Latins exulted 
over the booty which they had seized, for they had a vast amount of 
spoils. But blind greed, which persuades so easily, took the hands of the 
conquering conquerors, so that not only were the churches violated, but 
so were the vessels in which the relics of saints were resting, [their 
hands] shamelessly smashing the vessels [and] repulsively pulling off  
the gold, gems, and silver, and they thought nothing of the true relics. 
Having heard of this, senior offi  cers of the army grieved greatly, and 
feared that this destruction might undo their victory. Th ey therefore 
took counsel with the legates . . . and with the archbishops and bishops, 
who threatened to excommunicate anyone who unsealed the containers 
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of relics. . . . Aft er this [threat of excommunication] the head of the glori-
ous martyr [St. Mamas] was found.

Th is paragraph is at best a secondhand account of the looting. Later, I argue 
that it responds to Innocent’s successful employment of sacrilegious looting as 
a polarizing issue, the subject of the next chapter. Th is is the only Latin text 
that explicitly includes reliquaries among the sacred objects that the Latins 
despoiled for the sake of the external gold, silver, and gems; more important, 
it presents the responses of the crusade leadership to the sacrilege. According 
to the translatio, the leading crusader clerics gathered, threatened the defi lers 
of relics with excommunication, and then took personal control over round-
ing up and redistributing the relics. If this account contains any truth at all, no 
wonder the bishops were able to send home such copious sacred largesse. 
Capuano would have had considerable clout in such proceedings, thanks to 
his loft y ecclesiastical status as papal legate and cardinal. He could not easily 
undo distribution decisions previously made by other high clerics on the cru-
sade, but he could take charge of the deceased Garnier’s relics.

According to the “Translatio Mamantis,” the priest Walon visited Capuano 
and informed him that Garnier had planned to send the head of St. Mamas to 
Langres, long a center of the cult of St. Mamas, before he died. Agreeing that 
this seemed just, Capuano let Walon take the relic. Th e head thus passed to 
Walon through the legate’s judgment that this was the best possible outcome, 
not through one of the acts of looting previously deplored by the text’s anony-
mous author.

By the time Walon spoke to Capuano, the time of chaos had long since 
passed. Th e acquisition of St. Mamas clearly belongs to the second phase of 
relic movement. Th e passage above indicates that later authors, concerned 
about the provenance of their new relics becoming tainted, took steps to make 
it clear that their relics had not been obtained through sacrilege. Th is concern 
has led to signifi cant scholarly confusion about the looting of relics. Several 
medieval texts, including the “Translatio Mamantis,” imply that Garnier had 
been put in charge of many relics in the city before he died. Riant decided 
that this attribution was correct and argued that the crusader clergy had offi  -
cially appointed him to that position. Over the last century, other scholars 
have followed Riant’s lead in arguing that Garnier was the offi  cial procurator 
sanctorum reliquarum. Th is title implies a level of organization and oversight 
that simply did not exist until late in the second phase, probably aft er Garnier 
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was dead. Most sources on relics never mention Garnier at all. Th e texts that 
do elevate him to such an offi  cial rank derive from sites that, like Langres, 
directly or indirectly benefi ted from relics that he collected in Constantinople. 
Such sources cannot be trusted because their authors wanted to de-emphasize 
the possibility of any sacrilege staining their new possessions. No neutral texts 
mention Garnier, in particular, as being more important than any other 
bishop; the situation was fl uid until Capuano arrived. However, Capuano 
could not restore precrusade conditions and then reapportion relics. All he 
and his co-legate Benedict could do was try to control the situation as it devel-
oped aft er their arrival. Th e translation of St. Mamas off ers one example of 
such attempts at control and regulation.

Th e papal legates’ eff orts to regulate the translation of relics, however, could 
backfi re. Sometime aft er March 1206, according to the “Narratio exceptionis 
apud Cluniacum capitis beati Clementis,” the legates accidentally enabled a 
brazen relic theft . We know very little about the two knights, Dalmacius of 
Serciaco and Poncius of Busseria, who stole the relic. Th e author refers to the 
former as “well learned,” along with the more usual epithets for crusading 
knights (“noble,” “faithful,” and “good”). Once these two had served out their 
term in Constantinople, they tried to make a pilgrimage to Jerusalem. Th ey 
failed, due to dangers on both land and sea, and found themselves back in 
Constantinople, disappointed. Dalmacius therefore went to the two legates to 
ask for permission to acquire a relic. Th e legates, speaking in “one voice,” 
granted the request on one condition: the knight could not purchase a relic 
because of canonical prohibitions against the sale of such items. Undeterred, 
the knights went to the Monastery of St. Mary Peribleptos, where Dalmacius 
asked the monks, who appear to have been Greeks, about St. Clement. Many 
Greek monks remained in their religious houses aft er the conquest until they 
were driven away by a new papal legate, Cardinal Pelagius, around 1213, so this 
encounter is plausible. While Dalmacius distracted the monks, his colleague, 
Poncius, simply walked off  with St. Clement’s head. Th e two returned home 
and gave it to the Abbey of Cluny.

If this story refl ects an actual conversation between the legates and the 
knights, it would give the impression that the legates were comfortable with the 
notion that crusaders might seek out relics to take home with them. Th eir con-
cern was that such activity not be commercial in nature. On the other hand, the 
knights may have just bought the relic off  of someone in Constantinople and 
the entertaining details are either their fabrications or the hagiographer’s.
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It is diffi  cult to tell precisely when the theft  or purchase occurred, but it 
could not have been in the initial days aft er the sack; this is a second-phase 
theft . Innocent sent Benedict of Santa Susanna to Constantinople sometime 
around May 1205, and he may not have arrived until the following spring. 
Furthermore, the text indicates that the knights tried to go to Jerusalem only 
aft er they were released from their crusade vow, probably in March 1206, and 
were subsequently turned back by harsh winds. If this is true, then they 
would have returned to Constantinople just when both papal legates were 
defi nitely in the city. Hence, probably more than two years aft er the sack, the 
outright theft  of relics was still occurring.

Aft er many years of troubled service, Capuano fi nally returned to Italy, 
while Benedict remained, both continuing to dole out relics as opportunity 
arose. Along his route through southern Italy, Capuano paused to distribute 
relics to various Latin religious houses. Amalfi , his hometown, received the 
head of its patron saint, St. Andrew, in May 1208. Here, Capuano acted simi-
larly to Conrad and Nivelon. He bore relics back to his home church, the locals 
greeted the relics with celebration, and the late saint worked local miracles. 
Sometime between 1210 and the death of Capuano in 1214, an anonymous 
monk in Gaeta wrote a text celebrating Capuano’s gift  of the head of St. Th eo-
dore. Although brief, this account is exceedingly useful because it lists other 
examples of Capuano’s generosity. Th e author begins with the gift  of St. 
Andrew and then reports that Sorrento received the relics of the Apostle 
James. Naples received certain “true relics of other saints.” To the Abbey of 
Monte Cassino, Capuano gave an arm of St. Athanasius. Gaeta’s reception of 
St. Th eodore fi nished the list.

Th is text serves as an excellent example of the most typical type of second-
phase relic acquisition and translation. It was authorized, and the relics were 
physically carried by a high-ranking offi  cial and given to favored churches in 
his homeland. Capuano enriched the churches of southern Italy. Dandolo 
favored the churches of Venice. Baldwin sent relics to Flanders and the French 
king, just as Garnier did to Champagne. One notices a trend: relics of saints 
were oft en sent to places that already had a tradition of venerating those saints. 
St. Mamas went to the Cathedral of St. Mamas in Langres; a fragment of St. 
Stephen the Protomartyr went to the Cathedral of St. Stephen in Halberstadt; 
and St. Andrew went to Amalfi . In 1208, Henry of Ulmen brought the head of 
St. Pantaleon to Abbot Henry of the Monastery of St. Pantaleon in Cologne. 
Henry of Ulmen also brought a spectacular cross reliquary to Limburg, although 
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the precise provenance remains a subject of debate among scholars. In 1222, 
the canon John the German of St. Victor’s asked Garnier’s former chaplain for 
letters of authentication concerning the relic of St. Victor that the abbey had 
received in 1205—yet another example of the trend. Many Western sites were 
dedicated to saints whose relics had long been housed in Constantinople; 
apparently, some of the leading fi gures on the crusade chose to use the con-
quest of 1204 as an occasion to fi ll these voids.

Dandolo, Baldwin, and Garnier sent relics west, but all of these men died in 
the East. For others, the voyage home marked the occasion when crusaders 
fi nally translated their gains, as well as the end of the second phase in the 
movement of the relics of 1204. Nivelon, Conrad, Capuano, and Martin are 
well known because they had the means to commission translatio narratives 
in their homelands. We know about the Venetian men who stole the body of 
St. Simon because a text that tells their story happens to have survived. A few 
fragmentary and non-narrative texts provide additional examples. According 
to one of these, Walon of Sarton, canon of Picquigny near Amiens, became a 
canon of a church in Constantinople. Having decided that he had experienced 
enough of the East aft er the disaster of Adrianople, he took a few silver reli-
quaries that he had found hidden in his new church and sold them to fi nance 
his journey home. He then gave the relics (a fi nger of St. George and yet 
another head of St. John the Baptist) to the cathedral at Amiens. In another 
legend, an English priest who served as Baldwin’s chaplain was sent back to 
the capital from the battle of Adrianople to fetch the Holy Rood, a relic of the 
True Cross traditionally borne into battle by the emperors of Constantinople, 
but which Baldwin had accidentally left  behind. Unfortunately, Baldwin was 
killed before the chaplain made it back to the battlefi eld, so the chaplain hid 
the cross and took it with him back to Bromholm. Henry of Ulmen’s gift s 
also generated surviving documentation, including a new reliquary for the 
relic of St. Matthias that he had donated to Trier, with an inscription com-
memorating the donation. Several seventeenth-century French church his-
torians describe two cross-shaped reliquaries holding fragments of the True 
Cross that Robert of Clari had allegedly brought to the Monastery of Corbie 
from the imperial palace chapel. Th e reliquaries and inscriptions that attrib-
uted these items to Clari were lost, probably during the French Revolution, 
but an inventory from Corbie from 1283 mentions the relics that “Robert of 
Clari, soldier, brought from Constantinople.” Th e attribution is credible; 
as noted above, Clari catalogued some of the more important relics of the 
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imperial chapel in his chronicle. It is interesting that he returned with objects 
from the chapel but never described his acquisitions. Does this represent an 
outright theft  or evidence of sacrilegious looting in the fi rst three days, or did 
Nivelon perhaps give Clari, his soldier, the tiniest of fragments of the relics 
that the bishop claimed from the palace churches? Th e sole complete copy of 
Clari’s chronicle exists in a vellum book once belonging to Corbie’s library, so 
one can at least note a connection between the knight and the monastic insti-
tution. Th ere must have been many more such relic translations as crusaders 
fi nished their terms of service or simply gave up. Clari made no note of his 
own translation, although Corbie’s inventory did. Surely other soldiers off ered 
similar gift s to their favored churches.

Not only have accounts of relic translation been lost to modern historians, 
but some relics themselves were lost during the transition from Greek to Latin 
rule. Th ree of the bishops on the crusade took or sent relics home. A fourth 
prelate, bishop-elect Peter of Bethlehem, could not have returned to Muslim-
controlled Bethlehem, and he died at Adrianople before he might have selected 
an alternative site for his sacred plunder. A Greek text blames Conrad of 
Halberstadt and bishop-elect Peter for stealing the relic of consecrated bread 
from the Last Supper. Th e “Gesta episcoporum Halberstadensium” never 
mentions this relic and most certainly would have noted its possession if Con-
rad had held on to it. Alfred Andrea speculates that Peter lost the relic at Adri-
anople. No post-Adrianople record of the relic’s presence has been found.

Th e second phase witnessed many translations of relics—some seized dur-
ing the fi rst weeks, some obtained later. Within about fi ve years, although 
these dates are not fi rm, most of the people who participated in the crusade 
had died, gone home, or settled permanently in the Latin Empire. Many 
acquired relics—by theft , by gift , by purchase, or by authorized acquisition. As 
the participants’ movements ceased, the great exodus of relics slowed, but it 
never stopped. Forgeries complicate the matter. As late as 1215, criticisms of 
relic-selling in Canon 62 of the Fourth Lateran Council indicate that relics, 
including forgeries, were being sold and distributed throughout Europe. 
Invented items no doubt joined and perhaps even comprised the majority of 
the mass of looted relics in this black market of the sacred. When perusing the 
lists of Fourth Crusade relics, one sees many heads of St. John the Baptist, 
True Cross fragments, and other easily fabricated fragments of various objects. 
Authentication proved diffi  cult, and the looting of Constantinople gave a rea-
sonable provenance for the unscrupulous forger to employ.
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Th e Th ird Phase: Th e Height of the Latin Empire

During the relatively short life span of the Latin Empire, Latins continued to 
send relics from Constantinople to the West. Again, one can divide the known 
cases of relic acquisition into two groups: authorized and unauthorized. Th e 
rulers of the Latin Empire and other newly conquered lands continued to use 
their relics as diplomatic gift s. Th e most important and best studied of these 
cases concerns the translation of the relics of the Passion to King Louis IX of 
France in 1239. But there were others. Emperor Henry (r. 1206–16) followed his 
brother’s pattern of doling out minor, or small, relics, as did his successors. 
Meanwhile, Latin clergy in Constantinople mined their treasuries for suitable 
objects for translation. In some cases, the clergy simply sent the relics west in 
their original reliquaries. At other times, they seem to have shaved off  small 
parts in order to form new relics. Th e Venetians proved particularly interested 
in claiming relics from their churches in an expanded Venetian quarter of 
Constantinople, and our sources present some of these translations as unau-
thorized.

Riant’s collection of “Epistolae et Instrumenta” provides ample evidence of 
Henry of Flanders’s emulation of his brother. Th e letters and grants are all 
relatively short and contain little information about where and how Henry 
obtained relics. As emperor he would have encountered no diffi  culty in doing 
so, and he sometimes provided bills of authentication for them. A testimo-
nium de reliquiis found in Lyons, dated April 6, 1208, bears witness to the 
transfer of relics of the True Cross, St. Stephen the Protomartyr (yet again), St. 
Th omas, and St. Eustachius to Archbishop Raynaldo. Pontio de Caponay bore 
the relics, and Henry provided him with this short authentica. Other texts 
give even less information. One simply records that Henry sent “infi nite relics 
of the Savior, Mary, the apostles, the evangelists, the prophets, the martyrs, 
the confessors, and female saints, and pious benefactors” to two German 
monks, Th omas and Gerard. What could this list mean? Did Th omas and 
Gerard somehow acquire dozens of tiny fragments one by one, or did Henry 
give them a sack fi lled with them? A 1215 document from Clairvaux is clearer. 
Hugo, formerly abbot of St. Ghislain in Hainaut (Henry’s homeland), deliv-
ered a relic of the True Cross from Constantinople to Clairvaux as a gift  from 
the emperor. Th e document provides a very brief history of the Fourth Cru-
sade in order to show how the relic came to be in Henry’s hands. Again, the 
purpose of this account was authentication.
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Documents that testify to the movement of relics out of newly Latinized 
churches by their new owners demonstrate that the phenomenon spread 
beyond Constantinople and lasted for decades. In 1215, Archbishop John of 
Neopatras, from Th essaly, sent a fi nger of St. Nicholas “and other relics” to the 
Monastery of Gembloux in Belgium. In 1216, Archbishop Warinus of Th es-
salonica sent a fi nger of St. John the Baptist to a monastery in Phalempin, 
Flanders. In 1218, the Cathedral of St. Albans in Namur, Flanders, catalogued 
its relics, which included a spine from the Crown of Th orns and some of 
Christ’s blood, both from Constantinople. We do not know their prove-
nance, but Baldwin’s and Henry’s generosity to the religious houses of their 
region has already been noted. A 1224 testimonial on relics is attributed to 
William of Villehardouin but was almost certainly produced for Geoff rey I 
Villehardouin, “prince of Achaia” and nephew to the marshal of Cham-
pagne. Th e prince sent a reliquary to the church of St. Remigius in Reims, 
Champagne, his family’s home city, via an old monk named Arnuld de Lotti. 
Inside the reliquary were drops of blood that he “believed” to have been shed 
from the side of Christ on the cross. We do not know where the prince 
acquired this relic. In 1230, Walter, reeve of Beata Maria of Cinctura in Con-
stantinople, sent relics to Lambert, the reeve of Beata Maria in Bruges. Th ese 
included an arm of the Apostle Bartholomew, an arm of St. Blasius, and relics 
of St. Laurence and Stephen the Protomartyr (again). In 1232, Anselm, the 
procurator of St. Mary Magdalene in Constantinople, brought together mul-
tiple relics of, yet again, St. Stephen the Protomartyr. Anselm, like Walter, sent 
these to Lambert of Bruges.

Th e above are just a sampling of the relics sent from the Latin Empire and 
Frankish Greece to Western Europe. Relics had always fl owed licitly from 
church to church in the Middle Ages at semiregular intervals. Guardians of 
relics rewarded friends and curried favor by off ering small pieces of relics. 
Bishops redistributed relics within their sees. But now there was a sudden 
infl ux of relics, some very important, coming from long-established religious 
institutions in the East, all of which were under new ownership. Such insti-
tutions, backed by the Greek nobility and their churchmen, had gathered rel-
ics for centuries. Perhaps the Western clerics lacked a long-term commitment 
to their new properties and felt free to use them to enrich their old friends and 
allies back in the West. It is not clear that anyone tried to strip a newly acquired 
religious building of value entirely, but a certain amount of careful siphoning 
on behalf of the homeland defi nitely took place.
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Venice fi gures prominently in the history of this siphoning. In 1222, the 
abbot of San Giorgio Maggiore, Venice’s principle monastery, ordered the 
translation of a relic out of a daughter monastery, Christ Pantepoptes, which 
it had obtained in Constantinople aft er 1204. Th e prior of San Giorgio, who 
ruled the Pantepoptes, enlisted the help of the podestà, the chief offi  cial 
in Constantinople’s Venetian quarter, in fi nding transport for the relics of 
St. Paul the New Martyr. Th e translatio recording this story casts it as a 
sacred theft , as the abbot commands the prior to send the relic to him secretly 
(abscondite sibi mitteret). But it is not clear who the Venetians feared might 
catch them. Th e prior controlled the monastery. Th e podestà had absolute 
power within the Venetian quarter. Th us, we are left  to question whether the 
translation of St. Paul’s relics was authorized or unauthorized. Th e timing is 
curious. Venice’s leading monastery had acquired this property aft er 1204 but 
decided to send the relic to Venice fi ft een years later. Other Venetian sources 
describe the acquisition of the relics of St. Helen, John the Martyr, and Paul 
the First Hermit (taken to Venice in 1211, 1214, and 1239, respectively), and the 
purchase of precious objects for the express purpose of decorating the churches 
of Venice. Venice also acquired the relics of St. Th eodore the Martyr (1257) and 
St. Barbara (1258) just as the Latin Empire was weakening in the face of the 
Palaiologoi threat.

Th e translation of the relics of the Passion to King Louis IX, in 1239, is jus-
tifi ably famous for its transformative eff ect on French royal iconography and 
Western devotional practice. Th e art of Sainte-Chapelle, the eventual house 
for the relics, depicts the only two prior acts of translation in Christian history 
to rival it—the inventio of the True Cross by Constantine and his mother, 
Helen, and the recovery of the cross by Heraclius. Th is chapter demonstrates 
that the translation of relics to Louis, although exceptional in scale, occurred 
within a larger ongoing pattern. Many relics were taken out of the Latin Empire. 
More specifi cally, Baldwin I gave relics of the Passion to Philip II Augustus, 
setting a precedent for the later translation. Baldwin II had used the Crown of 
Th orns as collateral on a loan from Venice. He saw the translation to Louis as 
a better deal for him than any other. Louis had to send two Dominicans to 
redeem the crown before the king would choreograph the great translation. 
Using the great relics of Constantinople at the highest levels of statecraft  was 
nothing new to the Latin emperors.

Unlicensed relic traffi  cking during the life of the Latin Empire completes 
the picture. We have almost no evidence of traffi  cking beyond the complaints 
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of those who wanted to stop it. Th ese relic sales most likely happened on a 
retail level—not from a commoner to a church, but from one commoner to 
another. Such transactions would not have been recorded. Forgeries, as well as 
actual bits and pieces of relics stolen by common crusaders, probably fl ooded 
the West, but, again, details about these were not preserved by the sources. 
Capuano and Benedict’s prohibition against purchasing a relic off ers one piece 
of evidence for the phenomenon. Canon 62 of the Fourth Lateran Council 
(1215) represents a later, and broadly applied, attempt by the Church to restrict 
the unauthorized translation of relics. By this point, a decade aft er the con-
quest, Rome would have had a solid understanding of the problem it was try-
ing to solve. Th e canon forbids the sale or unauthorized exhibition of relics. It 
also establishes that only Rome may approve new relics, giving it control of the 
means of authentication. While one cannot base claims about the quantity 
or frequency of the unauthorized sale of Constantinople’s relics on the canon, 
the law does indicate the existence of the problem.

Conclusion

Th e details of the long process of stealing, looting, and redistributing Con-
stantinople’s relics aft er 1204 remain murky. Th e general patterns, however, 
are clear. Th e process began with a vow not to harm the Greek churches, but 
in the chaos of the confl ict, that vow fell by the wayside. Undoubtedly, the 
translatio of St. Mamas, Niketas’s lament, and Innocent’s diatribe contain ele-
ments of truth in blaming the crusaders for destroying and desecrating relics, 
smashing altar plates, and breaking other sacred items in order to acquire 
gems and precious metals. During such acts of pillage, some crusaders, who 
had long venerated the relics of Constantinople, must have stolen tiny pieces 
and risked death in doing so. Th is type of theft  led to traffi  cking, forgeries, and 
the widespread, uncontrolled, and largely undocumented dispersal of relics in 
Europe over the decades to come. Furthermore, various individuals took 
advantage of the chaos to pick and choose the relics they most desired. Abbot 
Martin and the Venetians of St. Simon’s parish are the two best-documented 
examples. Th e abbot valued ease of access and safety, whereas the Venetians 
chose a specifi c relic that they wanted to steal regardless of the risk.

Once things had settled down, the leaders of the crusade began to claim the 
relics for themselves. Th e Latin bishops in Constantinople at the time of the 
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conquest had prime access to the relics of their choice and also received 
important items as gift s. Garnier of Troyes died before he could disperse much 
of his collection, and papal legate Peter Capuano, who had missed the free-for-
all of the initial conquest, took control of these relics. Th e secular leadership 
joined the bishops, perhaps using the power of confi scation to gain their plun-
der. By around 1210, the initial appropriation and apportioning of relics and 
territories in the East among Latins from and in the West had been accom-
plished. Many relics remained in the churches and monasteries of Constanti-
nople, but they continued, in whole or in part, to be sent westward from time 
to time. Th e slow process of licensed relic translation joined with more illicit 
forms of relic traffi  cking to drain the sacred wealth of Constantinople; these 
translations included those that propagated the grand myths associated with 
the relics of the Passion, as well as the peripatetic wanderings of the Shroud on 
its way to Turin. In 1261, the “new Constantine,” Michael VIII Palaiologos, had 
to begin Constantine’s work of creating a “new Jerusalem” all over again.
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When news reached Pope Innocent III that Constantinople had been con-
quered, he rejoiced at this clear sign of God’s miraculous power. He publicly 
hailed the victory and predicted the speedy reunifi cation of the Greek and 
Latin churches, which would then lead to the liberation of Jerusalem by the 
forces of a united Christendom and perhaps mark the beginning of the 
Apocalypse.

But the Greeks failed to convert in large numbers. Enemies of the new state 
pressed in from all sides, and the need to defend the empire sapped resources 
from other crusading activity. Jerusalem remained in Islamic hands. Worse, 
critical voices from the West questioned crusader conduct and papal complic-
ity in that conduct. At the same time, the pontiff  began negotiating with the 
secular leadership of the crusade over church property in Constantinople. Th e 
Orthodox churches of Constantinople had owned huge swaths of the most 
desirable property in the great city, and the secular powers in the new empire, 
Frank and Venetian alike, felt empowered to appropriate it. But for Innocent, 
all church property belonged to the “seamless garment of Christ,” and he 
demanded its immediate return.

By then, however, Innocent had lost his leverage. Th e crusaders had defi ed 
him in their diversion to Constantinople and had been excommunicated for 
their trouble. Th ey had also vowed, on pain of damnation, to fi ght for the Holy 
Land; until released from their vow, damnation threatened. Th ese were cud-
gels that Innocent could have wielded to infl uence the postconquest environ-
ment. But, aft er the conquest, Innocent’s papal legate, Cardinal Peter Capuano, 

2
Pope Innocent III and Sacrilege, 1204–1215
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released the crusaders from their vow and absolved them of their sins. In 
return, he demanded an additional year of service and little more. Innocent 
could not extract further promises in exchange for lift ing the penalty of 
excommunication, nor could he demand further military action in lieu of a 
campaign against Muslim Jerusalem. Innocent needed a new approach.

Th is chapter argues that Innocent employed accusations of sacrilege and 
other sinful behavior during the postconquest looting as a source of new 
leverage and as a means of explaining the sudden loss of divine favor. Such 
accusations cited wide misconduct but named the violation of holy ground 
and the seizing of relics as the worst of the crusaders’ many crimes. Th ese 
complaints were made most explicitly in the summer of 1205, just as crusaders 
and their relics began arriving back in the West.

Within a year of the creation of the Latin Empire, papal writings consis-
tently raised the issue of sinful misconduct aft er the conquest in order to push 
recalcitrant Christians to support papal positions or desires. Th us, the pope 
moved the contest over the meaning of 1204 to a religious battlefi eld. Even 
when not discussing the looting, he made moral or spiritual judgments on cru-
sader conduct, thus keeping the conversation on the papal battleground of reli-
gious matters. Over time, other critics of the crusade echoed the papal approach 
in its moral condemnation of the crusaders and focus on illicit looting. Th e 
persistent criticism from Rome and other sites cemented the crusaders’ con-
duct and moral decision-making during the pillaging of Constantinople as the 
locus of the confl ict over memory and meaning of the Fourth Crusade.

Innocent and the Crusaders

Th e contest over the memory of the Fourth Crusade emerged out of a spe-
cifi c set of political, ecclesiastical, and economic postconquest issues with 
which the papacy and the leaders of the crusading army wrestled. As with so 
many other phases of the crusade, the terms of oaths sworn by the soldiers 
dictated the nature of the diffi  culties to follow. Key terms of the March Pact 
at once incurred Innocent’s wrath and mandated reconciliation between the 
crusaders and the papacy, a precarious situation indeed. Th e central pas-
sages—on election and division of secular spoils—caused no controversy 
with Rome. It was, rather, the lesser provisions that governed the disposal of 
the wealth of the church and the patriarchate of Constantinople that reignited 
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tensions otherwise potentially eased by the victory. Th e lay leaders had dis-
posed of church lands, other kinds of church property, and even the highest 
ecclesiastical offi  ce in Constantinople. Innocent could not let this stand. 
Meanwhile, in order to ensure that the co-signers of the pact would all meet 
the commitments to which they had agreed, the document mandated papal 
ratifi cation. Th e crusade leadership, assuming that Innocent would eventu-
ally absolve them of their sins, actually wanted the coercive threat of papal 
excommunication in order to guarantee the crusaders’ adherence to the 
document. Without papal ratifi cation, the pact could have been annulled, 
thus potentially rendering Baldwin’s ascension to the throne illegitimate 
and raising the chance for further internecine confl ict.

Innocent’s responses to the crusade are found chiefl y in the register of his 
correspondence covering the most important years of the crusade’s aft ermath, 
1204 to 1206. Th e Gesta Innocentii, a second key source for papal engagement 
in the contested memory of 1204, off ers the perspective of the larger papal 
organization. Its author, an anonymous member of the curia writing between 
1204 and 1209, benefi tted from his hindsight of the events of the Fourth Cru-
sade, the sack of Constantinople, and the failures of the early Latin Empire. 
One of the chief purposes of the Gesta was to exculpate Innocent from any 
blame that might have accrued to him as the sponsor of the initial crusade.

Th e interactions between the army and Rome during the close of the cru-
sade shaped the papal response in the years that followed. Over the course of 
the campaign itself, before the sack, the tone of papal letters builds from mild 
reprimand to outright fury and condemnation. Questions of morality, ecclesi-
astical privilege, and divine approval—topics on which Innocent could claim 
ultimate authority—appear within these sources from the very beginning. As 
plans began to go awry, the pope deployed his limited tools of coercion and 
persuasion in order to get the crusade back on course to Egypt without antag-
onizing allies or potential allies, particularly the king of Hungary and Emperor 
Alexius III. He reminded the crusaders of their oath and threatened excom-
munication; in fact, each time the crusade diverted, an edict of excommunica-
tion against the army went into eff ect, though the crusade leadership suppressed 
this news. Innocent tried to divide the crusaders from their defi ant leaders, or 
to split the French from the Venetians, with intermittent success. Many sol-
diers did abandon the enterprise (mostly because of internal dissent rather 
than papal machinations), but enough of them remained to provide a credible 
military force. Further undermining any sway Innocent might have had, clerics 
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on the crusade preached to the rank and fi le that the diversion to Constanti-
nople was part of the holy mission.

Despite the crusaders’ defi ance of the papacy, this crusade was not particu-
larly irreligious. Th e soldiers had taken sacred oaths on which they staked their 
very souls. Nor did the diversion to Constantinople mean that the soldiers 
intended to abandon their quest to free Jerusalem. To the contrary, Constan-
tinople initially represented a means to the ends of fi nancing and supplying 
for the campaign against the Muslims. Even in February and March 1204, the 
crusaders still planned to leave Constantinople and campaign in Egypt. But 
the successful conquest changed everything. Th e clause mandating papal 
approval of the March Pact demonstrates that the crusaders knew the papacy 
would have to be part of the new empire’s future for it to survive. Moreover, 
the crusaders were operating under lingering burdens of excommunication. 
Th ey now controlled a large region that would need to be assimilated into the 
Latin rite if the conquered people were to accept their Latin rulers. Most 
importantly, Jerusalem was nowhere in sight. Th e only military expedition the 
army would yet undertake was to pacify its new holdings and beat back both 
Greek and Bulgarian claimants to the throne. And only the pope or his repre-
sentative could absolve the oath of a crusader.

Innocent knew that the crusaders cared about obedience to Rome, if not to 
the degree he might have wished. Th roughout the Constantinople aff air, Inno-
cent and his legate remained optimistic that the force could be turned back 
toward Egypt and returned to the papal fold. To eff ect this desired turnabout, 
Innocent off ered both spiritual inducements and threats. His main concern 
about the diversion to Constantinople had been that it might interfere with 
reconciliation talks or eff orts to recover the Holy Land. Even aft er the death of 
Alexius IV, the idea that Constantinople could be conquered by the small 
Latin army, be ruled by a Latin emperor, and seemingly serve as a new beach-
head for future crusades had not seemed likely to any of the parties involved. 
However, presented with the reality of the new emperor Baldwin, in the fi rst 
few months aft er the fall, Innocent stated his belief in the providential nature 
of the conquest and was ready to deal with the conquerors.

In the initial aft ermath of the conquest, therefore, it was a foregone conclu-
sion among all parties that some form of agreement between the papacy and 
the crusaders could be reached. Th e shift  away from diversion and toward 
looting, particularly sacrilegious looting, took place in an atmosphere of 
mutual distrust yet mandatory engagement. Each side had much to gain by 
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dealing with the other, but Innocent had the moral upper hand. Th e crusaders 
knew that they had strayed and required papal forgiveness to lift  the edict of 
excommunication. On the other hand, the crusaders were in Constantinople, 
held the city, and had already apportioned the wealth of the East among them-
selves. With the moral high ground balanced against fait accompli, negotia-
tions concerning reconciliation and the ecclesiastical future of the Latin 
Empire began; so too began the contest over memory.

Th e First Postconquest Communications: 
Cautious Optimism

Aft er news of the conquest reached Rome, the pope turned his eff orts in the 
East to four new issues. First, he wanted to recover all of the church property 
that had been looted or secularized—this included both objects, such as relics, 
and the lands of the Greek church in the city. Second, he desired complete 
papal control over the patriarchate of Constantinople. Th ird, he wanted the 
newly conquered lands to serve as a base of operations for further crusading 
activity. Fourth, and perhaps most signifi cantly, he wanted to convert the 
Greek people to a true Roman Catholicism. Th e Franks and Venetians, mean-
while, were dealing with two issues of their own. Th ey needed, fi rst, papal 
ratifi cation of the March Pact to stabilize the new empire while, second, main-
taining their respective new possessions in Constantinople—including the 
churches and church property they had claimed as their own. Th ese matters 
directly pertained to questions of church and papal prerogative. Where agen-
das came into confl ict, the debate oft en unfolded along moral or spiritual lines. 
Th e specifi cs of the contest over memory and interpretation emerged from that 
debate.

A short letter from Innocent to Baldwin from November 1204 reveals the 
pope’s approach to the surprising conquest. Baldwin had sent his fi rst letter to 
Innocent in May, but Genoese privateers captured the courier and delayed the 
letter’s arrival. Innocent began his letter by praising the miraculous nature of 
the conquest. Th is was not mere window dressing. Th e providential nature of 
the conquest was invoked by all involved across diverse genres (sermons, 
chronicles, diplomatic letters, poems, and so forth). But Innocent used his 
statement about God having miraculously eff ected the victory in order to 
assert his prerogatives over the new empire. He wrote, “[God] has deigned to 
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work magnifi cent miracles with you for the praise and glory of His Name, for 
the honor and profi t of the Apostolic See, and for the benefi t and exaltation of 
the Christian people.” He placed Baldwin and his “land and people under the 
primary protection of St. Peter and under our special protection, resolutely 
ordering all archbishops, bishops, and all other church prelates, also kings, 
dukes, counts, and other princes, and all peoples that they support and defend 
your [Baldwin’s] lands and people, and they neither personally molest them 
nor have them molested by others.” Innocent promised to order his prelates 
to excommunicate and place under interdict any who might “molest” the new 
lands, and he instructed all of his clerics to assist the new emperor. He also 
extended the papal crusade indulgence, off ering a remission of sins to those 
“lay crusaders” who helped defend the new Latin Empire. Innocent pledged to 
send Baldwin additional assistance, because he recognized that by helping 
Latin-ruled Constantinople, “the Holy Land might be more easily liberated 
from pagan hands.”

Th en Innocent issued a warning. In his view, the Byzantine Empire fell 
because God wished to punish the Greeks for defying Rome. He reasoned, 
“Aft er the kingdom of the Greeks turned away from the obedience to the 
Apostolic See, it continuously descended from evil to worse evil until, by the 
just judgment of God, it was transferred from the proud to the humble, from 
the disobedient to the obedient, from the schismatics to followers of the Latin 
rite, so that it might rise through the virtue of obedience to goodness because 
through the sin of disobedience it fell into evil.” Th erefore, Innocent contin-
ued, Baldwin had best remain “in obedience” to Rome lest the same fate befall 
his empire. Innocent informed Baldwin that to obey Rome he would have to 
“diligently and faithfully make sure that ecclesiastical goods, both fi xed and 
moveable, are protected until they might be properly organized in accordance 
with our authoritative decision, so that those things that are Caesar’s might be 
rendered to Caesar, and those things that are God’s might be rendered to God 
without confusion.” Placed at the close of the fi rst formal communication 
between pontiff  and new emperor and closely approximating biblical phrasing, 
this reference has considerable rhetorical weight. Innocent linked the survival 
of the empire to obedience to Rome and questioned the fate of church property. 
He probably suspected that some “confusion” had already taken place.

Innocent’s letter epitomizes his approach to the postconquest situation. 
First, he affi  rmed the miraculous nature of the victory. Second, he demanded 
specifi c actions from crusaders who wanted to avoid divine retribution for 
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their sins. He coupled his historical analysis and providential interpretations 
with specifi c warnings. Carrot and stick—Innocent off ered his support while 
demanding obedience. Th e fate of the vast wealth of the Greek church particu-
larly concerned him.

Although chaos had initially reigned in the days aft er the Latin soldiers 
took Constantinople, “confusion” was not the biggest obstacle to satisfying the 
pope—and the chaotic looting of church property might well be labeled “con-
fusion.” Rather, it was the more systematic appropriation of church wealth and 
position that demanded papal action. Two tenets of the March Pact addressed 
church matters. Following passages that detailed how six Venetians and six 
Franks would elect an emperor, the next section mandated that whichever 
party—the Franks or the Venetians—lost the election, that party would receive 
authority over Hagia Sophia and the patriarchate. Moreover, as noted above, 
the pact stated that “suffi  cient quantities of the possessions of the churches 
ought to be provided to the clerics and the churches so that they might live and 
be sustained in an honorable fashion. Th e remaining possessions of the churches, 
indeed, should be divided and distributed in accordance with the aforesaid 
agreement.” To secure this agreement, the parties asked that the pope “bind 
by the chain of excommunication” anyone who broke the pact. Innocent had 
no quarrel with much of this treaty, including the method of choosing an 
emperor, the clauses that refused access to the empire to anyone at war with 
Venice, the creation of a council to determine who received which fi efs, and 
even the means of dividing the secular loot. No pontiff , however, could have 
accepted the provisions for church property and the patriarchate, let alone 
given them offi  cial papal sanction.

Th e patriarch of Constantinople was arguably the second most powerful 
prelate in Christendom, following only the pope himself. Th omas Madden 
argues that the Venetians had always planned on losing the imperial election 
and taking control of Hagia Sophia, since Doge Enrico Dandolo had neither 
the authority to claim the city for the Venetian republic nor the desire to start 
his own imperial dynasty. Moreover, along with the title of patriarch came the 
control of the cathedral itself and all of its vast properties, leadership of the 
local church, and, most important, the ability to keep the newly Latin patri-
archate from eroding the privileges of the Venetian-dominated patriarchate of 
Grado, the patriarchal seat located on an island not far from Venice. Under 
no circumstances would Innocent allow secular fi gures to determine the fate 
of the patriarchate, but his relationship with the Venetians and their leader 
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had been especially fraught, and perhaps this contributed to the ensuing ten-
sions over the issue. Th ese tensions would linger well into the second decade 
of the Latin patriarchate’s existence.

Th e distribution of church property was an even more contentious prob-
lem. Th e pope’s urgent concern stemmed from the crusaders’ decision to give 
themselves the right to redistribute the vast wealth of the Greek church. Th e 
crusaders had agreed to reserve the churches—the actual buildings—for vari-
ous clerics on the crusade, but such was the limit of their generosity. Th e 
churches of Constantinople controlled vast quantities of land and property 
throughout the medieval city. Th is city had served as the “new Jerusalem” for 
generations of Greek emperors and garnered wealth from the donations of 
pilgrims and the bequests of the devout. Th e crusade leadership decided 
that it would give its priests only as much of the goods and property of the 
churches as the priests would need to sustain themselves appropriately. All 
other plunder taken from the churches was fair game for the secular crusad-
ers. Furthermore, these secular leaders decided how much a given church 
needed to support itself.

Innocent was likely aware of at least the basic tenets of the March Pact by 
the time he wrote that fi rst letter to Baldwin in November 1204. Th e pact itself 
was not enregistered in Rome until January 1205, and Alfred Andrea specu-
lates that Baldwin delayed sending it to Innocent because he knew that it 
would “provoke papal ire.” A long letter from Baldwin to Rome from May 
1204 (as opposed to the short missive that was delayed, as mentioned above) 
details the course of the conquest but does not mention the fate of the churches. 
Baldwin describes the battles, the multiple elections to determine the emperor 
in the last weeks before the sack, and his own election, and off ers many hope-
ful words for the future, but he obfuscates the details of the pact, already 
enacted. He pretends, for example, that the appointment of electors occurred 
nearly of its own accord, rather than having been scrupulously planned out in 
detail weeks before the fi nal assault.

One might posit that Baldwin suspected that the provisions concerning the 
churches would cause problems. He may have wanted more time to assess and 
divide church property before receiving a specifi c papal edict forbidding any 
such action. Th roughout the crusade, the army’s leaders used fait accompli 
to counter papal objections, and they seem to have continued in this mode. 
Th is would explain Baldwin’s delay in informing the pope of what, precisely, 
was going on in Constantinople. Th e word “confusion” in Innocent’s fi rst letter 
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to the new emperor indicates that any attempts at suppression failed. Th e pope 
suspected that there would be problems, even if he did not yet know the details.

Th e March Pact, technically, was an agreement between the Venetians and 
the Franks. Th us, both Dandolo and Baldwin (as the leader of the Franks, once 
he took the throne) needed to send a copy to Rome and ask Innocent to ratify 
their agreement. Th e copy of the pact and their two letters requesting papal 
approbation arrived in January 1205. With these in hand, Innocent could 
respond more directly. Th e two letters betray a certain discomfort. Baldwin 
asked for papal ratifi cation of the “articles of agreement,” then stressed the 
“good and faithful association” between himself and the Venetians, specifi cally 
Dandolo. He noted that, in order to show their devotion to Rome, the parties 
agreed to ask for papal approval even before they stormed the city. Innocent 
should ratify the agreement, Baldwin concluded, for the sake of the stability of 
the new empire, the “relief of the Holy Land, and . . . the preservation of church 
unity.” Th ese three goals could not be achieved, he averred, without the Vene-
tians’ help. Baldwin feared that Innocent would still be so angry at the Vene-
tians that he would reject the agreement and throw the entire mechanism for 
apportioning the new empire into chaos. A papal rejection might also erode 
Baldwin’s legitimacy as emperor. In this letter, therefore, Baldwin emphasized 
the core goodness, faithfulness, and, above all, utility of the Venetians.

Dandolo had an even tougher task in seeking papal approval. He had to 
retell the entire history of the crusade in such a way as to make his actions 
seem acceptable. His letter to Innocent constitutes the fi rst known Venetian 
attempt at shaping the memory of the crusade—a text earlier than either the 
Venetian translatio texts discussed in part II or the Ravenna mosaics consid-
ered by Madden. Whether Dandolo actually expected to change Innocent’s 
mind is unknowable, but he did not necessarily have to persuade the pope of 
anything. Th e goal was to provide a willing pontiff  a face-saving means out of 
the impasse between the two sides. He may have hoped that the pope would 
seek to make peace in order to play an active role in the new empire. Dandolo’s 
case relies partially on claiming that he did no wrong and had never intention-
ally defi ed papal will. More importantly, Dandolo suggested that the clear evi-
dence of divine approval and even direct intervention in the campaign meant 
that the pope must forgive him. God, aft er all, could outrank the pope in reli-
gious matters.

Th is letter from Dandolo provides us with the earliest evidence of an inter-
nal counternarrative of the crusade that would resist the condemnatory voices 
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from Rome and elsewhere. Dandolo employs the types of arguments later 
made by the translatio texts of the Fourth Crusade. He stresses the presence of 
a divine hand guiding events, explaining how, “with (as we believe) divine 
inspiration rather than human planning overtaking events,” Alexius Angelos 
met with the crusading army and asked for help. As a result of this “divine 
inspiration,” the crusaders and the Greek prince signed the Treaty of Zara, 
agreeing to attempt to place Alexius on the Byzantine throne. Dandolo was 
arguing that regardless of what had transpired in the past between the Vene-
tians and the papacy, events had so clearly shown the signs of divine interven-
tion that exoneration should be a foregone conclusion. Nevertheless, he did 
off er an exculpatory account of events. For example, he claimed that the Vene-
tians had attacked Zara only because it was unjustly (iniuste) engaged in rebel-
lion against Venice. He had heard that Hungary (to whom the citizens of Zara 
had pledged their city) was under the protection of Rome, but Dandolo did not 
believe this could be true. He had “patiently endured” the edict of excom-
munication, but it had since been lift ed by the papal legate Peter Capuano, so 
there was no need to ask for further offi  cial forgiveness on the matter of Zara 
anyway. Furthermore, the conquest of Constantinople was undertaken simply 
to correct a wrong (against Alexius and Isaac Angelos), and violence broke out 
aft er the Greeks proved to be treacherous liars (mendaces et fallaces). In the 
diversions to Zara and Constantinople, claims Dandolo, the Venetians and 
crusaders only sought to fi ght injustice. And, of course, the city of Constanti-
nople “had to be conquered for the honor of God and the Holy Roman Church 
and the relief of Christendom.” Dandolo concluded that Innocent should 
grant his petitions because all of the Venetians’ actions had been only for the 
benefi t of God and Rome.

Dandolo may have believed parts of his letter. He did not plan for the cru-
saders to become irrevocably indebted to Venice before they even departed 
from the city. He did not plan to divert the crusade to Constantinople. He 
probably did intend to use the newly constructed crusading fl eet to pacify 
potential rivals in the Adriatic before sailing to Cairo, as this was in line with 
Venetian crusading tradition. Instead, he went so far as to use the crusading 
army to conquer the city of Zara. He did support both diversions as a means 
for the crusaders to pay off  their debts to Venice; one central thesis of Mad-
den’s work emphasizes the lack of his legal authority as doge to forgive those 
debts without such a solution. Th e recasting of Alexius and Isaac Angelos as 
perjurers only occurred aft er the Angeloi had been overthrown, since they 
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had started as allies. Venetian secular accounts of the Fourth Crusade would 
come to include an invented papal directive to assault Constantinople, but 
Dandolo’s core argument did not rely on rewriting history or trying to alter 
papal perceptions. Instead, the concept of God’s will superveniente, which 
Andrea translates as “overtaking events,” reveals Dandolo’s hermeneutic. 
Events happened. Dandolo could justify his decisions, but such justifi cations 
were unnecessary, he claimed. With God’s will “overtaking” those events, the 
matter was moot. Dandolo did not admit to wrongdoing. He did not ask for 
forgiveness (Capuano had already absolved him, aft er all). He asked only for a 
favorable hearing of his petition. Later, the translatio texts of the Fourth Cru-
sade would follow Dandolo’s approach to addressing morally questionable 
deeds: deny, blame the Greeks, admit sin when necessary, and invoke divine 
will. If God had worked a miracle to give Constantinople to the crusaders, 
should not the pope now treat Dandolo, one of God’s instruments in the aff air, 
generously?

And the victory did seem to be a miracle. Before 1204, Constantinople had 
never fallen to an outside army. It is true that the Latins were greatly helped by 
internal dissension, but the city fell chiefl y because French and Venetian sol-
diers made it over the walls. Only aft er this assault did the Greek army take 
fl ight. For the crusaders, the success of the whole venture (and the promise it 
seemed to indicate for future crusades) proved that the deviation was part of 
God’s providential plan. Medieval authors oft en argued that God’s plan 
unfolds through otherwise disagreeable events, a theme to which authors of 
the hagiographies of 1204 frequently returned. Dandolo turned Innocent’s 
conceptual framework back on the pontiff . Innocent had never denied the 
presence of God in the conquest of Constantinople; instead, he set himself up 
as the arbiter of the meaning of God’s presence. Dandolo off ered an alterna-
tive interpretation.

In responding to the March Pact, the papacy tried to remain fi rm on cer-
tain points while otherwise staying positive and optimistic. Th e pope found 
much in which to rejoice when considering the new empire, despite any “con-
fusion” about what should be “rendered” to the Church. Innocent’s writings 
suggest that he believed, in an apocalyptic sense, that the shocking conquest 
of Constantinople signifi ed salvation for the Holy Land. His letter to the 
clergy of the crusade in November 1204, produced at the same time that he 
wrote his fi rst offi  cial letter to Emperor Baldwin, contains a wondrous and 
complex invocation of both the Old and New Testament, including the book 
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of Revelation. Th is letter argues that once the Greeks enter the Roman Church, 
“all Israel shall be saved.” Th e invocation of Revelation and the direct link 
between the conquest of Constantinople and the coming Judgment places the 
letter fi rmly in the category of apocalyptic writing. Innocent wrote that God, 
through the crusaders, had brought the reunifi cation of Christendom to 
“divine completion.” Th at reunifi cation was a prerequisite for the salvation of 
the Holy Land, itself a prerequisite for the end of days. For all this to come to 
pass, however, Innocent concluded that the new kingdom must be stable and 
that the Greeks must truly be converted. Only the Apostolic See of Rome 
could make sure this happened. Th us, Innocent’s letter, like Dandolo’s, con-
tains an early attempt at control over the interpretation of the meaning of the 
conquest.

Th e possibilities of this great triumph for Roman Christianity persuaded 
Innocent to be forgiving and mollifying, though careful not to abrogate his 
prerogatives. Another letter to the crusader clergy in Constantinople demon-
strates how Innocent sought to maintain his balancing act. Written in January 
1205, the letter begins with a long excursus on the histories of the various 
patriarchates. Innocent cited the scriptural basis for each see and put Peter’s 
church at the core. He lamented that he, as pope, had long since “cast out his 
nets,” but only lately had been able to draw in pagans and schismatics so that 
they could be converted to the Roman rite. He then turned to one of the 
specifi c issues presented by the March Pact. Th e Venetians had elected a sub-
deacon named Th omas Morosini to the position of patriarch. While Morosini 
would create considerable controversy during his career, this letter takes a 
curiously equivocal stance on the appointment. Innocent simultaneously 
rejected Morosini’s uncanonical election and then appointed none other than 
Morosini as the new patriarch of Constantinople. Th e pope wrote that he had 
been assured (by the various secular lords of the Franks) that “the partnership 
of these same people [the Venetians] would be useful and necessary for the 
governance of the empire, for the relief of the Holy Land, and for preserving 
church unity.” On the other hand, despite these entreaties by the Franks in 
Constantinople, he had to reject this election on the grounds that no “secular 
prince” could select a patriarch, given that the laity had no right to manage 
ecclesiastical aff airs. Innocent also made it clear that this principle was the 
only reason he was canceling the election of Morosini, not because of any 
challenges or appeals lodged against the Venetian subdeacon. Alfred Andrea 
speculates that it was the lower French clergy, not the Frankish elites, who 
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sponsored such an appeal. Th e voices of the lower clergy, largely unrecorded 
in extant records, off er another vector for oral memorialization in the aft er-
math of 1204. Overall, Innocent presented himself as a fair arbiter (not taking 
sides against Venice). He upheld canon law but was also fl exible enough to 
keep the power-sharing agreement in Constantinople intact.

Innocent’s decision to protect papal prerogative as much as possible while 
pragmatically seeking a reasonable solution was typical of his approach to 
tricky situations over his long pontifi cate. In Innocent’s solution, more 
importantly to this chapter, one can detect the principle of good emerging 
out of sin. By appointing Morosini, Innocent suggested that, if the situation 
were properly controlled, positive results might emerge for the church and 
the Latin Empire out of this secular transgression. No secular power could 
appoint the patriarch of Constantinople. But, the pope continued, leaving the 
Greek church without a head would do active harm to the church and, by 
extension, to the all-important process of converting the Greeks. He rea-
soned that “a transgression by people ought not to fl ood over to the injury of 
the churches.” Furthermore, Morosini was blameless (aft er all, he had not 
elected himself uncanonically). Innocent acknowledged the political reality 
that the new Latin Empire needed Venetian engagement and assistance to 
remain viable. Th e Franks had taken the throne, and Innocent understood 
that the Venetians needed something in exchange. Th e pontiff  wrote that 
keeping the Venetians involved might be not only “advantageous but what is 
even truly necessary.” Th erefore, Innocent yielded and allowed the subdea-
con to become the new patriarch, without giving ground on principles of 
canon law or his prerogatives. As a result, Morosini had a very busy March in 
1205. Innocent summoned him to Rome and ordained him as a deacon on 
March 5, a priest on March 26, and a bishop on March 27. He made Morosini 
patriarch on March 30.

Morosini’s appointment emerged as one issue among many in the aft er-
math of 1204. Th e offi  cial responses to Morosini exemplify the broader pat-
terns of papal, Frankish (composed of many subgroups), and Venetian 
negotiations about roles and status in the new empire. As with so many other 
aspects of crusading, however, the rhetoric of the political debates, confl icts, 
and resolutions consistently employed ecclesiastical or theological concepts, 
and this came to shape memory and argument. Innocent introduced his 
bureaucratic decision to abnegate Morosini’s appointment and to reappoint 
him by reciting church history in his letter. He depicted the creation of the 
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new Latin patriarchate of Constantinople as a key step in the ending of the 
preapocalyptic chapter of human history. Judgment was nigh (a positive out-
come), the pope wrote, if only the transition from the Greek to the Latin church 
could be truly eff ected. Th e letter contains a key concept: through transgres-
sion, properly controlled, great and transformative results could ensue. In the 
eyes of Rome, the Venetians overstepped their rights by appointing Morosini. 
On the other hand, Innocent seems to have decided that keeping Morosini as 
patriarch would help improve the future of both the new empire and the Greek 
church (via ensuring that the Venetians continued to support the enterprise). 
Th e key, for Innocent, was taking the transgression and recasting it as a bless-
ing. Th is line of reasoning opened the door for the translatio texts of the Fourth 
Crusade. Th e hagiographers would defend the crusade by using the same line 
of logic—take sinful deeds and retell them as acts of devotion.

Th e Second Phase of Papal Reactions: 
Frustration and Accusations

From the middle of the spring of 1205 and into the following summer, Inno-
cent dealt with two troubling issues. Th e conversion of the Greek people to the 
Roman rite did not progress apace and the property of the Greek church had 
been (in the eyes of Innocent) unjustly broken up among the victors. Several 
themes dominate the letters from the papacy during this period. First, the 
pope demanded the return of all looted church property and objects. To that 
end, he asserted the inability of secular powers to dispose of anything ecclesi-
astical—whether church offi  ces, lands, or properties. He off ered spiritual 
rewards to those who protected church property and threatened those who 
claimed it as their own with excommunication. Second, Innocent wrote more 
and more frequently about the conversion of the Greek people, a process with 
which he grew increasingly frustrated, and eventually furious, as the months 
slipped away. Th e letters from this stage contain many of the same general 
themes as those letters produced during the previous months. Th ey continue 
to invoke ecclesiastical rights, powers, and purposes and to articulate the spir-
itual signifi cance of events in the East. Th eir tone, however, shift s dramati-
cally. Whereas the early letters express jubilation at the fall of Constantinople 
along with gentle rebukes for outstanding issues, as the months passed Inno-
cent’s hostility toward the crusaders grew.
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For each of the two central issues, one can extract the core of the papal 
perspective from Innocent’s letters to the East. First, on church property, 
Innocent fl atly rejected the relevant provision of the March Pact. Th e defi ni-
tive statements of rejection are located in a collection of letters enregistered on 
February 8, 1205. Th e papal chancery notes that Innocent composed a letter to 
Emperor Baldwin and made exact copies for the crusader clergy, Boniface of 
Montferrat, and the other Frankish counts. Innocent added a harsh additional 
paragraph to the copy destined for Doge Enrico Dandolo. In the key passage 
contained in all versions of the letter, Innocent defended the church against 
the “carving up” that had taken place. He wrote,

For expressly included in these agreements [the March Pact] was the 
provision that ecclesiastical possessions should be divided between the 
Franks and the Venetians, with a portion reserved for the clerics from 
which they can be honorably supported. Th erefore, inasmuch as it is not 
possible for this to be ventured without injury to the Creator, the oath 
that was given on this matter appears to be totally illicit and might 
rather be called a false oath, except for the fact that “saving the honor of 
the Apostolic See” had been added to that very oath.

Innocent observed, somewhat crisply, that the honor of the Apostolic See 
could not be kept very well if secular leaders picked apart the holdings of its 
“special member,” the church of Constantinople. Yet he concluded all but one 
letter—the one to Dandolo—on a positive note. By protecting church prop-
erty, the pope promised, one “might be worthy” (merearis) of not only a remis-
sion of sins and access to heaven, but also of God’s aid in protecting one’s 
secular holdings. If Baldwin and his fellows protected Christ’s spouse (the 
church), then Christ would protect them. Because the papal scribe remarked 
that only the doge received a letter with a diff erent ending, one can assume 
that Innocent made similar promises to all other recipients of this letter, with 
the exception of Dandolo.

Th e letter to Baldwin, and those like it, contained a clear, strong rejection 
of the practice of dividing up church property as described in the March Pact, 
but Innocent again displayed both the carrot and the stick. He reminded his 
reader of all the positive results that would come from cooperation with the 
papal agenda, even if, when hostile, he had become blunter than in his earlier 
letters. When amending the letter for Dandolo, however, Innocent fi rst rejected 
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the pact (as quoted above) and then made a direct threat. Th e pope ordered 
Dandolo to cease and desist; he must not partake in the division of church 
property. Furthermore, Dandolo must stop others from doing so (to the full 
extent of his ability). If the doge failed to comply in either regard, Innocent 
had given the clergy in Constantinople the power and obligation to excom-
municate him immediately, without any opportunity for appeal. Dandolo’s 
duty to Rome, according to Innocent, was to see that the Greek church was 
“restored to its pristine state.”

Th e pope had sought to bring the Greek church and its wealth under Rome’s 
oversight “without confusion.” But long before he wrote his fi rst letter to the 
new rulers in the East, the alienation of church property had already taken 
place in a way that was new to the history of the crusades. Th e division of prop-
erty within Constantinople, and indeed throughout the new empire, occurred 
through a combination of prearranged discussion, “fi rst come, fi rst served,” 
and ex post facto negotiation among the victors. Naturally, the conquerors of 
Constantinople were not willing to preserve the wealth of the local church, a 
wealth based on centuries of giving among the Byzantine elites in order to 
garner spiritual rewards for themselves and their families. Th e new Latin lead-
ers wanted to begin new traditions while enriching themselves. It did not mat-
ter to them whether a given church had traditionally owned a particular plot 
of land or received specifi c rents—the new leaders would redraw the map of 
patronage and control as they saw fi t. Because the papacy eventually relented 
from Innocent’s uncompromising stance, one can regard his insistence on 
“pristine” restoration to be more of a negotiating point than a refl ection of his 
actual expectations. Th e entire wealth of the Greek church could never have 
been recovered, but the church sought to mitigate the losses. Th e letter’s prom-
ises of reward and threats of excommunication created the circumstances in 
which the pope, his legates, and hopefully a pliant patriarch could negotiate 
for the return of lost property more eff ectively. Innocent also sought to keep 
the outcome of the Fourth Crusade from setting a precedent in which secular 
leaders would determine the reorganization of church land.

Th is was also a new kind of conquest for Latin Christendom. Th e lands 
conquered during the First Crusade had domestic Christian churches, but 
they existed within the power structures of Turkish and Arabic rule. Such 
churches, as landowners, were not as powerful as the churches in Constan-
tinople, nor did they possess the same volume of precious artifacts. Inno-
cent was right to worry about the circumstances in Constantinople setting a 
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precedent. Only a few years later, the Albigensian Crusade would present 
analogous issues when an entrenched, powerful local church was conquered 
by Christians looking to (among other things) increase their own wealth 
through conquest. Innocent did not, of course, know that the Albigensian 
Crusade was on the horizon. He did, however, express the hope that the rest 
of the Byzantine Empire would fall quickly into the hands of Latin conquer-
ors. As new territories did succumb to the Latins, Innocent had to face the 
same issue of maintaining church rights and property. For example, Boni-
face of Montferrat sent a letter to Innocent pledging his obedience from his 
new kingdom of Th essalonica, a move presumably calculated to try to pull 
papal support from his rival Kalojan of Bulgaria. Negotiations over Th essa-
lonica’s churches ensued. Th is is precisely the kind of circumstance that 
Innocent, with forethought, was attempting to ensure would develop in a 
way most benefi cial to the Holy See.

No matter how fervently Innocent expressed his hopes that the Latin 
Empire would “Romanize” and enrich the papacy, the situation in Constanti-
nople did not turn out to benefi t him. Aft er a little over a year, in a letter to 
Peter Capuano, his legate and erstwhile chief servant, Innocent’s tone shift ed 
again. He admitted that instead of bringing the papacy great “profi t,” the Latin 
Empire was causing “impoverishment.” By this time, several events had 
occurred that put an end to any remaining papal optimism about the future of 
the Greek lands. Emperor Baldwin had died. Enemies from all sides threat-
ened both the crusader kingdom of Antioch and Latin Constantinople. Word 
of the extent of the postconquest pillaging seems to have reached Rome, or 
Innocent at least invoked the alleged atrocities of the sack for the fi rst time. 
His letter consequently unleashed considerable venom at both the crusaders 
and the papal legate. Innocent blamed Capuano for badly mismanaging the 
situation.

Th e evidence for when, precisely, Innocent learned details about the con-
quest is circumstantial. Until this letter to Capuano, no papal texts specifi cally 
described the sack, although one would expect Innocent to have questioned 
the bearers of early missives quite closely. As members of the crusading par-
ties or allies to them, perhaps those early messengers elided the details of the 
sack, taking care to match the rhetoric of the messages they carried (as any 
good envoy would). Th e letter from Boniface of Montferrat, mentioned above, 
contains a curious passage in which he discussed the transmission of informa-
tion from the East to Rome. Boniface wrote,
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I believe it has been announced many times over to Your paternal ears 
how many deeds the compassion of divine graciousness has mightily 
eff ected on us and around us. Indeed, lest the truth of our aff ection for 
and sincere good will towards the Apostolic See, which we have had thus 
far, will have, and do have, be utterly concealed from Your Majesty, and 
inasmuch as the chain of events is better conveyed by the spoken word 
rather than in a letter, we have sent over our most beloved and faithful 
knight, William Ariento, as a messenger to Your Apostolic Holiness 
regarding the present state of aff airs, and we ask that Your Sincerity 
deign to have unwavering faith in this man sent by us.

Boniface composed this passage as part of his eff ort to curry papal favor and 
win Innocent’s blessing. Th e above lines may provide textual evidence for one 
of the fi rst emissaries from the new empire who saw the conquest and had 
nothing to gain by concealing the details from the papacy. Boniface wrote as 
early as August 1204. Th e letter was enregistered in April 1205, still only a year 
aft er the sack. Everyone else we know to have been present at the conquest 
who went to Rome before April 1205 appeared before Innocent with an agenda 
that necessitated keeping the pope in the dark about any wrongdoings. Bald-
win and Dandolo, for example, wanted Innocent to ratify the March Pact, not 
probe acts of past sacrilege. Innocent could not have relied on the reports of 
the crusading clergy—they were the very ones who had helped suppress Inno-
cent’s edicts. Boniface, on the other hand, had left  Constantinople to conquer 
his own kingdom. He lost nothing by allowing his emissary to describe other 
people’s sins to the pope. In fact, we know that Boniface was trying to cast 
himself as the only truly loyal and competent servant of the papacy in the 
conquered Greek lands. One cannot be sure, of course, what William Ari-
ento said to Innocent when he had his audience, but the letter does suggest 
that the pope fi nally had both reliable and well-informed sources of informa-
tion at his disposal.

In the letter to Capuano, Innocent vented his wrath. Capuano’s biggest 
mistake, in the eyes of the pope, was releasing anyone who agreed to remain 
in Constantinople for another year aft er the conquest from the crusading vow. 
His second-biggest mistake was that he (or his agent, acting on the legate’s 
orders) had absolved Dandolo aft er he had been excommunicated for the 
diversion to Zara. Both of these acts of absolution had, in Capuano’s mind, 
followed papal guidelines on the subject. To Innocent, they were gross errors 
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of judgment. Innocent’s fi rst attempt at retaking the Holy Land, an eff ort 
begun almost immediately upon his ascension to the papacy in 1198, had 
ended without the bulk of the army campaigning against the Muslims. He 
well knew the work it took to organize such a campaign and must have won-
dered whether he would live to organize another; in fact, he died before the 
Fift h Crusade departed. Expressing both disappointment and rage, his letter 
condemns the crusaders for their sins and the legate for the absolution of said 
sins. In doing so, Innocent specifi cally addressed the looting of sacred objects 
for the fi rst time and revealed the path by which future contests over memory 
would unfold.

Th e conduct of the crusaders in Constantinople, wrote Innocent, had 
made the task of converting the Greek people impossible. Conquering the 
Byzantine Empire was not enough, especially because, as noted above, ful-
fi lling the conditions of the book of Revelation required the Greek people to 
reject their heresy and accept the ways of the Roman Church. Th e conver-
sion of the Greeks, therefore, was not merely important for the prestige and 
power of the Holy See, but a key part of God’s plan to see the Christians 
reconquer the Holy Land; this would lead toward the expected, and desired, 
apocalypse. Innocent lamented that the excesses of the crusaders destroyed 
the possibility for stability and true conversion. He cited the lack of mercy 
from the crusaders, who did not spare anyone for “reasons of religion, age, 
or sex, staining with the blood of Christians swords that they should have 
used on pagans.” Th e crusaders had defi led their holy purpose. Th ey 
“exposed both matrons and virgins, even those dedicated to God, to the fi lth 
of the lowborn.”

Finally, Innocent turned to the spoiling of the churches, lamenting their 
“violation.” Here, again, are the lines with which I began the fi rst chapter: “It 
was not enough for them [the Latins] to empty the imperial treasuries and to 
plunder the spoils of princes and lesser folk, but rather they extended their 
hands to church treasuries and, what was more serious, to their possessions, 
even ripping away silver tablets from altars and breaking them into pieces 
among themselves, violating sacristies and crosses, and carrying away rel-
ics.” Whereas earlier letters mixed optimism and condemnation, the tone has 
become solely negative. Innocent blamed Capuano’s shortsighted forgiveness 
of the sinful crusaders. Angry but articulate, he suggested that Capuano was 
responsible for losing control of the soldiers and then absolving them without 
forcing a campaign in the Holy Land.
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Innocent embraced the power of this particular set of accusations and 
repeated the charges almost word for word in a letter to Boniface of Montfer-
rat. He changed the order of the accusations, however, so that they ended with 
a powerful phrase comparing the Latins to dogs: “Ut iam merito illose abhor-
reat plus quam canes!” Robert Wolff  interprets the two letters from Innocent 
as a sign of the pope’s “early spirit of understanding for the Greeks.” Regard-
less of whether the pope felt sympathy for the plight of the Greek people, the 
letter to Boniface (replete with insults and accusations) had another central 
purpose beyond expressing Christian brotherhood. Innocent was focused on 
setting the terms for the acquisition of new land. Aft er enumerating the sins 
of the crusaders (including Boniface), the pope ordered, “In fear of the Lord 
and with the hope of pardon from divine judgment, you are to hold and defend 
the land that has been acquired and acquire land to be held and defended, rul-
ing in justice the people subject to you, preserving it in peace and conforming 
in matters of religion, so that you return ecclesiastical goods.” Th us, Inno-
cent fi rst set out the accusations of wrongdoing. He described the plundering 
of the churches as “more serious” than other crimes. Having set the moral 
tone and reminded Boniface that the road to salvation lay in defending Christ’s 
bride, the pope then made it clear what he expected Boniface to do.

In the eyes of the papacy, the outrages enacted on the young and old, on 
women, and on the churches of Constantinople undermined the future of the 
Latin Empire and the Holy Land. By using the traditional medieval metaphor 
of the Church as Christ’s bride, the Church became the most holy of the vio-
lated women. An empire fraught with anger at the violations, inhabited by 
rebellious people who could never accept their overlords or the church of their 
overlords, would not be able to drive back the Muslims. In Innocent’s eyes, 
God’s plan, made evident by the initial victory, had fallen into jeopardy. Both 
he and the crusaders had frequently stated during the fi rst postconquest year 
that the fall of Constantinople was providential because it would aid the cru-
sading eff ort. Th ey kept the Holy Land at the forefront of their rhetoric. With 
the future of the empire at risk and the process of converting Greeks to the 
Roman rite stalled, this potent claim no longer stood up.

In fact, Innocent began referring to danger to the Holy Land directly. In his 
harsh letter to Capuano from February 1205, Innocent chided the legate for 
dereliction of duty at just the moment when the Holy Land needed him most. 
Th e patriarch-elect of Jerusalem had died in 1202. Th e Count of Tripoli and 
the Armenians were at war. Th e king of Jerusalem, as well as his wife, Isabel 
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(the power behind three husbands), and his son, died in April 1205. Mean-
while, the pontiff  wrote, enemies might be poised to attack the Holy Land. At 
that moment, Innocent lamented, “all of its friends” had followed the legate’s 
lead and “abandoned it along with you.” Innocent reminded Capuano that 
he had dispatched him “not to capture the empire of Constantinople but for 
the defense of the remnants of the Holy Land and for the restoration of what 
had been lost (if the Lord should grant it), and . . . not to seize temporal riches 
but to earn eternal riches.” Here, again, looting becomes an issue. Th e pope 
then stepped beyond his criticism of Capuano to assault the whole diversion, 
including the men who went to Constantinople and were absolved of their 
oath by the foolish legate. According to the narrative from Rome, temporal 
riches lured the crusaders and Capuano away from the right path. No matter 
how providential the conquest of Constantinople had been, God’s blessings 
were now being squandered.

Phase Th ree: Th e Contest over the Latin 
Patriarchate of Constantinople

Th e fi rst two phases of papal response moved from cautious optimism to cat-
egorical denunciation. In the years that followed, papal relations with the 
various factions in the new empire varied as the issues changed. As the eyewit-
nesses to the conquest of 1204 wrote their chronicles and as the recipients of 
new relics began to write translatio narratives, the ecclesiastical disputes 
between Rome and the Latins in Constantinople took a new turn. One contro-
versy embroiled the Venetians in particular and serves as an example of the 
type of situation in which the arguments about church property might have 
proved useful. Because of the circumstances of its creation, the Latin patri-
archate of Constantinople spent its entire existence mired in various types of 
internecine confl ict while tasked with the impossible job (at least given the 
conditions) of converting the Greeks.

Th e most important aspect of these confl icts was that none of the players 
took absolute sides. Th eir motivations and alliances varied from case to case. 
In Constantinople, the Frankish clergy, the Frankish nobles, the Venetian 
clergy, the Venetian podestà, the patriarch and cathedral chapter, and Rome 
itself (represented largely by a succession of papal legates) all had complex 
agendas and were willing to argue against a given faction on one issue, yet ally 
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with it on another. Th e same could be said for the representatives of all of these 
groups back in Venice, Rome, and France. Th e two central issues of debate 
both pertained to the looting of Constantinople. Th e fi rst concerned the selec-
tion of canons for the cathedral chapter (the body that chose new patriarchs), 
and the second dealt with reparations to the Church for looted property. Th is 
latter subject could easily be connected to the pillaging of Constantinople, 
although the disassembly of religious houses may not have been as widespread 
as Innocent feared. With regard to the former issue, while Morosini’s 
appointment (and the appointment of canons) was not directly tied to the 
question of church property, Innocent tried to connect them. Th e pope spe-
cifi cally invoked the patriarch in his attempt to coerce Dandolo to help with 
the reparation eff orts. Innocent wrote, “Since our beloved son Th omas, patri-
arch-elect of Constantinople, should soon arrive in Constantinople, none of 
the possessions of the church of Constantinople should be distributed by the 
laity or confi rmed by us before his arrival because it could redound to the 
prejudice of his rights and a loss to his church.” Innocent wished to use 
Morosini to enlist the Venetians as partners in maintaining church property 
in Constantinople, though this attempt failed.

Having experienced a rapid promotion from subdeacon to patriarch, 
Morosini left  Rome in March 1205. Innocent instructed him that his duty was 
to represent the church, not the Venetians. Morosini then departed for Ven-
ice to choose new canons and fi nd transport to Constantinople. Before the 
patriarch could leave Venice, however, the acting doge Ranieri Dandolo 
ordered him to swear that he would appoint only Venetians to the group that 
elected new patriarchs, the cathedral chapter of Hagia Sophia. Furthermore, 
Morosini had to disavow any authority over the patriarchate of Grado and its 
many privileges in the eastern Mediterranean. Th e Venetians wanted to be 
very careful to keep the revenues and rights of Grado, rights that extended 
into the Venetian quarter of Constantinople itself. Morosini, of course, recog-
nized that these new oaths directly contradicted Innocent’s orders to act as an 
independent and faithful patriarch, and he refused. A month passed. Moro-
sini began to run out of money, and in May 1205 he took the oaths the Vene-
tians demanded.

Innocent promptly ruled that Morosini’s forced oath was not binding and 
demanded that he renounce it. Having been released from this oath, Morosini 
nevertheless appointed only Venetians whenever possible. Th is infuriated the 
Frankish clergy, Innocent, and the papal legates alike. To complicate matters 
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further, at precisely the same time that Morosini and the Venetians were argu-
ing with the Frankish clergy and the papacy, Morosini, the Frankish clergy, 
and the papacy sought reparations from the Venetian and French lords. Moro-
sini became Innocent’s lead negotiator (before Cardinal Benedict arrived) in 
trying to undo the secularization of former Greek church property. Th e secu-
lar authorities were willing to off er some lands to the church and to promise 
generous tithes, but would not relinquish the prime real estate they had 
acquired in the sack. Aft er extensive negotiations among all parties, Morosini 
and other clerical delegates received the right to form a commission that 
would determine a just settlement. Initially, the Venetians did not take part 
in the hearings. Th us, any solution would be, at best, a half measure. Further-
more, although the Franks off ered adequate reparations (according to the com-
mission), Morosini and the Frankish clergy battled over how to divide the 
reclaimed wealth among themselves. Th e pope attempted to adjudicate from 
Rome, but with little success. Th e diffi  culty was that far too much of the church 
land was unrecoverable. Constantinople had been conquered, divided up by 
the conquerors, and settled. Retroactively undoing the eff ects of the conquest 
proved nearly impossible; as unsatisfying as they were to the clergy, cash set-
tlements were really the only solution. Such payments paled in comparison to 
the value of steady rents. In new lands such as Th essalonica, where church 
property had not been lost beyond recovery, matters were very diff erent 
(although the church there had not been as wealthy). Within Constantino-
ple, as late as 1223, this dispute continued unabated.

Other issues similarly created a turbulent environment of shift ing alli-
ances. In 1213, for example, Innocent sent Cardinal Pelagius to work on the 
land negotiations and to convert the Greeks. He tackled the latter mission 
with verve and seems to have closed churches and even imprisoned priests 
who insisted on maintaining the Greek rite. By this point, however, the 
Greek clergy and Greek nobility had become part of the status quo in Latin 
Constantinople. Th e emperor protected them, and thus a new dispute between 
Constantinople and Rome emerged.

No extant sources detail the creation of the commission that tried to resolve 
the questions of church property. Absent proceedings of the negotiations, we 
can never know what pressures were brought to bear. Th e sources we do have 
display Innocent’s rhetorical approach. He mixed legal precedents that guar-
anteed the Church’s rights with invocations of damnation and salvation. Vast 
sums of wealth and vital aspects of ecclesiastical power were at stake. Innocent 
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insisted that Rome, and Rome alone, would determine the sacred signifi cance 
of all questions relating to the conquest of Constantinople. Moral condemna-
tion, warnings about the fate of sinners, and exhortations concerning the 
sacred purpose of the Latin kingdom of Constantinople served Innocent as 
tools in these debates.

Nonpapal Criticism

Innocent focused on moral condemnation of actions taken in the aft ermath of 
the conquest in order to regain leverage. We cannot necessarily track his infl u-
ence over the nonpapal voices that raised similar critiques. Th at the letters to 
Boniface and Capuano employ precisely the same language permits conjec-
ture that Innocent may well have written similar letters to others. Many pieces 
of diplomatic correspondence have been lost. For example, although we have 
additional communications between Boniface and Innocent, the letter from 
Boniface to which Innocent responded with accusations and exhortations no 
longer exists. If the pope spread his interpretation of the sack of Constanti-
nople throughout Europe, then the dissemination of the letter comparing the 
Latins to dogs may have set the tone for others to emulate. One can fi nd, how-
ever, other explanations for the emergence of anti–Fourth Crusade rhetoric. 
Th e crusade had operated in an air of controversy from the moment of depar-
ture, and those who felt wronged could easily fi nd many grounds on which to 
criticize the crusaders. In both the Latin and Greek traditions of criticism, 
looting took a central role.

Th e eyewitness accounts of Niketas Choniates, Geoff rey of Villehardouin, 
Robert of Clari, and the anonymous author of the Devastatio Constantinop-
olitana all accuse the crusaders of egregious rapacity. Each characterizes the 
crusade diff erently, as befi ts the distinctions among the authors. Niketas levels 
the harshest critiques, but there is no evidence that his work was disseminated 
to the West during the thirteenth century. His impact was limited.

Villehardouin wrote from inside the crusade and generally tried to defend 
his actions and the actions of his comrades. He singled out the looting, how-
ever, as the key moment when God’s favor was lost. He argued that God had 
been generous to the army in enabling the conquest of Constantinople, but 
because too many soldiers hoarded loot and did not share according to the 
March Pact, God became angry. Aft er describing the plan to collect all the 
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booty in three churches that were guarded by an equal number of Franks and 
Venetians and lamenting the lost loyalty of those who chose to loot for them-
selves, the marshal of Champagne opines on God’s favor. He writes, “Oh 
God—they had behaved so loyally up to that point! And Lord God had demon-
strated that in all their aff airs he had honored and exalted them over all other 
people. But on many occasions good people suff er because of the wicked.” 
Th is fi nal line is critical because it off ers Villehardouin’s interpretation of 
events. According to the marshal, who hoped to be numbered among the righ-
teous, good people pay for the sins of the wicked.

Th e lay knight Robert of Clari also pointed to the looting as the cause of 
God’s disfavor but off ered a diff erent interpretation. Clari describes Mourt-
zouphlos’s fl ight from Constantinople and the announcement to the soldiers 
that the city had been taken. He explains,

Th en they had it cried through the host that no one should take posses-
sion of a house until it had been decided how they should be divided. 
Th en the high men, the rich men, came together and agreed among 
themselves to take the best houses of the city, without the common peo-
ple or the poor knights of the host knowing anything about it. And from 
that time on they began to betray the common people and to keep bad 
faith and bad comradeship with them, for which they paid very dearly 
later, as we shall tell you.

Clari admits that although the best properties went to the richest conquerors, 
the city was large and everyone found a house. Th e key here is not the secret 
meeting among the wealthy that, Clari alleged, took place aft er the victory, but 
the reference to later events during which God punished the rich for their sins 
against the common soldiers. Th us, when describing the disaster at Adriano-
ple later in the chronicle, Clari laments that three hundred knights were lost 
there and lists the refugees who fl ed back to Constantinople aft er the rout. He 
concludes, “And thus did God take vengeance on them for their pride and for 
the bad faith which they had kept with the poor people of the host, and for the 
terrible sins which they had committed in the city aft er they had taken it.” 
Like Villehardouin, Clari pinpointed the looting as the moment when the 
leadership incurred the wrath of God, for which they would suff er at Adri-
anople. Although the two French chroniclers each blamed the other’s social 
stratum for illicit looting, they picked the same moment as pivotal, identifi ed 
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the same sin, and blamed a terrible defeat on that sin. Clari’s account was not 
disseminated until the nineteenth century, but the correlation between the 
two texts is striking. Could it refl ect a broader Frankish tradition?

Th e author of the Devastatio Constantinopolitana, probably a poor cleric 
on the crusade, echoed Clari’s assessment with even more vituperation, off er-
ing it credence. He argued that the wealthy participants in the crusade 
wronged the poor soldiers of Christ and stripped them of their rightful plun-
der. Th e common booty was distributed “almost like certain down-payments,” 
with but a few silver coins going to each man. Th e foot soldiers who partici-
pated in the sack of the richest Christian city walked away with a mere fi ve 
marks, according to the author. Th us, Alexius IV, the doge of Venice, and the 
Frankish leaders betrayed the mission to save the Holy Land, won a great vic-
tory, and broke their vows to the common soldiers, robbing them of their 
rightful share of the spoils. A negative text, the Devastatio Constantinopoli-
tana bases its criticisms on the divide between the wealthy and the poor; greed 
and ill-gotten gains fi gure prominently.

Not only do these eyewitness accounts fi xate on the looting, but various 
critical texts produced back in Latin Christendom do likewise. Th e Historia 
Constantinopolitana, the story of Abbot Martin of Pairis, provided a source 
for the contemporary chronicler Burchard of Ursperg. Burchard relates that “a 
certain abbot . . . from the place called Pairis . . . carried many relics back to 
his monastery, which are still kept there. Whether they were stolen, let him 
who reads decide. Or can the lord pope clearly justify such thievery made on 
a Christian people, just as the thievery of the people of Israel in Egypt was 
justifi ed by divine authority?” Writing at some point in the early thirteenth 
century, Burchard invoked the looting of relics and put the burden of judg-
ment squarely on the pope’s shoulders. His comparison of the plundering of 
Constantinople in 1204 to the meritorious plundering of Egypt draws on a 
standard trope in medieval Christian discourse, one invoked as far back as 
St. Augustine in De doctrina Christiana, but it could also be read as a subtle 
dig at the failure of the crusade to reach its original destination, Cairo. Such 
criticisms refl ect the voices of the crusaders who protested the diversion to 
Constantinople. Clari reports that when presented with the decision to go to 
Greece with Alexius Angelos, “there were some who did not approve of going 
to Constantinople. Instead they said, ‘Bah! What shall we be doing in Con-
stantinople? We have our pilgrimage to make, and also our plan of going to 
Babylon or Alexandria.’”
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It is diffi  cult to assess whether these criticisms troubled the victorious Latin 
crusaders, or whether Innocent felt defensive about the result of “his” crusade. 
One detects an atmosphere of general criticism toward the crusades emerging 
in the early thirteenth century. Most people still fervently supported both the 
crusade ideal and individual crusades in particular, but dissenting voices have 
left  some records. Th ose such as Burchard voiced criticism of the pope for 
allowing his crusades to go awry. Writers who were critical of the Albigensian 
Crusade oft en lumped the diversion to Constantinople together with the 
assault on the Cathars. For example, a Cluniac monk named Guiot de Provins 
(ca. 1145–ca. 1208) lambasted the papacy in his Old French satire on the church 
entitled “La Bible.” He named avarice as a papal sin in general and then cred-
ited avarice as the force behind Innocent’s decisions to direct crusades against 
the Greeks, as opposed to Muslims. Other Provençal poets picked up this 
line of reasoning, and it only grew more intense as the Albigensian Crusade 
developed.

Th e Gesta Innocentii, written with the benefi t of hindsight, unlike the let-
ters, refl ects a curial attempt to structure a narrative of the Fourth Crusade 
that would burnish Innocent’s image in the eyes of history. Th e Gesta con-
tained an edition of Innocent’s critical letter to Capuano that invoked, as the 
worst of sins, the violation of sacristies and the “carrying off  of crosses and 
relics.” Th e author adds that Baldwin of Flanders, rather than the cardinal, 
was chiefl y to blame for having “summoned [Peter Capuano] to his presence 
by ambassadors and by his imperial rescript.” Th is assigns further fault to 
the crusaders, rather than to a member of the clergy. Condemnatory phrases 
appear in both papal writings and external sources. For example, in Inno-
cent’s February 1205 letter to Capuano, the pope referred to the Holy Land as 
“bereft  of men and of strength.” He repeated this phrase in a letter to King 
Philip II Augustus of France, dated July 10–15, 1205, in which he reported on 
the abandonment of the Holy Land and asked for help in Outremer. Th e 
same phrase reappears in the copy of the letter in the Gesta. Innocent was 
not one to waste a good rhetorical device, and one can be sure that this sort of 
phrasing appeared in other papal communiqués, public statements, and dis-
cussions behind closed doors.

Th ree early thirteenth-century chronicles repeat Innocent’s argument that 
the conquest of Constantinople and greed for temporal plunder led to the 
departure of pilgrims and locals from the Holy Land. For example, the Histo-
ria Albigensis by Peter of Vaux-de-Cernay, a soldier on the Fourth Crusade, 
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lambastes the crusaders who cast aside the “schilling of God” in order to 
embrace the “schilling of the Devil.” Peter’s uncle, Abbot Guy of Vaux-de-
Cernay, joined Simon de Montfort in refusing to divert to Constantinople; 
both left  Zara for the Holy Land rather than make a deal with Alexius Ange-
los. Naturally, the chronicler Peter could serve his own agenda by emphasiz-
ing the diabolical nature of those departing from the Holy Land out of greed. 
But the Eracles, a text written in the crusader states (initially), also notes the 
departure of manpower, though it lacks the polemical touches of Innocent’s 
writing and the Historia Albigensis. Finally, Robert of Auxerre’s general 
Chronicon (a history of the world to 1211, when he died) mirrors Innocent’s 
response to the crusade. Th e text fi rst expresses joy at the providential victory 
over the Greeks and then turns sour, just as Innocent’s letters do. Robert states 
that the Holy Land, as a result of the Fourth Crusade, was becoming “destitute 
of men and resources,” the same phrase used twice by Innocent and found 
in the Gesta. Th ere is no way of tracking whether, or how, Robert might have 
read one of Innocent’s communiqués, but the point is clear. Aft er Capuano left  
the Holy Land to go to Constantinople, others followed.

Sin, greed, disregard for vows, and disobedience to the pope are all, at their 
core, issues of morality. From both inside and outside the army of the Fourth 
Crusade, medieval writers argued that the crusaders’ sins, especially looting, 
led to the perversion of a sacred quest, the weakening of the new empire, and 
dire threats to the Holy Land.

Conclusion

In the aft ermath of the Fourth Crusade, critics of its outcome connected con-
demnations of the looting to larger spiritual issues of sin and absolution. 
Innocent used the moral superiority implicit in the papal offi  ce to gain an 
advantage in disputations about ecclesiastical oversight, offi  ce, property, and 
wealth. From the very pragmatic issues of rents and the makeup of a cathedral 
chapter to the grandest of visions about the fate of the Latin East, the Holy 
Land, and even the Apocalypse, hostile memorialization relied on a moral 
critique of postcrusade conduct. A counternarrative would have to contend 
with the papacy on the matter of interpreting divine will, a tricky task at best.

Enter the medieval concept of pious thievery. Th e next chapter examines 
the narrative sources produced by those who received relics aft er the Fourth 
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Crusade. Th e texts off er arguments calculated to undermine the portrayal of 
sinful crusaders and moral failures and to valorize the very behavior that the 
pope criticized. Th ey contain a counternarrative that, according to the logic of 
the genre, revealed divine providence at work in the conquest of Constanti-
nople. Although the thieves (and by extension all the crusaders) had sinned, 
God had already mandated forgiveness. God trumped Rome.
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Within a few years of the rise of the Latin Empire in Constantinople, an anony-
mous cleric at the Cathedral of Soissons produced a narrative account of the 
deeds of his bishop, Nivelon de Chérisy. Th e text, a combination of theodicy 
and translatio, begins with catastrophe. Th e forces of the Kingdom of Jerusa-
lem are scattered so that their sins might be purged. Th e relic of the True 
Cross is lost. Jerusalem falls. And yet, even out of this disaster, the author 
claims, great good can emerge. At the end of the text, the bishop sends a great 
collection of relics to Soissons. Curiously, the author describes the relics as 
having come from the “mountain of Maquerel,” a site in the Holy Land. When 
the bishop returns home aft er his long absence, he carries four of them—“two 
great crosses of the wood of our Lord” and two smaller crucifi xes. Th us, a text 
that begins with the loss of the True Cross in the Holy Land ends with the 
arrival of similar relics in France, and all is well. But, in truth, Nivelon never 
made it to the Holy Land, and neither did the army he accompanied. His relics 
came from the sack of Constantinople.

Th is text joins eight other extant translatio narratives. Th ey were written in 
France, Germany, and Italy (see map 2) and collectively off er an interpretation 
of the Fourth Crusade that celebrates the very behavior condemned by the 
papacy and other critics. Th e texts function as a hagiographic corpus in which 
ideas about relics and the necessity of memorializing acts of transfer and 
installation intersect with the desire to respond to hostile narratives about 
both great and iniquitous deeds in Constantinople. In some cases, such as the 
Soissons text, the positioning of the campaign in the broader context of the 

3
Th e Translatio Narratives of the Fourth Crusade
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crusade to the Holy Land diminishes the narrative signifi cance of Constanti-
nople. Other accounts avoided mentioning the Fourth Crusade as much as 
possible. Venetian hagiographers, in contrast, invoked it whenever possible, 
sometimes even needlessly. Each author, perhaps guided by his patrons, faced 
similar pressure to render the possession of a new relic or relics licit in the face 
of opposition, but they took distinct paths, and these choices led to revealing 
idiosyncrasies.

When Conrad von Krosigk, bishop of Halberstadt, retired, he commis-
sioned a gesta that included an account of the relics he had brought home from 
the Fourth Crusade. Th e author writes about Conrad’s journey to the Holy 
Land and his return home to Germany. He packs the text with many interest-
ing and detailed anecdotes. But when describing the Fourth Crusade, the 
author compresses the entire narrative into a few phrases. He simply writes, 
“Qualiterque ultimo, civitate capta, Alexius Alexio suppositus fugatus fuerit, 
et ab Alexio Alexii patruo exoculatus.” Aft er this proliferation of emperors 
named Alexius, which when read in Latin seems calculated to confuse, the 
author mentions that many miraculous things happened, but they would 
require a special tract (specialiem . . . tractatum). He skips past the miracles, 
even though they enabled Bishop Conrad to acquire his relics. Why omit these 
deeds that display God’s favor?

Th e translatio relating the delivery of the head of St. Mamas to Langres also 
skips miracles, instead focusing on the authentication. Th e author authenti-
cates the relic by citing Peter Capuano, in addition to Bishop Garnier of 
Troyes, the translator himself (Walon of Dampierre, bishop of Domoko), the 
monks of St. Mamas, and fi nally St. Mamas himself (through a miracle). Th e 
hagiographer accepts the papal premise of widespread iniquity in the postcru-
sade moment but then characterizes all involved in St. Mamas’s translation 
as nonlooters. His account thus localizes the exculpatory eff ect of the transla-
tio narrative without engaging in a broader contest over the meaning of the 
Fourth Crusade.

Some texts are direct about the means by which a relic fell into Latin hands. 
In Gaeta, the recipients of the head of St. Th eodore Tyro depicted their bene-
factor, the papal legate Peter Capuano, as a defender against the unlicensed 
spoliation of relics. Th is narrative contains elaborate details about the nature 
of the cult of saints and Byzantine history leading up to the Fourth Crusade. 
Th e author lingers on Emperor Manuel Comnenus and the betrayals among 
the Angeloi. But he skips over the crusade itself, especially in the face of events 
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that must have caused some embarrassment and irritation for Capuano. On 
the other hand, despite the legate’s threats and pleas, the crusaders ignored 
him, so an apologist could conveniently excuse Capuano.

To celebrate the translation of the relic of its titular saint, Amalfi ’s Cathe-
dral of St. Andrew also produced a narrative involving Capuano. Th is text 
connects multiple themes. It skirts the boundaries between authorized and 
unauthorized relic acquisition by depicting Capuano escorting two priests 
from Amalfi , who stole the relic, back to their (and his) native city with their 
precious cargo. Miracles enable their movement along the way, but we are pro-
vided with no description of the profane or the sublime during the crusade. 
Th e author weakly skips over the subject by noting that the crusaders diverted 
to Constantinople because of “human or divine leadership.” In a genre predi-
cated on interpreting the will of God through his actions on earth, this hesi-
tancy stands out as unusual.

In contrast, a narrative produced in Venice aft er 1222 is not at all hesitant to 
cite the will of God. Th e story of St. Paul the New Martyr employs imagined 
danger to universalize the meaning of a relic translation. Th e text sets the 
stage for a story packed with danger and intrigue by opening with an account 
of the Fourth Crusade. But the actual theft  took place nearly two decades aft er 
the conquest, and the participants in the translation—both monks and mer-
chants—were in no danger. Rather, they were canonically within their rights 
to transfer the relics of St. Paul and were protected by all the relevant secular 
powers of the Venetian quarter of Constantinople. Th e danger was all fabri-
cated to turn an authorized translation with no risk into a more powerful 
story of relic theft .

However, in 1204, eighteen years before the smooth transport of St. Paul, 
would-be relic thieves had faced real threats. Seven Venetian crusaders had 
decided to steal the relics of St. Simon the Prophet, their parish’s patron saint. 
Venetians from the parish had worshipped at the shrine in Constantinople for 
generations; now here was their chance to take the relics home. Th e narrative 
recording their deeds emphasizes threats from the Greek populace—a patently 
impossible situation given that the theft  took place on April 18, 1204, just a 
week aft er the conquest. Rather, the real thieves had to protect themselves 
from their own leaders, who might have wanted the relics for themselves. Th e 
narrative ostensibly memorializes the theft  as anti-Greek so as to link it to the 
crusade and to imply that the power of St. Simon’s miracles manifested divine 
absolution for the crusaders’ sins.
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Rostang of Cluny, like the cleric from Soissons, makes the case that his 
institution’s acquisition of the important relic of St. Clement signifi ed the res-
toration of God’s favor to the West. God had taken Jerusalem from the Latins 
because he was angry about the city’s intercultural mixing and insuffi  cient 
purity, but perhaps the tide of history was changing. As befi ts a monk of Cluny, 
Rostang emphasizes the necessity of avoiding the lure of secular wealth; 
according to his account, the two crusader knights who acquired St. Clement 
did just that. Th ey wanted to buy a relic before heading home from Constanti-
nople, but the papal legates forbade them to do it. So instead they stole one.

Finally, Gunther of Pairis’s masterpiece, the Historia Constantinopolitana, 
the best-studied and longest of these texts, extends its reach far beyond con-
temporary traditions of translatio or the earlier Carolingian tradition that 
Patrick Geary called furta sacra. Th e prosimetrum links its protagonist, Abbot 
Martin of Pairis, to St. Martin of Tours. It binds the fall of Constantinople to 
the fall of Troy. Th e battle scenes are stirring. Th e poetry following the prose 
passages serves the didactic purpose of guiding the interpretive process of the 
reader. Gunther uses humor to point out the fl awed nature of human action in 
contrast to divine perfection. And yet, at what should be the climax of the 
translatio, the moment in which a miracle authorizes relic theft , he addresses 
the reader directly, admitting that everything he is writing might be false. But, 
even if so, the reader ought to believe that everything contained within the 
Historia Constantinopolitana reveals the providential will of God.

Th is chapter presents the above texts in a series of short summaries that 
highlight the structural elements of each. Th e next chapter will then apply var-
ious categories of analysis to this corpus in order to explore narrative tech-
niques and the diverse approaches to commemorative hagiography.

Soissons

Nivelon de Chérisy, the bishop of Soissons from 1176 to 1207, played a signifi -
cant role at many critical moments throughout the Fourth Crusade. He led the 
Latin clergy. He helped recruit for the crusade in its early stages and ulti-
mately placed the cross on the shoulders of Boniface of Montferrat. He served 
as an emissary from the crusade to Innocent III and then as a messenger, 
albeit a poor one, from the pope back to the army. He led the preaching that 
took place outside the walls of Constantinople in April 1204, delivering (along 
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with other clerics) a sermon that cast the confl ict with the Greeks in terms of 
a just and holy war. He announced the choice of emperor to the gathered 
crusaders. Before abandoning the Bucoleon Palace, Nivelon also acquired a 
considerable hoard of relics from its churches. He sent some of the relics 
home at once and, in 1205, became the archbishop of Th essalonica. Aft er 
the disaster at Adrianople, the barons sent Nivelon to seek help from the 
papacy, the French, and the Flemish. He subsequently returned from Rome 
to Soissons with the remainder of his haul of relics. He died in Soissons in 
1206 or 1207.

Th e text that records Nivelon’s deeds, “Concerning the Land of Jerusalem 
and the Means by Which Relics Were Carried to Th is Church from the City of 
Constantinople,” places his acquisition of relics in the larger context of the 
struggle for the Holy Land. Th e anonymous author repeatedly connects the 
recovery of relics of Christ’s life to the eventual recovery of the land where 
Christ lived. He begins with the fall of Jerusalem to Saladin in 1187. Bishop 
Nivelon appears in the middle of the text and takes a leading role in the latter 
third. However, even as the author attempts to link the conquest of Constan-
tinople to the larger crusade endeavor, the text does more to reveal dissent and 
concern over the nature of the Fourth Crusade than to defend Nivelon and his 
fellows.

As with most translatio narratives, “Th e Land of Jerusalem” authenticates 
the newly arrived relics and promotes their veneration in their new locale. Th e 
decision to focus on the Holy Land, rather than Constantinople, represents 
the author’s response to obstacles to authentication and promotion. Th e work 
has four distinct parts: the opening passages on the loss of Jerusalem and the 
Th ird Crusade, a section on the Fourth Crusade, an accounting of the relics 
brought back to Soissons, and a fi nal section defending the liturgical venera-
tion of the relics of the Apostle Th omas. Th e fi rst and second sections follow a 
narrative format. Th e third and fourth provide a traditional hagiographical 
list of relics, liturgical notes, and several accounts of authenticating miracles.

As noted by Alfred Andrea, the fi rst section shift s from negative to positive 
and back to negative on a nearly sentence-by-sentence basis, a method that 
allows the author to show the complexity of God’s judgment. Th e text states 
that the Latins captured Jerusalem and Antioch (during the First Crusade), 
only to lose the former in 1187 “for the purgation of their sins.” Th e Th ird 
Crusade brings hope, dissension leads to defeat, and the Fourth Crusade 
restores hope. God’s will moves in cycles, punishing and blessing the people of 
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the Holy Land and beyond. Impurity of spirit results in the loss of providential 
blessing over the Latin enterprise in Jerusalem, and the Fourth Crusade 
becomes the new blessed venture of redemption; it too proceeds cyclically 
through success and disaster. In this manner, the author creates a rubric by 
which a reader may interpret the ongoing struggles of the Latin Empire. Adri-
anople was not a sign of total disaster but rather another cyclical event that 
would, he hoped, soon be followed by a providential blessing. And if that 
blessing had not yet come by the time the author was writing in 1206–7, surely 
it was nigh and Jerusalem would soon be redeemed. Th is is a clever structure, 
given that the author must conclude with Jerusalem in Islamic hands and the 
Latin Empire in danger.

As the author shift s his focus to the relics, he splits them into two groups—
those sent west aft er the conquest and those brought west by Nivelon aft er 
Adrianople. Th e fi rst group contains relics of the Passion, the Virgin’s belt, 
relics of St. John the Baptist, the fi nger of Th omas (with which, doubting, he 
probed the wounds of Christ), and other objects. Th e author neither explains 
how Nivelon acquired these relics nor includes any specifi cs about their trans-
portation. Th is lacuna is important, especially when compared to the other 
texts that follow. Miracles at the moment of acquisition and during transit 
serve an important role in authentication and signify saintly approval of a 
translation. Devoid of such details, the text instead describes local miracles. 
For example, aft er the relics were deposited with proper veneration, “many out 
of the scores of weak, infi rm, and sick were cured on that very day and weekly 
in the mother church of Soissons.”

Th is type of miraculous healing is standard fare. However, the author 
describes the relics not as plunder from 1204 but as “having come down from 
the mountain of Maquerel.” “Maquerel” seems to be Mount Machaerus near 
the Dead Sea, the site where Herod executed John the Baptist. His relics were 
taken from there to Alexandria and then to Constantinople, and now, accord-
ing to the author, they have arrived in Soissons. But only the forearm of the 
Baptist could possibly have come from Machaerus, and that was not the most 
important relic in the group. Nivelon did not even keep the forearm relic for 
his own cathedral, but sent it to the Abbey of St. Jean des Vignes. Th e attempt 
to place all of Nivelon’s diverse relics within a tradition that properly belonged 
only to the relics of the Baptist reminds the informed reader of the fi rst part of 
the text on the liberation of the Holy Land. Th e author thus begins to link the 
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relics to his grand theme, albeit subtly. Th e second list of relics similarly recalls 
the earlier passages. Th e author reassures the reader that although the “wood 
of the holy cross had been lost” at Hattin, Nivelon recovered new “crucifi xes 
from the wood of the Lord.”

Th e author’s argument is that we must suff er in order to be purged of sin 
and all that is good will be lost. Once that purging is complete, God’s provi-
dential judgment will restore the good. Th e author binds Nivelon’s translation 
of relics to the history of the Holy Land and the Christian quest to “redeem” it. 
Th e Fourth Crusade was thus part of the process by which God would give 
Jerusalem to the Christians, much as he gave the relics of the life of Christ and 
the apostles to Nivelon.

Th e problem with this argument is one of scale. Does the translation of a 
few splinters of the True Cross equal the loss of one of Christendom’s most 
important relics, not to mention Jerusalem? Perhaps not, but the text issues a 
warning to any who might dispute the affi  rmed will of God. Aft er the bishop 
brought the head of the Apostle Th omas to join the fi nger, sent earlier, the text 
states that

In the same year, although it was not usual for the translation of the 
blessed Th omas to be celebrated so solemnly, it was so decreed by the 
bishop and was solemnly performed and celebrated by the clergy 
throughout the whole diocese. In consequence, many persons, inspired 
by the spirit of the devil, objected. Among these was a certain woman, 
driven insane with the loss of her sight and hearing. When she was led 
to the cathedral church . . . her neighbors and relatives prayed and made 
off erings for her, and she was healed on the very same day.

Th at woman was lucky. A “certain carpenter” in the region decided to work on 
St. Th omas’s feast day but was “fatally struck as soon as he picked up his tool, 
since he began to do his work, neglecting the precept of the church.” Th e 
reader should not be too horrifi ed with this rough justice, the text reassures, 
because “his death was preceded by confession and amends for the evil of his 
labor.” Furthermore, many others in the area “experienced such losses from 
their work, either corporally or in their aff airs, that thereaft er they dared 
nothing of the kind; rather, equally fl ocking together with the multitude of 
the people at the church and giving thanks for things seen and heard, they 
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established and made the day solemn by their throngs.” Th e author weighs 
positives against negatives even in this fi nal coda. Th e carpenter sinned and 
was punished (the negative), but died in a state of grace (the positive).

Th is fi nal section deviates from the structure of the fi rst three in order to 
address local issues of veneration pertaining to the introduction of the cult of 
the Apostle Th omas. Th e author invokes three great powers to support Nive-
lon’s decree—God, the bishop himself, and the community, of which the third 
was arguably the most important. “Neighbors and relatives” brought the fi rst 
dissenter to church, and there she was cured. Many people suff ered because 
they chose to work on the feast day of St. Th omas, but they were forgiven 
when they returned to the multitude. It was their “throngs” that made the day 
“solemn.” Th e authority of the bishop mattered, but the power of communal 
action supported the hierarchy.

Th e particular features of “Th e Land of Jerusalem” reveal the challenges of 
writing a translatio in the wake of the Fourth Crusade. Th e focus on the Holy 
Land is unusual in the corpus precisely because it draws attention to the fail-
ure of the crusaders to save Jerusalem. It may present a path to apologetic 
memorialization, but it also diminishes the power of translatio to use relic 
movement to reorder the local sacred landscape. Th e absence of a narrative of 
acquisition removes the opportunity for a miracle to stave off  disaster and 
to demonstrate the divine sanction for the translation and its enablers (the 
crusaders). Th us, “Th e Land of Jerusalem” was written about Jerusalem, the 
crusades in general and the Fourth Crusade in particular, and the reception 
of relics back in France—everything but the deeds of Soissons’s bishop. Only 
in its expression of the concept that great good can emerge out of disaster 
and wrongdoing does the text hint at a path for a more potent narrative. With 
Jerusalem still in Muslim hands in 1206–7, the author and his readers were left  
waiting for the tables to turn from negative to positive once again.

Halberstadt

Although the fi nal passages of the text from Soissons imply the presence of 
otherwise unknown local confl icts, Bishop Conrad von Krosigk of Halber-
stadt’s history and the “Gesta episcoporum Halberstadensium” are more 
transparent. As a result of the complicated politics of the Holy Roman Empire, 
both Conrad and his anonymous apologist operated in diffi  cult circum-
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stances. Conrad became caught up in the great power struggles among 
imperial claimants and their supporters. In the “Gesta,” the genre of translatio 
serves as one way, among others, to defend Conrad from his local and papal 
critics. Th us, the author hoped, the Fourth Crusade could become the path to 
exoneration instead of condemnation.

Conrad went on crusade in order to escape from the consequences of hav-
ing supported Philip of Swabia against Otto of Brunswick in the ongoing 
Welf-Hohenstaufen confl ict. Pope Innocent III worked diligently to ensure 
ecclesiastical solidarity behind the papal candidate, Otto. But Conrad, who 
became bishop in 1202, had already sworn an oath to Philip and refused to 
renege. He was thus excommunicated and hoped that going on crusade would 
restore papal favor. Alas, for Conrad, the crusade resolved little. When he 
returned from the East, he was still identifi ed with Philip’s cause and regarded 
with suspicion. He may even have been forced into retirement at the Monas-
tery of Sittichenbach in 1208. Th e “Gesta” was probably composed in 1209, 
perhaps in the monastery and perhaps with Conrad’s oversight. He died that 
same year.

Except for the dramatic events of the conquest of Constantinople, which 
are omitted, the text off ers a clear and detailed narrative of the crusade 
through Conrad’s eyes. Th e author pauses frequently to describe political, 
religious, and personal anecdotes. For example, we get the details of a lunch 
between the crusader prelates and the orthodox archbishop of Corfu, during 
which the clerics debated the issue of papal primacy. Th e text also includes 
Conrad’s postcrusade pilgrimage to the Holy Land, his voyage to Rome in 
order to seek absolution from Innocent, and the installation of new relics in 
Halberstadt.

In this text, translatio functions within the larger history of Conrad’s 
career (this text is a full gesta) and reinforces the central message that divine 
grace demonstrated Conrad’s righteousness, even when matters looked grim. 
Th roughout, miraculous episodes speak to his piety and the favor he found in 
God’s eyes. For example, a hermit in Ragusa predicts the fall of Constantino-
ple to Conrad. In Syria, “divine aid” cures Conrad of the “quartan fever” 
(malaria) while he prays at the church of the Blessed Mary, a famed pilgrimage 
site. “Divine Clemency” carries Conrad back from the Holy Land to Venice, 
aft er briefl y pushing him toward North Africa. Moreover, many holy people 
acclaim and praise Conrad in the text: the king of Jerusalem, the knights of 
the Temple and the Hospital, the citizens of Tyre and Acre, the citizens and 
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clerics of Venice, and, aft er some disputation, even the pope. God and good 
Christian people all favored Conrad, according to the “Gesta,” in spite of his 
many travails and denigrators.

Th ese miracles, signs, and acclamations attest to Conrad’s personal sanc-
tity. One’s attention is drawn, however, to an unusual lacuna: the author dis-
penses with the entire fi rst and second sieges of Constantinople (and all the 
complex dealings between those sieges) in the single Alexius-packed sentence 
quoted at the beginning of this chapter. Th e author seems to crave the confu-
sion engendered by this statement. He goes on to extol “the wondrous manner 
in which the Lord eff ected miracles through an army as insignifi cant as it was 
underrated,” but then skips past the miracles. It strains credulity to think 
that the author had time enough to describe a meal in Corfu but could not 
squeeze in more than one sentence on one of the greatest military events in 
history. Could this omission be a response to broader criticism? Th e author 
was surely aware of the papal discourse, at least through Conrad, his source. 
Conrad had, aft er all, directly received absolution from Innocent in 1205. Th e 
author might also have been aware of the insinuations of Burchard of Ursperg 
against Abbot Martin of Pairis.

By leaving the sack of the city out of the text, the author could hint about 
divine favor in Constantinople while avoiding controversy. Miracles directly 
favoring Conrad appear early in the text, whereas miracles ratifying commu-
nal acceptance of his relics proliferate in the later sections. Th e entire region 
benefi ts from Conrad’s piety. Aft er the arrival of the relics in Germany, the 
community, from high clerics to high nobles to “an innumerable body of com-
moners,” receives, glorifi es, and blesses the bishop because “this man carried 
with him tokens of the saints in connection with which undoubtedly peace 
and salvation were introduced to the Fatherland.” Whereas the text from 
Soissons argues that the translation of relics (to France) would transform the 
fate of the land of Jerusalem in an unspecifi ed future, for Halberstadt the relics 
had already changed the fate of Germany. Th e author explains the mysterious 
workings of these saints in an extraordinary paragraph. Th eir “propitious 
arrival” ended the schism between Philip of Swabia and Innocent III 
“through the strange death of King Philip.” Philip had defeated his imperial 
rival, Otto of Brunswick, and gained papal approval, only to be murdered by 
one of his neighbors in an act of private vengeance. Otto thus emerged as the 
undisputed emperor. It must have seemed a strange result both to Conrad and 
to the author of the “Gesta,” but the text accepts that Philip’s death occurred 
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through the “wondrous judgment of God” and that all should rejoice in the 
end of the civil war. Besides, the concept that God’s will could be expressed 
through negative and unusual events (or mirabilis) was useful with regard to 
the author’s quest to exonerate Conrad. Th e eff ects of Philip’s death included 
the quieting of rebellions and the achievement of concord. Plenty overcame 
scarcity. And thus, by the “arrival of such patrons” (that is, the saints), the 
scourges of “famine, pestilence, death, rebellions and wars took their rest in 
every quarter.” Th e saints from Constantinople defeated the four horsemen 
of the Apocalypse. Th e people should, the author insists, give thanks both to 
God and to their bishop for these blessings.

And so they did. Th e author redescribes the people welcoming Conrad to 
the Cathedral of Halberstadt. “Th e Lord has led forth the just man,” they 
sang, and Conrad preached a sermon about the relics. Th e day he arrived 
(August 16, 1205) became a perpetual feast day. Translatio, then, functions as 
the clearest indication of divine and communal approval for Conrad’s deci-
sions over the three years between the regional troubles that forced him to 
depart on crusade and his return home. He left  a war-torn region in disgrace. 
According to the text, he returned in triumph, accompanied by saints who 
then brought peace to Germany on his behalf.

Th e author of the “Gesta” had a clear task—to defend his bishop. As with 
the text from Soissons, he adopts the concepts of translatio in arguing that 
negative actions could reveal the will of God and that the translation of relics, 
regardless of the circumstances, had an exculpatory and providential force. 
Still, the author never employs the key elements of the genre in his narrative. 
He implies that miracles occurred during the crusade but does not credit 
those miracles to a specifi c saint acting on the behalf of the translator in order 
to enable the translation. Peace came to Germany, but the hand of God showed 
itself through the murder of Conrad’s secular lord. Conrad was cured at a 
shrine, but not by a saint whose relics he then brought home. Th e eff ectiveness 
of the idea of pious theft  depends on the literary creation of a link between the 
miracle, the saint in question, and the person bearing the relics. “Th e Land of 
Jerusalem” describes no miracles in the act of translation but at least recounts 
those that occurred aft er the relics had been installed. Th e “Gesta” lacks direct 
miraculous connections between Conrad and the relics that he brought home 
to Halberstadt. Th is could be a response to the condemnation of relic looting 
from Rome and elsewhere, but the precise reasons behind this odd omission 
remain unclear.
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Langres

Bishop Garnier of Troyes’s untimely death in Constantinople in April 1205 has 
rendered the textual tradition concerning the relics he sent west necessarily 
murkier than the directly commissioned accounts of Nivelon and Conrad. 
He indirectly fi gures as an authorizing fi gure who distinguishes the acquisi-
tion of his relics from blasphemous looting. Garnier took the cross aft er his 
overlord, Count Th ibaut of Champagne, led the way on November 28, 1199. 
Like Nivelon, Garnier commanded one of the great Venetian ships, the Pereg-
rina (Lady Pilgrim). He had advocated accepting Alexius’s off er while in 
Zara and thus bore signifi cant responsibility for the diversion to Constanti-
nople. Both Nivelon and Garnier were among the preachers who rallied the 
troops against the Greeks the day before the conquest, and they were two of 
the six Frankish electors who helped select Baldwin of Flanders as emperor. 
Garnier, like Conrad and Nivelon, was present at the sack, presumably orga-
nized some of the Frankish churches in the aft ermath, and perhaps found his 
relics in that context. Although he sent many relics back to various churches 
in Champagne, his untimely death in Constantinople prevented him from 
commissioning narrative works analogous to those sponsored by his episco-
pal colleagues. And while those benefi ting from his gift s did produce various 
texts that commemorate the arrival of the new relics, only one fully invokes 
the themes of the genre of translatio. Within this narrative, the “Translatio 
Mamantis,” the papal legate Peter Capuano acts as the arbiter of the late Gar-
nier’s wishes on behalf of the cathedral in Langres and that most unusual 
priest Walon of Dampierre.

Aft er the crusade, Walon became bishop of Domoko in Th essaly, but found 
it too poor and so decided to return home to France. Aft er abandoning his 
see, Walon asked Capuano for the head of St. Mamas and carried it from Con-
stantinople back to the Cathedral of St. Mamas in Langres, as Garnier had 
intended. Langres had been a center of the cult of St. Mamas for many centu-
ries, and Walon invoked this history when presenting his request to Capuano. 
Th e anonymous canon of Langres who penned the translatio could ignore 
some of the problems faced by the anonymous writers from Soissons and 
Halberstadt. He did not have to justify the creation of a new cult or quash 
local dissent, though rival churches might have envied the Cathedral of St. 
Mamas’s access to donations and prestige. Just as Conrad found when he 
gave St. Stephen’s head to the Cathedral of St. Stephen, off ering the relics of a 
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cathedral’s patron saint to that cathedral required little reordering of local 
sacred landscapes. Because St. Mamas’s cult was so well established in Langres, 
the new relic enhanced existing prestige and practice. On the other hand, 
authenticity was critical. A forged relic would besmirch the value of Langres’s 
already great collection of St. Mamas’s relics. Because the head arrived in the 
hands of a man who had no particular local status, rather than in the pos-
session of a local or neighboring prelate (as had been the case in Soissons 
and Halberstadt), the author focused on proving authenticity above all other 
concerns.

Although forgeries must have been prevalent, most Fourth Crusade trans-
latio texts avoid the subject or at least rely on miraculous, rather than human, 
agency to prove authenticity. But not so in this case. Th e author inserts an 
inventio, or story of the discovery of a relic, into a larger, local text—a vita of 
St. Mamas and the acta translatorum of his relics to Langres. In order to deal 
with the question of authenticity, the author ironically begins the inventio by 
describing the sacrilege of the crusaders—the very actions that enabled forg-
eries and desecration. However, having acknowledged the potential for deceit, 
he distinguishes the moral and sacred deeds of Garnier, Capuano, and (most 
of all) Walon from the sacrilegious pillaging of the crusaders, assuring the 
reader that the head is authentic.

Garnier, the narrative begins, did not participate in the looting or acquire 
the relic of St. Mamas as a result of any personal misconduct. Instead, he and 
other clerics took charge of the Greek relics in order to prevent any mishan-
dling of sacred items, an assertion addressed above in chapter 1. Th e author—a 
canon of a cathedral that received relics more or less directly from Garnier—
had every reason to exaggerate the propriety of the translation. Th us, instead of 
being an accurate attribution of status, the statements made in this source and 
other pro-Garnier texts are part of the process of ex post facto authorization 
and authentication that constitutes the genre of translatio.

Aft er discussing the steps Garnier took to counter the violation of churches, 
the narrative turns to a particular reliquary, containing the head, that had the 
words “Saint Mamas” inscribed upon it in Greek. Although the author never 
says where the object was found, Garnier reclaimed it, by implication preserv-
ing it from sacrilegious damage or sale, and took it to his chambers. According 
to the “Translatio Mamantis,” he intended to send the relic to Langres because 
that was its natural destination. Th us, the chain of events that concluded with 
the head of St. Mamas in Langres did not begin with impious plundering or a 
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violent sack, but through clerics acting to protect sanctities from fellow Latin 
crusaders. Th e author describes the reliquary in the text, and presumably the 
item delivered to his church fi ve years later was a match. Even poorly under-
stood Greek, such as the inscription on the reliquary, could serve as an authen-
ticating device in the Latin West.

Enter the cleric Walon, “an honest man of good character,” and the papal 
legate Peter Capuano. According to the narrative, Walon sought to prove by 
every mortal means possible that he had a true relic and to make sure that the 
translation was fully canonical. First, he gained an audience with Capuano 
and convinced him that Langres had the best possible claim to St. Mamas’s 
relics. Th is gave the author the chance to rehearse the history of St. Mamas’s 
relics in Langres and to invoke the wishes of the late Garnier. Capuano accord-
ingly gave Walon the reliquary from the bishop’s chambers. Th us, whereas 
the opening passage of the text describes Garnier’s confi scation of the relic 
and thereby establishes that the translation happened in defi ance of desecra-
tion, the second passage serves three purposes: to establish a chain of posses-
sion from Garnier to Walon, to state the cathedral’s historical claims to St. 
Mamas, and to demonstrate that both a bishop and the papal legate approved 
the transfer.

But this impressive level of authentication was not enough for Walon or the 
text’s presumed audience. According to the author, Walon then took the relic 
to the Monastery of St. Mamas in Constantinople, from whence it had been 
pillaged. If this story refl ects a historical event, one can only imagine the 
actual encounter between the ambitious Walon and the now-bereft  Greek 
monks. One wonders whether he was accompanied by guards or took other 
precautions to make sure that he did not lose the relic at that moment. Th e 
narrative certainly does not hide the feeling of loss among the former guard-
ians of the relic. Yet their exchange with Walon ultimately clears the translatio 
of any element of sacrilege or theft .

Walon’s stated purpose for the visit to the monastery was to receive verifi -
cation, not permission. Ultimately, he received both. When asked about the 
head, the abbot and monks wept. Th ey begged Walon to return their relic to 
them, in the process verifying its authenticity (otherwise, why weep?). Th ey 
would, they vowed, rather have lost all their wealth and possessions than the 
head of St. Mamas. But Walon responded with his own tears and entreaties, 
begging the monks to change their minds. He cited the history of Langres, 
focusing on the exquisite and constant veneration already given to St. Mamas 
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within the cathedral and the community. According to the translatio, his vow 
to glorify St. Mamas even more fervently in Langres moved the Greek monks. 
Th ey gave Walon their blessing, and he departed to unite the head with its 
body. Th us, according to the source, not only did Walon have Garnier, 
Capuano, and history on his side, but even the Greek monks who suff ered the 
violation of their sanctuary by rapacious crusaders were willing to see the relic 
translated to its new home.

Th e author largely elides the four years between Walon’s departure from 
Constantinople and his arrival in France. We know that he accepted the 
bishopric of Domoko in Th essaly but left  aft er three days because of its pov-
erty. We do not know whether this was before or aft er he acquired the head. 
Th e translatio makes no mention of Walon’s episcopal status, and he might 
well have wanted to keep his abandonment of the see quiet. Th e text does refer 
to Walon’s history in Champagne, his devotion to the church of Langres (the 
dominant church of the region), and his service in the “Latin army.” Th e 
author refers to Walon with such basic honorifi cs as venerabilis. Th e translatio 
sheds no light on his decisions, conduct, or motivations, other than to cite 
his piety and good reputation. Aft er marking the passage of time between the 
conversation in the monastery and his departure to the West, the author 
introduces one of the enduring tropes of this type of narrative—the hazard-
laden miraculous voyage. While Walon was returning to France by ship, the 
weather turned dangerous. All aboard feared for their lives. Walon (tearful 
once again) prayed to St. Mamas for deliverance, not in order to save his life or 
the lives of the men on the ship, but to protect the priceless relic. Th e saint 
calmed the waters, the ship survived, and “through many labors, many dan-
gers, and with many tribulations,” Walon eventually arrived in Langres. Th e 
author concludes by folding this translatio into the larger narrative of the his-
tory of Langres and local veneration of St. Mamas.

Taken as a whole, the “Translatio Mamantis” provides a mixed example of 
hagiographic memorialization of the Fourth Crusade. Walon was a crusading 
priest, not so diff erent from Nivelon or Conrad, except in rank—and he even 
became a bishop as a result of the crusade, albeit briefl y. However, the text 
expresses none of the concern about the holiness of this crusade that appears 
in the other narratives. Th e positioning of Garnier as a nonlooter provides an 
answer to papal critique, as does the unlikely episode in which the Greek 
monks gave permission for the translation of the relic. Th is is a fantasy of ecu-
menical rapprochement, not an account of division. It follows the form of a 
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classic translatio narrative, replete with a miracle that lends divine authoriza-
tion to the translation. Of paramount concern was the need to authenticate 
Langres’s new prize; therefore, the hagiographer cited Garnier, Capuano, 
Walon, the monks of St. Mamas, and fi nally St. Mamas himself (through the 
miracle). Garnier was no offi  cial procurator sanctorum reliquarum, but he did 
oversee postconquest confi scation and control of relics. In fact, the attribution 
of this title to Garnier demonstrates that the clerics of Champagne found their 
new relic’s dubious past concerning enough to be worth the exaggeration. 
Carnage and a failure to free Jerusalem shrouded that past. To assuage any 
doubts about propriety, the canon of Langres cast the cathedral’s benefactor as 
the one who stopped the sacrilege in the East and wiped away any sin.

Gaeta and Amalfi 

By dying, Garnier escaped blame for what happened aft er the fall of Constan-
tinople. Peter Capuano was not so lucky. Despite trying to make the best of a 
tricky situation, the legate’s failure to reassert control (probably an impossible 
goal) drove the papacy toward its harsh assessment of postcrusade conduct 
and sparked the formation of the pope’s negative narrative. Th e unfortunate 
legate bore the brunt of Innocent’s harshest rhetoric, though the author of the 
Gesta Innocentii tried to ameliorate that critique in later years, as discussed in 
the previous chapter. Th e texts that document Capuano’s eff orts to take con-
trol of the relic situation reveal the pressures on recipients of Byzantine relics 
to exempt themselves from criticism.

On Capuano’s way home from Constantinople, he endowed various sites 
with relics. Two translatio narratives regarding these gift s survive. Th e earlier 
of the two avoids discussing the Fourth Crusade, while the later text, from 
Amalfi , produces a smooth retelling of the Fourth Crusade without concern 
for sacrilege. However, even this latter translatio does not contain an account 
of where and how the priests who eventually brought their relic to Capuano 
found their prize.

Th e “Translatio caput Beati Th eodori” is a contemporary account of Capua-
no’s doings. Penned by an anonymous canon of Gaeta’s cathedral between 1210 
and 1219, the translatio condenses a great deal of information into a short text. 
Th e author begins with a general discussion of the cult of relics and then turns 
to Byzantine dynastic history following the death of Manuel Comnenus (1180), 
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eventually connecting the Fourth Crusade to that history. Only then does the 
author arrive at the raison d’être of the narrative—Capuano’s return to Italy 
with relics.

By the time Capuano arrived in Gaeta, it was a major city with a long his-
tory of trading within the Mediterranean world—a history discussed in the 
text. Th e author also demonstrates a high degree of familiarity with the 
tumult in late twelft h-century Byzantium, but he heavily abridges the events 
of the Fourth Crusade. Riant dismissed the abridgement as “mal racontée,” 
concluding that the poor account simply refl ects limited awareness. Riant’s 
analysis, however, does not explain the lacunae adequately. Th e text’s author, a 
resident of a Mediterranean city, displays a detailed and accurate level of 
awareness about Byzantine aff airs. He eloquently explains why Christians 
venerate saints and their relics and provides a credible account of the aft er-
math of the crusade. But out of 149 lines of text, the critical years of 1202–4 are 
covered in a mere 13. By comparison, over half the text is given to the years 
1180–1202, despite the fact that these are outside the ostensible scope of the 
narrative. Th e text thus comes across as uneven, though thoughtful.

All the other Fourth Crusade translatio narratives take the importance and 
veneration of relics and saints for granted. Th e canon who penned this text, 
however, begins by discussing the propriety of saintly devotion. He writes, “As 
the stars shine in the sky, so do the saints shine in the church of God, and their 
radiance . . . is of Christ.” Th e relics of saints, furthermore, create the locus 
where mortals celebrate the saints’ glory both in life and death and ask for 
their intercession in heaven. For this reason, the author continues, he will try 
his best to relate how the head of the martyr St. Th eodore Tyro was translated 
to Gaeta. Th ese opening paragraphs set the stakes for the rest of the text. Th e 
saint’s glory in heaven refl ects on the place that housed his relics and on the 
local people who venerated him. Th us, all of Gaeta (not just the church) would 
benefi t from St. Th eodore’s grace.

Th e author then turns to Byzantine politics in a manner not seen elsewhere 
in the translatio tradition. Many texts briefl y mention the betrayal of Isaac 
Angelos, but this author takes the reader back to Manuel Comnenus and the 
challenges that he and his successors faced. He then proceeds through the 
preconditions for the crusade: a new dynasty, brotherly betrayal, and an 
escaped heir in the court of Philip of Swabia.

Th ese two opening sections reveal much about the author. He thought con-
ceptually about sanctity and the practice of relic worship. He demonstrated 
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his broad knowledge of the political events of the past forty years. Although he 
recounted the betrayal and blinding of Isaac with considerable emotion, he 
never dipped into anti-Greek polemic. One can imagine him thinking sys-
tematically about the signifi cance of the translation of relics from east to west. 
In that light, his reluctance to discuss the events of the crusade could not have 
been due to ignorance or laziness. Th e author made a choice, and that choice 
perhaps betrays some discomfort with his task.

Th e author knew that Capuano, his monastery’s benefactor, had a clear 
mandate: to bring aid to the Holy Land. But whereas the anonymous author 
from Soissons used similar language to assert that the Fourth Crusade would 
ultimately lead to the liberation of Jerusalem, the Gaetan author made no such 
claim. Instead, the “Translatio caput Beati Th eodori” off ers a weak narrative 
of the crusade in just a few lines and skips from the conquest to the fl inging of 
Mourtzouphlos off  a column. Th e author then shift s abruptly into the aft er-
math of the conquest, using the spoliation of Constantinople to reinvoke 
Capuano’s divine mandate. In this key piece of the text, Capuano claims to 
have come to Constantinople only at the request of Emperor Baldwin—the 
same story that was circulated in the Gesta Innocentii. Th ere, “as was fi tting,” 
Capuano “reverently” began to investigate the pillaging of the city and spe-
cifi cally the “violation of churches.” In the process, he gathered together rel-
ics and “things of the saints” in order to honor them and then personally 
took some of the relics to his ship. Two key lines follow. First, the narrative 
invokes “the will of God,” who governs all mortal aff airs. Second, the author 
states that Capuano, “out of caution and circumspection, concealed the relics 
and secretly hurried to the city of his birth, Amalfi .”

From whom could the legate have been hiding—pirates, other clerics, the 
crusaders who violated churches, or the pope? Was Capuano or the canon of 
Gaeta seeking to add elements of a furtum sacrum to the legate’s story and thus 
provide canonical justifi cation for a secret act of translation? One is left  hun-
gry for more details. Instead, the narrative lists the various relics Capuano 
distributed among Amalfi , Sorrento, Naples, the Monastery of Monte Cassino 
(not far from Gaeta), and fi nally the church of the Blessed Virgin in Gaeta 
itself. As with most translatio narratives, communal acceptance and venera-
tion of the translated relic play an important role in fi nishing the narrative. 
Bishop Egidus of Gaeta led the clerics, and the populo universo followed with 
hymns and laud. Th e whole throng proceeded to the cathedral in order to 
deposit and install the relic. Th e narrative concludes with a peculiar exhorta-
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tion to the author’s brethren. He commands them to ask the martyr to extend 
his protection over the city of Gaeta and then returns to the theme of his fi rst 
paragraph—the redemptive power of relics and saints. Just as St. Th eodore 
triumphed over the fl ames of his oppressors (by “living” on as a saint), so he 
could help the citizens and clerics of Gaeta to “extinguish the fl ames of their 
own defects.”

Riant suggested that this text off ers a view from Gaeta. It is not surprising 
that a canon from its cathedral church had acquired considerable knowledge 
of Byzantine political history. But few Latin sources on the Fourth Crusade 
link the crusade to the Byzantine decline aft er Manuel Comnenus’s death. 
Even Greek texts, such as Niketas Choniates’s chronicle, attribute the con-
quest of Constantinople to Alexius III’s failures as a military commander and 
his treason against Isaac, the event that sparked the deal between Alexius 
Angelos and the crusaders. Clari tells the story of Manuel’s death but uses it 
as a way to introduce Alexius Angelos—a small excursus in a much longer 
text. Th e Byzantine material in the Gaetan account does not indicate an 
attempt to blame the crusade’s failure to liberate Jerusalem on the Greeks (as 
other authors would do). Instead, it demonstrates a systematic approach to the 
author’s subject. Th e abrupt ending of the careful history just before the cru-
sade began thus stands out all the more starkly against the fi rst two-thirds of 
the text.

Th e Amalfi  text, written in the late thirteenth or early fourteenth century, 
is not so truncated. On his way back to Rome from Constantinople, Capuano 
stopped in his hometown of Amalfi , on which he would subsequently bestow 
considerable largesse. He off ered its cathedral, a church long dedicated to St. 
Andrew, the head of its titular saint. As recorded in the “Translatio corporis 
S. Andree de Constantinopoli in Amalphiam,” Capuano acquired this relic 
just aft er arriving in Constantinople in 1205, but he did not steal it (despite 
Werner Maleczek’s depiction of the act as a “pious theft ”). Instead, two 
unnamed priests from Amalfi  who were already in the city stole the relic and 
brought it to Capuano, who escorted both priests and relic home. Th e author, 
Matthew of Amalfi , brackets this theft  with a panegyric for Amalfi  and the 
usual trope of the dangerous sea voyage and saintly intervention. He rehearses 
the history of the crusade and mentions its task to help the Holy Land, but 
dwells neither on the failure to accomplish that task nor on the abandonment 
of the sacred region. As for the diversion to Constantinople, the author simply 
states that the crusaders were led there by “human or divine leadership.”
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Th e exquisitely written translatio of St. Andrew’s head mirrors the accounts 
of other episcopal translations in many ways. Capuano bore a relic back to his 
home church, the locals greeted it with celebration, and the late saint worked 
local miracles. Th e author, it must be remembered, operated in a diff erent 
era. Th e issues of the immediate postconquest years were no longer pressing, 
the story of the crusades had moved on from the rise and quick stagnation of 
the Latin Empire, and contemporary crusaders were more concerned with 
Egypt, the failures of the Fift h Crusade, and the actions of Frederick II. Th e 
author could thus easily develop the story of a native son returning to his 
home city with a valuable relic of a saint that the city already venerated.

Th e Amalfi  text serves as a transition from the erratic and uneven excul-
patory narratives about the clerical elite—narratives steeped in authority and 
discomfort—to those that embrace the power of pious thievery, unauthorized 
actions, and direct miraculous approval. Th e previous sources are all purely 
local narratives that focus on exonerating those responsible for specifi c acts 
of relic translation while avoiding the complications of the Fourth Crusade. 
Th e subsequent sources, in contrast, universalize their claims and construct 
a narrative of the crusade in which relic translation is but one piece of a holy 
endeavor.

Venice: St. Simon the Prophet

On Palm Sunday of 1204, a group of Venetian crusaders ventured from their 
ship into the chaotic city of Constantinople in order to steal a special relic 
from the crypt of St. Mary Chalkoprateia. Th eir humorous story, preserved 
in the “Translatio corporis Beati Symonensis Prophete de Constantinopoli 
Venetias anno 1203,” or “Translatio Symonensis,” combines theological anec-
dote with heist. Boilerplate elements, such as a miraculous scent exuding 
from the saint’s corpse, mix with context-specifi c idiosyncrasies, such as when 
the thieves compare themselves to the Th ree Magi or stash the relic in an 
abandoned chapel on the Bosphorus. Th e text contains four distinct parts—
preamble, the hatching of plans, theft , and aft ermath—dotted with various 
religious digressions.

Th e fi rst few sections of the text set the scene and off er various kinds of 
background material. Th ey begin by introducing Venice and the parish of St. 
Simon the Prophet. Th e Venetians were “eager to serve the army of Christian-
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ity,” for “they were born of a noble race, but indeed had a faith even more 
noble.” According to the text, Doge Enrico Dandolo of Venice, Count Bald-
win of Flanders, and other counts took up the cross and went to Constanti-
nople to wage a just war on behalf of Alexius Angelos, the deposed Greek 
prince. Greek iniquity and impiety serve as casus belli. Th e author claims that 
God “incited” Dandolo and Baldwin to attack the Greeks in order to “put 
down their [the Greeks’] arrogance and lift  up their humility, [and] in order to 
destroy the malignant and bring peace to the benign.” Th us, the author can 
argue that this holy war, intended to put a stop to the iniquity of the Greeks, 
was a success.

Th e text indicates that twelve Venetians originally planned the heist, but it 
only names seven, because only seven made it to the crypt and carried out the 
actual theft . Th e narrator positions the seven relic thieves in contrast to cru-
saders motivated by secular loot. Most of the victors sought out mere gold and 
silver, but these “better” men, who were “citizens of the Rialto,” had deeper 
motivations. Th e Holy Spirit drove them to desire “justice,” not common 
plunder, and from here the author pivots to a gospel-laden homily on the seven 
gift s of the Holy Spirit—wisdom, understanding, counsel, fortitude, knowl-
edge, piety, and a spirit that fears God. He provides the names of the thieves, 
who, although they were seven, had one spirit and all of the aforementioned 
qualities.

Aft er these three preambles—on Venice, on the Fourth Crusade, and on 
the Holy Spirit—the author begins the real story. Just aft er Constantinople 
falls, two men, Andrea Balduino and Pietro Steno, discuss the body of their 
parish’s patron saint, Simon the Prophet. Steno reveals that he saw the relic 
years ago when visiting the city with his uncle, and Balduino opines that God 
may have “predestined” the two of them and their comrades to fi nd the relic. 
Th ey gather ten coconspirators, locate the right church and tomb, and then 
return to their ship to plan the heist for Palm Sunday.

Th e central section of the narrative details the journey to the tomb, the 
theft  of the relic, and the return to the ship—each phase fraught with peril. 
Five of the thieves get lost; four of the remaining seven guard the church door, 
and three actually enter the tomb. Th ese three are stricken with fear, return to 
the door, are chastised, and then return to the crypt. Here we reach the pin-
nacle of any good relic-stealing text, the moment when the thieves fi nally see 
the relics. Just before opening the fi nal container, Steno announces that the 
previous night he had dreamed about being home in Venice, attending mass 
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in his own church. In the dream, Steno was the only person present and thus 
the only one able to help the parish priest with his duties. Th e other two thieves 
solemnly agree that this dream was a sign that he should take up the relics. 
Steno prays, asks the saint for mercy, and reaches into the ark. A miracle fol-
lows: a sweet aroma fi lls the entire church. “With a mixture of joy and fear,” 
the men gather up not only the bones of St. Simon but also other sacred items.

However, the thieves’ trials are not done. Returning to their ship, they fi nd 
the relics glowing with holy light, making concealment diffi  cult even as their 
risk increases. When Greek citizens discover the loss of St. Simon and raise a 
great “murmur,” the doge of Venice orders all the uxeria (ships used to trans-
port horses) to be beached so that no one can depart. In addition, the doge 
and “other princes of war” off er the relics’ weight in gold for their safe return. 
Th e Venetian thieves thus take the relics off  their ship, so that no other sailor 
fi nds them, and hide them in a little local chapel connected to an abandoned 
palace on the Bosphorus. Th ey pay an old, pious Greek woman to care for 
the chapel, though they keep her ignorant of what is inside. “God be praised,” 
none of the conspirators becomes tempted to turn in his comrades or to return 
the relics in exchange for the bounty. Finally, aft er six months (the text skips 
ahead abruptly), one of the thieves receives permission by lottery to head back 
to Venice. Andrea Drusiaco (presumably one of the guards at the church door) 
takes the relics and a letter describing the events of its acquisition, journeys 
home without incident, and gives everything to Leonardo, rector of the 
thieves’ parish church. Shortly thereaft er, with great pomp and ceremony, 
Leonardo installs the relics in the church with the help of Venice’s two 
 highest-ranking clerics, the bishop of Castello and the patriarch of Grado. 
Here, the narrative concludes.

What should we make of this text? It stresses the unauthorized nature of 
the acquisition, and the verifi able details in the text support this characteriza-
tion. Yet the author found ways to heighten tension, to emphasize honesty, sin, 
and redemption, and to elaborate on dangers that probably did not exist. For 
example, the text implies that the thieves had to act surreptitiously lest the 
Greek citizens of the city catch them, and that Dandolo was merely acting on 
behalf of those citizens and their “murmur” of distress at the loss of the relic 
when he placed the bounty. In reality, the thieves would have been in trouble 
only if they had been caught by the crusade leadership, whether Venetian or 
otherwise. Th e Venetian crusaders had no authority over the relic, over the 
church of St. Mary Chalkoprateia, or within the crusading army. Th e miracle 
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of the scent specifi cally authorized the theft  of their chosen relic, but the mir-
acle of the sacred light created danger. Hagiographical and religious interpola-
tions function similarly to the miracles, providing a didactic space in which 
the author can instruct his reader. Th rough prayer, digressions, miracles, and 
a constructed Greek threat, the “Translatio Symonensis” uses the power of 
translatio and local traditions of memorializing relic theft  to support its nar-
rative of the Fourth Crusade as divinely ordained and appropriately benefi cial 
to Venice.

Venice: St. Paul the New Martyr

Th e “Translatio Symonensis” is the only Venetian translatio narrative from 
the fi rst few years aft er the Fourth Crusade to survive intact, but it is joined by 
a single narrative from the second decade of the Latin Empire, the “Translatio 
corporis Beatissimi Pauli Martyris,” or “Translatio Pauli.” Although written 
in a context much changed from just two decades earlier, the story is presented 
as a Fourth Crusade narrative and thus refl ects the continued utility of trans-
latio in shaping the local memory of the Fourth Crusade. By 1222, when the 
theft  of the relic of St. Paul the New Martyr took place, Venice had solidifi ed 
its economic position, lost control over the patriarchate of Constantinople but 
preserved the patriarchate of Grado’s rights, and, along with so many others, 
suff ered through the disaster of the Fift h Crusade. Venice contributed sig-
nifi cant naval support to the Fift h Crusade, lost many men, and responded to 
the disaster by erasing the records of its participation in the crusade from local 
memory. It was, as Louise Robbert writes, “a bad dream to be forgotten by the 
men on the Rialto.” In this context, a Venetian monk produced the transla-
tio as if nothing had changed since 1205. Aft er beginning with a short account 
of the Fourth Crusade, the text continues with the discovery of the relic, the 
loading of the relic onto a ship, a storm, and the ship’s ultimate arrival at 
Venice. Th roughout the account, the author frequently digresses into homily 
and parable.

Th e account of the Fourth Crusade blurs the objectives of the campaign—
the assault on Egypt and liberation of the Holy Land—in order to link crusade 
and translatio. Th e author contrasts the Greek people (gens) with the Vene-
tians. Th e Greeks, fi lled with pride, were disrespectful to God, and thus all 
good people “in the whole world” hated them. God turned to the Venetians, 
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a people who, in contrast, were wholly devoted to him. Th is devotion was evi-
denced by their decision to join with “other counts from over the mountains” 
to aid the Holy Land against the Saracens and “other barbarians.” Although 
God did want the Saracens conquered, he decided that the “renowned nobles” 
of Venice should fi rst punish the Greeks and avenge the victims of their 
injustice.

Aft er a short account of the conquest of Constantinople, the monk pauses 
to draw a lesson from the events. Th roughout, he explores his central themes 
by abandoning the narrative fl ow in order to instruct his readers. He fi rst 
states that the awesome power of God handed the Greeks over to their con-
querors on account of their contempt for him. Th en the author suddenly 
changes his mode of expression from third-person narrative (“God handed 
over the Greeks”) to address his monastic brethren directly: “We have said 
these things, o my most beloved brothers, so that nobody will be prideful, 
even if someone is disrespectful to you: because God hinders the proud, 
whereas to the humble, God bestows grace.” He concludes, in a critical pas-
sage, “Th e empire formerly of the Greeks was thus made into the empire of 
the Latins.” He returns to his third-person narrative with a description 
of the appointment of a Venetian, Th omas Morosini, to the patriarchate of 
Constantinople.

Aft er a brief discussion of the correct interpretation of the causes of the 
Fourth Crusade (Greek sin), the text jumps to the acquisition of the Monas-
tery of Christ Pantepoptes by Venice’s Monastery of San Giorgio Maggiore, 
the discovery of the relics of St. Paul the New Martyr by a Venetian monk 
named Paulus, who was serving as prior, and Paulus’s subsequent return to 
Venice to assume the position of abbot of San Giorgio. Th e author forgives 
Paulus’s joy at the discovery of the relic because the sacred treasure was worth 
more than all of the secular treasures in the world, a theme to which he 
returns. As we have seen, the contrast between the greater treasure of relics 
and the lesser treasure of secular wealth is not atypical. Th e author draws a 
further contrast between the saint’s body, which is dead, and his soul, which is 
alive in the celestial kingdom with Christ.

From Venice, Paulus, “not unmindful of the so very great treasure that had 
been relinquished”—in other words, left  alone in the monastery in Constan-
tinople—quickly ordered the new prior in Constantinople to retrieve St. Paul’s 
body and send it to Venice by stealth, lest the treasure be violated. Th e prior, 
named Marcus, obeyed, although the author curiously points out that he had 
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no choice but to obey his abbot, as the abbot’s word “was held [tenebatur] as 
law.” Here is the fi rst of several key passages in which the author adds ele-
ments of sin, danger, and stealth to an otherwise straightforward “autho-
rized” relic translation. Marcus is aided by Marino Storlato, podestà of the 
Venetian quarter—the supreme relevant secular authority there. Storlato 
was a good friend to the religious house of San Giorgio, where he had buried 
his parents and would eventually be buried himself. Marcus recruited his 
friend Iacobus Grimaldus to bear the “precious gem” to the abbot, so that it 
might adorn “not only the monastery, but also all of Venice, with its pres-
ence.” Th e involvement of these secular men extends the signifi cance of 
the event from a simple instance of monastic relic thievery to an act that 
engaged the political and economic elite of the city. As if to reinforce this 
point, the author invokes St. Mark the Evangelist’s presence in Venice. He 
writes, “For just as innumerable men and women come from all parts to visit 
the blessed Mark, so too it will become the glorious custom to see the blessed 
Paul.” Increased pilgrimage would be the reward for Venice’s possession of 
St. Paul the New Martyr.

Th e voyage, as is so oft en the case in Venetian narratives, provides the cen-
tral drama of the tale. Iacobus conceals the nature of his cargo from the cap-
tain and crew of the ship, and the author launches into a lengthy digression to 
excuse Iacobus’s decision to lie. He plays with dichotomies of light and dark, 
wisdom and gold (sacred versus spiritual wisdom), sight and blindness, purity 
and impurity. He notes that glass remains pure even if hidden in darkness. 
Th e ship then encounters darkness in the form of a terrible storm sent by God, 
because, the author writes cryptically, “light is not able to be hidden by dark-
ness.” In other words, without an episode of darkness, there would be no 
opportunity for the saint’s light to shine. Th e ship loses its oars, beam, mast, 
and sails, and all begin to despair as if “not their bodies, but their eternal souls 
might be dragged down as punishment for their sins.” Th ey bring up the 
casket, discover that it contains a relic, and consider throwing it overboard, 
referencing the story of Jonah. Instead, all eventually decide to pray to the 
saint. Th e author avows that just as the “[martyr’s] brother in name, the apos-
tle Paul, said to Caesar . . . that faith in Christ would profi t Rome greatly,” 
so too would the veneration of St. Paul off er a similar blessing for Venice. Th e 
sea and winds grow calm (“within that hour”), and the sailors marvel at the 
power of the relic, which they refer to as “the limbs of the body,” again invok-
ing the themes of corporeal versus spiritual existence. Th e rest of the text 
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relates a straightforward narrative of the ship’s arrival at Venice and the ensu-
ing celebration.

Th e “Translatio Pauli” presents itself as yet another tale of Fourth Crusade 
relic theft . Th e actual translation, however, took place eighteen years aft er the 
fall of Constantinople and was supported by elite secular and spiritual Vene-
tian leaders. Other than the alleged storm, the translators encountered no 
genuine threats. Th e author of this translatio embellishes the story to suit his 
own purposes, linking medieval ideas about relic theft  to his narrative of the 
Fourth Crusade and his overarching themes of purity and grace concealed by 
dark sin.

Cluny

Like the Venetian texts, the fi nal two narratives surveyed in this chapter each 
embrace the unauthorized nature of acts of acquisition and translation of rel-
ics. Rostang, a monk of Cluny, wrote the “Narratio exceptionis apud Clunia-
cum capitis beati Clementis, ex ore Dalmacii de Serciaco, militis, excepta” at 
some point aft er 1206, the year that Dalmacius of Serciaco arrived at his mon-
astery with the head of St. Clement. Th e theft  took place during the second 
phase of relic looting. Th e thieves were both Burgundian knights who tried to 
go to the Holy Land aft er their year of service in Constantinople was up, but 
were thwarted by storms. Upon returning to Constantinople, they sought per-
mission to acquire a relic from Peter Capuano and Benedict of Santa Susanna. 
Th e cardinals granted their request but ordered them not to corrupt the pro-
cess of acquisition by buying a relic. Presumably, they imagined that the 
knights would seek some small fragment of a relic as a gift . Instead, the two 
men stole St. Clement’s head. In chapter 1, I suggested that the story demon-
strates the following: First, by 1206, the papal legates had more or less assumed 
a position of general authority with regard to the fate of Constantinople’s rel-
ics, or so thought the knights. Second, relic stealing occurred anyway. Th ird, 
relic traffi  cking also continued unabated, because otherwise the legates would 
not have bothered warning the knights against the practice.

Th e narrative structure of the text exhibits an unusual conglomeration of 
the features found in the cognate narratives discussed above. Rostang presents 
an odd double text consisting of two parts: one is a narrative by Rostang 
himself, while the other is, allegedly, Dalmacius’s unabridged report of the 
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relic theft . Rostang delves into crusade history and tries to link the relic to the 
redemption of Jerusalem, while simultaneously relating a tale of brazen theft .

Th e text begins with a long, if erratic, account of the history of Jerusalem, 
moving rapidly from Nebuchadnezzar through various prophecies and fi nally 
to the era of Pope Urban II, whose Cluniac connections are trumpeted. 
Aft er a brief account of the early crusades, Rostang informs the reader that he 
will leave off  this “Historiam Hierosolymitanam” and that “we will truly turn 
our stylus to modern times and modern things, and shortly tell . . . how the 
head of St. Clement was translated from Constantinople to Cluny.” Rostang 
blames “modern things”—Saladin and failed attempts to free Jerusalem—
on luxurious living and diversity in the holy city. “True pilgrims,” the monk 
writes, go on foot and suff er. Th is focus on the polyglot and multicultural 
nature of crusader Jerusalem as a negative aspect is intriguing and unusual, 
although a cloistered monk’s scorn for the pleasantries of the city cannot be 
considered surprising. He blames the devil for stirring up the pride of the 
kings and claims that the ensuing discord led to the neglect of the iter Hiero-
solymitanum.

Th e passage on the Fourth Crusade begins with the Western lords and 
bishops “from France, England, Germany, and from all the provinces of the 
world” instigating a new campaign for the iter Hierosolymitanum in order to 
save their souls. Among this host, Rostang fi nally introduces the two relic 
thieves: Dalmacius of Serciaco, a “noble and well-learned man, who himself 
enlisted a certain soldier by the name of Poncius of Busseria, a faithful man 
and good comrade.” Rostang then rehearses the familiar story of trouble in 
Venice, as the crusaders failed to generate enough money to pay the Venetians 
for constructing the crusade’s fl eet of ships.

Rostang compresses the remainder of the campaign into a few brief points. 
Th e arrival of the “emperor of Constantinople” (clearly meant to indicate 
Alexius IV) “freed them [the crusaders] from the labyrinth.” Th e crusaders 
signed the treaty of Zara, went to Constantinople, fought the Greeks, suff ered 
great losses, took the city, and named Baldwin of Flanders emperor. Ros-
tang makes no attempt to handle the intricacies of the situation. Nothing 
here is inaccurate, however, and perhaps he felt that it was a familiar enough 
tale to elide the details. Even the usual denigration of the Greeks as schis-
matics is relatively mild. Rostang describes them only as having “turned 
their backs to the divine truth;” thus, the smaller Latin army was able to 
defeat the great city.
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Abruptly, the text turns to the relic theft . Rostang writes that “the afore-
mentioned Dalmacius, when he was not able to go to Jerusalem, deliberated 
with his comrade over how he might be able to piously steal the head of St. 
Clement. He had heard that the head had been translated over the sea to Con-
stantinople by some emperor. . . . And how, with God willing, Dalmacius was 
able to obtain the head of St. Clement, you will hear how he, himself, narrated 
it.” Th ese transitional lines are the key to understanding the entire transla-
tio. Rostang acknowledges that the act was a pious theft , for the knights had 
debated the best way “to steal piously” (pie furari posset). He reinvokes Jerusa-
lem, the subject of most of the text to this point, though he has trouble clearly 
connecting the relic theft  and conquest of Constantinople to the holy city. 
Th e knights tried to go to Jerusalem and failed. Th e Fourth Crusade tried to 
go to Jerusalem and failed. Both failures, however, produced positive results 
for the West.

Dalmacius’s account begins, “I, Dalmacius of Serciaco, and my comrade 
Poncius of Busseria . . . decided to visit the land of Jerusalem.” Except for its 
fi nal few lines, the story is told in the fi rst person, perhaps refl ecting the knight’s 
status as valde litteratus. Dalmacius laments that aft er suff ering through the 
campaign in Constantinople, he just wanted to get to Jerusalem, but the land 
and sea routes were much too dangerous. Tearfully, he begged God for an 
opportunity to serve him in some other way. God, Dalmacius claims, must 
have heard “the voice of my weeping” and put the idea of acquiring a relic 
into his mind. In Constantinople, relics were cheap (vilius) and plentiful (copia), 
and to take one across the sea would bring both glory and praise to the bearers. 
Hence, Dalmacius and Poncius sought out the papal legates to request permis-
sion. Th e legates agreed that they could acquire a relic, but not through mer-
cantile sale, as it was against the law to “parcel off ” martyrs. Interestingly 
enough, like the thieves from the parish of St. Simon the Prophet, Dalmacius 
and his comrade decided to steal their relic on Palm Sunday—March 26, 1206. 
Perhaps the knights knew that transport would be easily available two years 
aft er the conquest because crusader vows were expiring.

First, Dalmacius had to fi nd a relic. He learned the location of the head of 
St. Clement from a Latin priest who had seen a gold-leafed reliquary on which 
was inscribed “o ayos Clementios [sic], quod latine dicitur sanctus Clemens.” 
Dalmacius scouted out the monastery and then returned to steal the relic. 
He distracted its guardians while his comrade, Poncius, entered and snatched 
the head. Th e two then fl ed the monastery ahead of the hue and cry raised by 
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the monks. Th e knights disguised themselves, evaded capture, and returned 
to their lodgings. Th ere, they venerated the relic secretly until late May, when 
they were able to return home.

As we have seen in previous texts, however, a terrible storm threatened 
their homeward progress. Some on the ship were so afraid that they aban-
doned the vessel on little boats (barcellis); others were frozen in fear by the 
winds and high seas. Yet others, guided by the knights, came together to pray. 
By implication, the knights informed everyone on the ship (or had told them 
previously) that they were carrying the head of St. Clement and that they 
should ask him for “clemency.” All prayed, lachrymosely, and when they 
fi nished the waters instantly became tranquil. Th ey rejoiced, promised to ven-
erate St. Clement mightily and in perpetuity, and (the text summarizes) 
evaded all other dangers on their way to Cluny. Th ere, the relic was deposited 
with other relics of saints and all due honor was paid to them. Dalmacius’s 
alleged narrative ends at this point. Rostang fi nishes the text by dating the 
arrival of the relic to the year 1206, while Innocent was pope and Philip II 
Augustus was king of France.

Pairis

When Abbot Martin of Pairis returned from the Fourth Crusade with his 
sacred plunder, he commissioned a translatio, the Historia Constantinopoli-
tana, from a skilled author within his community. Gunther of Pairis reworked 
his story in an unprecedented way, creating a text that deviates rhetorically 
and structurally from the others in the corpus yet participates in many of the 
same processes of memorialization. Alfred Andrea, the foremost expert on 
the text, writes that Gunther “craft ed a tightly constructed masterpiece of 
interspersed prose and poetry in which every element is subordinated to the 
work’s overarching theme: all the deeds mentioned in this history, even those 
that are apparently impious, were done under the direction of God in order 
to eff ect a historically signifi cant change in the course of human events and 
to off er his servants an opportunity to cooperate in the salvation of their 
souls.” Th e text is a prosimetrum, a literary form that features alternating 
sections of prose and poetry, with the latter usually serving as a commentary 
on the former. Th e genre thus combines straight narrative with didactic 
interludes.
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Gunther’s work is much longer than the other sources discussed in this 
chapter, but it refl ects the same purpose of linking relic translation to an over-
arching interpretation of the Fourth Crusade. Like the texts from Venice, the 
relics and related miracles support an apologia, doing more than just autho-
rizing the translation in question. One must wade through the overabundance 
of detail, pious verses, and base inaccuracies to assess the text as a relic-theft  
narrative. Th e very title of the work, preserved in two of the three best extant 
manuscripts, reads Historia Constantinopolitana: Th e Capture of the City of 
Constantinople from Which, Among Other Relics, a Large Part of the Holy 
Cross Was Translated to Alsace. With this title, Gunther immediately 
instructs the reader that the fall of Constantinople should be seen as the vehi-
cle by which relics were translated, not as a diversion from the holy war for 
Jerusalem. He establishes his central theme through a general discussion of 
divine will, stating that it is more marvelous when God works through “sim-
ple persons” than the great, because “the less God’s works are joined to human 
ability, the more the majesty of divine power shines forth with them.” Th ese 
fi rst lines present the critical interpretative rubric through which Gunther 
hopes his readers will approach the ensuing story. Later in the narrative, he 
uses humor to mock even his patron, Martin, making the abbot seem some-
what foolish in his relic thievery. Gunther depicts him as one of the “simple 
persons” through whom God can work. Th e text also extends this concept to 
the Greeks. Because the Greeks were schismatic, duplicitous, and heretical, 
they were the strangest tool of all that God used in redeeming the Holy Land 
and bringing relics to Alsace. Gunther concludes the fi rst chapter with a 
warning to the reader: “We want the reader to be forewarned that even if 
things done by our own people appear impious, he must not doubt that they 
were, nevertheless, eff ected by the Divine Will, which is always and every-
where just.” Accounts of impieties, mistakes, sins, and confusion, in fact, 
should enhance the reader’s wonder. Each chapter ends with a verse instruct-
ing the reader in the meaning of the preceding prose. Th e fi rst poem there-
fore reminds the reader one more time that “[God] made possible what was 
done.”

Th e bulk of the text is divided into three distinct sections: fi rst, Martin’s 
travels to the Holy Land and Constantinople; second, the conquest of Con-
stantinople; third, the looting and transportation of the relics. In the fi rst sec-
tion, chapters 2–10, Gunther recounts the preaching of the crusade (in which 
Martin took part), the familiar stories of hardship in Venice, and the assault 
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on Zara. Gunther heightens the protagonist’s importance by comparing him 
to St. Martin of Tours. Both Martins reluctantly left  their monasteries, says 
Gunther, in order to do the will of God. Th e author exaggerates Martin’s role 
in the crusade, making him central rather than adjacent to key diplomatic and 
religious moments. Th roughout the text, people ask Martin to speak for 
them, represent them, advise them, or serve as a diplomat or messenger, 
though none of these roles can be independently verifi ed in the other source 
material. Martin, in fact, skipped much of the crusade’s early misbehavior 
by avoiding Zara and heading right to Acre, where more troubles ensued in 
the form of plague. Gunther concludes the fi rst section by bidding the reader 
to “take a breath” and think about the sins of the Greeks and their rulers.

Gunther’s imagination, fueled by Martin’s vague sense of the complex bat-
tlefi elds, leads him to stray wildly from the actual events on the fi eld. Th e few 
contributions of the Historia Constantinopolitana to the military history of 
the crusade have been dealt with elsewhere. Chapter 11 addresses the reasons 
that the Greeks needed to be conquered, including the overthrow of Isaac, the 
widely held Latin perception that the Greeks had hindered previous crusades, 
and, of course, their refusal to accept Roman Christianity. Moreover, Gunther 
includes this key passage on relics:

Th ere was also, we believe, another far older and more powerful reason 
than all of these, namely the decision of Divine Goodness which so 
arranged, through this pattern of events, that this people, proud because 
of its wealth, should be humbled by their very pride and recalled to the 
peace and concord of the holy Catholic Church. It certainly seemed 
proper that this people, which otherwise could not be corrected, should 
be punished by the death of a few and the loss of those temporal goods 
with which it had puff ed itself up; that a pilgrim people should grow rich 
on the spoils from the rich and the entire land pass into our power; and 
that the Western Church, illuminated by the inviolable relics of which 
these people had shown themselves unworthy, should rejoice forever.

Th ese lines contain a clear articulation of the ex post facto justifi cations not 
only for relic theft  but for all the looting and confl ict in the course of the cru-
sade. Notice, in particular, how the relics conclude the passage and provide 
the strongest excuse for looting. Gunther argues that secular and religious 
looting is part of God’s just punishment, while it also provides for the just 
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enrichment of a “pilgrim people” and the “Western Church.” Th rough the 
taking of sacrosanct relics, the war becomes sanctifi ed.

Th e next seven chapters contain Gunther’s description of the siege and con-
quest. Both his prose and poetry are powerful; he fi lls them with images of 
heroism, fi re, and death. Gunther sought to emulate both Vergil’s Aeneid and 
a Latin version of Th e Iliad that was well known in the Middle Ages. In one 
poem, Gunther asserts that the victory of 1204 should replace the Trojan War 
in the annals of history, poetry, and memory. Constantinople should take the 
place of Troy; the Greek warriors should give way to the Latin crusaders. 
Th e entire section makes for stirring reading, as it describes the campaign 
far more evocatively than the chronicles of Clari or Villehardouin and 
matches Niketas in its epic fl ights of rhetoric. However, as engaging as they 
might be, the passages on the conquest add nothing to the titular task of the 
Historia Constantinopolitana—telling the story of the relics. Only in the 
nineteenth chapter (out of twenty-fi ve) does Gunther turn to the purported 
climax of his piece.

Seeing his fellow Latins plundering the city, Martin decided that he must 
participate in the looting “lest he remain empty-handed while everyone else got 
rich.” Th erefore, “he resolved to use his own consecrated hands for pillage.” Th e 
abbot deemed it “improper to touch secular spoils with those same hands, [so] 
he began to plan how he might scrape together for himself some portion of 
those relics of the saints.” Martin tried the abbey church of the Pantocrator but 
found it fi lled with Latin soldiers. Th us, he headed for a remote spot in the reli-
gious establishment where he could avoid those “greedily occupied with other 
matters, such as stealing gold, silver, and every sort of common article.” He 
found a Greek priest there and, pretending to be fi lled with rage, threatened 
him with death if he did not reveal the location of powerful relics. Th e priest, 
“thinking it more tolerable that a man of religion violate [contrectaret] the holy 
relics in awe and reverence, rather than that worldly men should pollute them, 
possibly, with bloodstained hands,” eventually submitted to Martin’s demands 
and showed him the iron chest in which was kept the “desired treasure.” As 
Andrea notes, contrectare has illicit sexual overtones, and Gunther’s invocation 
of rape, which accompanied the plundering of the city, seems deliberate. 
Here the message of the fi rst chapter comes into concrete eff ect. God acts 
through simple, even seemingly incompetent or wicked, means in order to dis-
play his will more clearly. Martin was but a crude vehicle for divine will.
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Martin concealed the relics from his fellows, although, in another comical 
image, Gunther describes the abbot “unceasingly cherishing” the relics in pri-
vate, trying “by his respectful devotion” to make up “for what was lacking 
externally.” On the voyage home, Martin skirted so many “mischances and 
dangers” that “it is not easy to recount” them. Th e last few chapters include a 
long list of the translated relics and descriptions of a few episodes (detailed 
below) that Gunther hopes will further prove the righteousness of Martin’s 
actions. Much as he ended the fi rst chapter, Gunther concludes the work with 
an exhortation to the reader:

No one ought, therefore, to imagine that this, like many other phenom-
ena, happened by chance. Th at would be nothing more than falsely 
denying God’s great deeds their deserved honor. For if we carefully con-
sider the utterly unbelievable and sudden capture of this very great city, 
from which all of these relics were translated, and the pattern of events 
as they happened, and Abbot Martin’s journey on land and sea—fi lled 
with peril and yet, through God’s protection, undisturbed at every 
point—it will appear clearer than day that all of these were surely not 
matters of chance, but divine gift s.

Gunther then recounts the circumstances of the production of the manuscript 
(naming himself and asking for God’s forgiveness for his own sins) and details 
the further translation of relics from Pairis to Philip of Swabia.

As a work of medieval literature, the Historia Constantinopolitana is an 
extraordinary piece of writing. As a translatio narrative, the long digressions 
distract from the story of Martin, the pious relic thief. Th e abbot vanishes 
from much of the text, including the most stirring passages. Th ese passages, 
describing the conquest and battle, outshine the less ornate account of relic 
thievery and veneration back in Germany. While warfare is naturally dra-
matic, other authors de-emphasized the military events in order to heighten 
the miraculous. Examples of stirring miracles in transit abound in the genre, 
as we have seen in this chapter, so the emphasis on warfare seems a matter of 
choice. In the Historia Constantinopolitana, “mischances and dangers” are 
simply elided. Th e focus on war and the de-emphasis on journey limits the 
ability of the text to operate as a narrative of relic theft . In fact, the act of 
translation from east to west plays such a relatively minor role that a clear 
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discontinuity emerges between Gunther’s stated (and many times restated) 
purpose and the execution of that purpose.

Conclusion

Th is chapter has presented the nine extant full narrative sources as a unifi ed 
body of texts accompanied by an array of fragments, later redactions, and 
perdita. Collectively, they refl ect a pattern of memorialization that off ered affi  r-
mative and valorizing narratives in the service of authentication and legitimi-
zation of translated relics. Th ese stories were intended to accompany the 
relics into perpetuity, shaping meaning, guiding liturgical and artistic inno-
vation as appropriate, and perhaps even helping to raise funds. By necessity, 
these narratives confl icted with the views on looting, theft , and translation 
off ered by Rome.

By appealing to the redemptive and transformative power of translatio, 
authors were able to claim the benefi ts of the crusade without necessarily con-
tradicting critical counternarratives. But not all invocations of the principles 
of translated relics and pious thievery operated in the same way. Claims of 
authority tended to lead toward local meanings. Th ose admitting to theft , or 
even fabricating theft  where none took place, found themselves empowered to 
proclaim universal signifi cance for even the most trivial act of relic theft . In 
the next chapter, I explore these distinctions of method and scale as we start 
to see the Venetian examples distinguished from the larger corpus.
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Th is chapter explores the various methods by which the authors of Fourth 
Crusade translatio narratives shaped their arguments. Th ese texts converge 
around eff orts to locate providential blessings in even the most diffi  cult of 
circumstances. Th e authors, mostly monks or canons of a religious house 
recently endowed with at least one relic from Constantinople, deploy evidence 
of divine sanction to cleanse their relic or relics of any stain of iniquity or 
misconduct.

Th e sources fall along a spectrum between two distinct categories. Th e fi rst, 
which I label “translatio only,” suppresses both the details of the Fourth Cru-
sade and the deeds of the relic translator in a way that diminishes the direct 
connection between redemptive miracles and translation of the relics. Th ese 
texts present the translations as authorized acts fully in compliance with con-
temporary norms and canon law, based on the approval of a relevant bishop or 
cardinal. Th e texts from Soissons, Halberstadt, Amalfi , Gaeta, and Langres all 
fall into this category. Translatio-only texts accept the critical narrative of the 
corrupted crusade and sacrilegious pillaging of Constantinople as valid, but 
then exempt their relics or site from this corruption and sacrilege. In turn, 
they oft en suppress key details in order to maintain an authorized facade and 
localize the exculpatory power of the genre.

Ironically, the second category, “pious-theft ” narratives, fi nds power in the 
self-proclaimed unauthorized nature of acts of relic translation. Th e sources 
from Venice, Pairis, and Cluny fall into this category. By de-emphasizing human 
authority, in contrast to the localizing translatio-only texts, these stories of 

4
Interpretations
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pious theft  universalize their message, extending it beyond the walls of the home 
institution. Instead of claiming an exemption from sacrilege for a single relic or 
group of relics, such texts support an alternative interpretation of the Fourth 
Crusade that glorifi es the very deeds so criticized by Rome. Th ey attempt to 
memorialize the crusade writ large, not just for all the crusaders, but in terms of 
its universal meaning.

Th e narrative space occupied by the relics themselves governs the distinc-
tions between the two categories. A medieval relic possessed agency in a way 
not generally granted to material possessions. Th e body parts of saints acted 
as metonyms for the saints themselves. By moving such an object, one repo-
sitioned the saint in the sacred geography of the medieval imagination, a 
move that had potentially destabilizing repercussions for both human and 
neighboring divine inhabitants of that geography. Buildings possessing the 
relics of saints could function as super reliquaries themselves, concentrating 
both the miraculous activity of the saint and the devotional activity of the 
mortal community. Th e enormous power of a relic to reorder and redefi ne 
space, power, and community created very high stakes for the translatio nar-
rative’s author.

Traditionally, the climax of any medieval narrative of relic acquisition, 
whether licit or illicit, occurs at the moment when the human agents of trans-
lation encounter the relic, via sight, touch, and smell. Th ese sensory interac-
tions form a conduit between saint and mortal through which the blessed 
may communicate. Translatio-only texts elide the moment of revelation, dis-
covery, or theft . Lacking this denouement, the texts lose the opportunity to 
follow the claiming of the relic with a ratifying miracle. Such miracles signify 
divine approval for the translation as it occurs, rendering mere mortal objec-
tions (or permission) irrelevant before the will of heaven. Indeed, in narra-
tives of unauthorized relic theft , the path to exoneration lies in the manifest 
absolution of a miracle that binds the thief to the relic, the saint, and God, 
excusing any misdeeds that occurred during the theft . Without these two 
moments—acquisition and miracle—an account relating the translation of a 
relic from Constantinople to the West might describe the theft  of a sacred 
object, or at least the process of translocation and installation in a new locale, 
but fi nd it more diffi  cult to connect the events of the Fourth Crusade to a 
broader exculpatory message. However, the need to answer papal criticism 
with exculpatory rhetoric remained, so the authors of translatio-only texts 
sought other means of constructing their defense.
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In both categories, authors carve out didactic spaces within otherwise oft en 
formulaic narratives. Th ese are moments in which the authors reveal their 
shaping choices and eff orts at infl uencing memorialization. In this chapter, I 
have identifi ed four techniques used by all nine of the sources, as well as three 
additional techniques used most commonly by the pious-theft  narratives. All 
of the translatio narratives contain moments of digression, depictions of com-
munal ratifi cation, miraculous interventions, and invocations of providential 
history. Each of these four techniques, or concepts, allows the author to link the 
specifi cs and the complications of the Fourth Crusade to broader, less con-
tested ideas or events. Th e authors of the four pious-theft  sources further deploy 
retrospective prophecy, miraculous interventions, and direct exhortations in 
order to universalize the signifi cance of their relic translations. Whereas in the 
previous chapter I proceeded text by text, looking at the structure, form, and 
content of each source on an individual basis, here I draw comparisons by 
moving through these concepts, tropes, and authorial strategies that span the 
corpus. In the end, I suggest that translatio-only narratives, by blurring the 
signifi cance of the Fourth Crusade, focused their narrative force on the local 
memorialization of relics and their accompanying stories, whereas the concept 
of pious theft  enabled the articulation of much more grandiose claims.

Providential History

Gunther of Pairis opens the fi rst chapter of the Historia Constantinopolitana 
with the following passage:

All manifestations of divine power excite such intensive wonder that 
unextraordinary phenomena should not be judged divine. Still, we are 
particularly in the habit of marveling at those great and diffi  cult deeds 
which that divine power deigns to display through simple persons—
persons who humbly in their own sight are the least of humanity and are 
deemed unequal to such tasks by others. . . . Certainly, the less God’s 
words are joined to human ability, the more the majesty of divine power 
shines forth within them.

Statements like this operate solidly within the norms of the medieval con-
struction of providential history—the practice of attempting to locate and 
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explicate divine will within human events. Gunther refers to Abbot Martin as 
fi lled with humiles, thus invoking the standard humility topos of hagiograph-
ical discourse. He subsequently extends his analysis to the complexity of the 
events that brought holy relics from Constantinople to Pairis. He speaks of 
the judgment of others as untrustworthy and instead bids the reader to seek 
the will of God in the extraordinary and unlikely. Th is is the context in which 
he introduces the reader to Martin and the Fourth Crusade. He implies that 
had the crusade gone as planned and retaken Jerusalem (via Egypt), it would 
have been too easy to see God’s hand at work. But through the complications 
of the Fourth Crusade, divine power shone forth even more brilliantly. Th is 
interpretive theme reemerges throughout the Historia Constantinopolitana. 
For example, in chapter 11, Gunther carefully links the diversion and the treaty 
with Alexius Angelos to divine approval. He opens the chapter with a sum-
mary of all the human factors that drove the crusaders to divert and then 
shift s tone: “Yet there was also, we believe, another far older and powerful 
reason than all of these, namely, the decision of Divine Goodness which so 
arranged, through this pattern of events, that this people, proud because of 
its wealth, should be humbled by their very pride and recalled to the peace 
and concord of the holy Catholic Church.” Gunther fi nds it appropriate that 
the Greeks lost their temporal goods and that their “sacrosanct” relics would 
pass into the hands of the Western church. Th e poem that concludes the 
chapter makes the same point. In the next chapter, Gunther credits the 
“incontrovertible Providence of God” as the driving force behind the deci-
sions made aft er Zara.

Like Gunther, the anonymous monk of the Monastery of San Giorgio Mag-
giore, in the “Translatio Pauli,” repeatedly considers the relationship between 
divine light and the occluding darkness of sin and doubt. At two critical 
moments in the story, the author veers from the narrative to pursue explana-
tory digressions (covered more fully below) on the nature of light and dark-
ness. He works abstractly in his consideration of the nature of divine grace, 
but also metaphorically. He uses the storm at sea and the fear that the ship’s 
passengers felt as a metaphor for those who, seeing dark clouds on the hori-
zon, doubt God’s presence. When the bearer of the relics of St. Paul, a mer-
chant named Iacobus Grimaldus, lies to the captain and crew, here too is an 
opportunity for explanation. Th e author asks the reader whether it is believ-
able that a sin, a mere lie, could conceal the grace brought by the relics. As it 
happens, Iacobus claims that the box containing the relics holds only glass 
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painted with gold. Even painted glass retains its purity, the author notes. Light 
passes through it. Th ere is no shame in rendering ornate something so pure.

Th e author’s focus on secrecy and lies, which he then excuses, emerges as 
an odd feature of the text. From whom were the Venetian monks hiding their 
theft ? San Giorgio legally controlled the Monastery of Christ Pantepoptes, and 
the 1220s were not a particularly dangerous decade for Venetians in Constan-
tinople. Th e monks and Iacobus had the podestà, Marino Storlato, the quar-
ter’s absolute ruler, on their side. Perhaps they feared the privateers and pirates 
that frequented the Aegean and Ionian Seas, but only a fl eet of warships or 
the blessings of a saint could have defended against these. A Venetian ship 
was fair game, and concealing the relic would not have helped. Moreover, no 
hint of that type of external danger appears in the narrative. Th e author wrote 
this as a tale of relic theft , but the monks were really only stealing the relics 
from themselves, and even that skirted around violations of canon law.

Even stranger than the monks’ secrecy is the insistence on presenting this 
tale as a Fourth Crusade story. While it is true that the Pantepoptes came 
under Venetian control as a result of the crusade, the author ignores the pass-
ing of time between the conquest of Constantinople and the discovery of St. 
Paul’s relics and links these legally gotten relics to the plundered sacred and 
secular spolia of 1204. In this text, the conquest does not justify the relic theft , 
but rather the relic theft  justifi es the conquest. Here, the author’s theme of 
God’s light emerging from the darkness of sin becomes central. He claims that 
pride and arrogance sparked God’s wrath and led directly to the holy war 
against the Greeks. As Giorgio Cracco notes, the author stresses that the 
Venetians obeyed God by assaulting Greece but would have preferred to fi ght 
the “Saracens and barbarians,” a point that also emerges in the Venetian text 
“Translatio Symonensis.” Th e anonymous author of the “Translatio Pauli” 
weighs intentions against results and fi nds that the results reveal God’s hand. 
Enrico Dandolo wanted to save the Holy Land but, according to the source, 
was driven to Constantinople. Iacobus wanted to bring St. Paul’s relics home 
to Venice and thus lied to the sailors. Th e monk chastises those whose faith is 
weak and those who fear death, asking them to look beyond the superfi cial 
trappings of earthly life and to embrace the deeper meanings of events. He 
stresses that one must not be fooled by rough trappings or crude exteriors 
because true internal light cannot be hidden. One can read this as a commen-
tary on the practice of relic theft . Such acts seem illicit and sinful on the sur-
face, but the careful observer can detect an underlying sanctity and piety. One 
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can also apply this approach to the Fourth Crusade, especially as presented 
in this narrative. By the 1220s, the crusade seemed to be, at best, a distrac-
tion from the Holy Land and ultimately something of a failure. Looking 
deeper, the author could argue, one must see the result as a manifestation of 
God’s will.

Th e known disjunction between the actual events surrounding the transla-
tion of St. Paul’s relics and the narrative presentation of these events renders 
the “Translatio Pauli” particularly revealing, but similar themes appear in 
most of the other texts in the corpus. “Th e Land of Jerusalem,” commissioned 
by Nivelon of Soissons, nimbly shift s from success to failure to success, as 
discussed in the previous chapter, in an eff ort to reveal God’s providential 
judgment in the seemingly disastrous events in Jerusalem in 1187 and Adri-
anople in 1205, when the new Latin Empire suff ered a grave defeat at the hands 
of the Bulgarians. In making these shift s, the anonymous canon of Soissons 
faced a considerable rhetorical challenge. Th e Fourth Crusade never reached 
Jerusalem. Th e emperor and many other important crusaders, including some 
in Nivelon’s own party, died in battle. By the time Nivelon returned to France, 
the new Latin Empire was already imperiled and critics were already setting 
the patterns of historical memory. Th e text’s references to Jerusalem, itself a 
sort of relic of Christ, refl ect an attempt to reshape the meaning of the cru-
sade, at least in the context of memorializing the acquisition of relics for Sois-
sons and its ecclesiastical allies. Whereas other authors, particularly the 
Venetians, would use an act of relic theft  in an attempt to cleanse the Fourth 
Crusade, the canon of Soissons tried to use the greater mission of the cru-
sades, the liberation of Jerusalem, to remove any perceived stain on an ill-
gotten relic resulting from a misguided campaign. Th us, the exculpatory 
power is localized for the benefi t of Soissons, rather than extended to all who 
had been involved in the Fourth Crusade.

Conrad of Halberstadt’s biographer simply left  the Fourth Crusade out of 
the “Gesta episcoporum Halberstadensium” and thus, like the canon of Sois-
sons, localized the eff ect of the narrative. When Conrad commissioned the 
text, he was concerned about his local legacy aft er a long career fraught with 
diffi  culty. His biographer located providential guidance amid these diffi  cul-
ties, culminating in the astounding interpretation of the death of Philip of 
Swabia, Conrad’s patron. Th e author credits the arrival of Conrad’s relics (and 
the saints themselves) in Germany with the death of Philip and the sudden 
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restoration of peace to the empire. Once again, an author of a Fourth Crusade 
translatio bids the reader to look beyond seemingly baleful circumstances.

Th e pattern continues. Rostang of Cluny binds apocalyptic teleology to the 
events of Constantinople and Jerusalem, searching for divine guidance at 
work in both victory and defeat, but breaks away from such inquiries when 
addressing the relic of St. Clement. Rostang permits the knight Dalmacius to 
narrate his own story, creating a disjunction in the narrative. Th e text from 
Amalfi  is even weaker, as it simply wonders whether God moved the crusaders 
to divert to Constantinople, leaving open the possibility of human weakness 
as the central cause. By contrast, the “Translatio Symonensis” and the “Trans-
latio Pauli” similarly seek to locate the will of God in both relic theft  and the 
Fourth Crusade. Whatever the case, the complex and controversial circum-
stances of the crusade drove the hagiographers who memorialized relic acqui-
sition not just to seek providential blessings, great and small, in the darkest of 
circumstances, but to argue that God’s light shines best when emerging from 
the darkness of human failing.

Digression

Digression off ered medieval writers a space to explore themes not readily rel-
evant to the primary action of a narrative. Th e Fourth Crusade translatio 
authors used this in two diff erent ways. Translatio-only writers employed 
digression as a means to draw attention away from the actual acquisition of 
relics or the complications of the Fourth Crusade. Pious-theft  authors, in con-
trast, segued neatly off  the main thrust of their narrative to extend their mes-
sage beyond the confi nes of discrete action. For example, the author of the 
“Translatio Symonensis” twice uses digression to explore the nature and sig-
nifi cance of the relic of St. Simon, and then links that signifi cance to both the 
relic thieves and the parish in Venice from whence they came. A long exegesis 
of the seven gift s of the Holy Spirit appears between the storming of the walls 
and the relic thieves’ fi rst foray into the city. In this section, the author alter-
nates between lines of scripture and explanatory sentences, a structure not 
used to this extent elsewhere in the translatio. He ends the discussion by stat-
ing that, because of their seven holy virtues, the seven thieves were as one, 
and “because they shared one spirit and one faith they discovered the body of 
the blessed Simon, prophet of the Lord.” Th is line guides the author and the 
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reader back toward the story itself. Th e thieves are named and the section 
concludes, “Now let us turn our stylus to their deeds and actions from which 
came the translation of the body of St. Simon the Prophet.” Th e phrase “let us 
turn” (vertamur) links the author to the reader via the text’s unusual use of the 
fi rst-person plural.

Th us, the fi rst digression links scriptural numerology, the seven virtues, to 
the seven actors. Th e second roots the story in the hagiographical traditions of 
the parish of St. Simon the Prophet. It reads,

Exploring, they went through the whole temple, and came upon a con-
fessional where the precious body rested in a marble ark. In the right 
part of the confessional there was another ark, in which lay the most 
blessed body of St. Jacob the Just. In the left  part a similar ark contained 
the body of Zachary, prophet of God. In the wall above the ark in which 
Simon lay, there was an image that displayed his miraculous work. It 
showed a likeness of the boy Jesus being put into Simon’s arms by Jesus’s 
most sainted mother during the presentation at the temple. Before the 
altar there was a deep well, not of stagnant but of living water. By virtue 
of the holy relics, the well had such grace that a glowing sphere (as if 
made of burning wax) appeared in it by day, and those who were per-
jured were not able to see it. Oh wondrous things which show the great-
ness of sanctity! Th ose who were not perjured could see it, and those 
who were perjured were not able to see it. In this way, most dear ones, we 
are able to consider how heavy a fault is perjury. Th erefore, we must, 
most beloved ones, be wary of perjury and all sins, so that we might be 
worthy to see his glowing sphere.

Although the initial lines of this passage provide a setting for the denouement 
that is to come, the second part plays no further role in the translatio. Perjury 
is not an issue in the text. Th e thieves do not converse about the well, the 
miracle of the glowing orb, or any other details of the tomb during the theft  
itself, perhaps because these elements were well known to the parishioners of 
St. Simon in Venice. According to internal evidence in the text, Pietro Steno 
had visited the shrine before; as a pilgrim, he would have heard sermons and 
stories about St. Simon’s life—including his biblical role at the circumcision of 
Jesus, as portrayed in the painting—and the miracles that followed his death. 
Furthermore, although no other descriptions of this well and its miracles have 
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been located, medieval travelers’ accounts do attest to the presence of a mar-
tyrium in St. Mary Chalkoprateia. Such accounts cite the relics of St. Zacha-
rias and other objects related to Christ’s infancy, including the circumcision. 
One might reasonably speculate that parishioners of St. Simon, when visit-
ing the martyrium, would have focused their attention most heavily on their 
patron saint’s relics and his stories. Other pilgrims and visitors, including 
those whose accounts survive, surely paid more attention to St. Zacharias, 
the nominal focal point of the crypt. Th e Venetian parishioners who had 
been to the crypt would have promulgated the story of the tomb, well, and 
miracle upon returning home. Th e description in the “Translatio Symonen-
sis” would then refl ect local Venetian hagiographical traditions about the 
tomb of St. Simon. Th e digression thus binds relic, relic theft , and relic thieves 
to the parish that ultimately received the relic and memorialized both cru-
sade and heist.

Th e later Venetian text on the relic of St. Paul the New Martyr uses digres-
sions not only to link the theft  to the crusade and Venice but also to enhance 
the potency of the invented components of the narrative. At two points, the 
anonymous monk uses a specifi c sin as the launching pad for digression. Aft er 
Iacobus lies about the contents of the casket he carries, the author engages in 
a lengthy and complicated excursus on St. Paul the New Martyr, his namesake 
St. Paul the Apostle, and the nature of glass, gold, knowledge, and wisdom. 
Th e monk begins by stating that glass remains pure even when hidden and 
when we are ignorant of it; so, too, the glory of the martyr St. Paul remains 
present even when we are unaware. St. Paul, he claims, was never duplicitous 
or fraudulent. Th e martyr’s virtues can be contrasted against “those who have 
not known humility of self, and inside they are full of pain and fallacy.” Th e 
monk says that the virtues of prudence, temperance, fortitude, and justice 
can be depicted as gold—as if virtue were something ornate. For scripture 
instructs, “Acquire wisdom as if it were gold.” Th erefore, the author asserts 
that “knowledge is ornate.” He qualifi es this statement at once by stating that 
he is not speaking of terrestrial, animal, or diabolic knowledge, nor the 
“worldly knowledge of princes, which destroys.” Instead, he means that the 
knowledge “hidden in the mystery of God” is ornate. Th is digression on wis-
dom concludes with a passage from James: “[As regards] the wisdom that is 
from above, fi rst indeed is chastity, then peacemaking, modesty, not being 
stubborn [suadibilis], good unanimity, being full of mercy and good works, 
without judging, and being without dissimulation.”
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When the sailors on board the ship fear for their lives during the storm—
some even thinking to cast the reliquary into the sea—the author chastises the 
fearful in a second digression. He asks, rhetorically, why a child should be 
born blind. He answers that it is neither because of the parents’ sin nor the 
child’s, but a manifestation of the work of God. Th us, “if blindness comes to 
be, then let us be blind. Oh marvel! Oh wonder!” He admonishes his readers 
to glorify the mind and not the body, and to see in the storm the hand of God 
and the glorifi cation of St. Paul. By turning his scorn upon the sailors who 
feared death, the monk returns to the theme of light and darkness. In a lovely 
turn of phrase (in Latin, at any rate), he writes, “O sailor, why do you fear to 
perish? You were carrying that which you were carrying, and you did not know 
it; you had your salvation, but you were ignorant.” He informs the sailor that 
the light of the saint cannot be extinguished, just as the name of any man “writ-
ten in the book of life” cannot be blotted out. So one should not fear the death 
of the body. Indeed, if he accepts the punishment of death, he will reign with 
Christ and “shine” with all things in faith. Th us, the monk’s two digressions 
speak both to sin’s inability to occlude the grace of God and to the ways that 
others ignorantly misinterpret the hand of God. He extends the analysis from 
the relic to the crusade to the glorifi cation of Venice by using unimpeachable 
arguments about the movement of a relic, ratifi ed by a miracle at sea.

Th e digressions in the Venetian texts employ biblical quotation in a homi-
letic manner in order to claim authority for an expansive narrative. Th e text 
from Gaeta, on the other hand, uses its long discussion on the nature of relics 
and saints to bolster the signifi cance of the relic of St. Th eodore and extend its 
benefi cence over the community. Although perhaps paltry in scale compared 
to the grander Venetian texts, this is still an example of universalizing rather 
than limiting impact. Biblical quotations naturally punctuate the other hagio-
graphical narratives, but they do not generally provide a foundation of author-
ity for making claims about the meaning of the Fourth Crusade or relic 
translation. Instead, such digressions support specifi c claims about the piety 
of the translator and the holiness of the relic. Th e Halberstadt text repeatedly 
veers from the important deeds of Conrad in order to explore his piety, con-
cluding with the liturgical chant for the wrongly accused: “Iustum deduxit 
Dominus.” Digression exalts the bishop and does nothing for the endeavor to 
which he committed himself.

Digression does not serve the translatio-only narratives in the same way 
as the pious-theft  texts. Instead, the authors of two translatio-only texts 
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sought exculpatory power in the broader crusade endeavor. Th e most striking 
example, as discussed above, appears in “Th e Land of Jerusalem.” Th e author of 
that text binds Nivelon’s recovery of a fragment of the True Cross to the loss 
of that cross at Hattin, while similarly linking the conquest of Constantino-
ple to the loss of Jerusalem. Conrad of Halberstadt, according his gesta, 
spent considerable time in the Holy Land, thus establishing the importance 
of his crusade to Jerusalem. In a similar manner, Rostang of Cluny gener-
ates an apocalyptic reading of the fall of Constantinople, situating the 
broader crusade endeavor within an eschatological framework. Th e Vene-
tian texts both set up the crusade to Jerusalem as the initial goal, then credit 
the divine hand with shift ing the focus to Constantinople. Th ese topics 
were covered more closely in the previous chapter but deserve mention here, 
as they demonstrate tactics for shaping memorialization and sharpen the 
comparison between translatio-only and pious-theft  texts. In the latter, 
digressions run far afi eld from the main narrative thread. In the former, the 
narrative thread is pulled to Jerusalem and the broader crusade endeavor in 
order to bind the events of Constantinople to the central mission of the lib-
eration of the Holy Land.

Direct Address

In three of the texts, authors break from third-person narrative in order to 
directly address the reader—monastic, ecclesiastical, or lay communities, 
depending on the text. Verbs shift  to second person or to fi rst-person plurals, 
and the authors use the vocative to instruct readers in proper interpretation. 
At times their tone is contentious, refl ecting the bitter contestation over the 
meaning of the Fourth Crusade; at other times, authors write more as guides 
or teachers to willing followers. Th ese passages of direct address not only 
reveal authorial direction but also stress points around which the authors felt 
a reader might go astray.

In the Historia Constantinopolitana, Gunther of Pairis shores up the core 
weakness of his text with direct address. He implies the presence of many 
miraculous events and sets up the expectation of dramatic moments on the 
high seas and Alpine passes, but ultimately includes only two visions, one told 
secondhand. Compared to storms or narrow escapes from pirates or even the 
traditional heavenly scent of incorruption, this episode lacks drama. Gunther 
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writes that just before Abbot Martin’s departure from Constantinople, Aegid-
ius, a Bohemian cleric who had befriended Martin, had the following vision:

Not while sleeping but while wide-awake—[he] saw very clearly (as he 
vehemently asserted) two angels at the very spot where the sacred relics 
were stored. . . . Aegidius, however, was totally ignorant of what was 
stored there. Th ese angels were seen in the vicinity of the chest in which 
God’s holy gift s were hidden, engaged in a service of wondrous devo-
tion, praising with every reverence God, who had bestowed these arti-
cles on His servant. Moreover, when that service of divine veneration 
ended, with one encouraging the other, they determinedly called upon 
God to place under His protection that very man to whom He had given 
such goods, along with all who were attached to him.

Th e next morning, Aegidius told Martin of the vision, wept, and professed his 
ignorance of the chest’s contents, but vowed not to leave the abbot’s side until 
whatever was in there had been taken back to the West. Th is way, he would 
benefi t from divine protection on the way home. Martin, in turn, described 
his own vision from that very same night. He dreamed that he had traveled 
back to the Holy Land from Constantinople and was in Acre. In the dream, he 
imagined that between the Levantine city and Sigolsheim, his monastery’s vil-
lage, there was nothing but sea. “However,” he continued, “it was so tranquil 
and trifl ing that not even a skiff , no matter how small, could fear shipwreck on 
it. Moreover, there seemed to be constructed overhead, in a straight line from 
Acre to the aforementioned village, canopied roofs of some sort, so that nei-
ther the wind, the rains, nor any other adverse circumstance of sea or ship had 
the power to harm the abbot in any way while under sail.” For any Mediter-
ranean traveler, the idea of a roofed seascape would have been appealing. 
Storms and other seaborne dangers threatened the crusaders. Both Levantine 
and Aegean waters were teeming with pirates and privateers. Gunther stresses 
the dangerous nature of travel in the following lines so as to elevate the impact 
of these visions. He promises that the next chapters will demonstrate their truth.

Suddenly, in a prose passage, Gunther turns to fi rst-person address. As 
mentioned above, poems generally serve as his vehicle to instruct and fre-
quently employ fi rst-person verbs, but the sudden appearance of the fi rst- 
person singular in this moment of prose is stylistically jarring. Gunther writes, 
“I should like to interject certain things at this point in our narrative. Even if 
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everything else were false, they [the visions] would adequately prove that the 
things eff ected through Abbot Martin—both those deeds which we have 
already narrated and those which still remain to be told—received direction 
from the font of Divine Providence.” Th is statement, as admitted by the 
author himself, reads as an abrupt interjection that breaks the fl ow of the nar-
rative. While calling attention to the visions, it also has a defensive cadence. 
Gunther acknowledges that some might think “everything else” untrue. Rather 
than asserting his veracity, he includes a sacral episode to shore up his inter-
pretation and then promises further miracles in the poem that closes the 
chapter. Th is verse off ers impressionistic images of the seaborne dangers that 
Martin was about to face:

Troubling this journey; so many dangers remain
On the seas and on land. Who can relate them all?
Th ere are, indeed, winds, exceedingly stormy and violent.
Th ere are mighty ocean waves and the distant rage of the sea,
While the wind arouses a hostile tide.
Th ere are visible reefs, and there are hidden ones,
And straight ahead Ceraunian shores for incautious sailors to dread.
Pirates, a race fi lled with impiety, harass the seas,
Bandits and other highwaymen [harass] the land.

Gunther concludes the poem by addressing Martin directly:

You [Martin] do what you do willingly. You embrace the sacred 
plunder,

As if it provided you with certain guarantees of your security.
With it leading you, you will be safe, you will fulfi ll your vow,
And you will render thanks to the Lord. So I, the soothsayer, pledge.

Direct address is not unusual for Gunther’s poems. Th ey oft en speak to one of 
the characters, the audience, scholars, or historical fi gures long dead. Th ey 
ring with the author’s injunctions. By this point in the text, the reader has 
encountered Gunther’s magnifi cent, if inaccurate, descriptions of battles and 
councils. He oft en specifi cally invokes medieval stories of travel and tribula-
tion, especially the vita of St. Martin of Tours written by Sulpicius Severus. 
Th e verses also reference Th e Iliad and Th e Aeneid, two epic poems that together 
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tell of the destruction of an empire and the founding of a new one. Gunther 
implies that he too is off ering a story of war, followed by a story of travel. His 
account of the siege, conquest, and plundering of a great city in Asia Minor 
delivers the former. Th e reader can now expect an account of a heroic jour-
ney home, especially aft er being presented with the above poem and mirac-
ulous visions. However, these expectations of imminent dramatic action go 
unfulfi lled.

In describing Martin’s journey home, Gunther elides the details. He writes, 
“It is not easy to recount all the mischances and dangers before which the 
abbot and those sailing with him in the same vessel repeatedly shrank.” 
Martin, the author relates, was more afraid than anyone (a comic image) 
because he did not want to lose the relics. Th e holy items were far more impor-
tant to him than people’s property or lives. Fortunately, we are told, God pro-
tected Martin, but Gunther describes this protection only in broad generalities. 
He summarizes, “Pirate vessels . . . frequently crossed his path. Once his ship 
was sighted, they turned tame and gentle, hailing it with every peaceful salute. 
It was not so much that they allowed it to pass by unharmed, as they were 
compelled to give it leave. For such was God’s power, which could restrain 
pirates and guide Martin’s ship to port on a safe course.” Gunther wastes this 
opportunity to relate a stirring tale at sea, a lacuna made even more striking 
by the exciting seaborne episodes earlier in the narrative. Similarly, he avoids 
details when talking about the travel overland. He notes the dangers but reas-
sures the reader that Martin knew that “since the same God rules on land and 
sea, He who had protected him on the sea would also protect him on land.” 
Filled with fear and anxiety nonetheless, Martin set off , and “even though 
bands of armed men, on the march for nothing less than plunder and rapine, 
frequently confronted him, they were struck by sudden terror. . . . Moving out 
of the way, they gave safe passage through their midst to the pack animal car-
rying the chest with the sacred relics.” Again, a more explicit story of mirac-
ulous rescue would enhance both the drama and the theological signifi cance 
of the translatio. God vaguely defended Martin. Where, one might ask, are the 
saints whose relics he carried? In other texts, the authors explicitly invoke the 
saints when recounting miracles. Gunther, although he does subtly allude to 
St. Martin of Tours’s vita in the above quotation, curtails the rest of the voy-
age through “many other dangerous, thief-fi lled spots,” skipping ahead to 
Martin’s arrival in Basel. Th e interjection “even if everything else were false” 
stands out as a weak attempt to fi ll the void, with a direct commandment tell-
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ing the readers that they must believe in God’s hand at work in the translation 
of Martin’s relics.

Th e two Venetian texts vary in their use of direct address, though both bear 
connections to the digressions discussed above. Th e “Translatio Pauli” con-
tains a number of exhortatory statements that command the author’s monas-
tic brethren to interpret events correctly. For example, aft er fi nishing his 
account of the Fourth Crusade, the author off ers an interesting conclusion 
that he addresses to his “most beloved brothers.” He writes, “And these are the 
circumstances from which disaster emerges, which all men disdain, for all 
men are given their power by almighty God. We have had it said to us, my 
most beloved brothers, that no one should dare to show pride, or show disdain 
to any other, for God stands above all, and the humble one gives thanks.” 
Like Gunther’s poems, the fi rst-person plural address serves as a didactic coda 
to the section that precedes the main narrative of relic transportation. Pride 
stands out as the principal sin of the Greek usurper and his entire race. Th is 
monastic interpretation of the Fourth Crusade, similar to the argument in the 
“Translatio Symonensis,” argues the standard Venetian interpretation of the 
religious root causes of the crusade. Although the author of the “Translatio 
Pauli” acknowledges that the battle for the Holy Land was served by the con-
quest, he focuses on the sins of the Greeks as causal. Th ey were prideful, and 
God laid them low by means of the Latin army. Mission accomplished. Th us, 
the Venetians avoid the trap fallen into by the author from Soissons, who 
wanted to argue that the redemption of Jerusalem was close at hand, when in 
fact things seemed grim for the fate of the Latin Holy Land.

Th e author of the “Translatio Pauli” shift s into the vocative, an even more 
direct form of address, in an interlude that isolates the moments in which the 
sailors doubt from the transcendent miracles that save them from the storm. 
As described previously, the sailors encounter a terrifying storm while off  the 
coast of Cephalonia and lose their oars, mast, beam, and sails. Th inking they 
are about to die, the men lament their fate, weeping in terror. Th e author goes 
on the attack, rhetorically demanding to know why the sailors are afraid, 
given that their salvation is at hand. Th en the tone shift s from exhortation to 
instruction. Th e light of Christ, the author claims, cannot be quenched, and 
only those who have accepted the punishment of death truly revere him faith-
fully and can shine (luceat) with him forever.

Th e anonymous monk from the Monastery of San Giorgio Maggiore and 
Gunther of Pairis, both authors of pious-theft  narratives, employed multiple 
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modes of direct address in order to convey the central messages of their texts. 
Less signifi cant use of direct address appears in the “Translatio Symonensis.” 
Aft er the long theological digressions on the seven virtues of the Holy Spirit 
and the miraculous well at the shrine of St. Simon, the author employs fi rst-
person plural verbs (such as vertamur) to guide the reader back into the main 
narrative. Th e digression on the nature of saintly protection in the “Translatio 
caput Beati Th eodori” from Gaeta begins with the verb credimus, a fi rst-person 
plural statement of belief about the relics of the saints and the power of their 
patronage. Th e text concludes with a prayer, in which imploremus (to God 
and the martyrs for their blessings) serves as the principle verb. Th e two fi rst-
person statements bracket the third-person narrative of relic acquisition (con-
fi scation in this case) and translation by Peter Capuano to Gaeta.

Communal Ratifi cation

Although the anonymous monk of Gaeta directs his closing lines to fratres, he 
also draws in the broader community. Th e brothers are the audience of the 
source and function as the believers (again, credimus) whose prayers are so 
important, but the city of Gaeta is the one deserving of God’s protection (civi-
tas Caietana munitur). It is on the city’s behalf that the relic of St. Th eodore 
is accepted by the monastery. While the lay citizens of Gaeta do not directly 
appear in the text, the signifi cance of the translation relies on a dependent 
relationship between lay and monastic communities. Highly localized com-
munities, in fact, appear in various forms across the corpus of Fourth Crusade 
narratives in order to ratify or otherwise lend signifi cance to an act of relic 
translation. As with the Gaetan example, such acts of ratifi cation oft en overlap 
with statements of direct address. Upon a new relic’s arrival, communities 
rally to venerate it and experience miracles that affi  rm the saint’s pleasure at 
the relic’s new home. Corrective miracles punish nonbelievers. In the Vene-
tian cases, drawing on long local hagiographical traditions, communities and 
contracts appear throughout the texts, a subject considered more closely in 
part III of this book. Th e general prevalence of communal ratifi cation in the 
corpus reveals a commonality among otherwise diverse texts. Th is common-
ality speaks to the core medieval function of the cult of saints and relics as a 
creator of communal identity. Th is, in turn, supports the argument that 
Fourth Crusade translatio and pious-theft  narratives were intended to create 
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or support specifi c commemorative patterns for the crusade within their spe-
cifi c communities.

In the Soissons narrative, local dissenting voices appear before supportive 
ones. As discussed in the previous chapter, the text concludes with two cases. 
First, just aft er Bishop Nivelon declared the feast day of St. Th omas to be a 
special holiday, “many persons, inspired by the spirit of the devil, objected.” 
But one woman, driven insane, was brought to church. Her family and neigh-
bors prayed for her and St. Th omas healed her. Not so the unlucky carpenter 
who was struck dead for daring to work on the feast day, or the many others in 
the area who “experienced such losses from their work, either corporally or in 
their aff airs, that thereaft er they dared nothing of the kind; rather, equally 
fl ocking together with the multitude of the people at the church and giving 
thanks for things seen and heard, they established and made the day solemn 
by their throngs.” Th is passage begins with the “throngs” resisting veneration 
of the new saint, but aft er he cures a sick woman and smites a recalcitrant 
craft sman, their attitude is transformed. Th e narrative ends here, with the com-
munity safely under the protection of St. Th omas.

For the cathedrals of Amalfi , Langres, and Halberstadt, as well as the par-
ish of St. Simon in Venice, communal ratifi cation depended on preexisting 
ties between a specifi c religious house and a saint whose relics had been 
claimed by a crusader. Th e texts from Langres and St. Simon make such ties 
most clear. Walon of Dampierre, throughout his quest for authentication and 
authorization, bases his claim to the head of St. Mamas on the veneration for 
St. Mamas already taking place at the cathedral in Langres. Th e papal legates 
hand the relic over to Walon on the strength of his historical claim and the 
great love for St. Mamas expressed by the (absent) citizenry of Troyes. Even 
the Greek monks from whom the relic was plundered grant permission for the 
translation, similarly moved by history and love. Th e unlikelihood of such 
permission being freely given makes the narrative force of the episode even 
more signifi cant. Th e community in absentia enables the translation and is 
rewarded, promptly, with miracles. Th e acknowledgment of Langres’s right-
ful possession of St. Mamas by both legates and monks wipes clean any stain 
of sacrilegious looting. In fact, Garnier of Troyes is elevated to the status of 
protector of relics for the whole crusade body. Th roughout, the text from Lan-
gres acknowledges the papal narrative of outrageous pillaging of churches, 
while making it clear that its relic should not be lumped together with the rest. 
Th is insistence on a special status for the head of St. Mamas localizes the 
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exculpatory power of the translatio-only narrative. Only Langres is free from 
blame—not like those other places with their ill-gotten sanctities.

In the “Translatio Symonensis,” the parishioners of St. Simon the Prophet 
repeatedly claim to be acting not just for their fellow conspirators but for the 
entire parish back home. Th e author, too, distinguishes the actions of the 
thieves from other crusaders, but not by appealing to external human author-
ities. Instead, he assures the reader that while other crusaders lusted only for 
the gold and silver that could be found in the “fortifi cations, palaces, and 
buildings,” the seven parishioners of St. Simon were “better men, because of 
the seven gift s of the Holy Spirit. By these gift s they were driven to hunger and 
to thirst for justice as Th e Lord says in the gospel: ‘Blessed are those that hun-
ger and thirst aft er justice, since they etc. [sic].’ ” “Justice,” in this case, seems 
to indicate the acquisition of the relic of St. Simon for the people who have 
venerated his name for so many generations. Unlike Walon, the author does 
not make this case explicitly, but fi nds various paths to make the communal 
will behind the relic theft  clear. At the very beginning of the text, he writes, “In 
the aforementioned city, there was a church consecrated to the honor of the 
blessed Simon the prophet, who was worshiped by the parishioners there with 
great aff ection and eagerness. Th ey were most Christian people, fi lled with the 
Catholic faith, and most eager to serve the army of Christianity.” In conver-
sation, the seven thieves constantly refer back to their parish, drawing links 
between home and the shrine in Constantinople. Pietro Steno, one of the two 
originators of the plan to steal the relic, at one point recounts a visit to the 
shrine with his uncle some years prior to the crusade. Later, Steno reveals his 
dream of having been back in his parish church and serving Leonardo, the 
rector. In the dream, he is the only one there to help Leonardo. Steno inter-
prets his solitude not as a sign of dereliction of duty by his fellow parishioners, 
but as indicating that they need him to act on their behalf, despite his fears. 
Th ose parishioners are not physically present at the shrine, so Steno must 
muster his courage and touch the relic. Th e text concludes with the great cler-
ics of Venice joining with the parishioners in St. Simon’s small church in 
order to attend the installation of the relic and exalt the occasion with their 
presence.

Th e Halberstadt and Amalfi  texts note the long-term veneration of St. Ste-
phen and St. Andrew, respectively. As with most other translatio-only narra-
tives, both avoid discussing the process by which the relics were acquired and 
hence lack the narrative space to draw the ties to communal ratifi cation more 
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fi rmly. Still, in all four texts, the power of past communal veneration explicitly 
enables the present acquisition in Constantinople.

Retrospective Prophecy

At the climax of the “Translatio Pauli,” in the middle of the storm, the sailors 
gather round the casket to pray. Th e author writes that they collectively issue 
a powerful prayer begging the saint to intercede and free them from the dan-
ger of death. Next, the narrator sets the stakes for the success of this prayer. He 
writes, “Just as the blessed martyr Paul’s brother in name and race, the master 
and blessed apostle Paul said to Caesar . . . that Rome would profi t greatly via 
faith in Christ, so too with this blessed martyr if he allows himself to be 
escorted to Venice. And if he is escorted to Venice, it is not a prediction, but 
fact, that similar wonders will be made [here].” Th e sea and winds, the story 
continues, calm within the hour.

Th is passage sets up the key miracle of the text, a miracle that enables the 
act of translation to go forward. Th ese lines affi  rm that a successful translation 
will indicate the saint’s pleasure with the “escort” to Venice. Th e miraculous 
calming of the sea and wind, along with the triumph of the light over dark-
ness, demonstrates divine approbation for the act of piety. Th e eventual instal-
lation of the relic in San Giorgio Maggiore fi nalizes the translation and 
manifests its justifi cation. Note that the supplicants assert that their prayer is 
not prophetic, but instead it functions as an “if . . . then” statement. If, accord-
ing to the praying sailors, the saint permits his relic to be translated, then 
Venice will reap the profi t. Th e author, writing aft er the fact, uses the present 
tense of a dramatic narrative to emphasize the signifi cance of this act of trans-
lation. But now, with the relic installed, he can confi rm that just as Rome 
rose under Christianity, so too will Venice. Of course, at the time he was writ-
ing, it was convenient that the Rome of the East, the city of Constantine, had 
just fallen to Venetians (and others) and that Venice was newly proclaiming 
itself “lord of three-eighths of the Roman Empire.” From the perspective of a 
thirteenth-century Venetian monk, the Apostle Paul’s prediction to Caesar 
now signifi ed the imperial legacies that Venice was just beginning to appro-
priate, a theme explored more thoroughly in part III.

Th is type of retrospective analysis portrayed as prophetic or prospective 
vision appears in other spots throughout the corpus of Fourth Crusade hagio-
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graphical texts, as well as in the chronicle of Robert of Clari. In the Historia 
Constantinopolitana, Gunther of Pairis relates a similar prophecy about Abbot 
Martin’s safe arrival in Pairis, though he focuses on the man rather than the 
relic. As noted above, Martin’s vision is presented to the reader as the key piece 
of evidence for divine authorization of relic theft . Th is ratifying vision spe-
cifi cally promises him a safe journey home. Th e text, of course, was commis-
sioned by Martin aft er his successful journey. Th us, the vision functions 
similarly to the retrospective prophecy in the “Translatio Pauli,” with a key 
diff erence. Whereas the Venetian text binds its prophecy to the translation of 
the relic, the text from Pairis focuses on the safe return home of the man.

In the “Gesta episcoporum Halberstadensium,” a prophecy turns Conrad’s 
attention from the Holy Land back to the crusade. A hermit in Ragusa pre-
dicts the fall of Constantinople as Conrad passes through on his way to Acre. 
Aft er “divine aid” cures Conrad of malaria, he indeed hears of the victory. 
Because the prediction had come true, the bishop views it as clear evidence of 
God’s will. Th e reader, who has been regaled with all the signs of divine grace 
granted to the persecuted Conrad, is encouraged to do likewise.

Miracles

Miracles provide proof—proof of authenticity, divine favor, the sanctity of a 
holy person, and the propriety of a relic translation. In the corpus of Fourth 
Crusade narratives, miracles can either localize or universalize meaning. 
Authors of translatio narratives traditionally employ miracles to authenticate 
fi rst, then bind the authenticated relic and saintly presence to the translator. 
Although the medieval translatio miracles appear in great variety throughout 
the broader genre, they generally function as one of three types: fi rst contact, 
travel, or installation. Th e moment when a would-be translator lays his or her 
hands on a relic provides a critical narrative junction in which the medieval 
hagiographer builds suspense and then reveals the relic with rhetorical fl our-
ishes and miracles that connote incorruptibility. Once the relic is safely in the 
possession of the translator, miracles occur to ease the diffi  cult passage across 
borders and over the water. Th e saint’s in-transit acts specifi cally ratify the 
movement of the holy object, especially as natural or human obstacles are 
brushed aside. Counterexamples, which proliferate in medieval hagiography, 
reveal the potency of such miraculous interventions. Saints frequently strike 
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down the impious relic thief at the moment of acquisition or in transit, or else 
compel the sinner to return the relic to its rightful place. But even these mira-
cles could ultimately ratify a translation. For example, during the First Cru-
sade, Gerbault, a priest from Lille, stole an arm reliquary of St. George from a 
monastery in Asia Minor. He went blind as he fl ed with it, returned the relic 
and begged for forgiveness, had his vision restored, and then was given the 
reliquary by the awed monks. Unfortunately for Gerbault, he failed to pay 
proper respect to the relic aft er returning to camp and so fell ill and died. 
Gerbault’s fate is instructive. It follows the traditional conventions of the 
genre of translatio and places those conventions within a crusade scenario. 
Few of the texts from the Fourth Crusade cling to these genre norms, with 
the consequence that the narrative force provided by direct saintly interven-
tion is considerably muted.

Rostang of Cluny repeatedly invokes divine will and sets his text within an 
apocalyptic framework, as noted earlier. Th is narrative contains the unusual 
shift  from third person to fi rst person halfway through, as Dalmacius of Ser-
ciaco relates his tale directly, but neither the Cluniac monk nor the crusader 
knight describes any miraculous interventions. Th e translatio of the head of 
St. Mamas, translated via Garnier of Troyes and Walon of Dampierre, likewise 
off ers no accounts of miracles at acquisition or in transit. Th e anonymous 
canon of Langres included the “Translatio Mamantis” in a larger set of hagio-
graphical texts related to the cult and relics of St. Mamas in Langres. Th ese 
texts do attest to a history of miracles in the course of the saint’s veneration, as 
one would expect, but the inventio itself contains no specifi c miracles. Th e text 
from Gaeta is similarly devoid of miracles, though the prologue on the cult of 
relics makes it clear that one venerates relics in order to gain their blessings 
over the community. Th e author hopes that the presence of St. Th eodore will 
help the people of Gaeta “extinguish the fl ames of their own defects,” a goal 
both abstract and monastic. Th ese three texts do not demonstrate the direct 
linking of relic and saint so common in medieval translatio.

Th e text from Halberstadt presents much the same type of narrative, as an 
indirect divine act occurs only in the “strange death” of Philip of Swabia, dis-
cussed above. Given that this text is more properly considered res gesta (with 
the adventus reliquarium de Grecia as an addendum) rather than strict hagi-
ography, the absence of direct miraculous intervention from the saint is not 
surprising. And yet the language surrounding the death of Philip alludes to 
hagiographical concepts. Th e arrival of the “tokens of saints” in Germany, 
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according to the author, brought “peace.” Th e death of Philip, mirabili regis 
Philippi occasu, is presented as the mirabili . . . iudicio Dei. Th e double mirabili 
and the causal link forged between translation and the wondrous judgment of 
God permit the reading of the death and subsequent peace as miraculous.

Th e narrative from Soissons relates a number of direct miracles that pro-
vide the occasion for communal ratifi cation of the translation. Both positive 
(curing) and negative (smiting) miracles refl ect standard tropes. Th at the saint 
who represents doubt (the Apostle Th omas) is himself doubted off ered the 
anonymous canon the chance to play with hagiographical traditions. Medi-
eval hagiographers frequently introduced doubt only to crush it via miracu-
lous intervention, just as one fi nds in this text. However, given the author’s 
evident familiarity with hagiographical norms, the lacunae in the text stand 
out more starkly. For instance, the author provides a stirring account of the 
fi nal assault on the walls of Constantinople on April 12, 1204. Bishop Nivelon’s 
great ship, the Paradiso, provided one of the key routes of ingress onto the 
walls. One of his men, a milites named André d’Ureboise, reached a tower and 
cleared a space for others to follow. Th e city belonged to the Latins! Th e text 
then abruptly skips the month in which Nivelon presumably took possession 
of his relics. Instead, we are immediately presented with the coronation of 
Emperor Baldwin at Nivelon’s hand (despite the fact that the bishop was from 
the other imperial claimant’s party) on May 16, 1204, with even the Greek 
citizens applauding. In the next lines, Nivelon sends relics home with authen-
ticating documents (cum litteris suo sigilo signatus). Th e author thus omits 
the period between April 12 and May 16—the critical window in which mira-
cles typically associated with relic discovery, or even pious theft  or looting, 
might occur. Th e miracles begin only once the whole lot of relics has been 
safely installed in various churches in Soissons and Nivelon begins rewriting 
the local sacred calendar. Th e miraculous interventions in “Th e Land of Jeru-
salem” therefore serve to localize the newly acquired saintly patronage in Sois-
sons, while avoiding connecting the relics to the Fourth Crusade.

Other than the miraculous vision already discussed, the Historia Constan-
tinopolitana lacks miracles. Whereas the Soissons text simply skips the acquisi-
tion of relics, Gunther of Pairis creates the expectation of a standard miraculous 
translatio narrative but does not realize those expectations. Th e voyage home 
is summarized with a list of potential threats, but no specifi c miraculous 
intervention occurs. Gunther also raises the expectation of localizing miracles 
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in Pairis. He begins chapter 24 as follows: “Blessed be God! He alone eff ects 
wondrous miracles. In his unspeakable power and mercy, He looked upon and 
glorifi ed the church at Pairis through certain gift s of His grace, which he 
deigned to transmit to us through the venerable man, the already frequently 
mentioned Abbot Martin. Th e church of Pairis now exults in their presence, 
and any soul faithful to God is assisted by and profi ts from their protection.” 
No details follow the setup of the miracles eff ected by God and the specifi c 
profi ts for those venerating the new relics. Th e Historia Constantinopolitana 
ends up universalizing its argument for divine sanction instead of localizing, 
a peculiar twist unique to this text. Th e arguments for providential blessing 
are constant, as providential history permeates the source, but Abbot Martin 
becomes oddly marginalized, lampooned, and even ignored. Miraculous proof 
of God’s blessing is oddly absent.

Th e text from Amalfi  joins both complete and fragmentary texts from Ven-
ice in embracing the full potential of translatio as a genre. While weak on 
providential history (it meekly accounts for the diversion to Constantinople as 
stemming from either “human or divine leadership”), the narrative concludes 
with a dramatic account of miraculous intervention at sea. In the midst of a 
great storm, the frightened sailors pray and St. Andrew appears before them, 
calling out, “Surge et vade!” He names himself the “apostle whom you called” 
and calms the sea. Further miracles follow the arrival of the relics in Amalfi , 
continuing a long tradition of miraculous intercession on-site. Th e miracle at 
sea focuses attention on the transit and the saint’s approval of both the process 
of being moved and the men responsible for the deed.

Th e miraculous acts of saints in transit from Constantinople to Venice 
occupy a central position throughout the Venetian hagiographical response 
to the Fourth Crusade. As a group, these texts stand out from the sources 
examined above. Th e narratives of St. Paul the New Martyr and St. Simon the 
Prophet both off er specifi c miracles. St. Paul calms the sea during a storm. St. 
Simon’s relic emits fi rst a heavenly scent and then a divine light, the latter 
making its concealment all the more diffi  cult. In the “Translatio Pauli,” mir-
acles ratify the theodical predictions of the author. In the “Translatio Symo-
nensis,” they exculpate the sins of the seven thieves, who otherwise lack the 
societal clout to translate the relics of their patron saint. Miracles, for Venice, 
authorize the act of translation, elevate the status of Venice as host to the 
saints, and rearticulate the meaning of the Fourth Crusade.
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Conclusion

Th e previous chapters on the textual hagiographical responses to the Fourth 
Crusade reveal a key commonality. Recipients of relics faced a consistent chal-
lenge in promoting their new acquisitions. Some seem to have concealed the 
provenance of their new saintly patrons, leaving only arguments ex silencio as 
evidence for the meaning of a Fourth Crusade relic to a local community. For 
example, local Bruges tradition links the relic of the Holy Blood to Th ierry of 
Alsace and the Second Crusade, but no evidence for that attribution has been 
located. Th e Fourth Crusade and Baldwin of Flanders make for a more likely 
provenance, but one erased by local hagiographical tradition. In a similar 
vein, some of the hagiographers who did link their relics to 1204 still went 
through rhetorical contortions to exempt these relics from the stain of papal 
or other condemnation. Th rough digression, compression of the historical nar-
rative, or deviation from the traditions of pious theft , translatio-only authors 
attempted to separate their relics from the broader context of the crusade. 
Given that the crusade in fact enabled the acquisition of the relics, such texts 
oft en end up disjointed or riddled with lacunae. Th e idea of relic theft , for those 
willing to wield it, transformed the fact of relic acquisition into a tool that not 
only could repel criticism of the crusade and the looting of churches but could 
also build an edifi ce for larger claims of translatio imperii. Th e fi nal section of 
this book explores one such outcome.
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Th e previous four chapters of this book have examined the translatio narra-
tives of the Fourth Crusade in their immediate contexts and in comparison to 
one another. But each discrete act of hagiographical memorialization operated 
within highly localized diachronic cultural systems. Specifi c cultural norms 
governed the sites in which hagiographers engaged in contesting the memory 
of the Fourth Crusade. Th ese localized norms interacted with the pressures 
from Rome, the stories generated by returning soldiers, and other respondents 
to the events of 1204. Pull on any narrative thread from any one of the sites 
that produced translatio texts and you will fi nd long cultural chains connect-
ing a specifi c narrative to its locality.

In most cases, the interaction between local culture and translatio seems to 
have been unidirectional. New relics may have reshaped or refocused localized 
devotional practice, but commemorative practices generally refl ected local tra-
ditions instead of transforming them. In most cases, we lack evidence that 
would link the relics of 1204 to broader cultural change. Venice provides an 
exception. Th is chapter places the Venetian hagiographical responses to the 
Fourth Crusade at the heart of Venice’s cultural transformation in the thir-
teenth century. Venetian translatio narratives, for all their paucity and erratic 
composition, off er a window onto the metamorphosis of Venetian identity that 
began aft er the Fourth Crusade. Th e narratives link the cultural history of the 
merchant republic of the eleventh and twelft h centuries to the mighty but 
imperiled maritime empire of the later Middle Ages.

5
Translatio and Venice Before and Aft er 1204
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Th e totality of the way in which late medieval and early Renaissance Vene-
tians integrated their myths into their lives has long impressed scholars. By 
the late thirteenth century, Venetian “mythmakers,” including church and 
state leaders, artists, and historians, began to reshape cultural narratives 
based on a new understanding of Venice’s unique past. By the fourteenth cen-
tury, the mythmakers had gone a step further and reimagined their history 
from the very beginning, inventing new stories when the old ones did not 
seem to be suffi  ciently august. Mythographers such as Doge Andrea Dandolo 
(ca. 1307–1354) subordinated all forms of media to the purpose of reinforcing 
the Venetian myths. Works of history and art, civic ritual, political posturing, 
epistolary traditions, architectural choices, and even the explicit policies 
enacted by the rulers all refl ected Venice’s constructed self-perceptions. Out of 
a reimagined glorious past, the mythmakers of Venice hoped to prove the 
eternal nature of the city’s perfection.

By the fi ft eenth century, the myth and anti-myth of Venice had been fi rmly 
established not only in the Veneto but throughout Venetian terra fi rma and 
the broader Mediterranean world. Th e positive view presented a city of free 
people who had ever protected their independence and whose patriciate was 
composed of wise and pious rulers who protected the common good, prac-
ticed perfect justice, and patronized the arts. To those opposed to Venice, the 
Venetians were domineering megalomaniacs who cared only for their own 
power and avaricious gains and would use anyone and any justifi cation to get 
their way. As James Grubb writes, “Anti-myths have remained within the 
terms of discourse staked out by the mythmakers and so have actually rein-
forced the hegemony of the myth. Image and counterimage contend within a 
single arena.” Both popular writers and scholars have oft en imposed the well-
known myth and anti-myth of Venice on the much earlier Venice of Doge 
Enrico Dandolo.

During the centuries before the Fourth Crusade, Venetian cultural pro-
duction lacked the monomaniacal totality and emphasis on centrality exhib-
ited in its later mythography. High medieval Venice relied on diversifi ed 
centers of religious life, political decision-making, and economic activity. 
Venetian culture prior to 1204 focused on an ongoing contemporary transfor-
mation from relatively humble beginnings to regional prominence, rather 
than a retroactive re-creation of imagined past glory.

Translatio—defi ned as practice, hagiographic genre, and broader herme-
neutic—provides a link between the production of civic identity in Venice before 
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and aft er 1204. Part III of this book follows the thread of translatio through 
Venetian culture, beginning with a brief overview of translatio and religious 
identity in Venice prior to 1204. Th e heart of chapter 5 links the Venetian hagi-
ographical responses to the Fourth Crusade to the slow transformation of 
Venetian mythography in the crusade’s aft ermath. I argue that the post-1204 
translatio narratives reveal the application of themes long resident in local 
Venetian hagiographical traditions to the new regional environment. Chapter 
6 then tracks translatio into the last centuries of the Venetian Middle Ages. 
Even as the Renaissance myth of Venice emerged, echoes of both high medi-
eval and Fourth Crusade translatio informed the cultural mythography of the 
Most Serene Republic.

Translatio Before 1204

When the seven thieves set out to steal St. Simon’s relics on Palm Sunday of 
1204, they were imitating the acts of many Venetians before them. Which sto-
ries the thieves consumed are unknown, but three stories of relic theft  domi-
nated Venice’s religious culture, and any medieval Venetian participating in 
urban life would have had access to them through text, oral transmission, 
liturgical commemoration, and public visual narrative. Th e hagiographers 
and iconographers of early thirteenth-century Venice, including those who 
commemorated the spoliation of Constantinople, directly echoed earlier 
translatio narratives in their own creations. Moreover, thief, artist, and hagi-
ographer alike were consumers of a local cultural tradition that prioritized the 
acquisition and repurposing of foreign sacred objects in order to enhance 
Venetian power and status.

Translation from the eastern Mediterranean and neighboring Aquileia, in 
fact, dominates the hagiographical discourse of pre–Fourth Crusade Venice. 
As Venice emerged from under direct Byzantine control and carved out an 
independent niche in the northern Adriatic, Venetian leaders, clerics, and art-
ists consciously sought symbols to support the new status. Translatio evolved 
into the key mode for claiming signifi cance and status on behalf of medieval 
Venice and its inhabitants. By tracing the trajectory of an object’s voyage to 
Venice, then celebrating its new installation, Venetians used translatio to 
mark contemporary transformation and growth. While in the era aft er 1261 
Venetians began to glorify their origins and construct elaborate, and false, 
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genealogies for their leading families, the city of the eleventh and twelft h cen-
turies eff ected no such pretensions. Humble, or at least clouded, origins could 
be overcome by acquiring greatness in the present moment. Th at greatness 
could not be spun out of nothing, but had to be taken from somewhere else. 
Just as economic exchange brought new families into prominence, the acqui-
sition of sacred items and the use of newly acquired wealth to construct or 
decorate sacred spaces brought sacred and symbolic prominence to Venice.

Th e long history of translatio and Venice begins in the Adriatic city of 
Aquileia. As early as the fourth century, the Aquileans fabricated a relation-
ship between St. Mark and their city. According to local tradition, St. Mark 
traveled from Rome to Aquileia aft er composing his gospel in Rome, founded 
the Aquilean church, consecrated a bishop named Hermagoras (who in turn 
consecrated his disciple Fortunatus), and then went to Alexandria, where he 
was martyred. Hermagoras and Fortunatus became the patron saints of Aqui-
leia. Th e tradition forked when the Lombards invaded northern Italy and the 
patriarchate of Aquileia fl ed to the nearby island of Grado, taking the relics of 
Hermagoras and Fortunatus. Once the Lombards converted to the Latin rite, 
“old” Aquileia attempted to retake its lost territory and relics from “new” 
Aquileia on Grado, and the local secular powers became involved. Venice, at 
the time a mere Byzantine colony, gradually emerged as the major patron of 
Grado. Over the following centuries, the two rival patriarchates and their 
various secular allies frequently found themselves in papal courts or in armed 
confl ict over the issues of ecclesiastical jurisdiction and revenues.

When two Venetian merchants stole the relics of St. Mark from Alexandria 
in 827 c.e., they transformed the Venetian religious landscape and shift ed the 
ecclesiastical balance of power in the northern Adriatic. Th e arrival of the new 
relics occurred at a particularly auspicious time for Grado and Venice, as the 
papacy had recently ruled that Aquileia was the “true” patriarchate and alone 
could claim apostolic descent from St. Mark. Possession of the relics, how-
ever, trumped papal approval in terms of regional sacred prominence. Th e 
symbolic translation of St. Mark’s legacy to the northern Adriatic led directly 
to an actual furtive translation of his relics, and by extension St. Mark himself, 
to Venice. A translatio narrative that recorded the deeds echoed throughout 
subsequent Venetian cultural production, shaping Venetian mythographic dis-
course for the next several centuries.

Some form of civic commemoration of the translation must have begun 
quite soon aft er the actual event, but the historical record remains clouded 
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until the eleventh century. Th e earliest surviving Venetian relic-theft  text, 
which likely dates from between 1050 and 1094, marks the beginning of the 
high medieval period of translatio and its appropriation in Venetian culture. 
An anonymous author composed the narrative around the same time that the 
doges of Venice began to transform their private chapel of San Marco into a 
grander site for all state religious functions. Within the church, mosaics not 
only depict the translation of St. Mark’s relics but also invoke translation in 
the broader sense. For example, the central mosaic behind the altar depicts St. 
Peter handing the Gospel of St. Mark to St. Mark himself, who is about to 
hand it to his Aquilean disciple St. Hermagoras (see fi g. 1). In this metaphor-
ical translation, the sacred object is linked visually to the translated relics of 
St. Mark positioned directly below.

By the time the Venetians constructed their hagiographies of 1204, both 
the specifi cs of the story of St. Mark’s relics and the ideas that the story engen-
dered permeated Venetian culture. Certain elements of the “Translatio Marci” 
specifi cally infl uenced the later Fourth Crusade texts. Th e story follows two 
Venetian merchants, Bonus and Rusticus, who are in Alexandria despite a ducal 

Fig. 1  Mosaic of St. Peter, St. Mark, and St. Hermagoras. San Marco, Venice. SM0003, 
Image Collections and Fieldwork Archives, Dumbarton Oaks, Trustees for Harvard 
University, Washington, D.C. Photo: Ekkehard Ritter.
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embargo against trading with Egypt. An evil Islamic sultan threatens the 
relics of St. Mark, and the merchants convince the Orthodox priests to let 
them smuggle the relics out of the city. Th e author singles out the Venetian 
people, in their entirety, as especially pious defenders of the saints and 
Christendom and juxtaposes human weaknesses against divine grace. Each 
of these elements reemerges in the commemoration of the Fourth Crusade 
relics.

Th e doges of Venice quickly associated themselves with the cult of St. Mark. 
Two later major relic theft s engaged the broader population and other power 
centers of Venice in the practice of translation and post-translation venera-
tion. In 1100, a Venetian fl eet, led by the doge’s son and the bishop of Castello 
(in Venice), embarked for the Holy Land to take part in the late stages of the 
First Crusade. On their way, they stopped at the shrine of St. Nicholas on the 
island of Myra. Venice’s leaders had coveted the relics of St. Nicholas for 
some time but knew that the Bariense had stolen the relics from the island of 
Myra a decade earlier. Still, the two Venetian elites thought they might see if 
anything could be salvaged. Once on the island, through miraculous inter-
vention, the bishop discovered the “true” bones of St. Nicholas in the tomb of 
his uncle. While the translatio of St. Mark involved two wayward merchants, 
the adventure of 1101 established an important example for subsequent gen-
erations of Venetian elites. Th omas Madden writes, “Th us began a tradition 
emblazoned in the service of the faith.” Part of this tradition involved trans-
latio. In the wake of 1101, the translatio narratives and related liturgical, visual, 
and presumably oral traditions directed Venetians to serve the church and 
Venice’s own interests by seizing valuable, meaningful objects from the East. 
Once brought home, these objects were enshrined in new local practice. Th is 
pattern would reemerge aft er 1204.

Th e theft  of St. Stephen the Protomartyr from Constantinople followed in 
1107/8. While in Constantinople, a lone monk of the San Giorgio Maggiore, 
Venice’s principal monastery, stole the relics of St. Stephen. He had to wait out 
the subsequent tumult in the city resulting from the theft  but eventually 
boarded a ship bound for Venice. No contemporary translatio survives, but 
both contemporary archival evidence and later tradition places seventy-two 
members of Venice’s leading families on board the ship. A storm threatens, 
the citizens pray, the ship is saved, and the merchants, many of whom had 
been newly enriched by trade with Constantinople, form a confraternity in 
the saint’s honor. In this case, merchants and the lone monk of San Giorgio 
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followed the pattern set by Bonus, Rusticus, and those who memorialized the 
theft  of St. Mark.

Th us, all of the classes of Venetian society participated in the acquisition 
and veneration of the three saints. St. Mark, stolen by merchants, became the 
ducal patron. St. Nicholas, stolen by a bishop and crusading nobles, operated 
as the patron of sailors. St. Stephen, stolen by a monk, became the saint of mer-
chants. However, the totality of engagement with translatio belies the rela-
tively small number of saints stolen by Venetians from the East before 1204. To 
Mark, Nicholas, and Stephen one can also add St. Tarasius in the early elev-
enth century and perhaps St. Isidore from Chios. Art historians examining 
eastern infl uence in Venetian art also consider the many sacred objects and 
fragments of relics sent to Venice as gift s from Byzantium. In comparison, at 
least twenty-fi ve relics, some of very important saints, came to Venice between 
1204 and 1267, all as a result (to a greater or lesser extent) of the Fourth Cru-
sade. Th ose relics included fragments of the True Cross, drops of milk from 
the Virgin, an ampoule of Christ’s blood, a piece of the column of the Flagel-
lation, and other relics pertaining to the life of Christ. Th e fall of Constanti-
nople produced a torrent of translatio.

For Venice, perhaps alone among medieval cities, translatio operated con-
sistently as the dominant mode of mythmaking. Medieval Venice had a unique 
tradition of using translatio, appropriation, and various forms of transfer to 
enhance its status. Translatio, as a concept, thus made deep inroads into Vene-
tian identity and prepared the city for the bounty of the Fourth Crusade.

Translatio and Empire

Th e Fourth Crusade transformed Venice. Translatio provided a hermeneutic 
through which Venetians developed cultural responses to this transforma-
tion. In turn, the growing pains of empire shift ed the meaning of translatio 
for Venetian cultural innovators. Th e crusade brought Venice mercantile access 
to the Black Sea for the fi rst time, domination of the Aegean through its acqui-
sition of the Dardanelles, and continued control over the Adriatic through the 
conquest of Zara, Corfu, and Durazzo. But Venice’s leaders initially avoided 
empire building. Enrico Dandolo could likely have engineered a winning vote 
for the throne in Constantinople, but Madden persuasively argues that he had 
no legal authority to do so on behalf of Venice and no personal interest in 
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carving out a new dynasty. Instead, Dandolo acquired Th essalonica and the 
patriarchate of Constantinople for Venice and then promptly traded the for-
mer to Boniface of Montferrat in exchange for Crete as part of a peacemaking 
deal between Boniface and the new emperor Baldwin. Aft er Dandolo died, 
the new doge confi rmed that the podestà and the Venetian colony in Constan-
tinople, not Venice, would hold three-eighths of the Roman Empire. In any 
event, neither the colony nor Venice made any initial attempt to subdue 
Crete. Th e Genoese then entered Aegean and Ionian waters, took Crete in 
1206, and sparked a rebellion against Venice in Corfu. When the potential 
for Genoese control over Crete threatened Venetian trading interests, the Vene-
tian government dispatched Ranieri Dandolo, son of the late Doge Enrico, to 
attack Corfu and other Genoese interests. In 1207, Doge Pietro Ziani stripped 
the podestà in Constantinople of the title of lord of three-eighths of the Roman 
Empire and assumed it himself. In 1208, he sent a fl eet to take Crete, a process 
that came to a close by 1211. Th e era of Venetian empire had begun.

When it came to both church property and Constantinople’s most impor-
tant relics, Venetians seemed to follow a similar pattern of protecting their 
current interests rather than seeking radical expansion. Th e Venetian govern-
ment forced the fi rst Latin patriarch, a Venetian named Th omas Morosini, to 
swear an oath to protect the rights and perquisites of the patriarchate of Grado. 
Since the days of the alliance between Alexius I and Venice, the Byzantine 
emperors had allowed Grado to manage most of the Latin churches within 
imperial domains. Venice’s clergy were loath to lose such profi table positions 
of oversight to a new Latin patriarch. Morosini’s appointment led to two 
decades of arguments among the papacy, French clergy in Constantinople, 
French clergy in France and Rome, Venetian clergy in Venice, Venetian clergy 
in Constantinople, and the secular patrons for all of these groups. Instead of 
viewing Morosini as a symbol of Venetian aggression, greed, and colonial 
ambitions, however, we should regard his appointment as conservative. Venice 
wanted to maintain the rights and privileges that had brought it such wealth.

Similarly, Dandolo and elites back in Venice were careful not to let the rel-
ics taken from Constantinople erode Venetian hagiographical traditions. Th is 
was not a new concern. When the relics of St. Nicholas were brought to Venice, 
they were isolated on the Lido, so that they might not rival St. Mark. In other 
sites in the Latin West, new relics from Constantinople wholly transformed 
local devotional practice. Troyes’s cathedral gained great wealth through its 
possession of the relics of St. Helen of Athyra. Fragments of the True Cross 
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from Constantinople became focal points of religious devotion in many loca-
tions. Patrick Geary suggests that the sheer bulk of relics from Constanti-
nople devalued all but the greatest of holy items in the eyes of the devout. In 
many cases, a focus on the Passion (represented by the cross fragments) and 
the Eucharist replaced traditional intense veneration of a local saint. Th e 
acquisition of the relics of the Passion in 1239 transformed French royal ico-
nography. Nivelon of Soissons encountered resistance in trying to promote 
the veneration of St. Th omas and had to use his position of authority to over-
come that resistance. Venice had staked its identity on its relationship to St. 
Mark; therefore, all future relics, no matter how desirable, had to fi t into an 
appropriate relationship to the evangelist. In 1238, for example, Venice briefl y 
possessed the Crown of Th orns, but made no attempt to keep it. Venetians 
sought new sacred items that would enhance, but not preempt, existing devo-
tional traditions. Th e authors of the translatio narratives of 1204 walked this 
fi ne line through careful use of the preexisting tropes of translatio, even as 
they responded to the challenges of a new age.

“Translatio Symonensis” and “Translatio Pauli”

Th e translatio narratives from the Fourth Crusade reveal the development of 
Venetian myths in the following categories: invocations of Venice’s sacred 
past, characterizations of Venetians as a race, discussions of Venice’s relation-
ship to the sea, explications of the fall of Constantinople and the Fourth Cru-
sade, and connections drawn by the authors between the people and their 
church.

Th e fi rst category, invocation of the sacred past, is evident in both explicit 
prose and the ways in which thirteenth-century writers structured their com-
positions to mimic the foundational translatio narratives of Venice. Th e city’s 
mythographers met the challenges of the Fourth Crusade by drawing on three 
distinct types of relic-stealing narratives extant in the Venetian cultural lexi-
con. Th e identities of the protagonists provide the crucial distinctions among 
the “Translatio Marci,” the “Translatio Stephani” (as reconstructed from later 
accounts), and the “Translatio Nicolai.” Th e fi rst text relates the story of two 
common merchants who defi ed their doge. Th e second contains a story in 
which a monk works with elite merchants. Th e third depicts a theft  by a doge’s 
son and the bishop of Castello. Th e “Translatio Symonensis” replicates the 
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fi rst. Th e “Translatio Pauli” has a nearly identical narrative pattern to the sec-
ond. No extant text conforms to the third, but thanks to the chronicle of 
Andrea Dandolo, one could easily imagine that the lost stories of Enrico Dan-
dolo, translator of relics, were similar.

By mirroring the narrative structure of Venice’s foundational stories of 
sacred theft , the authors of the Fourth Crusade translatio texts could invoke 
the widely available exculpatory force of pious thievery while building upon 
specifi c Venetian traditions. While Geary’s work demonstrates that some relic 
theft s were memorialized in the face of oppositional voices, the translation of 
St. Mark to Venice was a generally well-accepted tale, devoid of controversy or 
doubt, throughout the Latin world by 1204. If a Venetian author could demon-
strate that the theft  of St. Simon the Prophet was just like the theft  of St. Mark, 
then the later translation would also become unimpeachable. To do this, the 
author of the “Translatio Symonensis” borrowed content, phrasing, and orga-
nizational strategies from the “Translatio Marci.”

Consider the following story stripped of its details. An important saint’s 
relics languished in a dangerous city. Christians still controlled the relics, but 
evil men were threatening them and the safety of the sanctuary. Secular mod-
erate-status Venetians were driven to this locale by the will of God and discov-
ered that the relics needed rescuing. Because they were already devoted to this 
saint’s veneration, they decided to act. Th ese Venetians believed that great 
benefi t would accrue to both the relics and Venice if the theft  was successful. 
Upon acquiring the relics, the sweet aroma coming from the saint’s body 
miraculously informed the thieves that they had been found worthy and the 
saint had forgiven them for any transgressions. Upon returning home, with 
some diffi  culty, the thieves feared that they would be punished for breaking 
the law, but received only praise and absolution from the city’s leaders. Muta-
tis mutandis, the above paragraph could contain an outline for either the 
“Translatio Marci” or the “Translatio Symonensis.”

Th at the later author would structure his tale to parallel Venice’s founda-
tional myth is not surprising, but perhaps it should be. Th e actual theft s, as 
opposed to their portrayals in the sources, had very little in common. In the 
former, Bonus and Rusticus, two merchants, defi ed a ducal edict and took 
their single ship to trade in Alexandria, a Muslim city. In the latter, Venetians 
from St. Simon’s parish were part of an enormous naval expedition that con-
quered Constantinople, a Christian city. Bonus and Rusticus took the relics of 
St. Mark with the permission of the Greek guardians and evaded the Egyptian 
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(Muslim) customs offi  cers. Th e seven thieves stole the relics from a Greek 
crypt and evaded their own offi  cials. Th e only Greek with whom they spoke 
was the old woman they paid to look aft er the chapel on the Bosphorus, 
although they never told her what was inside it. Bonus and Rusticus had to 
sneak out of a hostile pagan city and did so with two Greek clerics in tow. Th e 
men of St. Simon spent the six months aft er the theft  waiting to leave Constan-
tinople in relative comfort. Th e “Translatio Marci” thus tells the story of a 
quick, surreptitious extraction of a relic with the aid of the proper guardians, 
whereas the “Translatio Symonensis” relates an episode of carefully planned 
looting in the aft ermath of a conquest—very diff erent indeed.

Th e thirteenth-century author’s decision—and ability—to reshape the 
Fourth Crusade tale in order to match the structure of Venice’s founding 
myth reveals the extent to which translatio had permeated Venetian society. 
Th e “Translatio Symonensis” is a profoundly local story. It focuses on rela-
tively insignifi cant secular men. Th e text ascribes meaning from the theft  to 
the parish, and only to Venice by implication. When the text explicitly 
addresses Venice’s sacred past, it does so in a way that heightens the impor-
tance of the theft  and the parish. Th e author writes, “Th e amount of rejoicing 
and praise that fi lled the city of Venice, and the number of seaborne miracles 
that God had judged them worthy to be shown, not one man in any tongue 
has the ability to describe. Th e lord Leonardo, rector, and other clerics and 
parishioners all took up the relics, and they asked lord Benedetto Faletro, 
then the patriarch of Grado, and lord Marco Nicola, bishop of Castello, 
whether they might come and recognize the precious gift s.” Th e phrase 
“seaborne miracles,” or mirabilia in mari veniendo, connects the arrival of St. 
Simon to the arrival of other saints by means of the sea. God had judged the 
Venetians worthy of more miraculous events than the author could relate, 
and Simon belonged within that pantheon. Th e author might also be refer-
ring to the general blessings brought to Venice by the sea: trade, food supply, 
and protection from the mainland. Th ese maritime blessings had a divine 
sponsor in St. Nicholas, the patron saint of sailors, whose (alleged) relics also 
came to Venice by means of the sea in the twelft h century. Th e author of the 
“Translatio Symonensis” directly connected his text to the larger history of 
translatio on the Venetian lagoon and then demonstrated that the parish of 
St. Simon was as worthy as any other part of the city. Th e greatest religious 
dignitaries in Venice came to the parish in order to authenticate and autho-
rize the new relics. Th us, with bishop and patriarch looking on, no one could 
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argue with the “Translatio Symonensis” taking its place among the other 
miracles of the sea.

Th e “Translatio Pauli” is even more explicit. When the prior Marcus 
approaches the podestà Marino Storlato, his reasons for seeking help with the 
relic theft  are given as follows: “He asked [for help] so that the precious gem 
might be brought to the abbot, in order that it might adorn not only the mon-
astery, but all of Venice. For just as innumerable men and women come from 
all parts to visit the blessed Mark, so too it will become the glorious custom to 
see the blessed Paul.” Just like the author of the “Translatio Symonensis,” the 
monk of San Giorgio Maggiore wanted to connect his monastery’s gain to the 
city of Venice and tie that city’s history to the new relic. He argued that every-
one should help with the theft  because this deed would not only enrich the 
cloistered brothers of San Giorgio but bring spiritual and tangible wealth to 
all. Th e author linked the theft  of St. Mark to the theft  of St. Paul by comparing 
both the type of action (relic theft ) and the resulting benefi ts.

Although he invoked the Marcian myth in the above passage, the monk of 
San Giorgio did not rely on the “Translatio Marci” as his template for the 
Fourth Crusade composition. Instead, he drew on the story of St. Stephen. Th e 
choice is not surprising, as both narratives feature a monk of San Giorgio tak-
ing a relic from Constantinople. Th e author of the “Translatio Pauli” refer-
ences the translation of St. Stephen’s relics explicitly, writing that all of the 
monks and nuns rejoiced at the arrival of St. Paul’s relics, just as they had at 
the arrival of the relics of “St. Stephen the Protomartyr, the relics of the mar-
tyrs Cosmas and Damian, Cosmas the holy confessor,” and many others. Th e 
author names some of the other relics housed in San Giorgio and alludes to 
still more “martyrs and virgins” than he has time to describe. Although St. 
Stephen is the only “stolen” martyr on his list, the relics of Cosmas and 
Damian, a fragment of a larger set of relics, were licitly translated from Byz-
antium in 1154. Th e key, therefore, was not theft  but the acquisition of a new 
object of value from the East.

Acquisition fi gures prominently in the “Translatio Pauli.” In the central 
theological discussion, the narrator reminds the reader to obey scripture and 
“acquire wisdom as if it were gold.” He adds that “knowledge is ornate.” 
Th ese phrases were calculated to appeal to a devout mercantile audience. Th e 
writer does not imply that the acquisitive (that is, mercantile) nature of the 
Venetian economy is sinful, but instead that one should apply that nature to 
holy endeavors with the same zeal as one pursues secular wealth. As a result 
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of a holy translation, in fact, secular wealth might follow. Not only does the 
author mention the benefi ts that could accrue to Venice as a result of increased 
pilgrimage, but he also refers to Rome’s past glory at just the moment of the 
miraculous calming of the winds. As discussed in chapter 4 under “Retro-
spective Prophecy,” aft er describing the devout sailors’ prayer for deliverance 
from the storm, the narrator links the positive outcomes for Christianized 
Rome to a similar imperial future for a Venice that receives the relics of St. 
Paul. Th is passage sets up the key miracle of the text and establishes that a 
successful outcome will signal the approbation of the saint. Th e eventual 
installation of the relics in San Giorgio fi nalized the translation. Th us, just as 
Christianity brought greatness to Rome, St. Paul the New Martyr will do like-
wise for Venice. Indeed, from the perspective of the Venetian monk writing in 
the thirteenth century, the Apostle Paul’s prediction would appear to signal 
the imperial legacies that Venice was then appropriating. Notably, St. Paul the 
Apostle referred to Nero, the emperor of pagan Rome. It was Constantine’s 
Byzantium that would embrace imperial Christianity, and Venice had helped 
conquer Constantine’s city in 1204. Th e author of the “Translatio Pauli” forced 
his story into the context of the Fourth Crusade although the theft  took place 
in 1222, involved no danger, and had nothing to do with the conquest of Con-
stantinople. Th rough the reference to the Apostle Paul’s prediction, the author 
was claiming that Venice had acquired not only a relic but also a destiny simi-
lar to the one that the apostle had predicted for Rome. Th e translation of a 
relatively minor relic signifi ed a form of translatio imperii.

As a concept, translatio imperii dates back to at least Vergil but found 
frequent expression in the Middle Ages by political thinkers who saw their 
civilization as an heir to the Roman Empire. Moreover, by the time of the 
Fourth Crusade, Western ideas about the East, including their projections 
upon the Islamic and Byzantine worlds, the Roman past, and the Holy Land, 
shaped the discourse about Westerners’ own identity. Literary sources apply 
the concept of translatio imperii to signify not only the transfer of secular 
power but also the knowledge and learning of the ancient world (thus transla-
tio imperii et studii). Political theorists on both sides of the debates between 
the Holy Roman emperors and popes invoked the concept to bolster their 
respective causes. Innocent III did this in his letters aft er the Fourth Crusade. 
For example, he wrote to the crusader clergy in Constantinople, “Constanti-
nopolitanum imperium a Grecis transtulit ad Latinos.” Propagandists for 
Michael VIII Palaiologos promoted the related concept of renovatio imperii 
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when he retook Constantinople in 1261, claiming that Constantine had come 
again. Frederick II, who rose to power aft er the Latin conquest of Constanti-
nople, sought to pattern his court aft er Caesar’s, and the Holy Roman emper-
or’s propagandists rose to the task. Frederick attempted to use “the desired 
halo of historical legitimacy” as a tool in his confl icts with the papacy and in 
positioning himself as the defender of Christianity. When Frederick came to 
Venice in 1232 in order to visit the shrine of St. Mark, the Venetians treated 
him coolly. Th e Grand Council debated whether to allow a Venetian gold-
smith to make him a crown, because it did not want to permit Frederick, a 
master of ritual and ceremony, to stake any kind of symbolic claim over the 
Republic of St. Mark. Th e Venetians feared that Frederick wanted to be caesar, 
lord over all the Romans. Th ey wanted their quartae et dimidiae parties totius 
Romaniae (one quarter and a half of a quarter of the Roman Empire, or three-
eighths) and feared that Frederick would try to deny them their due.

Th e translation of the relics of the Passion to Sainte-Chapelle in Paris 
stands out as the thirteenth century’s most famous case of relic-based trans-
latio imperii and provides a useful comparative note. For Louis IX and his 
supporters, the great translation of relics cast France as the new Holy Land, a 
land chosen by God to house the Crown of Th orns. Th e acquisition of Christ’s 
relics bolstered claims that the French kings had superseded the ancient role 
of the emperor as the defender of the faith. With the relics of the Passion, 
Louis had concrete evidence of his status as the “most Christian” of kings. 
For example, he patterned his entry into Sens aft er the story, as recorded in 
Th e Golden Legend, of Heraclius’s return of the Holy Cross to Jerusalem in 
630 c.e.52 French writers supported the king’s conceit and, in literary compo-
sitions, linked the concept of translatio imperii to the recovery of the Holy 
Grail and its translation back to France. However, the French had no choice 
but to acknowledge the newness of the relics of the Passion in France. Lack-
ing long-standing ties to ancient Rome and Constantinople, the French mon-
archy and its supporters invented new ties and argued that this new status 
would result in many benefi ts for the kingdom. Writers tried to make Paris 
into Jerusalem.

Venice, unlike France, could draw on a long-established legacy of the trans-
lation of religious symbols from east to west in the early Middle Ages. Venice 
also had a unique dual connection to Rome and Byzantium. Th roughout Italy, 
city leaders in the late Middle Ages and Renaissance claimed the status of 
“new Rome” for their respective cities, but Venice was able to argue that it had 
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conquered Constantinople, the “true” second Rome. Th e author of the 
“Translatio Pauli” recognized the potential gain for Venice in the perceived 
collapse of Byzantium and sought to appropriate the prophetic promise of St. 
Paul the Apostle. Although the theft  of St. Paul’s relics took place in 1222, the 
author related the story as if it had taken place in the immediate aft ermath of 
the crusade. He could have presented the relic translation as a simple bureau-
cratic transfer. Aft er all, the abbot had ordered his prior to translate a relic 
from one religious house under his control to its mother house in Venice. 
Instead, the author cast the narrative as a peril-fi lled story of relic theft . He 
understood that the Fourth Crusade and the sack of Constantinople enabled 
his greater claims of signifi cance for Venice and his monastery, and a theft  
allowed him to make stronger statements regarding the saint’s preference for 
a new Venetian home.

Despite all these invocations of Venice’s imperial heritage and hints at her 
destiny, neither the “Translatio Pauli” nor the “Translatio Symonensis” over-
states the case for Venetian prominence, at least as compared to later medieval 
mythologizing of the Fourth Crusade. As chapter 6 will show, Venetian 
chroniclers and artists would claim that the purpose behind the crusade was 
to enhance Venice’s glory. Th ey suggested that God wanted to liberate the city 
from imperial oversight and used the holy war as the vehicle to do so. Louis 
IX’s propagandists likewise argued that “the true meaning of the fall of Con-
stantinople to the crusaders in 1204 lay in the chain of events it unleashed 
which allowed Louis to obtain relics of the Passion.” But neither Venetian 
translatio text approaches this level of audacity.

Instead, the two authors focus on the sins of the Greeks and argue that God 
used the crusade to punish them. Th e message is essentially negative. Th e later 
text, the “Translatio Pauli,” contains a fuller account of the crusade, which the 
monk follows with a homily on pride. He writes that disaster occurs whenever 
men show pride; man should be humble because God is the source of all 
power. Th e “Translatio Symonensis,” on the other hand, focuses on the inter-
family violence of the usurpation in Constantinople. Th e anonymous author 
writes that God “punishes the iniquities of fathers unto sons. He thus hated 
the kingdom of the Greeks on account of their iniquities. God, therefore, 
incited the Doge of Venice and the Count of Flanders to go against them in 
war, so that He might put down their arrogance and lift  up their humility, and 
so that He might destroy the malignant and bring peace to the benign.” 
Although it presents slightly diff erent sins as the cause of God’s wrath toward 
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the Greeks, the essential characterization of the wars remains the same. Th e 
“Translatio Pauli” mentions the war for the Holy Land, but only in passing, 
focusing instead on the confl ict in Constantinople. Th e “Translatio Symonen-
sis” ignores the greater crusade entirely. As noted above, this characterization 
served the apologetic purpose of the narratives, because one could argue that 
a holy war waged to punish the Greeks had been successful, whereas invoking 
Jerusalem just drew attention to the continued plight of the holy city. Discuss-
ing the conquest of Constantinople also gave the authors an opportunity to 
weigh the sinful Greeks against the pious Venetians, one gens against another. 
Th e “Translatio Symonensis” follows the model of the “Translatio Marci,” 
beginning with a general characterization of the Venetians as a pious and 
good people. However, it does not particularly castigate the Greeks as a peo-
ple, only blaming the “kingdom of the Greeks,” as noted above. Th e “Transla-
tio Pauli” praises all of the Venetians who enter the text in some detail and 
contains a general criticism of the Greek race at the very beginning. It states, 
“Th e Greek people, who ruled over the Empire of Constantinople, were despised 
and loathed by nearly all people who were in both the secular and spiritual 
worlds.”

Both texts elevate the Venetians, denigrate the Greeks, present the con-
quest of Constantinople as divinely ordained, and claim that the conquest was 
the entire point of the crusade. Each then focuses on a single relic. Th rough 
the theft  of that relic, the author shift s the reader’s attention from Constan-
tinople to Venice and argues that the saint wished to leave the fallen city 
and take up residence in the glorious city on the Rialto. Both authors tie the 
 thirteenth-century theft s to earlier relic theft s by mimicking the narrative 
structure of a preexisting translatio and by making explicit references to Ven-
ice’s sacred past. Appropriating items of value from Byzantium and the East 
was a long-standing, venerated tradition in Venice; war and the conquest of 
Constantinople allowed that tradition to take on new meaning.

Fragments and Perdita

Th e medieval chronicles, inscriptions, artwork, and summaries of translatio 
stories in later compositions, as well as the surviving material record— 
reliquaries and precious objects—allow one to tease out hints of a greater 
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discussion on the relics of 1204 in Venice. Th e most signifi cant lacuna in the 
Venetian hagiographical records on these relics pertains to Enrico Dandolo’s 
translation of relics. How did Venetians portray this aspect of their most 
famous doge? Aft er Ranieri Dandolo died fi ghting the Genoese in Crete in 
1208, Venice honored the family. Th omas Madden suggests that the ensuing 
permanent exemption from taxation was meant to reward both the fallen 
father, Enrico, and his son Ranieri. Contemporary Venetian sources praise 
Enrico fulsomely. In Constantinople, where, of course, many Venetians were 
in residence, Dandolo was laid to rest with great honor in what became a cha-
pel of the Venetians and perhaps was even celebrated by Hagia Sophia’s famous 
deesis mosaic. Did Venice also glorify Dandolo as the greatest translator of 
relics since the thieves in Alexandria, or at least since the bishop and prince 
claimed the relics of St. Nicholas? In 1205, how did Venice celebrate his role in 
the conquest of Constantinople? Specifi cally, does the tradition of Dandolo 
as relic translator, documented in the fourteenth century, extend back to the 
early thirteenth century? According to that tradition, Dandolo sent more 
sacred items back to Venice than any other person in its history. And yet no 
contemporary translatio exists.

One can gain some sense of the local traditions surrounding Dandolo 
through the Venetian chronicles. In ways that echo the arguments built into the 
translatio narratives, the chroniclers of Venice used the writing of history as a 
tool to justify their particular political viewpoints and to argue for Venetian 
superiority. In the Chronica per extensum descripta, Andrea Dandolo wrote,

Th e princes came upon hidden relics of saints . . . and the doge [Enrico 
Dandolo] obtained a marvelous cross laden with gold, which Constan-
tine had carried in battle aft er the intervention of his mother, and the 
miraculous blood of Jesus Christ in an ampoule, and the arm of Saint 
George the martyr, with part of the head of Saint John the Baptist. Th e 
doge sent them to Venice and ordered them to be placed in his chapel. 
. . . Similarly, the bodies of Saints Agatha and Lucy, virgins, which Basi-
leus and Augustus Constantine had ordered brought from Sicily to 
Constantinople, were discovered. Th e doge obtained the body of Saint 
Lucy for Venice, and sent it to the monastery of Saint George, where, 
dedicated in his name, it was deposited. Th e body of the blessed Agatha 
the Sicilian was relinquished to certain other pilgrims.
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Th e phrase sanctorum occultatas reliquias tamdem inveniunt evokes the lan-
guage of furta sacra, inventio, and translatio. It makes Dandolo the human 
agent of divine will behind the translation of relics. Given Venetian cultural 
history, the passage is suggestive of a lost translatio tradition. Another passage 
in the Chronica mentions the acquisition of gems and pearls for the altar table 
of San Marco by Angelo Faledro, a procurator of San Marco, in 1207. Further 
entries describe, briefl y, the acquisition of St. Simon the Prophet; the body of 
St. Helen (allegedly), taken to Venice by a canon in 1211; and the relics of St. 
John the Martyr (1214), St. Paul the Martyr (1222), St. Paul the First Hermit 
(1239), St. Th eodore the Martyr (1257), and St. Barbara (1258). In cases where 
we have extant translatio narratives or other contemporary documentation to 
compare to Andrea Dandolo’s work, his chronicle is largely reliable, if abbrevi-
ated. He includes no details disproved by more complete sources, but he oft en 
omits information that is preserved elsewhere. For example, Dandolo names 
only two of the seven thieves from St. Simon’s parish. Out of all the people 
discussed in the “Translatio Pauli,” the chronicler only mentions the podestà 
Marino Storlato and Abbot Paul of the San Giorgio Maggiore, the two highest-
ranking fi gures. Whether these omissions signify Dandolo’s ignorance or his 
attempts at summary is unclear.

Two abbreviated chapters from a vast fourteenth-century legendary—a 
collection of saints’ lives and miracles associated with their relics—by the 
Venetian Dominican Pietro Calò provide further examples of communal rat-
ifi cation and clerical memorialization of relic translation. Calò’s legendary 
contains more than 850 entries (standard editions of Th e Golden Legend, in 
comparison, tended to contain fewer than 200), many of them pertaining to 
specifi c hagiographies from the Veneto and Venice itself. He was an abbre-
viator of local legends, but not a merger. Simon Tugwell argues that Calò “does 
not generally attempt to merge his sources, he prefers to respect their separate 
existence and he probably used them successively rather than simultane-
ously.” If this is correct, the friar’s “Translation of St. John the Martyr” and 
“Translation of Santa Barbara” both refl ect perdita in our record of relic 
memorialization in post-1204 Venice. Calò’s “Translation of St. John the Mar-
tyr,” though abbreviated, applies the narrative structure of the “Translatio 
Pauli” (itself patterned aft er St. Stephen’s translatio) to this later event.

According to the friar, the Monastery of San Daniele received the Monas-
tery of the Psychosostria as a gift  from the brothers Marco and Martino 
Zorzi. Prior Robaldus traveled to Constantinople in 1214 in order to take 
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possession of it, and while there saw a large throng gathering at the church of 
the Th eotokos. He heard that people were coming to venerate the relics of St. 
John the Martyr (also called “of Alexandria” or “the almsgiver”). Deciding to 
steal it, Robaldus took a monk, a priest, and a Greek servant, and “led by the 
zeal for God” they broke into the church through a window. Th ey took the 
saint’s body and left  via the same window. Th ey wrapped the body in “clean 
muslin,” hid it in Robaldus’s new monastery, and subsequently shipped it off  
to Venice inside a casket without insignia, so that the sailors would not inter-
fere. “Th us,” we are told, “it was conveyed to Venice and deposited in the mon-
astery of San Daniele.” Here is another case of a monk who, having acquired 
new ecclesiastical territory in Constantinople, used his position to enrich the 
relic treasury of his home church. Although the secular elite were not explic-
itly involved with the theft , Robaldus did travel to Constantinople to meet 
with the Zorzi brothers, who had donated the site. Just as with St. Paul’s relics, 
the prior who acquired the corpse did not travel back to Venice with it, but 
attempted to ship it incognito.

Calò’s text begins with a compressed account of the Fourth Crusade that 
focuses on the conversion of the Greek church to Latin worship as the key 
rationale. It concludes with a compressed account of a sea voyage. In terms of 
the raw narrative structure, the story closely mimics the form of the “Transla-
tio Pauli.” One can imagine the contours of a fuller translatio fi lled with 
digressions and high drama, now tragically lost, and from there wade into the 
hazardous waters of conjecture, imagining a fuller corpus of Fourth Crusade 
Venetian translatio narratives. If, in fact, a Venetian canon did bring the body 
(or a fragment of the body, more likely) of St. Helen to Venice, this event that 
Andrea Dandolo disposes of with a few terse lines would have provided 
another opportunity for the construction of such a translatio. Although 
detailed records of this translation do not exist, a cross “of St. Helen” survives 
in the treasury of San Marco. Th is relic of the True Cross once belonged to the 
empress who converted Constantine and recovered the entire True Cross at 
Jerusalem. Th e Venetian fragment fi gured prominently in local political ico-
nography during the mid-thirteenth century.

A single manuscript preserved in the Marciana Library in Venice contains 
a fragmentary account of the translation of St. Lucia to Venice. Its prove-
nance is uncertain; the manuscript is from the sixteenth century and the story 
is heavily abbreviated. Given that it mentions the relic’s translation from the 
Monastery of San Giorgio Maggiore to a new church dedicated to St. Lucia in 
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1280, the original source was not contemporary with the Fourth Crusade. 
Th e narrative names Enrico Dandolo, Baldwin of Flanders, and Boniface of 
Montferrat and omits any mention of the crusade for the Holy Land or the 
three Alexii. Instead, the text simply states that the Latins took Constanti-
nople, named Baldwin emperor, and divided up the spoils. Venice received 
“half the city,” and the Venetian citizens who lived there were oft en called 
“Venetians in name only.” Th e text then rehearses the history of the relic of 
St. Lucia and how it came to Constantinople, where the Latins found it, and 
states that Baldwin gave it to Venice. Th e story concludes with a brief sum-
mary of the decision to build a church for St. Lucia in 1280. Th is manuscript 
therefore off ers little of interest, other than noting that Baldwin himself gave 
the relic to Venice.

Th e immediate and continued veneration of St. Lucia serves as a fi nal piece 
of evidence for the importance that the Venetians immediately ascribed to the 
new relics from Constantinople. Of all the relics translated to Venice aft er 1204 
for which there was not already an indigenous cult, the veneration of St. Lucia 
seems to have found the most traction in Venetian society. Every source men-
tions the relic’s multiple translations and takes pride in the fact that Venice 
became her fi nal resting place. Lucia died in Sicily, and a Byzantine emperor 
claimed her corpse as plunder for Constantinople while fi ghting the Muslims. 
Th en the Latins who overthrew Byzantium took the body, and Enrico Dandolo 
sent it home (meaning back to Italy, where she had lived). Th e chain of trans-
mission from the emperor’s recovery to the doge’s decision would have been 
clear to all. A Venetian could make the connection between the fi rst translation 
of the saint—taken from Italy to Greece during a war between (Greek) Chris-
tians and Muslims—and the second. In the second, the relic returned to Italy 
as a result of a crusade, even though no Muslims were involved.

Furthermore, St. Lucia became the most important female saint in Venice. 
According to Gino Damerini, visitations to her shrine became an important 
part of regular religious practice within the city and the region—a practice 
that would culminate with a great festival on her holy day, December 13. 
Because she was housed on the island of San Giorgio Maggiore, many Vene-
tians would sail the short distance from San Marco to the island en masse. 
Alas, in 1279, a winter storm suddenly blew in during the mini-pilgrimage 
across the canal of San Marco (where the mouth of the Grand Canal meets the 
lagoon). It capsized many boats and caused a number of would-be celebrants 
to drown. In 1280, to forestall a similar tragedy, St. Lucia was given her own 
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church connected to the convent of the Annunciation in Cannaregio, in part 
because there was some fear that the storm was a result of her anger at being 
housed with so many other saints. As a pamphlet from 1617 records, this was 
her third translation. D. Giorgio Polacco, the author, wrote Della triplicata 
traslazione del corpo della gloriosa Vergine, & martire S. Lucia in order to cel-
ebrate the renaming of the Chiesa D’Annuciata as the Chiesa di Santa Lucia.

In the initial aft ermath of the Fourth Crusade, the stories and veneration of 
the relics of 1204 quickly proved important to Venice. Th e Venetians, particu-
larly the conservative oligarchy who had weathered so many crises in the pre-
vious generation, were trying to fi gure out how best to maintain a prosperous 
course in an uncertain future. Th e authors of the translatio narratives sought 
to fi nd a greater meaning for Venice in the translation of relics and did so by 
invoking the local traditions of memorializing relic theft  that had already come 
to defi ne the Venetian sacred landscape. As the century continued, however, 
the relics of 1204 provided material for the creation of new stories, new myths, 
new rituals, and new claims about Venetian destiny. Th us, the reinvocation of 
translatio that resulted from the Fourth Crusade permeated Venetian society. 
Translatio became the hermeneutic used not only to interpret the past but also 
to seize new meaning for Venice. To some extent, all of the ways in which Vene-
tians would invoke translatio—whether with regard to the relics of 1204, or 
to St. Mark, St. Nicholas, and St. Stephen, or to the more abstract translatio 
imperii—stemmed from the actual translation of relics and other material 
remnants of conquest in the aft ermath of the Fourth Crusade.
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On January 13, 1231, a fi re ripped through the treasury of San Marco. It burned 
for almost a day, feeding on the wood of the inner sanctum. Th e fi re should 
have reduced everything to ash. But, according to a letter sent by Doge Ranieri 
Zeno (r. 1253–68) to the pope in 1265, three relics survived: a piece of the True 
Cross, an ampoule containing the blood of Christ, and the skull of St. John the 
Baptist, which had been in a wooden box. Considered a miracle, the alleged 
survival of these relics inspired Zeno to create a new feast day in its honor. He 
also sent various friars and state ambassadors to Rome along with the letter 
describing the miracle in order to gain papal recognition. Assuming that the 
miracle would be recognized (it ultimately was not), the friars planned to 
spread the word of it in their sermons.

Th e thirty-four-year gap between the fi re and the letter demonstrates the 
challenge in determining when, exactly, Venetians began using relics to bol-
ster the myth of Venice. Does this episode refl ect innovation in the 1260s, or is 
it just the earliest evidence for an ongoing celebration of a miracle? Th e move 
to widely promote the miracle certainly refl ects change. Zeno reigned as the 
Latin Empire collapsed and Venice faced threats from a resurgent Byzantium 
and Genoa. He employed religious symbols connected to the crusades in order 
to boost locale morale, insult Genoa, support Venetian claims to regional dom-
inance, connect traditions of militant Christianity to Venice’s battles, and pro-
mote the power of his state. He, along with the artists and authors he patronized, 
created new legends, modifi ed old ones, and did everything he could to fi ght 
Venice’s enemies conceptually, even as he fought them militarily and economi-

6
Translatio and the Myth of Venice
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cally. Th e chronicler Martin da Canal, who began writing toward the end of 
Zeno’s life, off ers the earliest evidence for many new myths and modes of 
Venetian self-representation. Over the following century, historians, artists, 
and civic leaders replicated and expanded upon these myths. During this for-
mative period, the Piazza San Marco was paved and the famous bronze quad-
riga took its august position on San Marco. Th e piazza became an imperial 
setting for state rituals. Venice began to transform from a city with wooden 
houses, grass, animals, dirt paths serving as back alleys for the canals, multi-
ple shipbuilders, and decentralized economic activity to the centralized, rig-
idly stratifi ed city of stone streets, great palazzi, the Arsenale, and the market 
at the Rialto.

Translatio and the relics of 1204 became central to this cultural transfor-
mation. Th is chapter traces the cultural aft ermath of the Venetian hagiogra-
phies of the Fourth Crusade from the 1230s to the last centuries of the Middle 
Ages. It extends the analysis to visual fi elds in which spolia and references to 
looted relics emerge as particularly important. Th e key distinction between 
earlier and later mythography lies in the narrative relationship to time, as 
mythographers transitioned from constructions of translatio imperii to reno-
vatio imperii. Th e former tracks the shift  in power from the East to Venice. 
Th e latter claims that Venice had always, at least in the eyes of God, possessed 
imperial grandeur. In both cases, the movement of sacred and other material 
objects functioned as a signifi er for the transformation of culture.

Before 1261

Th e types of activities and narrative interpretations of activities from the 
immediate postcrusade environment seem to have continued from the 1230s 
to the 1260s. In 1258, according to Pietro Calò, a Venetian merchant named 
Raphael Basilius acquired the relics of St. Barbara from Brother Simon, the 
prior of the monastery where they had been kept. Having a “secret wish” to 
send the relics to Venice, Simon and Raphael eff ected the translation. Calò’s 
account is devoid of all the details one might wish to know about the transla-
tion, but as before one can perceive the existence of a pattern that followed the 
“Translatio Stephani” and the “Translatio Pauli”: a Venetian monk in Con-
stantinople allied with a Venetian merchant in Constantinople in order to 
translate a Constantinopolitan relic back home.
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In 1240, Iacobo Lantzlo, yet another Venetian merchant, worked with Peter, 
the abbot of Santa Maria Pervilepsi, to acquire the relics of St. Paul the Hermit 
for the church of San Giuliano in Venice. We have two fragmentary texts from 
St. Julian. One is a translatio of uncertain origin. It briefl y mentions the fi rst 
translation of St. Paul’s relics to Constantinople by Emperor Manuel Comne-
nus in 1169. Th en the text describes Lantzlo sailing to Constantinople to acquire 
the relic, his receipt of the item and verifying documentation from Abbot 
Peter, and his return to Venice. Th ere, everyone rejoices and worships the saint 
appropriately. Although the translatio is preserved only in a Renaissance copy, 
a liturgical reading from San Giuliano also survives. Someone from the church 
wrote it for use on November 14, St. Paul’s day of translation. It recounts the 
same story, from Manuel to Lanzio (Lantzlo) to the installation at San Giuliano.

In 1257, a Venetian noble named Jacobo Dauro acquired the body of St. 
Th eodore in Mesembria aft er defeating the Vlachs. According to an anony-
mous translatio, Dauro led an army against enemies of both Constantinople 
and the faith, defeated them, and claimed the relic as a trophy. He took it to a 
Venetian church in Constantinople, and Marco Dauro, a relative (consanguin-
eus eiusdem Iacobi), carried it to Venice a decade later. Th e relic was subse-
quently kept in the church of San Nicoló on the Lido. In this text, therefore, a 
noble family continued the Venetian tradition of serving the state militarily 
and claiming relics for the city in the process. Th is translatio includes several 
post-translation miracula. Th e fi rst is “a miracle during a tempest at sea by St. 
Th eodore,” and it follows, albeit in compressed form, exactly the same pattern 
as the “Translatio Pauli.” According to the account, near Ithaca and Kefalonia 
in the Ionian Sea, in the precise spot where St. Paul the New Martyr saved the 
ship in the legend from 1222, St. Th eodore protected the sailors carrying his 
relics from a storm. Th e men, who were desperate and afraid, begged the saint 
for protection, showed him all due reverence, and rejoiced in the tranquil seas 
that he brought as a result of their prayers. His second miracle was likewise 
maritime in nature, as he saved a boy who fell overboard. He also, we are told, 
healed many people at his shrine in Venice. Th is was a saint whose miracles 
followed in the previously established Venetian tradition and whose relics had 
been taken as the spoils of war. In fact, Byzantium had installed St. Th eodore 
as Venice’s fi rst patron saint when the city was established as a colony, although 
the Venetians muted the response to the arrival of his relics in 1267. As before, 
in order to avoid threatening the preeminence of St. Mark, Venice’s clerics sent 
St. Th eodore’s relics to the church of San Salvatore. Moreover, the images of St. 
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Th eodore from the thirteenth century and earlier in Venice all emphasize his 
role as a martyr, not as a warrior saint. He rarely appears alone, but is usually 
grouped with other saints and martyrs, especially St. George. It was not until 
1329 that the Venetians set up an armed and armored statue of St. Th eodore 
next to the winged lion on the columns of the Piazzetta San Marco.

Two other military saints featured in a set of relief icons neatly illustrate a 
mode of visual commemoration of translatio and spoliation. At some point 
between 1230 and 1267, six relief icons were placed on the west facade of San 
Marco. Two of them, a relief of Heracles and one of St. Demetrios, were spoils 
of the Fourth Crusade. Inspired by the plunder, a single artist or workshop 
likely made three of the others—another Heracles, a relief of St. George, and a 
relief of the Virgin. As he worked, the artist’s craft  evolved from mere copying 
of the Byzantine pieces toward the genesis of an independent Venetian style 
reminiscent of Greek antecedents (fi gs. 2–5).

One could take the creation of these reliefs as a metaphor for the develop-
ment of post-1204 Venice in general, but there is a more specifi c detail perti-
nent to the discussion of the letter with which this chapter began and a related 
artwork, another relief plaque, discussed below. Th e two warrior saints, Deme-
trios and George, take pride of place in the middle of the set and control the 
program of the interlinked icons. Th e production of this set suggests a new 
focus on placing Byzantine models into a Venetian program, as inspired by 
the acquisition of tangible Greek objects. St. Demetrios had been the most 
widely venerated warrior saint of the Greek empire and is oft en shown in the 
folding chair of the “Strategos,” or Byzantine general. Of particular interest is 
the Greek myth that John the Vlach, the fi rst great enemy of the Latin Empire, 
died in his tent while besieging the Greek city of Th essalonica (Salonica), 
presumably of some illness. Th essalonica possessed the primary pilgrimage 
shrine to St. Demetrios’s relics, held in a tomb in the city. A legend quickly 
developed that the warrior saint had ridden out from his tomb and lanced the 
Vlach king. Th e legend appears in many thirteenth-century Greek histories, 
as well as in the chronicle of Robert of Clari. One can assume, therefore, that 
the Venetians knew of it. Clari writes, “Now there lay in this city the body of 
my lord St. Demetrios, who would never suff er his city to be taken by force. 
And there fl owed from this holy body such great quantities of oil that it was a 
fair marvel. And it came to pass, as John the Vlach was lying one morning in 
his tent, that my lord St. Demetrios came and struck him with a lance through 
the body and slew him.” St. Demetrios thus had particular importance in the 
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Fig. 3  Marble relief of St. George. San 
Marco, Venice. 165.5 × 94 cm. Photo: 
Cameraphoto Arte, Venice / Art 
Resource, N.Y. 

Fig. 5  Marble relief of Heracles and the 
 Lernaean Hydra. San Marco, Venice. 174.2 × 
93.5 cm. Photo: Scala / Art Resource, N.Y.

Fig. 2  Marble relief of St. Demetrios. San 
Marco, Venice. 166 × 99 cm. Photo: Camera-
photo Arte, Venice / Art Resource, N.Y.

Fig. 4  Marble relief of Heracles and 
the Erymanthian boar. San Marco, 
Venice. 159 × 88 cm. Photo: Camera-
photo Arte, Venice / Art Resource, N.Y.
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world of the new Latin Empire. John the Vlach had captured Baldwin of Flan-
ders, who died in captivity. Enrico Dandolo had died upon returning from the 
disaster at Adrianople, during which John trounced the crusaders. John’s 
death, recounted here as a miracle, spared the empire from further trauma.

St. Demetrios’s ancient Byzantine pedigree was bolstered by this recent 
miracle story of relevance to the Venetians. Th e cult of St. George, on the other 
hand, had long been part of life in Venice, as evidenced by the principle mon-
astery’s dedication to San Giorgio Maggiore. Enrico Dandolo had acquired an 
arm reliquary of St. George in Constantinople, about which more will be said 
below. Th e saint’s “other” arm had fi gured prominently as a powerful relic 
during the First Crusade and had been translated to the West. St. George had 
thus operated as a patron of holy military activity for the Latins in the East 
since the beginning of the crusades, a signifi cance that would not have been 
lost on the relic-savvy Venetians. Now, Venice appropriated both Demetrios 
and George. Otto Demus writes, “Demetrios and George were, for Venice as 
well as for Byzantium, a pair of Dioscuri, of heavenly twins. Having found a 
relief of St. Demetrios in the booty from Constantinople, the Venetians would, 
almost as a matter of course, link the Warrior Saint with their own protector, 
St. George. . . . Demetrios and George were, then, important tutelary saints, 
holy protectors of the doge and the state.” Th e six relief icons functioned as an 
apotropaic set, with the Virgin and Angel unusually relegated to the edges so 
that the military fi gures could dominate.

Heracles, clad in a lion skin and thus associated with the lion of St. Mark, 
played a multilayered iconographic role. He at once represented classical 
Rome and the abstract concept of virtus. As the half-human son of the god 
Jupiter, Heracles could be seen as prefi guring the coming of Christ. Th e icon 
looted from Constantinople displays Heracles carrying the Erymanthian 
boar—a fi erce creature that Eurystheus had ordered the hero to bring back 
alive for his fourth labor. Th e Venetian artist, in making his own version, 
chose to display Heracles trampling the Lernaean Hydra. A hydra, viewed as a 
serpent, can represent Christ’s victory over evil. For a Venetian, Heracles’s 
name could also refer to the city of Eraclea, the fi rst site of political power on 
the Venetian lagoon and the city that crowned the fi rst doge. Th is is a com-
pelling interpretation, since it would enable a reading of the reliefs as an invo-
cation of both Romes, Venice’s local history, and Venetian hopes for the future. 
Whereas St. George is shown sitting, sword bare, ready to leap out of his gen-
eral’s chair and engage the enemies of Christ (or of Venice), Heracles tramples 
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a draconian creature. Th e classical Greek demigod, made by the same Vene-
tian artist who produced the sitting saint, invokes the story of George and the 
dragon that would become so popular in the following decades.

Within these icons are all the themes of thirteenth-century Venetian cul-
tural development: Christian militarism from the East and the West in St. 
Demetrios and St. George, the celebration of local origins and the protection 
of St. Mark, and the appropriation of the glory of three diff erent Roman 
empires—classical pagan, Constantine’s Christian empire, and the recently 
fallen Byzantium. Th e acquisition, or translation, of two Greek icons became 
the enabler of new mythmaking.

Th e Doge and the Chronicler: 
Ranieri Zeno and Martin da Canal

Venetians continued to acquire relics long aft er the conquest, and Ranieri 
Zeno and his mythmakers continually found new ways to use the spoils of 
1204 to justify Venetian aspirations for both internal and external audiences. 
Debra Pincus has linked Zeno’s letter to a relief plaque that still hangs in the 
hallway between San Marco and the Palazzo Ducale (fi g. 6). Th e letter, the 
plaque, and the commissioning of public preaching worked collectively as a 
mythographic response by Zeno to new external threats. Th ese actions com-
bined in a single episode of shrewd “propagandizing of relics,” in ways that 
extend beyond the more subtle messaging of the external relief icons.

Th e plaque dominates the hallway through which the doge and his court 
would have passed on their way to all-important ceremonial occasions in the 
church. It depicts fi ve relics, each of which had a specifi c purpose. Th ree of 
them are the relics saved from the fi re in San Marco. Four were later listed by 
Andrea Dandolo as having been sent specifi cally to Venice by Enrico Dan-
dolo. Th e reliquary at the center contains the blood of Christ. On either side 
are two crosses, one of which belonged to the Empress Irene Doukas (1066–
1123); the other served as the coronation cross of Henry of Flanders. According 
to Venetian tradition, Henry employed a relic of the True Cross once carried 
by Constantine and then gave it, in a new gold reliquary, to Dandolo, who 
sent it to Venice. Th e two lesser relics are the arm of St. George and the 
head of St. John the Baptist. All fi ve relics point to a new stage in representa-
tions of Venetian glory.
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Th e designer of the plaque chose the relics carefully. Although Christologi-
cal relics never dominated in Venice as they did in other Italian cities in the 
twelft h and thirteenth centuries, the Holy Blood did have a connection to 
the doge. Pincus notes that the corruccio, a special red woolen robe worn 
by the doge during Holy Week, represented Christ’s blood. Th e crosses not 
only refer to the crucifi xion, of course, but “have an additional overlay as ruler 
reliquaries with impeccable pedigrees, and moreover ruler reliquaries signify-
ing imperial power.” Irene ruled as the Byzantine empress before abdicating 
in 1118. She, Alexius I, and her son John II probably all appeared on the Pala 
d’Oro in the 1260s, although their images are now covered by a dedicatory 
plaque installed by Andrea Dandolo. Since Venice’s commercial greatness 
came as a result of its citizens’ military and economic dealings with Alexius I, 
a cross associated with Irene might well have served as an imperial relic for the 
doge. Th e cross of Henry of Flanders and allegedly of Constantine off ered an 
even more potent symbol for the merger of eastern and western imperial tra-
ditions in the form of the Latin Empire of Constantinople. By the 1260s, with 
the Latin Empire fallen, Venice was claiming that legacy for itself. Th e relics of 

Fig. 6  Marble relief of relics from the treasury of San Marco. Corridor to Palazzo 
Ducale, Venice. Photo: author.
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St. George and the Baptist point more toward Venice’s rivalry with Genoa 
than to the former city’s claims of imperial prominence. Both saints fi gured 
prominently in Genoese iconography. Genoa had acquired the relics of the 
Baptist in 1098 or 1099 and made the veneration of those relics the centerpiece 
of its sacral calendar. St. George protected the Genoese in military matters. 
Since Latin Christians viewed him as the “commander of Christ’s armies,” he 
provided a particularly potent symbol of militant Christendom. According to 
legend, he interceded to aid the crusaders during the First Crusade, and thus, 
by 1242, the Genoese were bearing the stendardo di San Giorgio in their war 
against the Pisans. Th e chief offi  cials of the city would donate golden spheres 
to the two saints’ altars on their feast days, singling them out and connecting 
them ritually. If Venice’s chosen saints were Mark and Nicholas, then Genoa’s 
were George the aggressor and John the Baptist the defender. In the 1260s 
and 1270s, at the same time that Venice was asserting its claims over the relics 
of St. George and the Baptist, the Genoese cleric Jacopo da Voragine was pop-
ularizing the story of St. George and the dragon and glorifying Genoa’s pos-
session of the two major relics. He also wrote a chronicle of the city and a 
translatio about the Baptist’s relics.

Th e 1260s was a rough decade for Venice. Although it had defeated Genoa 
at Acre in 1258, the loss propelled Genoa into an alliance with the Palaiologoi. 
On July 10, 1261, Michael VIII Palaiologos and the Genoese signed the Treaty 
of Nymphaion, agreeing to a “permanent” alliance of Byzantium and Genoa 
against the Venetians. Over the next two centuries, Genoa and Venice fought 
over Byzantium, drew Byzantium unprofi tably into their other confl icts, and 
made dominance over Byzantine trade their most important goal. As Donald 
Nicol states, “Aft er 1261, the trade and economy of Byzantium was to be at the 
mercy of not one Italian republic, but of two.” Nicol generally views the Ital-
ians as predatory; in the long run, intra-Italian confl ict was unhealthy for Byz-
antine stability. In the short term, however, the alliance benefi ted Michael 
Palaiologos greatly. He recaptured Constantinople. Th e Genoese created their 
colony at Pera. Th e Venetians, meanwhile, suff ered both loss of life and terri-
tory. In this context, it is no wonder that Ranieri Zeno sought to undermine 
Genoese sacral power, even as the Venetians fought Genoa in other ways.

At the same time that Genoa and the Palaiologoi were threatening Venice, 
the fall of Latin Constantinople created an opportunity for Venetians inter-
ested in enhancing their city’s imperial stature. Th e last Latin emperor fl ed on 
a Venetian ship, and Venice did not recognize Michael as a valid emperor until 
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1267, when the two sides reached an accommodation. Venice never gave up 
its claim to three-eighths of Romania. Th us, when Zeno sent his emissaries to 
Rome and likely commissioned the relief plaque, Venice recognized no legiti-
mate eastern emperor with whom it might compete or whom it worried about 
off ending. Th e door was open for Venice.

Th e door, however, was also open for Michael Palaiologos to reassert his 
status as a “new Constantine.” Translatio imperii, as a concept, had long 
been part of Byzantine society. Constantine’s transfer of the Roman capital 
to Constantinople was arguably the most tangible imperial translation, and 
 thirteenth-century Byzantines expressed pride in their Roman heritage in their 
iconography, art, and diplomacy. Greek writers referred, pejoratively, to the 
pope as the ruler of “old Rome,” as opposed to the “new Rome” in which they 
now lived.

Th ese grave confl icts between the powers of the Mediterranean provided 
the context in which Zeno commissioned the plaque and wrote the letter to 
Rome. Th ese actions were designed to promote Venetian imperial aspirations 
while undercutting Genoa’s special relationship with its patron saints. Th e 
head of St. John the Baptist, because of its biblical prominence, in some ways 
trumped Genoa’s possession of the saint’s ashes. As Pincus says, “In announc-
ing its possession of the head of the Baptist, Venice would seem to be outbid-
ding the power conferred on Genoa by its own patron saint.” St. George, the 
soldier, off ered a link to imperial military Christendom. Th e arm of a soldier 
is a particularly potent symbol; St. George’s arm gave Venice a claim to the 
saint’s strength.

Zeno wrote his letter to the pope in 1265. By 1267, circumstances had 
changed, and Emperor Michael and Venice found a common foe in Charles of 
Anjou. Th e Greek ruler feared that Charles would ally with Venice against 
Genoa and Constantinople. Venice would never peacefully accept being closed 
out of the Eastern market that had so long sustained its economy, and thus 
could have made common cause with the Angevins. Charles, however, was 
threatening Venice’s Adriatic dominance, so the city’s leaders were more than 
willing to discuss an alliance with Michael. In 1267, therefore, Michael and 
Venice came to terms. Th e emperor reopened Constantinople to the Venetians 
and commerce resumed. Settling into a simmering confl ict rather than open 
hostilities, Genoa and Venice maintained a “fragile equilibrium” until 1291. 
When the Mamluks closed the ports of the Levant to Italian merchants, Med-
iterranean commerce no longer provided the means for either city to triumph, 
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and war began anew. Th e two cities would battle, off  and on, for the next 
century.

In scale, novelty, and audacity, Zeno’s claims about Venice diff ered from 
those of the Fourth Crusade translatio texts. Aft er the Fourth Crusade, Venice 
built on its long-standing traditions to enhance its current position. However, 
when the Latin Empire fell, Venice made claims about its heritage and legacy 
more directly. Enrico Dandolo had taken the relics of St. George and the Bap-
tist, but it was Zeno who promoted their presence to a broader European audi-
ence. Th is was something entirely new, though it did not indicate a full break 
with the past. In Zeno’s letter to Rome, aft er listing all the relics that would be 
commemorated on the new holiday, the scribe notes that “Jesus himself wished 
[the relics] to be collected in the city of Venice with the body of the blessed 
Mark, his Evangelist.” By seeking a papal blessing, Venice protected itself 
from charges (from Genoese clerics, for example) of impropriety concerning 
the relics’ acquisition. Furthermore, the above quote explicitly links the early 
pious theft  of St. Mark’s body to the more recent translations eff ected by Dan-
dolo. Zeno thus drew a neat line from the origins of the Venetian church to the 
ritual he wanted to create. He sought continuity with the past even while cre-
ating a new iconography for imperial Venice.

Ranieri Zeno would do much to promote Venice’s greatness, but many 
secular and clerical citizens joined him in the eff ort. As the centuries contin-
ued, Venetians kept acquiring relics from the East and telling their stories in 
the same manner. Th e enemies from whom the relics needed protection 
changed—Muslims, Greeks, Vlachs, and fi nally Turks—but the translatio 
narratives, in structure if not in detail, remained constant.

“New Wine in Old Bottles”: 
Translatio and Rewriting the Past

Although thirty-four years had elapsed since the fi re of 1231 inside the treasury 
of San Marco, Zeno made it clear to the pope that he was requesting recogni-
tion of a new ritual of celebration for the survival of the relics. From 1230 to 
1261, Venetians claimed new relics from the declining and then collapsing 
Latin Empire. Th e maker of the new relief sculptures created a new style with 
a new message. In each case, Venetians—the clerics, the doge, his supporters, 
the soldiers who acquired relics, the artist—followed preexisting traditions in 
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their actions and used those traditions to strengthen their claims. Th ey never 
pretended that their creations were ancient. Venetians gloried in the foreign 
legacy of their plunder. Th at a relic had been just recently taken from Constan-
tinople, or once taken from Alexandria, was not a source of shame. Instead, the 
foreign origin made that item more important. Venice’s possession of a storied 
piece from a once-potent realm signifi ed the translation of some of that old 
site’s power to the lagoon.

During the latter half of thirteenth century and moving into the four-
teenth, however, a new rhetoric evolved in addition to the local Marcian leg-
end and elaborations on Venice’s past. Th e chroniclers, artists, and politicians 
who invoked and depicted these new traditions all insisted that they had been 
in existence for generations, sometimes since the birth of Venice. Th is rewrit-
ing of the past oft en still depended on episodes of translatio, but the argument 
that emerged was diff erent: instead of recently acquiring the right to rule from 
Constantinople, Venice had always had that right. Venetians then created 
“traditions” to justify this audacious stance.

Translatio provided the means to develop material symbols in support of 
such re-creations. For example, the civic ritual of the sposalizio del mar 
became linked to a fabricated myth based around a series of translated items 
with sacral implications (gift s, rather than loot or stolen items). Th e doges and 
people of Venice had given formal annual thanks to the sea since at least 
around 1000. Th is ritual had military overtones, because it commemorated 
Doge Pietro II Orseolo’s conquest of much of Dalmatia, a campaign that 
secured Venetian dominance of its local waters. Th e transition from an 
annual blessing to a formal marriage ceremony between the doge and the sea 
is harder to date. Th e fi rst concrete evidence, though, can be found in da 
Canal’s chronicle, dated to sometime in the 1260s. Whether da Canal was 
responding to ritual innovation or an ongoing practice that had developed 
sometime closer to 1204, it is clear that by the 1260s the ritual functioned as 
one means by which Venice claimed increased imperial status aft er the fall of 
the Latin Empire.

While the marriage did not specifi cally invoke Constantinopolitan relics 
or the Fourth Crusade, links to Venice’s relic history remain. Just as the author 
of the “Translatio Symonensis” gave thanks for the mirabilia in mari veniendo, 
the sposalizio ritual served simultaneously to give thanks and to assert domin-
ion. Th e gendered relationship between Venice and the sea proliferated through-
out the cultural productions of the city. Th e anonymous monk of the Lido 
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who composed the “Translatio Nicolai” names Venice as the daughter of St. 
Nicholas, patron saint of sailors. Images of Venus—naked, beautiful, and 
spawned from the sea—signify Venice in the art of the Serenissima. Renais-
sance artists sought other classical motifs, rendering Venice as Neptune’s city, 
for instance. Th e doge married the sea just off shore from the church of San 
Nicolò of the Lido. St. Nicholas served as Venice’s intercessor with the sea. Th e 
church had been built to house relics stolen by a doge’s son and a bishop—rel-
ics that the Venetians wanted badly enough to create the most improbable of 
their relic-theft  narratives (claiming that the Bariense accidentally stole Nich-
olas’s uncle, while the Venetians got the real item). Th e acquisition of St. Nich-
olas’s relics had provided Venice with a tangible symbol of the sea, and the 
creators of the sposalizio employed that symbol admirably.

Th e sposalizio off ers an early example of the new Venetian willingness to 
put “new wine in old bottles.” Th e new ritual obscured the history of Sensa 
festivities in preceding centuries. No clear decree or account of when or how 
the ritual started exists, although it must have been enacted deliberately and 
consciously; no one would have accidentally fl ung a ring into the water and 
proclaimed the sea to be his bride. But once Venetian mythographers began to 
reshape their rituals, an entirely new imperial iconography began to emerge. 
For example, the ring from the marriage rite became associated with the tri-
onfi , seven gift s presented by Pope Alexander III to Doge Sebastiano Ziani in 
the legend of the Peace of Venice.

Th is story is a rewriting of the famous peace treaty signed by Frederick 
Barbarossa and Pope Alexander III in 1177. Th e two rulers met in Venice, a 
useful neutral site, and both off ered minor useful privileges to the Venetians 
in thanks. But the legend tells a wildly fi ctionalized version of events leading 
up to the peace treaty, casting Venice as the savior of Italy, defender of the 
papacy, and recipient of august trophies of Venetian piety and might. Each of 
these gift s—a candle, lead seal, sword, ring, umbrella, banners, and trumpets—
possessed a specifi c meaning associated with imperial Christianity. One can read 
this story, which exists in poetry, prose, and multiple image cycles, as a form 
of translatio. Th e gift s provide permanent symbols of the momentary heroism 
and piety in 1177 and carry privileges forward into the “present” moment for 
each author or artist. Th e sacred items travel from the hands of the pope to the 
doge, and thus to the government, of Venice. Just as relic thieves received their 
bounty by expressing and demonstrating their unworthiness, piety, and char-
ity, Doge Ziani received his seven symbols because of his piety, humility, and 
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generosity toward Alexander. Th e Venetians, as a gens, receive praise for their 
piety. Th e umbrella, lead seal, banners, and trumpets function as both papal 
and imperial insignia. Th e ring is a link to the sea. Th e sword refl ects the “two 
swords” of the Gospel of Luke. Th e papal blade was given to Venice, accord-
ing to various fourteenth-century versions of the legend, because of the city’s 
commitment to justice. In the fourteenth century, the sword of justice had 
become a symbol of the crusades and papal militarism. Indeed, the military 
component of this story comes to operate as an imaginary political crusade. 
Venice stands as the imperial defender of the Roman papacy, which is fi ghting 
the Holy Roman emperor. Th e story of the trionfi  thus operates as a story of 
translatio imperii, with an imagined translation of key objects from Rome to 
Venice driving the transfer of empire.

Retroactive prophecy, by its nature, relates knowledge of the contempo-
rary in the voice of the past. We have seen the use of such prophecy in the 
“Translatio Pauli” already. By the late thirteenth century, retroactive prophe-
cies extended into the heart of the Venetian sense of self. To the local vita of St. 
Mark was added the praedestinatio, according to which the saint’s fi nal resting 
place was divinely ordained back in the fi rst century c.e. Th e titulus on a 
mosaic depicting the episode reads, “While he [St. Mark] was sailing across 
the area where the church of San Marco now stands, an angel announced that 
at a certain time aft er his death, his body would be interred here with great 
honor.” Th e acta of the relics in Venice were likewise transformed to fi t this 
new element of the story. When the church of San Marco was renovated in 
1094, the relics of San Marco were brought out of storage and ceremoniously 
reinstalled. By the era of da Canal, however, this event had been retold as a 
story of apparatio and miraculous inventio. In the story, the relics were lost, 
the leaders of the city prayed and processed, and a column miraculously 
opened to reveal the lost sacred items. Da Canal claims that Doge Zeno 
merely renewed the old festival of the apparatio—a fabrication. Th e chronicler 
is doing more than just pouring the wine of innovation into an old bottle; he 
has fabricated a new bottle that looks old.

How much of the transition in the mythmaking of Venice can be attributed 
to da Canal and Zeno is diffi  cult to assess. Th e chronicler oft en provides the 
earliest written record, but many earlier historical texts from Venice have 
been lost. Rather than an originator, da Canal’s Les estoires de Venise could be 
only the fi rst extant compilation of preexisting legends. Zeno, on the other 
hand, ruled during a diffi  cult time. He seems to have sought both off ensive 
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and defensive reinforcement in the power of myth and legend. Although he 
was operating in a culture in which translatio already had extraordinary 
power, he may have personally triggered the shift  in Venetian mythmaking 
from translatio imperii to renovatio imperii. Th e former celebrated the move-
ment of the empire from abroad to Venice, whereas the latter pretended that 
Venice had always been the imperial center of the Christian world.

Sources become more prevalent, or at least more survive, from the period 
aft er 1261. Historians of Venice in the late thirteenth and early fourteenth cen-
turies increasingly rewrote the city’s past. As they did so, the process begun by 
Zeno intensifi ed, and translatio gave way to an imaginary renovatio as the 
dominant mode of Venetian mythmaking. Presupposing a prior origin for the 
greatness acquired by Venice was no longer enough for the Venetians. Instead, 
Venetian chroniclers employed local traditions in constructing new and 
bolder claims. Th e Trojan origin myth for Venice crystallized in local chroni-
cle traditions, placing the founding of Venice by Antenor prior to Aeneas and 
Rome. Andrea Dandolo invented new privileges, allegedly given to Venice by 
Charlemagne, in order to solidify the city’s Western pedigree. A chronicle 
from 1292 contains a retroactive prophecy predicting the fall of Constantino-
ple in 1204. Th e author used the prophecy to fi nd meaning in an accidental 
conquest, turning the haphazard—as the conquest of Constantinople surely 
was—into a sign of predestined greatness. One can extract similar messages 
from the chronicles’ approach to all the confl icts and treaties with Byzantium, 
including the Fourth Crusade. Th e crusade infl uenced the historical pre-
sentation of other events. For example, when the Venetian chronicles describe 
the crusade of 1122–26, they emphasize that the soldiers were crusading 
against Islam, yet were forced to fi ght the heretical Greeks. Th us, they use this 
campaign to prefi gure the events of the Fourth Crusade. Like Andrea Dan-
dolo’s chronicle, many of these chronicles proudly list the relics taken from 
Constantinople.

Dandolo may have gone further than others by adding a relic theft  to the 
story of the 1122 campaign. His promotion of the cult of St. Isidore provides 
one fi nal example of how translatio remained important even as Venetians 
reconstructed their identity. According to the chronicle, documents on the 
celebration of the saint’s translation, and a full translatio narrative, Doge 
Domenico Michiel seized the relics of St. Isidore in 1125, while wintering on 
Chios. On the surface, this episode appears to provide a fourth archetypal 
translatio that one could group with the stories of Mark, Nicholas, and Ste-
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phen. But regarding Isidore, Demus writes, “Not much was made of the rel-
ics of St. Isidore, taken from Chios in 1125; it is even likely that they were kept 
hidden and were found again only under Andrea Dandolo (r. 1343–54), when 
they were exposed to public veneration in the newly built Cappella di S. Isidoro 
in San Marco.” Perhaps, but Venetians in the late thirteenth and fourteenth 
centuries constantly invented new stories and claimed that they were old sto-
ries. No records of St. Isidore’s translation or veneration prior to Dandolo’s 
reign exist. While Michiel perhaps did snatch the relics of St. Isidore, it seems 
just as likely that Dandolo felt that Michiel should have snatched the relics and 
so generated the appropriate myth.

Although St. Isidore’s main connection to Venice is that he came from 
Alexandria (St. Mark’s city) before being martyred on Chios, the island itself 
became newly relevant as of 1345, just when Dandolo began the design and 
construction of the chapel in San Marco. In 1204, Chios briefl y belonged to 
Venice. In the early fourteenth century, a Genoese adventurer, Benedetto Zac-
caria, established a brief lordship there. Local unrest forced his son, Martino 
Zaccaria, to fl ee from the island. Martino then asked the pope to let him use 
crusader forces to take it back. In 1344, around the time that Dandolo “redis-
covered” the relics of St. Isidore, Venice joined a new crusading eff ort aimed 
at Smyrna, just across the water from Chios. An illustrious Venetian admiral, 
Nicolà Pisani, traveled to Constantinople as part of Pope Clement VI’s eff orts 
to persuade Empress Anna of Savoy to let the fl eet use Chios as a naval base. 
According to papal records, this plan met with favorable reception in Con-
stantinople, but just then a Genoese privateer fl eet arrived in the area, declined 
to join the crusade, and instead reconquered Chios. Not long aft er, Empress 
Anna lost Constantinople to Emperor John VI.

John soon declared war on Genoa and lost, but the Genoese off ered peace 
terms in order to keep business running smoothly. Among the agreements, 
they promised to pay rent for Chios for the next ten years and then give it back. 
In 1350, however, Venice declared war on Genoa. Th roughout the subsequent 
battle in the Aegean, Chios remained a key holding for the Genoese and a 
prize most desired by John, who sided with the Venetians in order to regain 
the island and other lost territory. Th e Genoese won that round and ruled 
Chios until 1566.

At the very least, Dandolo promoted the story of St. Isidore’s relics anew. 
He endowed a chapel dedicated to St. Isidore and had it decorated with mosaics 
depicting a wartime relic theft . To Dandolo’s mind, any crusade against the 
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Greeks should include the taking of relics for Venice in order to enhance the 
sacred status of the city. If the legend of the Peace of Venice includes an imag-
inary crusade, then the story of St. Isidore off ers an imaginary relic theft .

One can fi nd other events and images that demonstrate the continued 
importance of pilfered relics to Venetian identity. Th e thirteenth-century 
mosaic cycle of the theft  of St. Mark on the facade of San Marco, now mostly 
destroyed, retold the story with contemporary Venetian dress and contem-
porary personalities. A Venetian purchased relics in Constantinople from an 
empress in 1359. One of these relics was a piece of the famous girdle of the 
Virgin, the most important relic stored in St. Mary Chalkoprateia—the same 
church where seven Venetians stole the relics of St. Simon the Prophet. As 
the Ottoman Turks extended their reach into the islands of the Aegean and 
Mediterranean, Venetians oft en claimed relics out of the endangered territo-
ries just ahead of the invasion. Th ey acquired, in the fi  fteenth century, the 
relics of St. Luke Stiroto, who they tried to claim was Luke the Evangelist. Th ey 
also acquired the relics of St. Athanasius of Constantinople (1230–1310), claim-
ing that he was the more famous St. Athanasius of Alexandria (296–373), and 
later the relics of St. Rocco. As late as 1617, Venice held a grand celebration of 
the relics in San Marco. Eyewitnesses recorded the items, relic by relic, as they 
were paraded from the treasury through the Piazza San Marco. Relics claimed 
from Constantinople during the Fourth Crusade dominated the fi rst and sec-
ond ranks (the relics were grouped into three ranks, by importance). Th us, the 
use of the relics of 1204 remained central to state ritual more than four centu-
ries aft er the city’s fall.

Conclusion

Several critical questions remain. Why did Venetians in Constantinople con-
tinue to steal relics and produce these narratives long aft er 1204? What do 
their actions tell us about Venetian faith and identity? More importantly, why 
did a society in the midst of political, economic, and cultural transformation 
turn to the relatively outmoded practice of relic theft  and the composition of 
translatio narratives? By the thirteenth century, Venice had long since left  Pat-
rick Geary’s world of furta sacra behind. And yet Venetians continued to steal 
relics and write narratives.
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It is far too easy to focus on elite actors such as Ranieri Zeno and Abbot 
Paulus of San Giorgio Maggiore, or highly educated authors such as Martin da 
Canal. Th e myths are evident on the golden mosaics of San Marco, but the 
people we can identify are either saints or the most elite citizens of the Rialto. 
When we fi nd depictions or written descriptions of less elite people, they are 
too oft en mere throngs who venerate a relic at a shrine, attend a festival, or are 
otherwise reduced to anonymity.

But students of the history of Venice know the power and importance of 
Venice’s citizenry, even though the social order became increasingly stratifi ed 
as the Middle Ages waned. In the twelft h century, the arengo—the assembly of 
all the people (citizens) of Venice—theoretically provided the only legitimacy 
for the government’s authority. In times of crisis, doges could appeal to the 
arengo for help. At times, the people formed angry mobs and wreaked vio-
lence upon the leaders of the state. When the crusaders were stranded on the 
Lido and could not pay the Venetians for the construction of their fl eet, Enrico 
Dandolo feared that just such a fate awaited him. In 1172, as he well knew, 
Doge Vitale II Michiel’s failure to handle the confl ict with Byzantium resulted 
in his death at the hands of the mob. When Dandolo needed to unify his 
people behind a new bargain with the Franks—the agreement that Venetians 
would suspend repayment of the loan until Egypt fell in exchange for help 
from the Franks against Zara—he turned to the arengo.

What did the people think when Venetians returned from the East bearing 
relics, precious objects, and tales of new opportunity? Did the doges’ adop-
tion of new imperial titles and regalia transform what the citizens of Venice 
thought about their leader? Even more importantly, did the arrival of new 
relics and the subsequent innovative mythography change what the citizens 
thought about themselves? To answer these questions, we must largely turn to 
indirect evidence, at least until the fourteenth century. Th e glorious golden 
mosaics were accessible to all inhabitants, whereas chronicles, monastic writ-
ing, and diplomatic missives were not. Th e hints that mendicants were preach-
ing in the 1260s about the miraculous survival of the relics in the treasury of 
San Marco off er some evidence of the dissemination of translatio stories. Cit-
izens sailed in great numbers to see the relics of St. Lucia and to witness the 
sposalizio.

To understand the common citizen of postcrusade Venice, one must link 
the city’s centers, such as San Marco and eventually the Palazzo Ducale, to the 
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parishes. Th e parishes of Venice off ered key points of identifi cation for the 
citizens of the lagoon. When the Dandolo family wanted to distinguish itself 
from the throng of midlevel merchant families, it allied with like-minded 
families and established the parish of San Luca. Th e notaries of twelft h- and 
thirteenth-century Venice were typically parish priests who identifi ed them-
selves and their clients by parish. As water distribution was organized around 
neighborhoods, the very liquid that sustained life emerged from one’s local 
relationships. Eventually, Venice would stratify and centralize, but not until 
long aft er 1204. Before the fall of Constantinople, trade took place in many 
little markets, not the big Rialto. Countless small squeri built the merchant 
vessels and warships of the republic, not the great Arsenale of the Renais-
sance. Th e “city of wood,” even as it transformed itself into the “city of stone,” 
began at the parish level.

We have little information about the beliefs of the populari because the 
sources privilege the elites. But we can tease out some clues by returning to 
the seven men from the parish of St. Simon the Prophet—Andrea, Pietro, 
Angelo, Nicola, Marino, Leonardo Steno, and Leonardo Mauro—and to the 
translatio that describes their deeds. Although this source puts their actions 
into the larger context of Venetian sacral history, the men focused resolutely 
on their parish. At considerable risk to themselves—in defi ance of leaders 
who had not only ordered capital punishment for anyone who concealed loot 
but also specifi cally ordered crusaders to swear not to despoil churches—
these seven found the resolve to claim a relic for themselves, their parish, and 
their city. And despite the many relics potentially available for plunder, they 
specifi cally sought the body of their patron saint. At their core, the deeds of 
these seven Venetians were audacious acts of devotion—devotion to St. 
Simon the Prophet, devotion to the parish of St. Simon the Prophet, and, 
fi nally, devotion to Venice.

However, while these men cared about Venice, they were not seeking city-
wide glory. St. Zachary’s relics rested in the very same crypt as St. Simon’s. In 
Venice, the convent dedicated to St. Zachary was fi lled with women from the 
most important families in the city, and the seven thieves could have brought 
that patron saint home instead, or in addition. But they chose only St. Simon. 
Th e seven focused on elevating their parish’s status within the city by means 
of a sacred theft . Th ey sought glory as members of a community and within 
that community. Perhaps bringing St. Simon’s relics home to his parish created 
both political and economic opportunities. Pietro Steno’s dream about being 
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the only person to aid his parish priest implies the potential to gain local pres-
tige, a useful commodity for a businessman or politician. But the language of 
the translatio, a text almost certainly produced within the parish, focuses on 
the fraternal ties among the band. Th ey are brothers, comrades-in-arms, fel-
low devotees to the parish, and dutiful assistants to Father Leonardo. When 
they shirk from danger, others chide them to be “men” and to work together 
in order to do their duty.

Th e seven may have been exceptional, but they acted in accordance with 
their culture’s traditions. Th ey thought of themselves as crusaders, although 
they never saw a Muslim. Th ey thought of themselves as brothers from the 
parish of St. Simon and were proud of their community’s position within the 
Venetian milieu. Th ey had their gaze fi rmly on Venice’s sacred history, but not 
on a history that claimed august origins in Troy. Th ey saw a past in which 
merchants who had descended from salt farmers and refugees built a great 
city based on trade and then seized eastern symbols of power whenever and 
however they could. Th e Fourth Crusade’s shocking success opened up new 
opportunities, and created new hazards, for Venice. Th ese seven Venetians, 
themselves merchants, had no delusions of grandeur. Th ey saw a new oppor-
tunity, and like their forebearers, they seized it. Th e merchants who stole the 
body of St. Mark, also in defi ance of their doge, were immortalized on the 
walls of San Marco in gold. Th e seven who stole Simon would have seen those 
mosaics repeatedly throughout their lives; the sight would have indoctrinated 
them with a particular brand of acquisitive piety. “Acquire wisdom as if it were 
gold,” commands the “Translatio Pauli.” By extension, one should pursue 
relics, too, with the same verve of Venetians who sought secular wealth. Such 
characteristics of Venetian faith do not indicate a lack of piety, but instead a 
seamless integration of the principles of everyday existence into the religious 
culture of Venice. Th e seven thieves from the parish of St. Simon, like the 
anonymous author of the “Translatio Symonensis,” knew that miracles, like 
wealth, came to Venice by means of the sea—mirabilia in mari veniendo—and 
from the East. But miracles, like gold and silver, did not arrive on their own 
accord. Rather, the medieval Venetian had to seize the opportunities that pre-
sented themselves.

Th e actions of the men who stole the relic of St. Simon, as well as the mes-
sages contained in the text recording those actions, suggest that the transfor-
mation of Venice from a merchant republic to a maritime empire was not 
purely a top-down development. Citizens took an active role, creating their 
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own minor, neighborhood-level myths. Th e Venetians who became involved 
in the translation of relics from Constantinople and the East aft er the Fourth 
Crusade included common merchants, crusaders of all social strata, low-
ranking monks, priors, ship captains, the podestà of Constantinople, the 
abbot of San Giorgio Maggiore, the bishop and patriarch who oversaw the 
installation at St. Simon, and even the doge himself. First they translated rel-
ics. Th en they assigned meaning to the events that enabled these translations. 
Finally, Venice tried to appropriate not just the symbols of Christian rule, but 
an empire—or at least a quarter, and half of a quarter, of one.
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Although I have emphasized distinctions among the various narrative sources, 
they are more similar than dissimilar in comparison to the rest of the primary 
record for the crusades—even in other cases where relics were prominently 
featured. Th ese similarities beg the question: Why did so many medieval peo-
ple react to the Fourth Crusade by writing translatio narratives? Th e answer 
lies in turning to the memorializing contexts in which these relics, their bear-
ers, and their recipients found themselves. Th e pope and others criticized the 
crusaders on moral grounds. Th e critics focused consistently on the looting as 
the moment in which God turned from the Latins, and then tried to leverage 
such criticisms to serve economic, military, and political goals. Translatio 
off ered a counternarrative, relying on the manifest absolution and justifi ca-
tion inherent in the theological underpinnings of the practice and memorial-
ization of pious relic theft . All sins, if any were committed, could be washed 
away in the newfound glow of saintly approbation.

Other questions remain. Did the pope and other critics fi nd such counter-
narratives persuasive or at all concerning? Why did Latin authors outside of 
Venice stop writing translatio narratives on the crusade? Th e “Narratio excep-
tionis apud Cluniacum capitis beati Clementis,” written in Cluny sometime 
around 1208, is the latest non-Venetian text to make even the most tenuous 
invocation of sacred theft . We have seen Venice’s reasons for maintaining its 
traditional approach to translated relics, but why the change in the rest of 
Europe? Pilgrims still went to and from Latin Constantinople; some acquired 
relics. Emperor Henry, his successors, the prelates of the Latin East, and the 

Epilogue
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rulers of Frankish Greece continued to dole out relics as they saw fi t. Further 
military campaigns into Greek, Bulgarian, and Muslim territories may have 
occasioned the acquisition of new relics, although this has not yet been stud-
ied. Papally sponsored campaigns into Egypt, the Levant, northern Europe, 
Spain, and southern France would have put victorious crusaders in positions 
where they might have claimed relics. But translatio never became a widely 
used form of memorializing the late crusades. What changed?

As of 1204, canon law defi ned only a limited number of conditions under 
which one could legally move a relic. If one could argue, however, that the relic 
was threatened by persecutors, that the site was unworthy because sinners 
possessed the relic, or that the new site would have fewer “diffi  culties” for peo-
ple wanting to venerate the relic, then one could take it without breaking the 
law of the Church. Th ese loopholes had long allowed the authors of relic-theft  
narratives to claim that the translation of pilfered relics occurred in accor-
dance with canon law, because the relics had not been safe or properly vener-
ated, or had been kept in disadvantageous locations. Th e Fourth Crusade texts 
generally depict the Greeks harshly in order to demonstrate their unfi tness to 
serve as guardians of relics, while emphasizing the benefi ts that would accrue 
to the relics in their new locations. Th us, the post-1204 translations were tech-
nically canonical.

Innocent III responded to the translation of relics from Constantinople to 
the West with Canon 62 of the Fourth Lateran Council, held in 1215. Th e coun-
cil was an extraordinary event. Th e pope and his curia spent years planning 
this gathering, which would be the fi rst true general assembly of the church 
since at least the Second Council of Nicaea in 787, with the intention of fi xing 
the major problems that they perceived in Christendom. Innocent wanted to 
reform ecclesiastical organization, deal with heretics, continue the crusading 
eff ort against heretics known as the Cathars, end civil war in the Holy Roman 
Empire, alter the practice of the sacrament of confession, and otherwise purge 
the Christian world of its errors and sins. Only then, Innocent believed, would 
God allow the Christians to retake the Holy Land.

In order to make sure that everything went as planned, Innocent tried to 
leave no detail to chance. He sent summonses to the delegates two and a half 
years before the intended commencement date. He had chosen a time in late 
autumn so that people could travel throughout the summer months. He 
arranged for pomp and visual splendor that would match the import of the 
legislative activities that he had planned. He ensured that adequate copies of 
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the constitutions of the council would be prepared for all delegates, and for 
anyone who could not attend.

One can safely argue that Innocent regarded each canon as the solution to 
a crucial problem. Canon 62 addressed relic traffi  cking. According to the 
canon, no one, for any purpose, could sell a relic, take a relic out of its vessel, 
or venerate a new relic without papal permission. It railed against forgeries 
and people who deceived the devout with false documents and “worthless fab-
rications.” Th e canon focused on the basest form of relic traffi  cking but also 
prohibited the types of arguments made by the authors of narratives about 
relic theft . At the very least, this canon somewhat closed the loophole left  open 
by Gratian’s writing on relics and canon law. All future translations of any 
important relic had to go through the pope.

But in the fi nal moments of the council, as recorded in the sole known 
account of the closing ceremonies, Innocent made a surprising choice. Accord-
ing to an anonymous monk of Aulesburg who witnessed the entire council, the 
pomp of these ceremonies trumped all the wondrous days of the two weeks 
that had come before. On Monday, November 30, Innocent began with a ser-
mon on the Trinitarian Creed and then had the entire throng recite both the 
creed and articles of faith along with him. Th is was the feast day of St. Andrew, 
from whom the patriarchs of Constantinople marked their apostolic descent—
a fact that emerges as relevant given the ritual links to Constantinople that 
follow. Next, the gathered dignitaries and their associates heard all of the new 
canons read aloud, bearing witness to this important legislative moment. Aft er 
the reading, Innocent personally led the closing ceremonies, which concluded 
with an exposition and adoration of a relic of the True Cross. He then used that 
relic to give his fi nal blessing. As historian Brenda Bolton stresses, Innocent 
had the scene choreographed down to the specifi c moment of commencement. 
He began the fi nal blessing “at the ninth hour of the day,” the hour of Christ’s 
crucifi xion on the very wood that he now held up before the throng. With it in 
hand, he demanded devotion to Rome, commitment to crusade, and diligence 
in reforming all of Christendom. It was Innocent’s fi nest hour.

In this ultimate moment of the council, the pope chose to use a newly 
acquired relic from Constantinople. Although the reliquary no longer survives, 
a 1311 inventory of the Holy See’s treasury records its inscription: “Th is [reli-
quary] contains the wood of the living cross translated from Constantinople to 
the city in the time of lord Innocent the Th ird.” Th e monk of Aulesburg wrote 
that Innocent exposed “a large part of the wood of the sainted cross that had 
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been brought from Constantinople” and that everyone fell to their knees in 
awe. Bolton describes the appearance of this relic as Innocent’s “master 
stroke,” but Stephan Kuttner, a celebrated scholar of medieval canon law, dis-
agrees. Kuttner writes, “Less than an hour earlier Innocent had enacted a con-
ciliar constitution (c.62) against the traffi  cking in relics: as is well known, they 
fl ooded the West as a result of the Crusades, especially aft er the sack of Con-
stantinople. It is therefore somewhat surprising that at this solemn moment he 
would expose for adoration, and give his fi nal blessing with, a relic of the True 
Cross that had been brought recently from the imperial city; for many may 
have asked themselves by what means it had been acquired.”

Kuttner continues by listing all the other relics of the True Cross that were 
easily available to Innocent at that moment. Th e pope could have used a relic 
that Constantine (according to tradition) had given to Rome, one sent to Rome 
by Emperor Justin II (r. 565–78), or even a fragment of the relic found by 
Emperor Heraclius in Jerusalem in 628. Innocent easily could have linked 
this last piece to his crusading agenda, because Heraclius recovered the cross 
in his war against the Persians, and the emperor’s reconquest of Jerusalem 
oft en fi gured as a proto-crusade in the West. If none of these relics seemed 
appropriate to Innocent, he also could have employed the relic of the True 
Cross that popes almost always used in their formal liturgy. Pontiff s carried 
this fragment, known as Pope Sergius’s Cross, during the procession from the 
Lateran to Santa Croce on Good Friday, but returned it to the Lateran on Sep-
tember 14 (the Feast of the Exaltation of the Cross). Th us, in November, the 
fragment was easily at hand in the Lateran. In fact, of all the relics of the True 
Cross available to the pope, the relic from Constantinople was the least used 
by later pontiff s. Th e 1311 inventory, cited above, is the only other textual 
record of the relic that has been found. Kuttner concludes, based on this scar-
city, that “the testimony of G [the monk from Aulesburg] thus acquires a par-
ticular signifi cance for the liturgical use of this relic soon aft er its arrival from 
Constantinople.” Taking Bolton’s emphasis on Innocent’s fanatical micro-
managing of every detail along with Kuttner’s analysis of the many relics of 
the True Cross available to Innocent, one can make a strong case that Inno-
cent’s choice must have been conscious and signifi cant.

Kuttner wrote that “many may have asked themselves by what means it [the 
relic] had been acquired.” Kuttner was aware of Innocent’s long-established 
pattern of condemning the looting of Constantinople’s churches and that the 
gathered dignitaries might link the relic before them to that condemned prac-
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tice. But perhaps making such a link before the elite of Christendom was pre-
cisely Innocent’s plan. Innocent and his lawyers designed Canon 62 to shut 
down relic traffi  cking and to legislate the concept of furta sacra out of exis-
tence. “Sacred theft ” would become mere theft . One could not avoid papal 
criticism by seeking the manifest justifi cation of pious thievery. Still, many 
relics had been translated out of Constantinople and would not be returning. 
With the ritual, therefore, Innocent tried to seize control over the meaning of 
the relics of 1204.

Innocent’s reaction to the Fourth Crusade consistently displayed ambiva-
lence. On the one hand, he deplored the diversion of the crusaders from Cairo 
to Constantinople. On the other, he applauded the chance to bring the Greek 
church under Roman control. He condemned the atrocities of the sack but still 
sought to use Constantinople as a base of operations against the Muslims. He 
fought against the expropriation of sacred relics by secular soldiers and way-
ward clergy, but demanded that Genoa send to Rome the pirated relics that 
had been expropriated on his behalf. By bringing out the piece of the True 
Cross that had been removed from Constantinople, Innocent was activating 
Canon 62, not, as Kuttner thought, working against it. His display of the frag-
ment argued that control of the relics belonged to Rome, no matter what sinful 
processes had removed them from Constantinople and scattered them across 
Western Christendom. By featuring this relic, Innocent III was telling his own 
story of pious theft .

But the story of the relics of 1204 did not end in 1215. Whereas other sites 
had created new traditions of pious thievery to respond to the plunder of 
1204, the Venetian pattern was too long established to be altered by Inno-
cent’s actions. As late as 1669, the Senate of Venice ordered its capitano da 
mar to strip the Cathedral of St. Tito in Candia, Crete, of its relics. For twenty 
years, Venice had fought the Ottomans over Crete, seeking to hold on to the 
island that Enrico Dandolo had bought and for which Ranieri Dandolo had 
died. Th e Venetians managed to keep a few fortresses but otherwise ceded 
Candia and the majority of the island. Th us, the capitano needed to acquire 
the head of St. Tito, the head of St. Barbara, a bone from St. Saba, and a phial 
containing the blood of Christ. Venice had once ruled Crete as a direct 
result of the Fourth Crusade, and these would be the last relics of the crusade 
translated to Venice.

Today, the many relics of 1204 are scattered. Most of the Venetian relics 
that survive occupy later medieval or baroque reliquaries. Th e fall of the 
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republic to Napoleon was not kind to the treasure of the Serenissima. Napo-
leon even removed the bronze horses from San Marco for a time, although 
aft er the emperor’s death Venice reclaimed them. St. Lucia and St. Barbara lie 
in baroque cases, the former in her third Venetian site. St. Athanasius likewise 
rests in a baroque case, and the inscription misidentifi es him as an earlier 
saint. St. Simon’s tomb now possesses a fi ft eenth-century effi  gy, but at least the 
inscription on the wall has remained undisturbed since 1318. Th e monasteries 
of San Giorgio Maggiore and San Nicolò on the Lido are long gone, their trea-
suries mostly lost.

Anti-Catholic sentiment drove participants in the French Revolution to 
damage the treasures of Sainte-Chapelle badly, although a recent exhibition at 
the Louvre has shown us the many objects that remain. Work remains to be 
done on the relics of 1204 in northern France, Flanders, and especially Cham-
pagne. As Alfred Andrea’s research in Halberstadt has shown, future exami-
nations of these relics may prove revelatory.

But as the exchange and dispute between the Vatican and Patriarch Bar-
tholomew has demonstrated, the stories of these relics never necessarily end. 
For believers, the power of the saint to intercede in its location renders relics 
permanently alive with narrative possibility. In November 1981, two gunmen 
broke into the church of San Geremia, the fi nal resting place of the oft -trans-
lated relics of St. Lucia. Th ey made the priest and a young couple lie down on 
the fl oor, then grabbed the body and made off  with it. Some initial suspicion 
fell on the Sicilian city of Syracuse, St. Lucia’s point of origin. Could this have 
been a relic theft  aimed at repatriation, much as the Venetian merchants 
claimed that Venice was the fi rst home of St. Mark and thus he belonged there? 
Th e story gets stranger. A month later, on December 13, 1981, Lucia’s feast day, 
the relics were found in a nylon bag in a building outside of Venice. As reported 
by the Catholic Herald, “Th e discovery was made on the saint’s feast day as 
thousands of Faithful were paying their respects to the relics left  behind by the 
robbers.”

Despite the fi rearms, the narrative contours of this modern story of relic 
abduction and recovery resonate with echoes of the Middle Ages. While the 
medieval hagiographers might never have imagined such a strange place as 
modern Venice, they knew that the relics of 1204 could, in theory, last for-
ever. And so they wrote stories, memorializing journeys through space, 
from east to west, and attempting to shape the meaning of the longer trip 
into perpetuity.
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Introduction

1. Queller and Madden, Fourth Crusade, 181–86.
2. Riant, “Dépouilles religieuses à Constantinople.”
3. Th e second volume of Riant’s Exuviae sacrae Constantinopolitanae (hereaft er abbre-

viated ESC) was published in 1878. In 2004, as a commemoration of the eight hundredth 
anniversary of the Fourth Crusade, the Comité des travaux historiques et scientifi ques in 
Paris published facsimile editions of the two volumes with a preface by Jannic Durand. See 
Durand’s preface for details on Riant’s construction of the ESC (1:7–10).

4. Wortley, review of Exuviae sacrae Constantinopolitanae.
5. Geary, Furta Sacra, 9–27.
6. Riley-Smith, First Crusade, 91–119; Morris, “Policy and Visions”; Murray, “ ‘Mighty 

Against the Enemies of Christ.’ ”
7. Whalen, “Discovery of the Holy Patriarchs,” 142–44.
8. “Narratio quomodo relliquiae martyris Georgii.”
9. Hahn, Strange Beauty, 165.
10. Heinzelmann, Translationsberichte und andere Quellen des Reliquienkultes.
11. Geary, “Sacred Commodities,” 208.
12. Buc, “Conversion of Objects,” 99–100; Remensnyder, “Legendary Treasure at Con-

ques,” 884–85.
13. Carruthers, Book of Memory.
14. Fentress and Wickham, Social Memory, 177.
15. See, for example, Spiegel, Past as Text.
16. See, for example, Gabriele, Empire of Memory, esp. 4–9 and 69, and Paul and Yeager, 

“Introduction,” 5–9.
17. Gaposchkin, Making of Saint Louis, 33–36, off ers an analogous study of hagiograph-

ical sources composed shortly aft er the events in question by authors focused on shaping 
memory.

18. “Greek Orthodox in Turkey Celebrate Return of Relics Stolen 800 Years Ago,” 
Agence France-Presse, November 27, 2004.

19. “Row as Vatican Returns Relics,” Th e Hindu, November 29, 2004, http://www
.hindu.com/2004/11/29/stories/2004112902411100.htm.

20. Ibid.

Chapter 1

1. Queller and Madden, Fourth Crusade, 197–200.
2. Robert of Clari, Li estoires, 69: “Et se leur fi st on jurer seur sains, que il main ne 

meteroient seur moine, ne seur clerc, ne seur prestre, s’il n’esoit en desfense, ne qu’il ne 
froisseroient eglise ne moustier.”
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3. Die Register Innocenz’ III, 8:127 (hereaft er abbreviated Reg.). I have used Andrea’s 
translations of this text when they are available. See Andrea, Contemporary Sources, 166.

4. Niketas Choniates, O City, 314–15. Th ese descriptive passages recall John 19:1–4, 
23–24, 34.

5. Angold, Fourth Crusade, 116–19.
6. Runciman, History of the Crusades, 123, 480.
7. Queller and Madden, Fourth Crusade, 194.
8. Angold, Fourth Crusade, 111–13, 116–17.
9. Joranson, “Problem of the Spurious Letter.”
10. Robert of Clari, Li estoires, esp. 81–82.
11. Queller and Madden, Fourth Crusade, 82. Alexius had promised one hundred thou-

sand marks in order to pay off  the Venetian debt, a vow that the crusaders felt should accrue 
to whoever held the throne of Constantinople aft er Alexius, in theory. See also Madden, 
“Vows and Contracts.”

12. Queller and Madden, Fourth Crusade, 123–24.
13. Ibid., 186–89.
14. Reg., 7:205; Andrea, Contemporary Sources, 142.
15. Wolff , “Organization of the Latin Patriarchate.”
16. Queller and Madden, Fourth Crusade, 199; Geoff rey of Villehardouin, Conquête, 

2:52.
17. Robert of Clari, Li estoires, 96.
18. Andrea, “Devastatio Constantinopolitana,” 126.
19. Madden, “Outside and Inside,” provides a useful overview. Queller and Madden, 

Fourth Crusade, 199–200 and 294–95n60, provides the best accounting of the total loot.
20. McCormick, Eternal Victory, 82–83.
21. Niketas Choniates, O City, 316.
22. Niketas Choniates, Historia, 575–76.
23. Angold, Fourth Crusade, 112.
24. Ibid., 111–13; Harris, “Distortion, Divine Providence, and Genre”; Simpson, “Before 

and Aft er 1204.”
25. Angold, Fourth Crusade, 112.
26. I have used McNeal’s translations of this text. See Robert of Clari, Conquest of Con-

stantinople, 101.
27. Ibid., 101–2. Robert of Clari, Li estoires, 81: “Et chil meïsme qui l’avoir devoient 

warder, si prenoient les joiaus d’or, et chou que il voloient et embloient l’avoir.”
28. See, for example, Clari’s section on the division of the empire. Robert of Clari, Li 

estoires, 81, 96.
29. Geoff rey of Villehardouin, Conquête, 2:76. I have used Smith’s translations of this 

text. See Geoff rey of Villehardouin, Chronicles of the Crusades, 51.
30. Geoff rey of Villehardouin, Conquête, 2:253; Geoff rey of Villehardouin, Chronicles 

of the Crusades, 85.
31. Andrea, “Devastatio Constantinopolitana,” 123–29.
32. Andrea, Contemporary Sources, 262.
33. Ibid.
34. Andrea, “Conrad of Krosigk,” 64–65.
35. Klein, “Eastern Objects and Western Desires,” 283–314.
36. In “Conrad of Krosigk,” 65–69, Alfred Andrea argued that the relics were stolen, 

but he has since concluded in an unpublished lecture that some of the material evidence 
supports the gift  claim. See Andrea, “What Remains to Be Said About Relic Th ievery.”
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40. Geoff rey of Villehardouin, Conquête, 2:3, 68.
41. Andrea, Contemporary Sources, 224–25.
42. Wortley, “Marian Relics.”
43. Andrea, Contemporary Sources, 227.
44. Queller and Madden, Fourth Crusade, 201.
45. Reg., 7:205; Andrea, Contemporary Sources, 142.
46. Queller and Madden, Fourth Crusade, 194.
47. Canon of Langres, “Historia translationum reliquiarum,” 22.
48. Gunther of Pairis, Capture of Constantinople, 109–11.
49. Andrea, “Historia Constantinopolitana,” 296.
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thews, Byzantine Churches, 319–20. Cyril Mango, in “Notes on Byzantine Monuments,” dis-
cusses the twelft h-century pilgrims’ accounts that reference the relics of Simon the Prophet.

51. Th e sole manuscript copy of the “Translatio Symonensis” is Biblioteca Nazionale 
Braidense, Milan, MS Gerli 26, fols. 71r–74v. Geoff rey of Villehardouin, Conquête, 2:54, sec. 
251, confi rms that the army paused in its postconquest activities to celebrate Holy Week.

52. MS Gerli 26, fol. 74v. No other confi rmation of this lottery exists in contemporary 
texts, though the use of lotteries at other moments during the campaign did occur.

53. Mango, “Notes on Byzantine Monuments.”
54. Madden, Enrico Dandolo, 174–200; Jacoby, “Latin Empire of Constantinople.”
55. Andrea Dandolo, Chronica, 280.
56. Pincus, “Christian Relics,” 39.
57. See “Corporis beate virginis ac martiris Lucie.”
58. Perocco, Horses of San Marco, Venice, 56–64. Th e horses were not actually mounted 

on San Marco until the 1260s.
59. Schulz, “Piazza medievale”; Madden, Enrico Dandolo, 174.
60. Robert of Clari, Conquest of Constantinople, 126.
61. Klein, “Eastern Objects and Western Desires.”
62. Fotheringham, “Genoa,” 42–44.
63. In his letter (ESC, 2:56), Innocent lists the gift s as follows: “Carbunculum unum 

emptum, ut aff erit, mille marcas argenti, unum anulum pretiosum, examita quinque, pal-
liumque peroptimum ad altaris ornatum; et per eumdem ad opus Templi transmitterat: 
duas iconas, unam habentem tres marcas auri et aliam decem marcas argenti, cum ligno 
vivifi ce Crucis et multis lapidibus pretiosis, duas cruces aureas, et inter topazios, smarag-
dos et rubinos pene ducentos, unam crystallinam ampullam, et duos scyphos argenteos, 
unam sacellam desuper deauratam, duas capsellas, et unam ampullam argenteas, et insu-
per quinquaginta marcas argenti.”

64. Fotheringham, “Genoa,” 44.
65. Ibid. Annali Genovesi di Caff aro, 2:93, reads, “[A certain ship from Porto Veneris] 

ceperunt magnum peccunie quantitatem, et multas reliquias sanctorum et cruces domini-
cas. . . . Ianuam adducta fuit, et per ecclesias, prout uocabula sanctorum errant, diuisa.”

66. Fotheringham, “Genoa,” 44. Th e cross is currently on display in the Museum of the 
Treasury in the Cathedral of San Lorenzo in Genoa.

67. Ibid.
68. Annali Genovesi di Caff aro, 2:93.
69. Andrea, Contemporary Sources, 98.
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71. ESC, 2:61.
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83. Canon of Langres, “Historia translationum reliquiarum,” 29.
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the southwestern portion of the city near the Xylokerkos Gate. It was founded in 527 c.e. 
Angelos also brought St. Mamas’s head from Cappadocia to the monastery to celebrate 
its restoration.

85. Canon of Langres, “Historia translationum reliquiarum,” 28–29: “Cum capta esset 
Constantinopolis, exultabant victores Latini capta preda, sicut qui invenerant spolia multa. 
Sed ceca cupiditas, que facile persuadet, ita manus eorum victrices victas tenuit, ut non 
solum ecclesias violarent, immo etiam vascula, in quibus sanctorum reliquie quiescebant, 
impudenter eff ringerent; aurum inde & argentum & gemmas turpiter evellentes, ipsas vero 
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78. Anonymous of Gaeta, “Qualiter caput S. Th eodori,” 153–54: “Sicut decebat, est 

reverenter susceptus, et cum modo civitas Constantinopolitana spoliata erat, et ecclesie 
violate.”

79. Ibid., 154: “Rebus sanctis.”
80. Ibid.: “Qui siquidem, utpote cautus et circumspectus, reliquias occultavit, et 

occulte illas ad civitatem nativatis sue . . . properavit.”
81. Ibid., 154–55: “Ita nos vitiorum fl ammas, miserante Domino, extinguentes.” St. Th e-

odore of Amasea was burned at the stake in 306 c.e.
82. ESC, 1:c.
83. Niketas Choniates, O City, 298–99.
84. Robert of Clari, Li estoires, 31.
85. Maleczek, Pietro Capuano, 214, 240; Del Treppo and Leone, Amalfi  medioevale, 20, 

36; Dvornik, Idea of Apostolicity in Byzantium, 181.
86. Maleczek, Pietro Capuano, 235–36. Th ere remains some confusion about the precise 

date of composition of this manuscript. Maleczek asserts that Riant and various later schol-
ars misdated and misidentifi ed the “Translatio corporis S. Andree de Constantinopoli in 
Amalphiam.” Riant states that it is a fourteenth-century text ordered by Peter Capuano of 
Amalfi , who served as archbishop from 1351 to 1360, to lionize his ancestor. Maleczek argues 
that Matteo of Amalfi  (d. 1229), also archbishop, wrote the text. Riant identifi es an archdea-
con of the same name. Th ere are two manuscripts, each varying slightly from the other, both 
quite late. No reliable connection to the thirteenth century exists. See ibid., 230–33nn10–15.

87. Matthew of Amalfi , “Translatio corporis S. Andree,” 166–71.
88. Ibid., 174–75.
89. Janin, La géographie ecclésiastique, 246–51.
90. Th e date in the title is based on the Venetian calendar. Using the modern Gregorian 

calendar, the date of the theft  was April 18, 1204 c.e. See Chiesa, “Ladri,” 446–48, and Perry, 
“Translatio Symonensis,” 102.

91. Biblioteca Nazionale Braidense, Milan, MS Gerli 26, fols. 71r–74v; quotes on 71r. A 
full English translation is published in Perry, “Translatio Symonensis,” 107–12. See Chiesa, 
“Ladri,” for another edition.

92. MS Gerli 26, fol. 71r.
93. Ibid.
94. Isaiah 11:2–3: “Et requiescet super eum spiritus Domini spiritus sapientiae et intel-

lectus spiritus consilii et fortitudinis spiritus scientiae et pietatis et replebit eum spiritus 
timoris Domini non secundum visionem oculorum iudicabit neque secundum auditum 
aurium arguet.”
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95. See Perry, “Translatio Symonensis,” 93–95, 106, for the names.
96. MS Gerli 26, fol. 72r: “predestinatum.”
97. Ibid., fol. 74r.
98. Uxeria were designed to be beached on the shore so that knights could ride their 

horses directly out of the hold and onto the deck, then charge down a ramp into battle. 
Pryor, “Transportation of Horses,” 21–23.

99. MS Gerli 26, fol. 74v.
100. Crouzet-Pavan, Venice Triumphant, 69–70; Wolff , “Politics in the Latin Patriarch-

ate,” 234; Powell, Anatomy of a Crusade. For post-Damietta criticism of the Fift h Crusade, 
see Th roop, Criticism of the Crusade, 31–34, and Siberry, Criticism of Crusading, 63–66.

101. Robbert, “Venetian Participation,” 33–34.
102. Pride as a cause for losing God’s good will is a common theme in contemporary 

crusading literature. See, for example, Oliver of Paderborn, Die Schrift en des Kölner Dom-
scholasters, 277–78.

103. Monk of St. George, “Translatio corporis Beatissimi Pauli Martyris,” 141–42.
104. Ibid., 142: “Nos hec diximus, fratres mei dilectissimi, ut nemo superbire audeat, 

vel aliquem habere despectui: quia Deus superbis resistit, humilibus autem dat gratiam.” 
See 1 Peter 5:5.

105. Ibid.: “Grecorum imperium ex tunc in antea factum est Latinorum.”
106. Wolff , “Politics in the Latin Patriarchate,” 227–44.
107. On this church and Venice, see Ousterhout, “Some Notes,” 47; Matthews, Byzan-

tine Churches, 59–70; and Wolff , “Politics in the Latin Patriarchate,” 255–74.
108. Th e text is referring to Paolo Venier, who was abbot from 1220 to 1234. Damerini, 

L’isola e il cenobio, 188–89.
109. Monk of St. George, “Translatio corporis Beatissimi Pauli Martyris,” 143.
110. Ibid.: “Tanti vero thesauri, quem reliquerat, non immemor.”
111. Ibid.
112. Wolff , “New Document,” 544–47; Th iriet, La Romanie vénitienne, 92–93. See Mad-

den, Enrico Dandolo, 196–97 and 226n3, on the offi  ce of the podestà.
113. Wolff , “New Document,” 561 and 561n3, lists Storlato as podestà from August 27, 

1222, to “as late as 15 April 1223.” Storlato had risen from iudex (judge) in 1195 to councillor 
by 1219, and was alive as late as 1231.

114. Monk of St. George, “Translatio corporis Beatissimi Pauli Martyris,” 144.
115. Ibid.: “Nam, sicut b. Marcum pene de universsis partibus visitare adveniunt innu-

merabiles viri & femine, ita beatum Paulum facta est gloriosa consuetudo videndi.”
116. Ibid.
117. Ibid., 147: “Sed sicut confors nominis et gentium magister beatus apostolus Paulus 

Cesarem appellaverat . . . se Rome in fi de Christi multis profuturum.”
118. Ibid.
119. Riant drew his edition of this text from a seventeenth-century publication of the 

manuscript. By Riant’s time, the original manuscript had already been lost. ESC 1:xciv–xcv.
120. Rostang of Cluny, “Narratio exceptionis,” 128: “Urbanus . . . vir religiosissums 

et reverendissimus, quem divina disposition de claustro Cluniacensi elegit in sacer-
dotem sibi.”

121. Ibid.: “Nunc vero ad modernos, et ad moderna tempor stylum vertamus, brevite 
intimantes . . . a quibus caput S. Clementis a Constantinopoli Cluniacum translatum est.”

122. Whalen, Dominion of God, 142.
123. Rostang of Cluny, “Narratio exceptionis,” 130–32.
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124. Ibid., 132.
125. Ibid., 133: “Huic sacro comitatui iunxit se quidam miles, nominee Dalmacius de 

Serciaco, vir nobilis et valde litteratus, qui sibi aff ociavit quondam militem nominee 
pocium de Buff eria, virum fi delem et bonum socium.” See Longnon, Compagnons, 219–21.

126. Rostang of Cluny, “Narratio exceptionis,” 133: “Qui transitum eis neque naulo 
neque aliquot pretio ex longo tempore concedere voluerent.”

127. Ibid.: “Tandem a laburintho eorum liberati.” Th e labyrinth refers to the impasse at 
Venice, although it was really the agreement to attack Zara that liberated the crusade.

128. Ibid.: “Greci vero divino nutu terga vertentes.”
129. Ibid.: “Quapropter idem predictus Dalmacius, eo quod Hierusalem adire non 

poterat, deliberavit cum socio suo qualiter caput beati Clementis pie furari posset. Quot 
caput audierat a quodam imperatore a mari Constantinopolim esse translatum. . . . Quod 
quomodo Deo concedente Dalmacius predictum Sancti caput Clementis obtinuerit, ipso 
narrante audite.”

130. Ibid., 133–34: “Ego, Dalmacius de Serciaco, et socius meus Poncius de Busseria . . . 
proposueramus terram Hierosolymitanam visitare.”

131. Ibid., 133.
132. Ibid., 134: “Exaudivit Dominus vocem fl etus mei.”
133. Ibid.: “Ut undecumque possem habere sanctorum reliquias absque venalite, quia 

lex inhiber ut nemo martyres distrahat, nemo mercetur.” Distrahat, from distraho (to dis-
tract or disassemble), can mean to sell off  in parcels.

134. Ibid., 135. Th e actual transliteration of the Greek should be “O Agios Clementios,” 
or “ ’Ο ΑΓΙΟΣ ΚΛΕΜΕΝΤΙΟΣ.” A lowercase gamma (g) looks a lot like the Latin “y,” and 
presumably neither Rostang nor Dalmacius were literate in Greek.

135. Th e head of St. Clement was kept in the Monastery of St. Mary Peribleptos in the 
southwest corner of the Golden Horn. Angold, Fourth Crusade, 229.

136. Rostang of Cluny, “Narratio exceptionis,” 136–38.
137. Ibid., 139. Th e pun works in Latin as in English: “Ut confugeremus ad sanctum 

Clementem, cuius reliquias portabamus, eiusque experirmur clementiam.”
138. Ibid., 139–40.
139. Gunther’s work has been well studied. See Alfred J. Andrea, “Essay on Primary 

Sources,” in Queller and Madden, Fourth Crusade, 305. Andrea fi rst published on the His-
toria Constantinopolitana in 1980, almost two decades before he published his translation 
and commentary. I have used Andrea’s translations of this text. See Gunther of Pairis, 
Capture of Constantinople.

140. See Gunther of Pairis, Capture of Constantinople, 5–14, for Gunther’s career as a 
writer.

141. Ibid., 5.
142. Andrea, in Gunther of Pairis, Capture of Constantinople, 38–44, links Gunther to 

Robert of Rheim’s prosimetrical Historia Iherosolimitana and Boethius’s Consolation of 
Philosophy. Robert uses poetry as mere ornament, whereas both Boethius and Gunther use 
it more centrally. On the genre, see Swietek, “Gunther of Pairis,” 59–62.

143. Gunther of Pairis, Capture of Constantinople, 65n1.
144. Ibid., 64.
145. Martin has been remembered by historians as a simple, almost clownish, greedy 

person. See, for example, Queller and Madden, Fourth Crusade, 195. One must wonder 
what the abbot, as patron, thought of his caricature.

146. Gunther of Pairis, Capture of Constantinople, 64.
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147. Ibid., 44.
148. Ibid., 66: “Quia sine me nihil potestis facere.” Presumably this is a reference to 

John 15:5. Note that in the “Translatio Symonensis” Andrea Balduino prayed the same 
prayer before fi rst setting out to fi nd the relics of St. Simon.

149. Ibid., 75–76. Gunther does admit that his Martin is, perhaps, “the lesser” of the two.
150. Andrea, “Cistercian Accounts,” 27. See also Brown, “Cistercians,” 75–76.
151. Swietek, “Gunther of Pairis,” 78–79.
152. Gunther of Pairis, Capture of Constantinople, 89.
153. See Swietek, “Gunther of Pairis,” 50–55, and Gunther of Pairis, Capture of Constan-

tinople, 56–58.
154. Gunther of Pairis, Capture of Constantinople, 91.
155. Swietek, “Gunther of Pairis,” 65.
156. Harper, “Turks as Trojans,” 154–56, notes that whereas ancient Romans tended to 

Orientalize all depictions of the Trojans except for Aeneas, medieval artists and authors 
“tended to deprioritze both the chronological distance and the easternness of Troy.” Th us, 
Gunther’s portrayal of the Latins as “Hellenes” and the Greeks as “Trojans” is unusual. 
Th at said, Robert of Clari also identifi ed Constantinople as Troy, so one could speculate 
that this analogy was prevalent within the Latin army.

157. Gunther of Pairis, Capture of Constantinople, 109.
158. Ibid., 111.
159. Andrea, in Gunther of Pairis, Capture of Constantinople, 173n241, suggests that the 

author could have selected the more neutral verb caparet (to seize) had he wanted to.
160. Ibid., 112.
161. Ibid., 128.

Chapter 4

1. Geary, Furta Sacra, 9–14. See also Andrea’s introduction to Gunther of Pairis, Cap-
ture of Constantinople, 17.

2. Gunther of Pairis, Capture of Constantinople, 65.
3. Ibid., 91.
4. Ibid., 93.
5. Jacoby, “Venetian Quarter,” map on 154; see also 160–62. In 1223, Marino Storlato, 

podestà, formed a commission with Emperor Robert of Courtenay (r. 1219–28) to resolve 
the commercial and territorial arguments between the Venetians and the Franks that still 
lingered up to that point.

6. Cracco, “Chiesa e istituzioni,” 17–18 and 28n27.
7. Andrea and Rachlin, “Holy War, Holy Relics,” 154. Riley-Smith, First Crusade, 108, 

also emphasizes the relic-like qualities of the Holy Land for Latin crusaders.
8. Whalen, Dominion of God, 142.
9. See Isaiah 11:2–3.
10. Biblioteca Nazionale Braidense, Milan, MS Gerli 26, fol. 72r.
11. Ibid.: “Sed ad ea que gesta sunt vel facta ab illis de translatione corporis sancti Sime-

onis prophete vertamur stillum.”
12. Ibid., fols. 72v–73r. Th e fi nal sentences read, “In hoc enim, karissimi, considerare 

possumus quam grave delictum est periurum. Caveamus ergo nos, dilectissimi, a periurio 
et ab omni peccato, ut digni simus videre speram claritatis eius.”

13. Matthews, Byzantine Churches, 319–20; Mango, “Notes on Byzantine Monuments.”
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14. Monk of St. George, “Translatio corporis Beatissimi Pauli Martyris,” 144: “Sunt qui 
nequiter humiliant se, et interiora eorum plena sunt dolo et fallacia.” See Ecclesiasticus 
9:23: “Et est qui emittit verbum certum enarrans veritatem est qui nequiter humiliat se et 
interiora eius plena sunt dolo.”

15. Ibid.: “Accipite sapientiam, sicut aurum.” See Proverbs 8:10: “Accipite disciplinam 
meam et non pecuniam doctrinam magis quam aurum eligite.”

16. Ibid.: “Ideo sapientia etiam eum dicimus ornatum.”
17. Ibid., 145. Th e monk quotes James 3:17 from the Vulgate word for word here: “Quae 

autem desursum est sapientia primum quidem pudica est deinde pacifi ca modesta suadibi-
lis plena misericordia et fructibus bonis non iudicans sine simulatione.”

18. Ibid.: “Dei, cecus passus est . . . cecitatem. O mira! O stupenda!”
19. Ibid., 146: “O naute, cur timebatis perire? Portabatis portantem, et nesciebatis; habe-

batis salvantem, et ignorabatis.”
20. Ibid.
21. Andrea, Contemporary Sources, 261 and 261n121.
22. Andrea, “Anonymous Chronicler of Halberstadt’s Account,” 447–69.
23. Whalen, Dominion of God, 142.
24. MS Gerli 26, 71r; Monk of St. George, “Translatio corporis Beatissimi Pauli Mar-

tyris,” 149.
25. Gunther of Pairis, Capture of Constantinople, 120–21.
26. Ibid., 121.
27. Ibid., 123n305.
28. Ibid., 120.
29. Ibid., 122.
30. Ibid.
31. Andrea notes that correlations between St. Martin and Abbot Martin appear fre-

quently in the text and has detected numerous places where Gunther clearly drew from the 
former’s vita. Gunther of Pairis, Capture of Constantinople, 147; Sulpicius Severus, Writ-
ings, 79–254.

32. Gunther of Pairis, Capture of Constantinople, 122.
33. Ibid., 123.
34. Ibid., 123 and 178n308.
35. Monk of St. George, “Translatio corporis Beatissimi Pauli Martyris,” 142: “Fratres 

mei dilectissimi.”
36. Ibid., 146.
37. Anonymous of Gaeta, “Qualiter caput S. Th eodori,” 150.
38. Ibid., 154.
39. Ibid.
40. Andrea and Rachlin, “Holy War, Holy Relics,” 174.
41. Ibid., 174–75.
42. Canon of Langres, “Historia translationum reliquiarum,” 31.
43. Perry, “Translatio Symonensis,” 107. See Matthew 5:6.
44. Ibid.
45. Ibid.
46. Monk of St. George, “Translatio corporis Beatissimi Pauli Martyris,” 147: “Beatus 

martyr Paulus sed sicut confors et gentium magister beatus apostolus Paulus Cesarem 
appellaverat, sciens per Spiritum, se Rome in fi de Christi multis profuturum: ita beatus 
iste martyr, deduci se sinebat Venetias, et si, non predicatione, miraculis similia multis 
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facturus.” Th e Monk of St. George might be referring to Acts 25:11, in which Paul says, 
“Caesarem appello,” or perhaps to an unknown medieval vita.

47. On the practice of retrospective prophecy more generally, see Otter, “Prolixitas Tem-
porum,” 47–49. On the predictions in the “Translatio Pauli,” see Perry, “Paul the Martyr.”

48. Robert of Clari, Li estoires, 89–90.
49. Gunther of Pairis, Capture of Constantinople, 120.
50. Ibid.
51. Riley-Smith, First Crusaders, 150–52. For the translatio from Anchin, see “Narratio 

quomodo rellquiae martyris Georgii.”
52. Anonymous of Gaeta, “Qualiter caput S. Th eodori,” 154–55.
53. Anonymous of Halberstadt, “De peregrinatione in Grecia,” 19.
54. Andrea and Rachlin, “Holy War, Holy Relics,” 171.
55. Gunther of Pairis, Capture of Constantinople, 125.
56. Matthew of Amalfi , “Translatio corporis S. Andree,” 177.
57. Vincent, Holy Blood, 73–74.

Chapter 5

1. One must disentangle the Renaissance myth of the perfect republic from the medi-
eval city. To approach this large subject, begin with Fasoli, “Nascita di un mito”; Benzoni, 
“Venezia: Tra mito e realità”; Dale, “Inventing a Sacred Past”; and Muir, Civic Ritual, esp. 
parts 1 and 2. Muir’s chapter on the relationship between the creation of rituals and the 
creation of myths, “From Myth to Ritual or from Ritual to Myth,” is especially relevant 
(Civic Ritual, 55–64). See also Pincus, “Venice and the Two Romes.” Demus’s vital work on 
San Marco (Church of San Marco in Venice) included a section on “mythogenesis,” a term 
he coined. As regards various aspects of Venetian myth, see the essays in Martin and 
Romano, Venice Reconsidered, especially the editors’ introduction, “Reconsidering Venice.” 
Finally, see Crouzet-Pavan, Venice Triumphant.

2. Pincus, “Andrea Dandolo”; Grubb, “When Myths Lose Power,” 44. Also see all of 
Maguire and Nelson, San Marco, Byzantium, and the Myths of Venice.

3. For the negative perspective, see Rubenstein, “Italian Reactions to the Terraferma 
Expansion,” and Grubb, “When Myths Lose Power,” 44n4.

4. Grubb, “When Myths Lose Power,” 44.
5. Perry, “Material Culture”; Barry, “Disiecta Membra.”
6. For the development of the origin myths of Venice, see Carile, “Le origini di Venezia.”
7. Madden, Enrico Dandolo, 1–19; Dale, “Cultural Hybridity,” 151–53.
8. Demus, Church of San Marco, 11–16.
9. Tassini, La questione storico giuridica, 45.
10. For references to the translation before 1050 c.e., see Tramontin, “Realtà e leggenda,” 

53; Niero, “Questioni agiografi che,” 18–27, esp. 20; Geary, Furta Sacra, 92; Tobler and Moli-
nier, Itinera Hierosolymitana, 311; Cracco, “I testi agiografi ci,” 923; and Demus, Church of 
San Marco, 9–10.

11. McCleary, “Note storiche,” 223. McCleary provides the critical edition of the trans-
latio text. A tenth-century version of the narrative also exists.

12. Cracco, “I testi agiografi ci,” 950–52.
13. Demus, Mosaics of San Marco, 1:30–33. Perry, “Material Culture,” 15 and 24.
14. Niero, “Reliquie e corpi di santi,” 195–96.
15. Pertusi, “La contesa per le reliquie di S. Nicola.” For the translatio narrative, see 

Monk of the Lido, “Historia.”
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16. Pertusi, “Venezia e Bisanzio,” 6–7, suggests that the bishop of Castello may have 
sought an appropriate elite saintly patron, though the translatio focuses on a possible rest-
ing place in San Marco.

17. Monk of the Lido, “Historia,” 266–67.
18. Madden, Enrico Dandolo, 11.
19. Niero, “Reliquie e corpi di santi,” 197.
20. San Giorgio Maggiore, 2:504nCXLIV.
21. Cracco, “I testi agiografi ci,” 951: “Un santo per i vinti.” In Cracco’s conception, 

Mark was the saint of the doges, Nicholas the saint of the commoners (the sailors), and 
Stephen the saint of the merchants.

22. Madden, Enrico Dandolo, 8; Andrea Dandolo, Chronica, 217.
23. Chiesa, “Santità d’importazione.”
24. For example, Dale, “Cultural Hybridity,”
25. Madden, Enrico Dandolo, 189–90.
26. Ibid., 195–99.
27. Fotheringham, Marco Sanudo, 50–55; Madden, Enrico Dandolo, 198.
28. Madden, Enrico Dandolo, 200n26; Lazzarini, “I titoli dei dogi di Venezia,” 300.
29. Fotheringham, Marco Sanudo, 80–85.
30. Geary, “St. Helen.”
31. Angold, Fourth Crusade, 235.
32. Geary, Furta Sacra, 29–30.
33. Angold, Fourth Crusade, 237–40.
34. Andrea and Rachlin, “Holy War, Holy Relics,” 162–63.
35. Biblioteca Nazionale Braidense, Milan, MS Gerli 26, fol. 74r: “Quanti tripudii quan-

tique gaudii repleta sit civita Venetorum, quantaque mirabilia in mari veniendo Dominus 
dignatus est ostendere, nullus hominum nulla lingua valeret annuciare. Suscepto itaque 
corpore reliquiis omnibus domino Leonardo plebano ceterisque clericis et convicinis, 
rogaverunt dominum Benedictum Faletro tunc Gradensem patriarcham et dominum 
Marcum Nicolam Castellanum episcopum ut venirent et reconderent preciosa pignora.”

36. Monk of St. George, “Translatio corporis Beatissimi Pauli Martyris”: “Hunc roga-
vit, ut pretiosam gemmam suo abbati deferret, que non solum monasterium, sed & totam 
Venetiam sua presentia decoraret. Nam, sicut b. Marcum pene de universsis partibus visi-
tare adveniunt innumerabiles viri & femine, ita beatum Paulum facta est gloriosa consue-
tudo videndi.”

37. Ibid., 148.
38. Corner, Notizie storiche, 474. See also Damerini, L’isola e il cenobio, 245, for a 1362 

inventory of the contents of the treasury.
39. Monk of St. George, “Translatio corporis Beatissimi Pauli Martyris,” 144: “Accipite 

sapientiam, sicut aurum.” See Proverbs 8:10: “Accipite disciplinam meam et non pecuniam 
doctrinam magis quam aurum eligite.”

40. Ibid.: “Ideo sapientia etiam eum dicimus ornatum.”
41. Perry, “Material Culture.”
42. Vergil, Aeneid, book 1, lines 267–71. In this passage, Jupiter explains to Venus that all 

will be well; Aeneas will survive, and so will his son. Note the use of imperio and transferet in 
the following verse (emphasis added): “At puer Ascanius, cui nunc cognomen Iulo / additur 
(Ilus erat, dum res stetit Ilia regno), / triginta magnos volvendis mensibus orbis / imperio 
explebit, regnumque ab sede Lavini / transferet, et Longam multa vi muniet Albam.”

43. Pocock, Barbarism and Religion, 127–50. Pocock off ers a useful overview in the 
chapter “Th e Historiography of Translatio Imperii.”
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44. For examples, see Akbari, Idols in the East, 5.
45. Sgarbi, “Translatio Studiorum,” 67–108. Th e three medieval chapters off er the most 

recent overview of the medieval tradition.
46. Nederman, “Empire and the Historiography of European Political Th ought.” Mar-

siglio’s writing contains a fairly straightforward account of how the empire moved from the 
emperors of Rome to Pepin and the Carolingians, and then to the Germans.

47. Reg., 7:203.
48. Macrides, “New Constantine.”
49. See Abulafi a, Frederick II, 247–48, for an example of relic translation and German 

politics.
50. Demus, Church of San Marco, 56–58 and notes.
51. Durand, “La translation des reliques,” discusses the theme of the new Jerusalem 

(37–41) and includes editions of many documents recording the translation (44–51).
52. Angold, Fourth Crusade, 237–39. For Heraclius’s legend as recorded in the Middle 

Ages, see Jacobus de Voragine, Golden Legend, 544–46.
53. Boutet, “De la translatio imperii à la fi nis saeculi.”
54. Durand, “La translation des reliques,” 37–41.
55. Pincus, “Venice and the Two Romes,” 109. Pincus writes, “Venice, Florence, Milan, 

Padua—to name a number of centers—all become ‘Second Romes.’ Th e concept of Second 
Rome is a topos for the city states of Italy as they develop self-suffi  ciency and search for 
individual identity. What is particular about Venice is the distinctiveness of the two strands 
that make up its image and the stage-managing.”

56. Angold, Fourth Crusade, 240.
57. Monk of St. George, “Translatio corporis Beatissimi Pauli Martyris,” 142. Cracco, 

“Chiesa e istituzioni,” 17, briefl y discusses the justifi cations for the crusade in this text. He 
views the period following the Fourth Crusade as the moment when church and state came 
together in Venice, in defi ance of papal criticism and other threats. Madden, Enrico Dan-
dolo, 31–38, has shown that the real church-state crisis occurred earlier, during the confl ict 
between Patriarch Enrico Dandolo (the uncle of Doge Enrico Dandolo) and Doge Pietro 
Polani in 1147, also known as the “Venetian investiture controversy.”

58. Ms Gerli 26, 71r. Th ere was no relevant iniquity between father and son, but rather 
fraternal confl ict between Isaac Angelos and Alexius III. Whether the author was confused 
or speaking metaphorically about interfamilial strife is unclear.

59. Monk of St. George, “Translatio corporis Beatissimi Pauli Martyris,” 141.
60. Madden, Enrico Dandolo, 200 and 268n31–32.
61. For example, the “Translatio Symonensis” begins with a paean for his wisdom; MS 

Gerli 26, fol. 71v. So does the “Translatio Pauli”; see Monk of St. George, “Translatio corpo-
ris Beatissimi Pauli Martyris,” 141.

62. Madden, Enrico Dandolo, 196 and 266n145.
63. Madden, “Venetian Version.”
64. Carile’s La cronachistica veneziana remains the seminal work on the Venetian 

chronicles. More recently, Șerban Marin has reconsidered a number of issues in the chron-
icles; see his essay “Between Justifi cation and Glory.” Carile has identifi ed more than one 
thousand separate chronicles written in Venice from the mid-thirteenth century to well 
into the seventeenth century. Many families produced their own accounts; they borrowed 
from one another without evident rhyme or reason.

65. Constantine IX Monomachos (r. 1042–55). It was actually the forces of Michael IV 
(1010–1041) that captured the relics of the virgin martyrs during Byzantium’s battle with 
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Sicilian Muslims in 1039. Niero, “Reliquie e corpi di santi,” 198. See also Musolino, Santa 
Lucia a Venezia, 41.

66. Andrea Dandolo, Chronica, 280: “Devoti etiam principes sanctorum occultatas rel-
iquias tamdem inveniunt; et obtinuit dux mirisicam Crucem auro inclusam, quam post 
inventionem matris Constantinus in bellis secum detulerat et ampullam Sanguinis mirac-
ulosi Iesu Christ, et brachium sancti Georgii martyris cum parte capitis Sancti Iohannis 
Baptiste, quas dux mittens Venetias in sua capella collocari iussit. . . . Inventis similiter 
corporibus sanctarum Agathe et Lucie virginis, que Basilius et Constantinus Augustus de 
Sicilia deferri Constantinopolim fecerant, dux obtentum corpus sancta Lucie Venetias, in 
monasterio Sancti Georgii mandavit, quod in ecclesia eius nomini dedicate repositum est. 
Corpus vero beate Agathe quibusdam Siculis peregrines concessum est.”

67. Ibid., 284. For the offi  ce of procurator, see Müeller, “Procurators of San Marco.” See 
also Demus, Church of San Marco, 52–54.

68. Andrea Dandolo, Chronica, 280, 285, 287, 289, 297, 308, 310.
69. Ibid., 280.
70. Ibid., 289.
71. Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, Venice, Marc. Codex Lat. LX (a. cc. 234–39).
72. Poncelet, “Le légendier de Pierre Calò,” 30–34; Petrus Calò, Legendae Sancti Domi-

nici, 129–30.
73. Petrus Calò, Legendae Sancti Dominici, 158–59.
74. Th e Monastery of San Daniele was founded in 1138. Bishop Giovanni Polani of Cas-

tello gave the parish church of San Daniele to a group of Fruttuarian monks, whose reform 
movement was not unlike that of the Cistercians in theology, though, according to Mad-
den, it was more willing to operate under the oversight of a bishop. Th ese monks had built 
a religious house near the church, took over the new site aft er Polani’s gift , and thrived 
during the twelft h and thirteenth centuries. See Madden, Enrico Dandolo, 26–27 and 
216n60, and Spinelli, “I monasteri Benedettini,” 113–14. See also the preface to Elisabeth 
Santschi’s edition of Benedettini in S. Daniele (1046–1198), vii–lvi. It is not credible that this 
Marco Zorzi, who gave such a rich gift  to San Daniele, was the same Marco Zorzi who was 
abbot of San Giorgio Maggiore at the time. Th e Zorzi were an important Venetian family, 
however, so it is likely that they were related.

75. ESC, 1:cviii.
76. Petrus Calò, “Translatio S. Ioannis Alexandrini.”
77. Ibid., 181: “Involvit illum in sindone munda.”
78. Ibid.
79. Andrea Dandolo, Chronica, 285.
80. Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, Venice, Marc. Codex Zanetti Lat., 360 (=1809).
81. Riant, in ESC, 1:cix, writes, “Celle de Sainte Lucie . . . n’a pas été compose plus 

tard que la fi n du XVe siècle, ainsi que le prouve l’écriture du manuscript auquel je l’ai 
empruntée.”

82. If one considers “the city” to be only the Golden Horn, the section behind the walls 
of Th eodosius, then the expanded Venetian quarter is about half. Jacoby, “Venetian Quar-
ter,” 154.

83. “Corporis beate virginis ac martiris Lucie,” 185.
84. Ibid. Th is is the only source I have found that specifi cally credits Baldwin with giv-

ing a relic to Enrico Dandolo. Th e attribution to Baldwin is credible, given his general pat-
tern of diplomatic use of relics.

85. Damerini, L’isola e il cenobio, 91.
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86. Polacco, Della triplicata traslazione. Th e church dedicated to St. Lucia was destroyed 
to make room for a train station (although it still bears her name—Ferrovia Santa Lucia), 
so the relics have now endured four translations. Her body now shares a church with San 
Geremiaso (St. Jeremy) a few blocks away from the train station. In 1617, there was a par-
ticularly large celebration of the relics of Venice. Polacco’s pamphlet was presumably pro-
duced as part of a larger local hagiographical eff ort.

87. Th ese crises were not limited to the many issues brought about by the Fourth Crusade, 
but also included the confl icts with Byzantium in the 1170s, internal reform, the murder of a 
doge, and the re-creation of the Venetian polity. See Madden, Enrico Dandolo, 43–62.

Chapter 6

1. Martino da Canal, Les estoires de Venise, 40; Fasoli, “La chronique des Veniciens,” 
53–61; Limentani, “Martin Da Canal.”

2. Perry, “St. Mark’s Trophies.”
3. Petrus Calò, “Translatio S. Barbare.” Th ere is also a seventeenth-century pamphlet 

on the subject housed in the Marciana Library in Venice: Palmieri, Historia della transla-
tione del glorioso corpo della Beata Vergine.

4. ESC, 1:186–88.
5. Ibid., 2:37–38.
6. Th is is the same saint whose head Peter Capuano brought to Gaeta around 1210. See 

chapter 4 and Anonymous of Gaeta, “Qualiter caput S. Th eodori.”
7. Anonymous of Venice, “Translatio corporis Beatissimi Th eodori Martyris.” See also 

Niero, “Reliquie e corpi di santi,” 200–201.
8. Anonymous of Venice, “Translatio corporis Beatissimi Th eodori Martyris,” 159.
9. Demus, Church of San Marco, 19–22. Constantinople more or less gave St. Th eodore 

to the Byzantine/Italian refugees from the Lombard invasion. As Greek infl uence waned, 
Marcian devotion increased over the fi rst few centuries of Venice’s history.

10. Demus, Church of San Marco, 19–22. St. Th eodore was a fourth-century Roman 
soldier (and hence is known as Th eodore Tyro, the title given to recruits) who was burned 
to death in 306, thus making him both warrior and martyr.

11. Perry, “St. George.”
12. Demus, Church of San Marco, 19–22 and 22n75. Th e columns were erected aft er 1172, 

but the statues came much later. Th e statue of St. Th eodore today is a composite, although 
there is an earlier Th eodore warrior in the museum of the Palazzo Ducale.

13. Demus, Church of San Marco, 125–37, presents a full discussion of each of the icons. 
See fi gs. 2–5 for the relevant icons.

14. Ibid., 137. Demus writes, “Th is decorative character, this elegance of composition 
and line is, indeed, the most important element to have grown out of the interplay of Byz-
antine and late Romanesque tendencies on Venetian soil. It is, in fact, the new ingredient 
which the Venetians added to the ‘imported’ qualities, an ingredient which, to a large 
extent, was to shape the development of relief sculpture in Venice.”

15. Ibid. Demus guesses that the fi rst Heracles relief was made about 1230 and the sec-
ond one as much as a decade later, but lacks solid evidence. Our terminus date is based on 
da Canal’s description of the icons as of 1267, but they seem to have originated earlier. 
Martino da Canal, Les estoires de Venise, 290.

16. George Akropolites: History, 239.
17. Robert of Clari, Conquest of Constantinople, 127. Robert of Clari, Li estoires, 107–8: 

“Or gesoit li cors monseigneur saint Dimitre en le chité, qui ne vaut onques sousfrir que se 
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chités fust prise par forche; si decouroit si grans plentés d’oille de chu cors saint que 
ch’estoit une fi ne merveille. Si avint, si comme Jehans li Blaks se gesoit une matinee en se 
tente, que mesires sains Dimitres vint, si le feri d’une lanche parmi le cors, si l’ochist.”

18. Perry, “St. George.”
19. Ibid.; Riley-Smith, First Crusaders, 151–52 and 151n52; “Narratio quomodo relliquiae 

martyris Georgii.”
20. Demus, Church of San Marco, 134.
21. Ibid., 134 and 134nn56–57.
22. Ibid., 126–27.
23. Ibid., 135.
24. Perry, “St. George.”
25. Klein, “Refashioning Byzantium in Venice,” 209–10.
26. Pincus, “Christian Relics.” Th e hallway is now closed to tourists (as the entrance to 

the church and the palazzo are regulated separately). I am grateful to the Offi  ce of the Patri-
archate of Venice at San Marco for allowing me access to the hallway and granting me 
permission to photograph the plaque.

27. Ibid., 39.
28. Andrea Dandolo, Chronica, 280.
29. Pincus, “Christian Relics,” 42; Hahnloser and Volbach, Tesoro di San Marco, 139–41.
30. Pincus, “Christian Relics,” 46n39. See also Kaufmann, Eucharistic Vessels.
31. Pincus, “Christian Relics,” 46.
32. Ibid.
33. Pomorisac, Les émaux byzantins de la Pala d’oro, 25, cited in Pincus, “Christian Rel-

ics,” 57n28. See also Volback, “Gli smalti della Pala d’oro,” 6–10.
34. Pincus, “Christian Relics,” 46–47nn47–52. Although focused on a later period, 

Kedar, “Noms de saints et mentalité populaire à Gênes,” off ers an excellent comparative 
model.

35. Jacobus de Voragine, Legenda aurea, 925; Jacobus de Voragine, Iacopo da Varagine 
e la sua Cronaca di Genova, esp. 1:127–31. Th e latter volume contains the Istoria sive legenda 
translationis beatissimi Johannis Baptiste. One should also see Th ompson, Cities of God, 
309–14, for the ritual importance of the Baptist, baptism, and baptisteries among the Ital-
ian city-states.

36. Nicol, Last Centuries of Byzantium, 34.
37. On Genoa and Venice, see Kedar, Merchants in Crisis.
38. Beyond overt military activity, see Katele, “Piracy and the Venetian State,” 865–89.
39. Nicol, Last Centuries of Byzantium, 34.
40. Gill, Byzantium and the Papacy, 39.
41. Pincus, “Christian Relics,” 46.
42. For arm reliquaries, see Hahn, “Voices of Saints,” 21–27. Th e arm was meant to con-

vey an action of some sort to the viewers of the relic, whether blessing or supplication or, I 
argue, the military strength of Christendom’s foremost soldier-saint. See Perry, “St. George.”

43. Nicol, Last Centuries of Byzantium, 30–37, 60–63.
44. Crouzet-Pavan, Venice Triumphant, 71.
45. See Kedar, Merchants in Crisis.
46. Crouzet-Pavan, Venice Triumphant, 71–74. Th e main episodes of violence occurred 

in 1294–99, 1351–55, and 1374–81, when the Genoese penetrated all the way to Chioggia. See 
also Katele, “Piracy.”

47. Pincus has included an edition of the letter in her appendix to “Christian Relics.” 
Th e original letter is enrolled in the Archivio di Stato, Venice, Commemoriali, Reg. 24 
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(1573–84), cc. 173–74. Th e Latin reads, “Et qualiter Dominis noster Jesus Christus ipsas in 
Civitate Venetiarum cum corpore beati Marci, Evangelisti sui, voluit collocari.”

48. Niero, “Reliquie e corpi di santi,” 201–4. Th e fourteenth-century purchase and use 
of relics has received some scholarly attention, but the fi ft eenth-century military acquisi-
tion of relics ahead of the Turkish advance has not. For the former, see Cutler, “From Loot 
to Scholarship”; Hetherington, “Purchase of Byzantine Relics and Reliquaries”; and Klein, 
“Refashioning Byzantium in Venice,” 222–24. For a concise list of relics taken by Venetians 
from Latin Constantinople, see Demus, Church of San Marco, 17n60.

49. Perry, “Material Culture,” 21–24.
50. Muir, Civic Ritual, 119.
51. Demus, Mosaic Decoration, 231.
52. Muir, Civic Ritual, 119–20; Martino da Canal, Les estoires de Venise, 250. Muir 

writes, “By 1267, when Martin da Canal described the ceremony, a desponsatio, or matri-
monial covenant, between the doge and the sea had been graft ed onto the benedictio, cre-
ating a composite rite and establishing the rudiments for the marriage of the sea, or the 
Sensa festival. Th is signifi cant transformation was probably a response to the heightened 
concern for Venice’s own imperial image that followed the conquest of Constantinople in 
1204” (120).

53. Perry, “Translatio Symonensis,” 112.
54. Crouzet-Pavan, “Ecological Understanding of the Myth of Venice”; Crouzet-Pavan, 

“Sopra le acque salse”; Venice Triumphant, esp. 46–50. See also Tenenti, Venezia e il senso 
del mare.

55. Monk of the Lido, “Historia,” 260: “Sancte Pater! Venetia, fi lia tua.”
56. Crouzet-Pavan, Venice Triumphant, 46–50.
57. Benzoni, “Venezia, la città di Nettuno.” A fi ne example of this imagery can be found 

in the Minneapolis Institute of Arts. Th e artists Jacopo Bassano and his son Francesco 
painted Th e Element of Water in Venice in 1576–77. Th e background contains a dark classi-
cal cityscape merging into a subterranean view. Neptune rides triumphantly through the 
clouds. In the foreground, people are engaged in the buying and selling of fi sh. Anyone 
familiar with the fi sh of the Adriatic will recognize the catch as typical of the region, 
including the ubiquitous sarde (large sardines), meaty branzini (sea bass), orata (sea bream), 
mollusks, scampi, perhaps eels, and a large San Giuseppe (John Dory), an odd-looking fl at 
fi sh. Th e Venetian qualities of this scene are unmistakable.

58. Muir, Civic Ritual, 103n1; Pietro de’Natali, Il poemetto di Pietro de’ Natali.
59. Luke 22:38.
60. Perry, “1308 and 1177,” 125–28.
61. Dale, “Inventing a Sacred Past,” 89n174.
62. Demus, Church of San Marco, 9–10.
63. See Dale, “Inventing a Sacred Past,” 85–86; Martino da Canal, Les estoires de 

Venise, 219.
64. Pincus, “Venice and the Two Romes,” 112n14; Buchthal, Historia Troiana, 58.
65. Pincus, “Venice and the Two Romes,” 105. See also Marin, “Venice and Translatio 

Imperii,” 45–50.
66. Pertusi, “Le profezie sulla presa di Costantinopoli.”
67. See Marin’s “Between Justifi cation and Glory,” “ ‘Dominus quartae partis,’ ” “Prec-

edent to the Fourth Crusade,” “Venetian ‘Empire’ in the East,” and “Venetian and Non-
Venetian Crusaders,” 111–71.

68. In 1124, the Venetians crushed an Egyptian fl eet and gained a street and other 
concessions in every city in the Kingdom of Jerusalem, as well as a third of Tyre. Aft er 
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that, they raided Rhodes and wintered in Chios, where they allegedly acquired the relic of 
St. Isidore of Chios. Th ey then raided Greeks and Hungarians over the next two years 
before John II Comnenus acquiesced. See Madden, Enrico Dandolo, 15–18, and Riley-
Smith, “Venetian Crusade of 1122–1124.”

69. Marin, “Precedent to the Fourth Crusade,” 246. Th e appendixes contain editions of 
relevant passages from twenty-seven diff erent chronicles.

70. For Dandolo’s larger relic project, see Klein, “Refashioning Byzantium in Venice,” 
196–209; Pincus, “Venice and Its Doge”; Th iriet, “Byzance et les Byzantins”; and Lazzarini, 
“ ‘Dux ille Danduleus.’”

71. Th ese ceremonials, dating from the sixteenth century in their extant form, have 
been published in Saccardo, La cappella di S. Isidoro, 8–13. Saccardo has included both a 
facsimile of the handwritten documents and a typed edition.

72. Th e translatio is contained within a large, bound fourteenth-century codex: Biblio-
teca Nazionale Marciana, Venice, Marc. Codex Lat. LX (a. cc. 234–39). It was also published 
in Cerbano Cerbani, “Translatio Isidori.” I have not been able to locate any twelft h-century 
versions of this story and am increasingly suspicious of its veracity. Of importance here is 
its fourteenth-century memorialization.

73. Andrea Dandolo, Chronica, 233–36; Cerbano Cerbani, “Translatio Isidori,” 321–24.
74. Demus, Church of San Marco, 17.
75. Wolff , Later Crusades, 12, 59–68; Nicol, Byzantium and Venice, 260–70.
76. Demus, Mosaics of San Marco, 2 (text): 192–93.
77. Hetherington, “Purchase of Byzantine Relics and Reliquaries.”
78. Niero, “Reliquie e corpi di santi,” 202–4.
79. Vergaro, Racconto dell’apparato et solennità (1617); Th iepolo Primicerio, Trattato 

delle santissime (1617).
80. Th e emergence of the Venetian arengo paralleled the development of “communal” 

government in many other city-states of Italy, a subject that has been vastly studied. For a 
general survey, including an excellent bibliography, see Jones, Italian City-State. See also 
Mundy, “Philip Jones and the Medieval City-State.” Coleman published a review article 
entitled “Th e Italian Communes,” though he excluded Venice (as is typical of scholars of 
the rest of Italy). For the development of the arengo in terms of Venetian law, see the some-
what dated, but still seminal, Maranini, La costituzione di Venezia, and Cassandro, “Con-
cetto caratteri e struttura dello stato veneziano.”

81. Madden, Enrico Dandolo, 56, 227nn94–96.
82. Ibid., 136–38.
83. Madden, “Venetian Version,” 326, suggests that Venetians believed their own sto-

ries for at least the fi rst century aft er the conquest.
84. For the organization of Venetian daily existence, see Crouzet-Pavan, Venice Trium-

phant, 138–82. Th ere remains much scholarly work to be done on parish life, governance, 
and identity.

85. Madden, Enrico Dandolo, 6–7.
86. Crouzet-Pavan, Venice Triumphant, 14–17.
87. Madden, Enrico Dandolo, 1.
88. Monk of St. George, “Translatio corporis Beatissimi Pauli Martyris,” 144.

Epilogue

1. Gratian, De consecratione, corpus iuris canonici, 1:263–64. C. XXXVII: Quando alicui 
corpora sanctorum de loco ad locum transferre non licet: “Item ex Concilio Maguntiensi, 
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[I.] c. 51. Corpora sanctorum de loco ad locum nullus transferre presumat sine consilio 
principis, uel episcoporum sanctaeque sinodi licentia.” C. XXXVI: Quibus ex causis loca 
sanctorum mutanda sint: “Item Augustinus. IX. Pars. Tribus ex causis loca sanctorum 
transmutanda sunt. Prima, cum necessitas persecutorum loca eorum grauauerit. Secunda, 
cum diffi  cultas locorum fuerit. Tercia, cum malorum societate grauantur.” See also Dooley, 
Church Law on Sacred Relics, 10–11, 28–29.

2. Bolton, “Show with a Meaning,” 54–57.
3. Ibid., 55–61.
4. Decrees of the Ecumenical Councils, 263–64.
5. Kuttner and García y García, “New Eyewitness Account.” García y García discovered 

the text in 1961, and he and Kuttner both worked on the description and evaluation of it. 
Kuttner produced the commentary and appendixes.

6. Bolton, “Show with a Meaning,” 63.
7. Kuttner and García y García, “New Eyewitness Account,” 128–29.
8. Ibid., 128: “Nona hora diei esset.”
9. Bolton, “Show with a Meaning,” 63–64.
10. Frolow, La relique de la Vraie Croix, 494–95: “hic continetur lignum vivifice 

crucis de constantinopoli translatum ad urbem tempore omini innocentii pp. 
tertii.”

11. Kuttner and García y García, “New Eyewitness Account,” 128: “Magnam partem de 
lingo sancte crucis de Constantinopoli allato omnibus demonstravit.”

12. Bolton, “Show with a Meaning,” 63.
13. Kuttner and García y García, “New Eyewitness Account,” 165.
14. Ibid.
15. Ibid.
16. Ibid.
17. Ibid.
18. Gallo, “Reliquie e reliquiari veneziani,” 187.
19. Durand, Le trésor de la Sainte-Chapelle.
20. Andrea, “What Remains to Be Said About Relic Th ievery.”
21. “St. Lucy Vanishes Without Trace,” Catholic Herald, November 13, 1981, 2, http://

archive.catholicherald.co.uk/article/13th-november-1981/2/st-lucy-vanishes-without-trace.
22. “St. Lucy’s Relics Found Intact,” Catholic Herald, December 18, 1981, 1, http://

archive.catholicherald.co.uk/article/18th-december-1981/1/st-lucys-relics-found-intact.
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